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USING THIS METHOD
The Planning and Design Workbook is for people who
want to take action to make a better life in their com
munity and in their housing. You can use theinstruc
tions and information in this book to help you decide
what changes you would like to make. The book can
also help you to carry out the changes you want to make.
When you use the Workbook, you will be able to state
clearly the policies you want to support to improve your
community and your housing. You will be able to make
concrete and detailed proposals which describe the
specific changes you believe are needed. You will be
able to work more effectively with the many officials
and professionals who are involved in carrying out any
proposal for change.
The Workbook can be used by any group of citizens
interested in doing something positive to improve living
conditions. You do not have to have any special train
ing before you can use the book.
The method described in this Workbook certainly cannot
help you to deal with every type of problem you may have
in your community. The method can help you when you
want to make changes in the physical arrangements of
your community; when changes in the amount, type and
location of activities and the buildings, streets and open
spaces for these activities are important to the life of the
community.
WHAT IS PROVIDED?
The Workbook has four main parts. The first part,
called Planning and Design Aids, contains instructions

and information that may be used at many different
times during your work in developing policies and
proposals.
The last three parts can be used separately when your
group works on three different kinds of problems which
depend on the size of the area you are concerned with.
The second part, Community Activity Planning, is
used when you are dealing with all of the activities
that take place within the boundaries of your com
munity. You can work with the third part, Site
Planning, when you are deciding how you want to make
changes in an area of several blocks. The fourth part,
called Dwelling Unit Design, is used to help you make
decisions about individual buildings and apartments.
What you decide to do when using anyone part of
the book will have some effect on what you can decide
when you use another part. At some time most groups
wi II want to look at a II three parts together to make
sure that all the decisions you make will work with
each other. The parts were kept separate in the Work
book because in most cases different groups or com
mittees wi II work on each book at different times.
Each part of the Workbook starts with a set of stE!!P by
step instructions which tell you how to use all the
other material that is provided. The other material
includes a set of sample issues and policies that are
often considered important. There are forms provided
for recording additional issues and policies that your
group may want to work with. Some features of any
planning or design proposal that are not considered
matters of choice in the United States at this time
are described in a section called Standards.

An important section in each of the three last parts of
the Workbook is the Catalog. In the Catalog you wi II
find diagrams and pictures of almost every basic plan
or design you can follow when you are developing your
own proposa Is. The fi na I section in each part of the
Workbook shows the simple tools that may be provided
{or can be easily obtained} to allow the group to make
maps, models and drawings of the proposals the group
works on.

WHEN IS IT USED?

HOW IS IT DIFFERENT?

The Workbook was prepared on the assumption that
groups of citizens wi II come together at meetings
to decide on the changes they want to make in their
community and their housing. The instructions are
arranged so that major policy decisions can be made
at meetings. Some of the activities called for by
the instructions will be difficult to carry out if the
group at the meeting is larger than about fifty people.
However, groups larger than fifty wi II usua lIy want
to ask a sub-committee to carry out much of the work.

All of the planning and design methods that are ex
plained in the instructions have been used at one time
or another by professional architects, planners or
engineers to solve community and housing problems.
However, these materia Is and methods have never been
shown in such a way that people without special educa
tion and training could use them.

It is ,not necessary for the work to be carried out by a
group. One person delegated by the group, a
member, a technical assistant or a professional con
sultant can do the work and report the results for the
approval of the group. The method shown here should
make it easier for anyone to develop clear policies
and proposals whatever his training may be.

When your group uses this Workbook you wi II be able
to make many decisions that are often made by pro
fessionals. This does not mean that you will not have
to hire professional firms to help your group accomplish
your proposa Is. There are many necessary professiona I
tasks that you may not want to do yourselves. There are
some tasks that must, by law, be done for you by a pro
fessional firm; for example, the preparation of working
drawings of bui Idings and structures for approval by the
city bui Iding department.

The best arrangement for group meetings for the use of
this method would be a quiet room with a large table
in the center. It is preferable to have the table large
enough for every member of the group to sit at the
table so they can clearly see the materials being used.
To keep meetings from getting too long, the group
will probably want to assign the parts of the work that
do not involve major policy decisions to a technical
assistant or a professional consultant. He should have
enough space to store and use all the materials and
equipment used with this method.

If you are familiar with this method you will find it much
easier to tell your professional consultants precisely what
results you want them to help you reach. You will also
be able to understand and evaluate the work your con
sultants do for your group.
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WHO USES IT?
The question most often asked about the use of this
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method is how it might affect the distribution of pol itical
power; the power to make decisions. There is nothing
about the method described in this Workbook that re
quires any particular arrangement for the authority to
make decisions.
Each group and each city will have its own decision
making arrangement and in most cases this will be chang
ing as time goes on. The method is a guide to what
decisions can be made to take effective action. It
does not tell you who should make decisions or how to
arrange the normal voting and negotiation that go on
when important decisions are made. This is determined
by the people who use the method.
However, in every community there are people who
have been cut off from the decision-making process that
determines important changes'in the area. People who
have been in such a position and who now want to use
their rights as citizens to take part in the decision making
process should find this Workbook useful. It can help
them to choose the policies and proposals which best
serve their interests and state them in a clear and positive
way. In the past " the abi lity to do this has often been
restricted to only a few groups in a community. This
method makes it possible for any group that wants one
to develop a constructive action program in its own in
terest.
HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE?
Whatever method your group uses to deve lop pro posa Is
for changes in the buildings and streets of your com
munity, it will probably take at least two to four years
before those changes can be completed and the new
arrangement is actually in use. In recent years the.
tendency has been for the planning process to become
more complicated, involve more people and controversy
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and as a resu It, take a very long time. The use of th is
method can take something like two to six months for
the development of your own planning and design
proposals. It will not make the whole process of
getting something done in your community any longer
than it has been. It has a good chance of shortening
the overall time it takes to accomplish something.
The use of the method can make it easier to find out
about and resolve the kind of controversy that
usually goes along with making decisions about the
future that wi II affect many people. The use of
the planning and design process described in this
Workbook can also help your group to get quickly
around the many unexpected roadblocks that stand
in the way of getting something done. When your
group is involved in more of the details of the de
cisions that go into a proposal, you will not have to
abandon 'your plans and start over from scratch when
conditions change in a way you did not expect. You
will know how to modify your proposal to meet new
conditions.
Most likely a group which meets once a week and has
a full-time technical assistant can complete a pro
posal for anyone of the three scales described in
the three last parts of the Workbook in less than two
months. If theomembers of the group have many dis
agreements about what policies to follow, the work
wi II take longer. But disagreements should be easier
to understand and settle if you follow the Workbook
method.

The ten basic steps that are described in the instruc
tions for community activity planning, site planning
and dwelling unit design can be taken in almost any
order. And most groups will probabl y have to return to
most of the stelK several times before a final decision
con be made. The order of the steps shown in the Work
book is most useful for keeping track of the work your
group has already done and the work that remainsto be
done at any time during the process.

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST?
It is very costly to make changes in the physical arrange
ments of a city and it is becoming more expensive every
year. That is why most changes are made today with the
aid of loans and grants from Federal, State and City pro
grams and mortgage loans most often from private sources.
The cost of using this method to plan exactly how you
want such e~pensive changes to be made is a tiny frac
tion of the cost of the changes themselves. The mater
ials you will need for the paperwork and model building
described in the instructions will probably cost less than
five hundred dollars. In addition, the group will have
to pay the salary of a technical assistant and the fees of
the consultants you retain . Salaries and fees vary too
much to be able to predict how much they will cost in
any particular community. The group will have to make
an estimate of these costs for your own city at the time
you use the method. Very often, grants and loans are
available to cover these costs for a community group.

It is not at all necessary and usually not very effective
to follow the steps exact'r in the order they are shown.
The particular interests 0 the group, the information
one! help you have available and the opportunities for
progress at the time you .are using the method should
tell you what step is most important. For exampl e I
you may want to begin by evaluating a proposal made
by another group and then work back to the policies
ond proposals your group wants to support. However I
before you complete your work you will probably want
to be sure that you have not skipped any steps.
When you begin your planning and design work you will
almost always find that other groups and agencies have
been making plans and making changes that affect what
you can do in your proposals. It is important to real ize
that the planning process described in this Workbook
has been designed to take this into account also. You
can use this method to describe the policies and pro
posals made by others in the same way you describe
your own. Then you can describe exactly how to make
your work fit together with the work being done by
others~or you can decide to propose a way to change
what is being done by others.

HOW ADAPTABLE IS THE WORKBOOK?
Anyone who has been involved in the process of planning
and design knows that the work never proceeds in the
orderly I step by step fashion that is shown in the instruc
tions in this book. As you are making decisions about
your pol icies and proposals, the conditions in your city
will be changing, the amount and type of information
your group can get will be changing, the availabil ity of
financial assistance will be changing and probably the
problems and priorities of the group will change as well .
It is important to recognize how this method was devel
oped to take such changes into account.
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You will be sure to notice that when you are considering
different kinds of policies and proposals that each
decision you make has some effect on many other de
cisions that you make. If every time you make a de
cision you stop to question the effect it wi II have on
dozens of other decisions, your group will probably not
make much progress. This method has a special approach
to simplifying and speeding up the decision making pro
cess. The Workbook method suggests that you make each
decision separately without at first worrying too much
about the complicated relationship this might have with
all your other decisions. The instructions provide a way
of checking up on the relationship between decisions in
a rather simple way.
First of all, it is suggested that you come back to each
decision several times before your policies and proposals
are made fi na I. Each time you return to a step, you wi II
know more about what you want than you did the first
time and your many decisions will begin to work together
better. It is a good idea not to be concerned about
possible conflicts between the policies you have chosen
until you have tried to develop one or more proposals.
With this method, your proposals will describe an actual
physical change. If any policies cannot work together
in any proposal you or your consultants can think of,
then it is time to go back and consider changing your
policies so that they can work together. You may some
times be able to make a proposal that will accomplish
several policies that may read as though they cannot
work together. It is often just such seemingly conflict
ing policies that lead to original and imaginative pro
posals.
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You should also realize that it seldom happens that any
single proposal will accomplish perfectly every policy
you have chosen. A most typical experience is to
find that the proposals that best accomplish all your
policies cost more to do than anyone is willing to pay
at this time. And most of the proposals that you can
afford wi II score far less than one hundred percent
accomplishment of many of your policies. That is why
a scoring system is provided in the instructions for
eva Iuation. You can use th is method to be sure you
are getting the most of what you want to accomplish
for the amount of money that can be spent. When
more money becomes available for making important
improvements in your community and your housing,
you will know how to use it to put your policies into
effect.
When you read the instructions it should be clear
that the issues, policies and plans shown in this book
are only samples. No attempt has been made to guess
what the most important problems of any community
might be. The people in the community are in the
best position to know this from their first hand exper
ience. And there is no way to guess what kinds of
community activity plans, site plans or dwelling unit
designs might be thought of by people with imagination
and close contact with the people in a community.
And new plans or designs that you and your consultants
can think of might be added to the known types
shown in the catalogs. The process that is described
in the Workbook is intended to be open to new and
better ideas at all times.

development or other aspects of urban life, a similar
process can be used for community participation in the
decision making process.

Probably the least reliable part of the sample issues
that are shown in the Workbook are the statements made
under the heading of llpossible results. 1I The prediction
of the possible results of a policy is undoubtedly the
most uncertain, difficult and controversial part of any
decision-making process for urban change. Yet in order
to make a decision, you must make such predictions of
possible results. The results shown as samples have been
known to happen in some places at some time. But they
should be reviewed, questioned and revised by your
group, your assistants and consu Itants. Your own group
and the people helping you are in the best position to
predict the possible results of a policy for the place you
are working at the time you are working there.

There is a great need for people who can work as
technical assistants and professional consultants to
public agencies, community groups or private interests
which have to make plans for physical changes to
solve some of their problems. The method described
in this Workbook may easily be adopted for use as
part of a program of education for people who want
a career in the field of planning and design.

This Workbook was designed to help many different kinds
of groups in different places at different times. If you
want to make changes in the way activities and facili
ties are arranged to improve the life of the people in
your community, you will find something in this book
to he Ip you. It is not expected that every group wi II
want to use everyth ing that is presented, but some parts
of the Workbook should be useful to any group interested
in planning and design.
ARE THERE OTHER USES FOR THE WORKBOOK
METHOD?
Even if you are not directly involved in making de
cisions about changes in housing,you may find some
parts of this Workbook useful. The process that is de
scribed can be used to deal with other kinds of planning
and design problems. If your work is mainly concerned
with education, recreation, health services, business
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INTRODUCTION

IN THIS SECTION YOU CAN FIND OUT:

I.

2.

How to get information on existing conditions and
facilities
How to prepare information for use in making
decisions

3.

How to decide when you should use computer
services

4.

If you decide on using computer service, how to
use it to aid you in handling information and
making maps

HOW DO YOU USE INFORMATION?

Information about existing conditions and facilities can
not tell you what problems exist in your community. Nor
can information tell you what action to take to help
solve problems.
When you use thisWorkbook, the members of the planning
group decide what the problems are. And it is also the
planning 'group which must choose what actions to take in

e

e
order to solve the problems.
Information about existing conditions gives the group a
way to measure, compare and report on the results of the
changes you want to make to solve problems in your
community.

HOW DO YOU DECIDE WHAT INFORMATION TO GET?

An issue is a problem which you consider important and
can use anyone of several different actions or policies
to solve.
Information is used in this method to describe the present
situation only when that situation is considered to be a
problem or issue. The most useful way to decide what
information you should get is to decide first on the issues
which the planning group consider most important.
People outside your community may have to use statistics
and other information before they can know what problems
you have. But the residents of a community usually know
about the problems from first-hand experience or observa
tion.
Thus, the members of the planning group determine the
information needed when they choose the issues which
are felt to be important.
Remember that the more issues you want to considelj the

more information on' existing conditions you will want to
collect and prepare, and the more work your group will
have to do.

WHO GETS AND PREPARES INFORMATION?

Anyone can take responsibility for information and map
handling. If you use the instructions included in this
W:>rkbook, the task can be handled by a person with no
previous knowledge or experience in information hand
ling.

HOW DETAILED AND ACCURATE SHOULD THE INFOR
MATION BE?

This section describes a number of ways for getting and
preparing information and maps. Some of them are easy.
Others are more difficult and time consuning.

In selecting a person or persons to collect and prepare
information, the group should realize that the task will
take some real time and energy. The exact amount of
time required will depend on the size of the area and the
number of issues being considered and the amount of de
tail and accuracy desired by the group.

You will find that the amount of time and effort you spend
to get and prepare information will depend greatly on the
amount of detail and accuracy you want.

A good arrangement is to have a technical assistant take
over the information handling task along with his other
responsibilities to the group.

You will probably want to decide separately for each is
sue how much detail and accuracy you want. The follow
ing are several things which you may want to consider:

I.

HOW DO YOU GET AND PREPARE INFORMATION FOR
MAKING DECISIONS?

What importance does the group place on the is
sue with which the information is associated?
This is indicated by the priority they place on a
policy to deal with that issue. Generally you
will find that the more importance the group
places on the issue, the more important it is to
get highly detailed and accurate information.

2.

How difficult and costly will it be to get more de
tailed or more accurate information?

3.

Is more detailed or accurate information available?

e

Information about existing conditions and facilities mu;;t
be gathered and recorded for the specific area you are
planning. In the rest of this section you will find instruc
tions for getting information you need and preparing it in
several forms to aid in making decisions.
This section on information handling is broken up into the
following parts:

e
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I.

Preparing (nformation and Maps

2.

Getting Information

3.

Using the Computer with the Community Informa
tion System

If you start by reading about how to prepare information
and maps.lYou may sometimes want to skip ahead to the
section titled IIGetting Information/to find out what you
can do to obtain the information needed.
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PREPARING INFORMATION AND MAPS

WHAT TO DO WITH INFORMATION

COMMUNITY ACTIVITY AND
SITE PLANNING INFORMATION

INSTRUCTION
STEPS

When you use this method, you will be making policy
decisions to change the present conditions. When you
make policy decisions about change, you will want to
know all that you can about the existing condition so
that you wi II have a better idea of how much change you
want.

I.
2.

2, 6 and 7
I, 5 and 7

COMMUNITY ACTIVITY
PLANNING MAPS

I.

The instructions for Community Activity Planning and for
Site Planning suggest materials and maps based on in
formation about existing conditions and facilities. Sev
eral ways of preparing those materials and maps are des
cribed below.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The first three methods described can be used with both
Community Activity Planning and Site Planning instruc
tions.

Street Map
Existing Land-Use Map
Population Distribution Map
Property Value Map
Zoning Ordinance Map

I, 2 and 5
2, 4 and 5
2, 4 and 5
2 and 5
5

SITE PLANNING MAPS

I.

2.
3.

A list of the materials you may want to prepare for each
part of the instructions is shown below. The steps in the
instructions that call for the material are noted in the
right.hand column.

e

Existing Policy Quantities
Materials for Review

4.
5.

e

Base Map
Existing Policy Map
Surroundings Existing Policy
Map
Population Map
Property Value Map

I, 2, 4, 5 and 7
2,5 and 7
5 and 7
2
2
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COMMUNITY ACTIVITY PLANNING AND SfTE PLAN
NING INFORMATION

I.

Existing Policy Quantities

Existing conditions are often expressed in the form of
quantities. For instance, number of persons living in the
planning area or the number of families of a certain size
on a site. You will notice on the sample Issue, Policy,
Result sheets in this Workbook that information on existing
conditions is recorded as the existing policy.
This is a very useful and convenient way to show informa
tion on existing conditions because it allows the group to
easily compare the policy presently in effect with other
policies they may choose to follow.

b.

As a chart in the lower part of the Issue, Policy,
Resu It sheet when many numbers are needed. An
example of the use of a chart is the existing policy
for the issue shown below:
Height of Buildings

Percentage on Site

High (8 or more stories)
Medium (5 - 7 stories)
Low (I - 4 stori es)

Ia-OOk

Existing policies are shown in the samples in the follow
ing ways:
a.

Cover
ent.

As one or two numbers contained within the state
ment of the existing policy. An exanple is the
existing policy statement for the building cover
ages issue shown below:

% of the site with buildings as at pres

HOW DO YOU PREPARE EXISTING POLICIES?

The existing policies in the sanple issue sheets must be
filled in for your particular planning area. What you can
do to get this information is described in the part of this
section callec' "Getting Information".

You may simply fill in the blanks in the existing policy
statement or fill in the chart which is found at the lower
right-hand corner of the sheet. It may be convenient to
fill in the sample sheets and have a number of copies
made to pass out to group members. It may also be pos
sible to have the group members fill in the existing poli
cies themselves for later reference.

should be asked: II Will numbers really help the
group to decide which policy is best for them and
their community?1I

3.

As you continue to make decisions about your community,
or your site, you may find that certain issues become
most important. When this happens it may be useful to
get more accurate and up-to-date information for the
existing policy than was needed for the first discussions
and decisions. In these instances you may wish to enter
the new information on new Issue, Policy, Result sheets
to be passed out to the group members.

If the answer to the above questions is II yes" , de
cide whether a chart is necessary. ff more than
three numbers are necessary, a chart is usually the
most convenient way to show the existing policy.

SOURCES OF fNFORMATlON

Published
U. S. Census of Population and Housing Reports published
byCity, State or Federal agencies.

WHAT ABOUT fSSUES NOT INCLUDED IN THE SAMPLES?

Processed

When the group selects an issue which is not included in
the samples you may wish to do the following:

Records kept by City, State or Federal agencies may be
used with or without the aid of the computer.

I.

Survey

2.

Determine if it is possible to state the existing
pol icy as a number or numbers. Usually, issues
which deal with quantities of people, places or
things, can be stated with numbers. Also, issues
which have to do with distance or areas may have
a number or numbers wh ich describe the existing
pol icy.

A mailbox or windshield survey may be feasible if area
is limited.
Estimates
Estimates made by specialists or consultants or members
of the planning group.

Determ ine if it will be helpful to show the exist
ing policy with numbers. The following question

e
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2.

Review Materials

As the group discusses issues, it is often helpful to review
reports and plans that have been made which influence
your planning area or site. This can help the group to
uncover new issues and policies.
Often these reports and plans contain a large amount of
information. It may be helpful if you quickly read each
report and extract from it the information which you think
the group will be interested in.
The kinds of information which you might pay particular
attention to are described below:

I.

2.

Maps and drawings which show proposed changes
within or influencing your planning area.
Issues or problems which the authors of the report
or proposal consider important. When these ap
pear look for these additional th ings:
a. Reasons they give for considering the issue im
portant.
b. Policies or actions which they propose to solve
the problem expressed by the issue.

3.

Information describing existing conditions or pol
icies/particularly when related to stated issues
and policies.

e

e
SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Published
The planning office in your city will probably have a
number of reports concerning your area.
Also check the engineers office and the mayor's office.
The Department of Community Affairs, particularly the
Division of State Planning,may also be able to supply you
with reports which concern your area.
The local offices of Federal Agencies may also be a
source for review materials.
The Main library in your city may also have materials
worth reviewing.

COMMUNITY ACTIVITY PLANNING INFORMATION
AND MAPS
1. Street Map

4.

In preparing maps for Community ActivIty Planning, you
may find it useful to begin by making a community street
map. This map can be used in a number of ways. Several
are described below:
.

WHAT SIZE SHOULD THE MAP BE?

If available, an indication of building locations.
This can be helpful to community members in
reading and using the maps.

The planning area as it appears on the Community Street
Map should nearly fill an area thirty by thirty inches.
For use with the Community Activity Planning Tool it
should not exceed this size.

a.

For reference during the discussion and selection
of issues and policies. Members of the group some
times forget or disagree on the exact relationship
and areas in some parts of their community.

b.

As a guide in making decisions during the prepara
tion of a Community Activities Plan.

HOW DO YOU PREPARE THE MAP?

c.

As a master map for making copies on which the
other base maps can be drawn.

If a map of the correct size is available, you can simply
cut the map to thirty by thirty inches.
If you wish to make a number of low-cost copies of the
map for making other base maps or if the right sized map
is not available, you may have a local blue-printing
company make a master copy of the map~ This master
can be reduced or expanded so that the planning area
fits within the thirty by
thirty inch square. Also it
can be printed on a transparent material. This trans
parent map can be used for making many inexpensive
copies and it can be used with the Community Activity
Planning Tool.

WHAT SHOULD THE STREET MAP SHOW?
The community street map should show the following
things:
1•

Your entire planning area.

2.

All streets, roads, alleys and other vehicular
routes.

3.

Major natural and man-made features such as
rivers, canals, railroads, or ravines.

e

It may be necessary from time to time to measure distances
and areas on the street map.

e

e

e

Finding the distances represented on the map can be done
in two ways:
1.

By using a scale or ruler marked off in several
standard scales. If the method is used, the size of
the map must be carefully controlled. The company
making the master map can supply you with the
ruler and help you with the size. Remember that
thirty by thirty inches is a maximum size for the
planning area if the Planning Tool is to be used.

2.

By using a distance which is marked off on the
original map which represents a known distance.
If this method is used, draw a line on the original
map before it is reproduced which represents some
known distance on the map -100,200,500 or 1000
feet are usually easiest to use. When the map is
reduced or expanded in making the master, the
length of this line will change. The line will,
however, sti II represent the original distance.
It can then be used to measure on the new master.
This line should be drawn carefully and the distance
it represents should be marked clearly.

SOURCES FOR MAPS
Published:
The planning or city engineers office have probably pre
pared a street map of your city. It may also have de
tailed maps of many cities, showing buildings and streets.
These maps may be available from the city planning
office or the engineer~ office. They can, of course, also
be obtained directly from the Sanborn Map Company. Their
address is:
629 - 5th Avenue
Pelham, New York

e

e
It is very expensive and seldom necessary to obtain in
formation for your street map by doing your own pro
cessing, surveying or estimating.

2.

Existing Land-Use Map

A map showing the present land-uses in your planning area
is useful in several ways which are decribed below:

areas of employment.)

D.

A.

for the group to refer to during policy selection

B.

as a comparison with diagrams in the Community
Activity Planning Catalog

C.

a.
b.
c.
d.

as a base map for guiding the groups decisions about
where to locate facilities during the preparation of
a Community Activity Plan (Step 5).

E.
WHAT SHOULD THE MAP SHOW?

The Existing Land-Use map should show the places in the
planning area where the following activities take place:

A.

B.

C.

schools and other educational facilities
hospitals and health centers
child day-care centers
religious institutions

OUTDOOR RECREATION: locations and areas
where residents can play, relax or engage in sports.
This includes such things as parks, stadiums and
sports areas. These areas should be shown in green.

WHAT SIZE SHOULD THE LAND-USE MAP BE?

RESIDENTIAL: general areas where people live in
apartments, private homes, rooming houses, etc.,
should be shown on the map in yellow.
.

like the other base maps, the community land use map is
often used by laying it over other maps in order to make
comparisons. Thus, the planning area should appear or.
this map exactly as it does on the others: it should be the
same size and north should be in the same direction.

SHOPPING: areas where people shop or do any
kind of business such as banking, etc., should be
shown in red.

-

The map should be trimmed like the other base maps to
thirty by thirty inches.

EMPLOYMENT: areas where people work such as
factori es, warehouses, offices, etc., should be
shown in~. People work in the areas of shop
ping. (It is useful to separate shopping from other

e

COMMUNITY SERVICES: locations that people go
to for community services. Community services
should be shown on the map in blue. These inolude:

e

e

e

e

e

HOW DO YOU PREPARE THE MAP?

The sources of existing land-use infonnation are described
below. What you can do to get the infonnation from the
sources is described in the part of this section called
"Getting Infonnation. II

the color which represents the main activity found
on that block. For example, if the biggest use is
shopping, fill the block in with red. If the major
use is residential, fill the block in with yellow.
The uses to be shown and the colors which are used
to represent them are listed above.

Several ways of preparing a land-use map are also des
cribed below. The method you may want to use will de
pend on what infonnation is easily available.
A.

Often, there will be more than one use on a block.
When this happens, fill in the block with the colors
which represent the two or three main uses. For
example, if approximately one-third of the block is
residential and the remaining two..thirds is shopping,
you would fill in a third of the block on the map
with yellow (residential) and two-thirds of the block
on the map with red (shopping).

USING A PUBLISHED MAP
Most often the published map will not be the cor
rect size for use with the rest of the base maps.
If this is the case there are several ways of adapt
ing it for use with the other maps and with the
Community Activity Planning Tools.
A blue-print company can reduce or expand the
map photographically. If this method is selected
you will find the suggestions made earlier for -the
community street map helpful in preparing the
existing land-use map.

B.

TRACING
You can make your own land-use map by laying a
piece of thirty by thirty white tracing paper over
a community street map. You can then transfer
.the land-use infonnation by using colored markers
to fill in the uses on the tracing paper using the
street map under it as a guide.
FiJI in the outline of each block on the map with

If you have infonnation about the use of each build
ing or each lot, fill in the colors as described
above, using the outline of the building or the lot
instead of the outline of the block.

C.

USING A COpy
If you had several copies of the Community Street
Map made, you can fiJI in the land uses in the way
described for tracing, using the copy of the street
map instead of tracing paper. This is somewhat
easier and more convenient than tracing •

D.

COMPUTER
The computer can be used to aid you in preparing a
land use map. For instance, if the city tax assess

or's file is available in the proper fonn, the RE
PORT program described later can be used to find
the locations of most activities. This infonnation
can then be used with the MAP program to produce
land-use maps. See the section describing the
Community Infonnation System.

trict. Also look for areas where several activities are
mixed together. An example of mixed activity would be
apartment units over stores.
Estimates
It may be possible for you or the group to make estimates
of land-use in your planning area using your memory and
experience. This information may be used to make a
land-use map or may be used to correct and update pub
lished infonnation. You may want to take a series of
photographs along some of the streets of your community
to help you remember the land use in these places when
YoUcare drawing your estimates onto the base map.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Published
The planning or city engineers office may have prepared
an existing land-use map for your city or community.
Processed
Information contained in the city tax assessor's file may be
processed by computer to produce a Community Land-Use
Map. If the size of your planning area is lim ited" it may
be possible to use this infonnation without the aid of a
computer.
Field Survey
You may make a windshield or sidewalk survey of your
planning area to gather infonnation for making a Commun
ity Land-Use Map. To do so, note the boundaries (such
as streets, railroads, canals) which tend to mark off areas
of predominant activity areas. Then note major points of
activity which exist within larger areas of differing activ
ity. Examples of such points are factories in the middle
of residential area or several houses in a warehouse di s

e

e

e

e
3.

Population Distribution Map

•

e

A map showing where people live in your planning area
is useful in several ways:

land-use map). It should be the same size and North
should be in the same direction.

A.

to help the group select policies on population
change.

For greater convenience, the property value map should
be trimmed to the sane size as the other base maps, thirty
by thirty inches.

B.

for comparison diagrams in the Community Activ
ities Planning Catalog.

C.

as a base map for guiding decisions about location
of facilities in your planning area during the prep
aration of a Community Activity Plan (Step 5).

HOW DO YOU PREPARE THE MAP?

WHAT SHOULD THE MAP SHOW?

The Population Distribution Map should show the number
of persons presently living in each block of the planning
area. As this map is used in combinat.ion with severaf
ether maps, including the Community Service Map, you
do not have td draw in any buildings.

WHAT SIZE SHOULD THIS MAP BE?

It is probably best to use this map by laying it over other
maps to compare different kinds of infonnation. To make
this possible, your planning area should appear on this
map exactly as it does on the other base maps (street map,

In order to prepare a population distribution map, first
assemble a list of blocks with the number of persons liv
ing in each. Methods for doing this are described in the
part titled "Getting Infonnation". Sources are described
below. Two ways of putting this infonnation on a map
are described below:
A.

DOTS REPRESENTING PERSONS
This method represents some number of residents by
a single dot. The more persons living in a block,
the more dots are put in the block. A typical city
block may have between 100 and 200 persons living
in it. If a dot is to represent 10 persons, the typi
cal block would contain between t.en and twenty
dots. If a large number of blocks have many people
living in them it may be more convenient to have
a dot represent fifteen or twenty persons. This
makes it somewhat easier to fit the dots into the
area on the map which represents the block. Once
you have decided to use a dot to represent a cer

If the block is a rectangle you can find the num
ber of square feet in a blocl< meas!Jring the length
and width of each block and multiplying,!

tain number of persons, keep the same value for
that dot on every block on your map.
The dots can be marked on a piece of thirty by
thirty tracing paper laid over a community street
map. They can also be drawn on the transparent
copy of the street map suggested in the section on
Community Street Map.
.

length times width

area.

For irregularly shaped blocks you may want to be
more accurate by breaking the block into several
rectangles, finding the area of each and adding to
find the total for the block.

The number of persons a dot represents should be
clearly noted some place on the map.

B.

=

SHADES OF GRAY REPRESENTING POPULATION
DENSITY
This method shows population distribution by rep
resenting various population densities as shades
of gray. This method is similar to that described
later for making a property value map.

.~

You can make a list of the population density for
each block with the highest density at the top, the
next highest second, and so on down to the lowest
densities at the bottom of the list.
Break up the list into as many ranges as you have
shades of gray markers, and assign a shade of gray
to each range. It is usually best to use the darkest
gray for the highest density, the next lighter gray
for the next lowest range of densities and so on
down to the Iightest gray for the lowest density.
Maps tend to be most readable when white is re
served for blocks with no persons living in them.

Population density represents the number of per
sons living in a given area. The area generally
used is one acre. Thus we. say that the popula
tion density of a block is some number of persons
per acre. This can be found for any block by the
following calculation:
To find the number of persons per acre start with
the number of persons in the block and divide
that number by the area of the block in acres.

When this map is used with a leind-use map and a
property value map with lowest values in lightest
gray, the most desirable areas for development
will be the lightest; that is land with fewest people,
lowest value and least intense development.

An acre contains approximately 43,560 square
feet. Therefore, the area of the block in acres
equals the area of the block in square feet divid
ed by 43,560.

There are several ways you can transfer these den
sity numbers for blocks to a map.

e

e

e

e

a. tracing
b. using a copy of the street map
c. computer
These methods are described in greater detail below.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Published
The planning office of your city may already have prepared a population distribution map.
Information from the U. S. Census of Housing, City Blocks,
is available for many cities. This information can be used
to make a population distribution map by hand or by computer.
Processed Information
It is possible to get information abo-Jt population by processing agency records such as the tax assessor's file's.
You must make certain assumptions about how many people
live on each floor of every residential building type.
Also, you will probably need to use a computer unless
your planning area is of limited size.
Estimate
You may be able to make a population map using information gained from estimates made by you, the group or experts. These estimates can be checked and corrected by

e

e
combining them with information gained in a field survey.
This information, in tum, can be used to make a population map by hand or by computer.

4.

Property Value Map

HOW DO YOU PREPARE THE MAP?

A map showing the property values at many places in your
planning area is useful in several ways described below:
A.

to help the group select policies on the location
and distribution of new construction and rehabilitation.

B.

as a base map to guide decisions about the location of new facilities during the preparation of a
Community Activity Plan.

In order to prepare a property value map it is necessary
to first assemble land values for as many blocks as
possible. Several sources are described below. What
you can do to get the information is described in the
part of the book called, "Getting Information".
You wi II find that there are two different ways used to
describe land value. These are called assessed-value
and market...value. Market land value is the amount you
would have to pay for property if it were sold under normal circumstances. Assessed land value is the value
placed on the land by the City Tax Assessor for purposes
of calculating taxes. This is the value which appears in
the public tax files. The assessed value is usually less
than the market value.

WHAT SHOULD THE MAP SHOW?

The Property Value map should show the average property
value of each block in the planning area. As this map
is used with several other maps no other information need
appear.

The average percentage of assessed to market value can
be used to find an approximate market value if you only
know the assessed value. This number varies from city to
city and from year to year, but is almost the same for
most property in the city. It can be obtained for your
city from your tax assessor's office or from the State of
New Jersey Department of Treasury, Division of Taxation.

WHAT SIZE SHOULD THE MAP BE?

It is useful to use the base maps by laying one over the
others. Therefore your planning area should appear on
this map exactly as it does on the other base maps. It
should be the same size and North should be in the same
direction. For easy use the maps should all be trimmed
to the same size.

e

You can find the approximate market value of a piece of
property by making the following calculation:
market value equals the assessed value divided by the
percentage.

e

e

---,

e

e

The percentages for several cities are listed below:
Trenton
Newark
Hoboken
Camden

50.83
85.29
51.52
49.90

You could find the approximate market value of a piece
of property which is listed in the Trenton assessor's file
as having an assessed value of $10,000 in the following
way:
First, divide the assessed value by the average percentage for the city. Note that the numbers to the right of
the decimal point have been left out to simplify division.
This will not cause the market value you calculate to be
more than one percent in error.
200
50 )$10,000
Then multiply the result of the above calculation to find
the market value:
200
100
$20;000
x

e
See the description of the Population Distribution Map
above for instructions on how to find the area of a block.
A Iist of the cost per square foot for as many blocks as
possible should be made with the lowest cost at the top,
the next lowest second and so on to the highest cost at
the bottom.
A good way to show land values on a map is to fill in
each block with a shade of gray representing a range of
land values. Break up the Iist into as many ranges as
you have shades of gray markers and assign a shade of
gray to each range. It is usually best to use the darkest
gray for the highest values, the next lighter shade for the
next lowest cost, and so on.
Such properties as parks, public buildings and religious
institutions are generally not availabl e for development.
Thus they should be filled in with a special color such as
blue or green.
The cost of Urban Renewal Land is usually not determ ined
until after a specific plan has been approved by local
and Federal Agencies. Such land should be left white
so that you can see it easi Iy.
Several ways of filling in the blocks are described below:

Property value is most often expressed as a cost per square
foot. This can be obtained for each block by making the
following calculation:
To get the cost per square foot first find the total value
of the block and divide this number by the number of
square feet in the block.

A.

TRACING
Lay a thirty i"ch by thiry inch piece of white
tracing paper over the community street map. Fill
in each block, using the street map below as a
guide. Each block should be filled in with a
shade of gray. The shade depends on which range

the land cost for the block falls into in the list
described above.
Estimate

B.

C.

USING A COpy
If you had several copies of the street map made,
you can fill in the blocks in the way described
for tracing. However, you can fill in the blocks
directly on the second copy of the street map instead of on a piece of tracing paper. This is
somewhat easier and more convenient.

You may be able to make a property value map using information gained from estimates made by specialists or
consultants.

COMPUTER
The computer can be used to aid in the preparation
of a property value map. A list of land costs can
be submitted with the MAP program. The progrcrn
will determ ine the ranges, assign values of gray
and print a map. For instructions on how to do
this see the section below describing the Community Information System.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Pub! ished
The planning or tax assessor's office in your city may have
prepared a property value map.
Processed
Information from the city tax assessors office may be processed by computer to produce a property value map. If
the size of the planning area is limited, it may be possible

e

e

e

e
5.

Zoning Ordinance Map

Almost every city has ordinances or laws restricting
the 10cQtion of some activities. Such laws are best
shown on a map. A Zoning Ordinance Map is useful
during the preparation of a Community Activities Plan.
It can help groups to make decisions about where they
can make certain changes in their community without
asking for a change in the ordinance.

WHAT SHOULD THE ZONING ORDINANCE MAP SHOW?
The Zoning Ordinance Map should show the areas
designated by law for certain types of bui Idings and
activities in your planning area. It should a Iso show
the areas designated for special building code enforcement.

WHAT SIZE SHOULD THE MAP BE?
This map should be sufficiently large to be easily
read and understood. It is not necessary, however,
that it match the other base maps (property va-Iue,'
land-use, population, or street map), as it is only
used for reference and not for actually drawing
Community Activity Plans.
HOW DO YOU PREPARE THE MAP?
You may wish to make your own map if zoning
ordinance information is not available in mapped form
or it a map is not available to take out of the office
of the City Agency responsible for enforcement.

e

e
Sources of information for this map are described
below.
Several ways of making your own mop are described
below:
A.

TRACING
Lay a piece of white tracing paper over the
Community Street Map. Fi II in the various
zoning and ordinance areas on the tracing
paper, using the street map underneath as a
guide.

B.

USING A COpy
You may use a copy of the Community Street
Map if YGU had several copi.es made (see the
description of the Community Street Map).
Fill in the various zoning and ordinance areas
directly on the copy using the streets as a guide.

For easy reading and understanding by the group,
you should add a clear and detai led key on the mop
showing what each color and indication on the map
stands for.
SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Publ ished:
Information on zoning ordinances from a city agency,
usually the planning office, the city engineer's office
or the building department.

SITE PLANNING MAPS

I•

Base Map

In preparing mops for site planning you may find it
useful to begin by making a site base map.
This map can be used in a number of ways.
are described below:

A.

Property lin~s.

c.

Via jor utilities such as high-tension cables,
and large storm drains.

D.

I f available, the outlines of buildings on the
site.

E.

If the site has a significantamount of slope,
an indication of the amount and direction of
the slope. This is usually shown on maps with
the aid of contour lines: lines which connect
all points of a given height.

F.

Major natural or man-made features such as
a rock formation, a canal or railroad.

G.

Easements on the site; areas reserved for
special public or private use.

Several

For the group to refer to while discussing and
selecting issues and policies. This map will
be particl·larly useful when members of the
group forget or disagree about the relationships
and areas of various activities and structures
on the site.

B.

As a reference in selecting a catalog type.

C.

As a guide in preparing housing site proposals.

D.

as a master map to make copies on which the
other kinds of site maps can be made.

H.

Grades; the height of certain key places on
the site.

WHAT SIZE SHOULD THE MAP BE?

If you want to use the Housing Site Planning Tool,
the size of the map should be determined by the
size of the site and the scale which you choose.
The sC.:Jle tells you how many feet on the actual
site would be represented by one inch on the drawing
or what fraction of an inch on the map would
represent one foot on the actual site.

WHAT SHOULD THE MAP SHOW?

The site base map should show the following things
for the entire site:
A.

B.

The full wir:lth of all internal and surrounding
streets including lines that show the curbs and
sidewalks.

e

e

e
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For large sites (three acres or more) the scale should be
1/32". That is one inch on the base map should equal
thirty-two feet on the site (1/32"=I'-01l). For small
sites, ( less than three acres), one inch on the base
11
map should equal sixteen feet on the site (1/16 11 =1'=0 ) .

HOW DO YOU PREPARE THE MAP?
If a map of the correct scale is avai lable, you can
simply trim the map and use it as it is. If your site is
large it may be necessary to put several available maps
together. You may do this by cutting the borders off
the maps and gluing the maps together in such a way
that no area is lost or gained on the map. Be sure
that all lines that continue from one map to another
Iine up correctly.
If the sca Ie is not correct or you wish to make a number of copies of the map as a base for making other
maps, you may have a local blue-printing company
make a master copy of the map. This master can be
reduced or expanded photographically so that the scale
is convenient. Also it can be p.rinted on a transparent
material. This master can then be used for making
copies and it can be used with the Housing Site
Planning Tool.
In order to make measurements on the map the scale
must be exactly 1/32 11 =1 1 -0 11 or 1/16=1"-0 11 • It is important that you specify this when you order the master and that you make it clear to the blue -print
company that keeping the map in scale is important.

SOURCES FOR MAPS

e

e
Published:

The City Engineer's office in most cities has prepared
a set of maps showing all the thing for the site base
map except building outlines. These maps are
usually inexpensive.
The Sanborn Map Company has prepared maps of
many cities, showing bui Idings and other features
in great detail. Copies of these maps may be
avai lable from the City Planning office or the City
Engineer's office. They may also be obtained
directly from the Sanborn Company. The Sanborn
maps are expensive.

2.

Existing Pol icy Map

Look at the sample Issue ,Policy, Result sheets supplied
with this Workbook. You will see that some of the
existing policy statments suggest that the group refer
to a map to determine the existing pol icy. This has
been done because these policies seem to be best shown
with the aid of maps instead of with numbers.

2.

as a guide during the preparation of Site Proposals.

C.

The heights of each building.

D.

Location of housing of good or bad condi tion.

In order to prepare each Existing Pol icy Map you must
first get information about the locations o'f things you
wish to show on that map. A later part of this section
titled "Getting Information" tells you how to do this.
A Iist of the characteristics to be shown on each map
for as many lots or buiJdingsas possible should be made.
The lot or building with the lowest value or smallest
quantity should be at the top of each list. The second
lowest val ue or quanti ty should be second on each list
and so on to the last characteristic on each list which
should be the highest.

You may wish to prepare
an existing policy map for
your group to use in the following ways:
to refer to during the discussion and selection
of pol icies.

Location of famil ies of different sizes.

HOW DO YOU PREPARE THESE MAPS?

Examples of existing policies which you may want to show
on this map are how income groups are mixen on your
site or where different sizes of households are located
on the site.

I.

B.

A good way to show the characteristics on the maps
is to fi II in each lot or building with a shade of
gray which represents a characteristic or range of
characteristics for that map.

WHAT SHOULD THESE MAPS SHOW?
You may break up the Iists of characteristics for each
map into as many ranges as you have shades of gray.
It is usually best to use the darkest shade of gray for
the highest va lues or numbers, the next lighter shade
for the next lowest cost and so on for each map.

Th ese maps should show existing policies for the issues
which the group selects and which have to do with
the location or distribution of something on the site.

Several ways of filling in the blocks or lots are
described next:

The following descriptions of present conditions for
sample issues can be shown on the existing pol icy maps.
You may wish to make an existing policy map for one
or more of the following:
A.

A.

Location of families of different income levels.

e

e

TRACING
For each map, lay a piece of white tracing
paper over the site base map. Fill in the

e

e
outline of each lot or each building for which
you have information. The shade of gray shou Id
depend onwhich range the characteristic falls
into in the Iists described above, for which you
are ma pp ing •
B.

USING A COpy OF THE BASE MAP
If you had copies made from a master copy of
the Site Base Map, you can apply the shades
of gray directly to the copy rather than to
tracing paper. You can use the instructions
above for transferring the information about
existing conditions and facilities.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Publ ished:
Reports prepared by City, State and Federa I Agencies
will, from time TO time, contain information about
specific locations in specific blocks. Check particularly reports prepared for areas designated for
Urban Renewal Assistance. Th~y usually haveup-todate information about fami Iies and bui Idings' condition.
Field Surveys:
You may wish to make your own survey of your site,
particularly in later stages of planning when greater
detai I and accuracy are often wanted. Door to door
surveys and mai Ibox surveys are most useful.
Processed Information:
You may find it helpful to use agency records for
collecting information about existing site policies with
or without the aid of a computer.

e
Estimates:

e

It is possible to get information about your site by
making es timates based on memory and experience.
A resident or residents of the site may be able to
help you with these estimates.

3.

Surrounding Existing Policy Maps

HOW DO YOU PREPARE THIS MAP?

If you look at the sample Issue,Policy,Result sheets
supplied with this Workoook, you will see that some of
the existing pol icy statments suggest that the group
refer to a map. Often the existing policy for the issue
has to do with some conditions or facility in the area
adjacent to your housing site.

In order to prepare each existing policy map, you
must first get information about the locations of the
things you want to show on that map.
You will find instructions auout how to get the
necessary information a later part of this section.

For this reason, you may wish to make surroundings
maps for your group to use in the following ways:
A.

Use the instructions given above for the Freparation
of existing policy maps.

As a reference during the discussion and selection
issues and policies.

B.

SOURCES OF INFQ.RMATION
As a guide in preparing a housing site propose I.
Published

WHAT SHOULD THE MAPS SHOW?
Reports prepared 0Y City, State and Federa I Agencies
will
occasionally contain information aoout
specific locations in specific ,)Iocks.

This set of maps should show the existing policies for
the issues which the group selects and which have to
do with the locations or distri . .lution of something in
the areas adjacent to the sight.

Fie Id Survey
You may wish to make a field survey of the area whic
surrounds your site. Windshield and sidewalk surveys
are most useful for preparing this set of maps.

The following descriptions of present conditions for
sample issues can be shown on the existing policy maps
for the surroundings. You may wish to make an existing policy map for one or more of the following:

Processed Information

A.

The location of community facilities.

B.

Land use.

You may find it helpful to use agency records for
collecting information about existing site with or
without the aid of a computer.

c.

Population densities.

Estimates

e

e

It is possible to get information about your site
surroundings oy making estimates based on memory and
experience. A resident of the site or of one of the surrounding areas may be of use.

e

4.

e

e

e

Population Map

Once you have decided how many people should
be represented by each dot, use the same value
for that dot in every bui Iding on your site.

If your housing site has people now living on it you
wi II probably want to make a population distribution
map. This map, which shows where people live, is
helpful during the discussion and selection of policies.

WHAT SHOULD THE MAP SHOW?
You will probably find it most convenient if this map
is the same size and sea Ie as the other maps for your
site. Look at the instructions for preparing the Site
Base Map for instructions on how to obtain a map of
the correct size and scale.

The dots can be applied to a piece of tracing paper
laid over a site base map. They can also be drawn
directly on a copy made from a site master map.
If you have a map showing ouildings, the dots
should be drawn within the building outline. If
your map shows only property lines, you may draw
the dots within the property lines.
The number of persors a dot represents would be
clearly noted on the map.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
HOW DO YOU PREPARE THE MAP?
Published
In order to prepare a population map for your site, it
is necessary to first find out where people live.
Possible sources for this information are described below.

..

A good way of using this information to make a population distribution map is described below:

The planning office of your city may already have
some information on the number of present residents
and their location. This is quite likely if your
site is in an area designated for Urban Renewal
Assistance.
Processed Information

You can represent people on the map with dots. The
more persons. living in a building the more dots are put
at that location. A single family dwelling will
typically have between two and ten persons living in
it. If a dot is to represent two persons, then between
one and five dots would appear at that location. If
there is a large number of persons
living in them,
a dot could represent five persons or even eight or ten
persons. This would make it somewhat easier to fit
the dots in the areas where the people live.

It is possible to get lot. by-lot information about
population by processing agency records such as the
tax assessor1s fi Ie. You must make certain assumptions
about how many people live on each floor of every
residential bui Iding type using surveyor U. S. Census
information. Unless your site contains a large number of existing bui Idings, it wi II probably be possible
to get this information without the aid of a computer.
The U.S.Census of Housing for City Blocks contains

information for each block. While this information does
not tell how many people live in each building, it may
be adequate for early discussions.
Field Surveys
You may want to conduct a door-to-door surveyor a
mai Ibox survey if no other information is avai lable, or
if the information is not up-to-date.
Estimates
You may be able to make a population distribution map
using information gained from estimates made by your
group, or by consultants. These estimates can be
checked and corrected later by comparing them with
fie Id surveys.

e

e

e

5.

e

Property Value Map

e

e
What you can do to find out the best ranges and
determine the shades of gray is. desc'ribed in the instructions for preparing a community map.

A map showing the property va lues for each lot on your
site is useful in several ways described below:

I•

2.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
To help the group select policies about the location and distribution of new construction and
rehabi Iitation.
as a reference during the preparation of housing
site proposa Is.

WHAT SHOULD THE PROPERTY VALUE MAP SHOW?
You will probably find it convenient if this map is the
some size and scale as the other maps for your site.
Look at the instructions for preparing the site base map
. to find out how )'ou can obtain a map of the correct
size and scale.

HOW DO YOU PREPARE THE MAP?

In order to prepare a property value map it is necessary
to first assemble land values for as many lots on your site
as possible. Several sources are described below.
What you can do to get the information is described
in the part of the book called "Getting Information".
Each lot should be fi lied in with a shade of gray
to represent the value range its property value falls
into.

Published:
Reports prepared for areas designated for Urban
Renewal Assistance often have information on the
value of property at the lot... by.. lot level.
Processed:
The City tax accessor's fj Ie can be used to obtain
assessed values for each lot on your site. This
information can be processed with or without the aid
of a computer .
Estimate:
You may be able to make a property value map usinZ1
information gained from estimates made by specialists
and consultants.

may often result from poor information) may have on
persons Iiving inside or outside the community.

GETTING INFORMATION

There is no way to predict how much time and how
much effort it will take to get the information needed.

How to get information from the sources listed earlier
in this section.

Further, the usual experience is that information
comes in a different order than it is needed. This
is unavoidable and you should not be discouraged by
it.
This method can work with as Iittle or as much data
as is avai lable and as is wanted by the planning
group. Often you may start out with the group
with no information other than what your own memory
and experience provides. As the group continues in
the method and finds certain issues more important
than others, time and effort can be concentrated on
coming back to get more detai led and accurate information for a few key issues.

If you wish to base your policy decisions or the location
of new facilities on the present conditions and facilities,
you wi II find it necessary to get certain information
and data about your planning area on your site.
To aid you in this task, several ways of getting information which have been found useful in other communities are described below.
You will note that certain advantages and disadvantages
are associated with each method. Deciding on what
information to use and how to get it is much like
deciding on a policy for a community activity issue.
When faced with a decision about how to get some
information you may find it helpful to consider these
questions:
A.

HOW DIFFICULT wi II it be to find the information?

B.

WHAT WILL IT COST to actually get the information?

C.

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE to get the information?

D.

HOW IMPORTANT is the information? The
is usually determined by the pri,")rity
the group gives to the issue and pol icy which
is related to the information. You should
estimate the effect a wrong decision (which
answ.~r

e

e

e

I.

e

Using Published Data

Often, somebody has already gathered information
which may be useful to your group in making decisions
about policies and locations. Some examples of published information are described below:
A.

U.S .CENSUS INFORMATION
The Bureau of the Census makes a regular survey
of population and houshg every ten years.
Information from these surveys are reported for
each city.
In addition, most cities have been broken up
into census tracts usually made up of between
twenty and fifty blocks and containing between
two thousand and five thousand residents. The
Census Bureau information is given as single
numbers for the entire tract. This may not always
tell you what you need to know about a specific
area in the tract or about an area that is in several
different tracts. The following information is
listed:

a.

b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

g.

h.
I •

I,

k.

I.

family income
number of persons under eighteen years of
age
residents' employment characteristics
size of household
number of rental units
condition of housing units (sound, deteriorating and dilapidated)
housing unit size in rooms
number of un its in structure
persons per room
automobiles available
gross rent of rental units
value of housing structures

e

e

For most large cities, the Census Bureau makes
housing information avai lable on a block by block
basis. Some useful information available for some
cities by block is listed below:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

number of housing units
number of housing units deteriorating
and di lapidated
number of owner-occupied housing units
average va lue of housing units
average number of rooms for rental and
for owner occupied units
number of renter-occupied housing units
average rental unit rent
number of units with more than 1.01 persons per room average.

All block and tract reports publ ished by the
Census Bureau include a map showing the
boundaries of the census tracts or the city
blocks used for gathering and reporting the
data.
If you use your own field surveys or other
sources of information to supplement or update
your own census data, be sure to use the same
block definitions as the Census Bureau uses so
that the results can be compared.
The Bureau of the Census often conducts
special surveys and publishes special reports
at the request of local government agencies.
While having a survey conducted especially
for your group may be excessive Iy expensive,
you may wish to find out about special surveys
which may already have been conducted for
your planning area or site.

opportunities existing in a limited area in
the central part of a city. From these
reports, you may also discover some of the
issues felt to be important by the persons
responsible for preparing the report.

Information regarding data and services offered by
the Census Bureau may be obtained from the
planning office or the public library in your
city. You may also request information
directly by writing:

c. Code Enforcement Program
These programs can be a useful sourse of
information about bui Iding conditions
and household characteristics for certain
areas in center city areas.

U •S •Department of Commerce
Bureau of the Census
Washington, D.C. 20402

8.

PROGRAM REPORTS
Often/ in the course of planning or implementing a program/ reports are published which
contain great amounts of information on existing
conditions and facilities. By reading reports
of this kind, you may also discover issues and
proposed policies which might affect your
planning area or site.

d.

C.

Fxamples of programs which have in the past
provided useful reports are Iisted be low:
a.

Community Renewal Program
usua Ily undertaken by the planning office
of a city/it is concerned with planning
a broad range of urban renewa I actions.
A typical report will contain a great deal
of information about existing land-use,
building condition, and population characteristics. It wi II aID contain proposed
plans and a number of issues which the
loca I agency fee Is are important to the
city.

b.

Model Cities Program
I he various applications and reports prepared for a model cities program usually
contain information about the residents,
commercia I activities and employment

e

e

Urban Renewa I Programs
reports prepared tor urban renewal grants
usually contain useful information about
land costs/ population
characteristics,
and building conditions for small areas
in the center of the city.

RESEARCH
In the past several years many aspects of
many urban areas have been studied and reported on by non-profit research organizations)'
universities, and governmental agencies.
T he planning office, the mayor's office, or the
library in your city may be able to supply you
with reports or information from these projects
or with the names and addresses of people who
can make data avai lable to you. The StC1te
Department of Community Affairs may also
be able to help you obtain this kind of information.

e

e
2.

e

e

Processing Your Own Information

In some instances additional useful information
is contained such as:

When information is needed in map form or when published data is not available or out-of-date you may
sometimes use hand or computer methods to process your
own) using information from a number of sources.
This section will describe the general way that you can
process information. It will also describe methods for
hand processing. Detailed instructions for computer
processing are cont:lined in a later section titled
Community information System.
Many city agencies and local offices of federal agencies
have large fi les of information about population, employment, facilities and operations. Several examples
of such files are listed below:
A.

CITY TAX ASSESSOR'S RECORDS:
State law requires that every city and township
keep and make publ ic, accurate and up-to-date
records of land-ownership and property taxes.
This means that your group may look at and use
the information if it needs detailed data .to help
make a decision. This tbx assessor's file usually
contains atleast the following information about
every piece of taxable property in the city:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.

assessed land value
assessed value of improvements such as
buildings and pavings
owner1s name and address
lot dimensions
type of construction for the major bui Iding
on the property
the predominant use of the bui Iding
he ight in stories

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

B.

number of dwelling units
number of rooms
the amount of land covered by the buildings
date of construction
condition of bui Iding
zoning restrictions

BUILDING INSPECTION FILES:
Most cities have an agency or department
which is responsible for seeking that the buildings
in the city conform to certain standards of
health and safety required by building codes.
In the course of dai Iy operations, a large number of records are accumulated which contain
much information about dwelling units. In some
cities, there are records for every bui Iding;
in other cities only buildings which are not up
to standards or those building; suspected of not
being up to standards are recorded in the inspection files. These files are not usually
made public. If you need this kind of information, you will have to ask the Building
Department to provide it. Information typically
contained in inspection files for many buildings
are Iisted be low:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

use of bui Iding
number of dwelling units
number of rented dwelling units
amount of overcrowding
number of occupants
bath facilities
detai led description of condition
number of rooms of each basic type
(bedroom, living room, etc.)

There are several advantages to using the information described above for describing existing
policies and making bose maps:

b.

If the property should be counted, copy
from the record the information you need
then go to the next record.

a.

c.

If the property should not be counted go
on to the next record.

b.

c.

It is more up-to-date than other published
information.
It is more detailed. With census information
the smallest area reported is the block. In
many instances the census tract is the
smallest unit we can know about. With
the fi les described above we have information on a lot by lot basis. This may be
particularly helpful in making desicions
about sites.
Often, there is some information in agency
files which cannot be found anywhere else.

After repeating the above steps for all the
records in the file, add up all numbers you
have copied from the records. This sum can
then be used to describe existing pol icy on the
appropriate Issue, Policy, Result sheet.
Some of the Issues have existing pol icies which
can be shown best with the aid of several
numbers in ch'art form. An example is the
number of dwell ing units in each of several
size ranges. You can obtain this kind of
information using the same procedure. However instead of one list, several lists would
be kept, one for each of the different types
being counted. For example, you could make
several lists, each corresponding to one apartment size. Thus you would copy the number
of apartments of each size on a ~eparate list.
After repeating the steps for all the records
in the file, you may add up each list. These
sums can be used to fill in the existing policy
chart on the appropriate Issue, Policy, Result
sheet.

Described be low are severa I ways you can prepare information by processing agency records:

A.

COUNTlNG AND ADDING:
Certain exist.ing policies are best described by
amounts of things. Examples are: number of
households in the planning area or site, number
of sub-standard housing units in certain areas,
and amount of commercial activity, etc.
Often you can find these amounts by going
through the agency fi les. For each record In
the file you may do the following things:
a.

B.

determine if the in~ormation in the record
should be counted. For instance, is the
property Iisted in the file in the area for
which you want information? Or, does
the property in the file have the conditions
you are checking on (residentia I space,
commercia I space etc.)

e

MAPPING:
Maps showing the locations of certain conditions and facilities are useful in several steps
of Community Activity Planning and in Site
Planning.
Often, the information contained in the records is avai lable only in the form of charts
or tables of numbers. Such information canlt

e

e

e
be used to produce maps. For each record in
the file you can do the following:
a.

determine if the information in the record
should be recorded. For instance, is the
facility described the type you are mappj.ng? Orr is it in your planning area?

b.

If the information should be recorded r find
and mark its location on a Community
Street Map or a Site or Surroundings rr.ap
which you have prepared for this purpose.
Then go on to the next record and repeat
the steps.

c.

If the property should not be recorded r
skip it and go on to the next record.

After repeating the above steps for all the records, you will have a map showing all the
locations of a given type of facility or condition.
This map can then be used when working with
the planning devices while developing a proposal,
or as a reference when making a policy decision.

e

e

3.

maps or base maps. You can also use the
photographs to help you or consultants to make
estimates.

Your Own Field Survey

Much of the information available in published form
was origina lIy obtained by persons who went out and
recorded their observation5 or noted the answers to
questions they asked. The United States Census is
one of the largest and best known examples of information collected in this way.

There are many ways to conduct a field survey. Each
varies in the kinds of things that can be recorded and
the amount of detail that can be obtained. You will
also find that the methods vary greatly in the amount
of time and money which must be spent to complete
them.

When information from other sources is not avai lable
or is not sufficiently detai led or accurate, you may
conduct your own field survey of the housing site or
planning area. Several ways of recording your observations during field surveys are described below:
A.

paper and pencil: you may record the location
of facilities or conditions which you observe
by noting their address. Lists compiled for
such existing policies as location of shopping
or the height of bui Idings on your housing site
can be transferred later to existing policy maps
or base maps. Lists of informati.on about numbers of things can be added and transferred to
Issue/Policy7Result sheets later.

B.

maps: Another convenient way of recording
observations about locations is to take with you
a map of the area you wish to survey. Each
observation can then be recorded at the point
on the map corresponding to its location on
your site or in your planning area.

C.

camera: You may wish to record conditions
and faci lities on your site or in your planning
area using a camera. As you photograph it is
helpful to note the location where each
photograph is taken. You may use these photographs and notes later to make existing policy

e

Described below are several methods found to useful
on housing sites and in planning areas of fewer than
four to six blocks:

e

A.

Door- to-Door SUi'vey: You wi II find this kind
of survey most useful for getting information
about the residents in the area. Wi th th is
kind of survey you may collect information
about such things as family sizes, family incornu 1 and type of home ownership. Since
much time and money can be spent conducting
this type of survey I it is a good idea to
consider carefully the questions you will ask.

B.

Mailbox Survey: You will find this kind of
survey useful in getting information about the
tota I number of dwe II ing un its and the number
of vacant dwelling units in your area. Ir. this
kind of survey you simply count the number
of mailboxes in each residential building.
Generally every dwelling unit has a mailbox.
Thus 1 the total number of mailboxes is approximately equal to the number of dwelling units.
As a rule l mailboxes without names indicate
a vacant dwelling unitt as do mailboxes which
contain a large amount of !n:.iil which appears
to be old.

e

e

e

A reminder: Federal law is very clear about
prohibiting any tampering with private mailboxes
or their contents. To prevent any conflict with
the residents or with the law, you probably
should not even touch any mailbox or piece of
mail while conducting a survey of this type.
There are severa I ways of conducting surveys wh ich are
more convenient for larger areas that the ones described
above. Two of them will be described below:
A.

Windshield Survey: You can conduct this type
of survey by slowly driving through your planning
area. Either the driver or a fXIssenger can re'cord information about the area using the methods
described above. Information such as the height
and exterior condition of buildings and the
amount of publ ic open space in the area can be
collected in a windshield survey.

B.

Sidewalk Survey: You may wish to conduct a
survey wh ich is somewhat more deta iled than a
windshield survey, yet less specfic than a door.
to-door survey. If this is the case, you might
consider doing a sidewa Ik survey. In this
method, you simply walk 'up and down each
block, using any of the recording methods
described ab¢lve to get information about your
planning area or site. Examples of the kind of
information which you can collect with this survey but not with a windshield survey are:
detailed exterior, building condition and conditions of entry halls, and lower floor apartments.
Also, it is often easier to do a sidewalk survey
of a shopping area where traffic conditions may
make a windshieid survey difficult.

....

e

4.

of real value in making an accurate estimate.

Estimating Existing Conditions

C.
When published data is not available and other methods
and sources are considered to be too time (..onsuming
or difficult, you may wish to rely on estimates. This
is often done when you expect a delay in getting more
exact information. You can revise your estimates and
your dec.vsions when better infonnation comes in.
WHO SHOULD DO THE ESTIMATING?
Estimates are based on the knowledge , experience and
judgement of the person doing the estimating. Often,
an estimate will give you enough information to help
make a decision. However, you will realize that many
estimates are influenced by the personal opinions of the
person making the estimate.

Specialists and Consultants
There are certain aspects where the experience
of the resident may be no advantage in making
estimates. For example, no one in your group
may be able to estimate the cost of rehabilitating a structure to acceptable standards. In
such cases you may wish to have a specialist
or consultant help you make your ·estimates.
He can offer not only a number or numbers
that you need to fill in existing policy sheets
and maps, but also an explanation of why he
thinks that the existing policies are what he
says they are •.. _Often estimates are based
on certain assumptions. When using an estimate provided by a specialist, the group will
probably want to make sure that they agree
with the specialist's assumptions.

WHO SHOULD DO THE ESTIMATING?
A.

The Planning Group
There are some facts about the planning area or
of the housing site which are known best by persons who work and live there. There are many
estimates which can best be done by members of
the community.

B.

Techn ica I Assistant
You may want to ask the technical assistant to
do some estimating. For example, he might be
assigned the task
when estimates must be made
to fill in incomplete areas of a map or incomplete lists of existing policy numbers. The
Technical Assistant's experience may be

e
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e
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USING THE COMPUTER
WITH THE COMMUNITY INFORMATION SYSTEM

This section tells you how you can use a computer to aid
you in the preparation of information far Community Activity Planning and Site Planning.

are available with this Workbook: thus, you do not need
to know how a computer works or how to program it in
order to make use of the computer.

Specifically, it shows you how you may:

With the Community Information System you only need
to know something about the way the information looks
and know what kind of information you want to have.

a.

Convert available information so that it can be
processed by computer.

b.

Get the existing policy quantities and maps you
need using the computer.

c.

Decide when to use the computer.

d.

Obtain computer services .and
, guidance.

There are several simple technical details that you will
want to know about. These can be taught to you in a
short time by the company or agency which supplies you
with computer services. With this training and a few
hours of practice, you should find it easy to use the
computer to aid you.

WHEN SHOULD YOU USE COMPUTERS?
HOW MUCH DO YOU HAVE TO KNOW ABOUT COMPUTERS?

A computer needs a set of instructions or a program in
order to process information. The Community Information
System is a set of computer programs which has been written to put the computer directly under your control.
All the necessary programs have already been written and

The value of using the large files of information from
city and private agencies was described in the earlier
part of this section titled, "Getting Information".
It is possible to get some information from these files
without the aid of a computer. However, taking advantage of the great speed with which a computer can
process large amounts of information means that you can

have the following advantages:
a.

Obtain information from sources that would be extremely time-consum ing to use without the aid of a
computer.

b.

Get any information in less time with a smaller
chance of errors.

c.

Get information with greater detail such as lot-bylot property value for the entire planning area.

This information will usually come from agency
records and will contain many thousands of numbers. In order for the computer to process it,
it must be in a form which the computer can
accept. Normally, this will be in the form of
cards with holes punched in them. Often, the
agency records you want are al ready in the
proper form. If this is the case, simply deliver
the information to the service company. They
will see that it is.put in a library that the computer can refer to.

Thus, you should use the computer when your group needs
information which is contained in agency records for a
large number of locations. In general, the larger your
planning area, the more valuable the computer can be.

If the information is not in the proper form, your
service company can help you to have it put in
the proper form. This usually involves the use of
a machine which punches holes out on a card
according to a special code.

b.

WHAT MUST YOU PUT INTO THE COMPUTER?

Control information is the information which the
computer needs to process the existing condition
information which you supply.

There are two kinds of information which the computer
uses to give you the maps and numbers wh ich you need for
making decisions about your site or planning area. One
kind is information about existing conditions, the other
kind is information needed to control the computer. A
description of each follows:

a.

When you give the computer processing information you are doing two th ings:

Existing CondiHon Information
Existing condition information is the information
which you wish to process in order to get the
maps or numbers you need for making policy
decisions.

e

Control Information

e

I.

Telling it what you want done (select certain kinds of information: add, subtract,
multiply, divide, etc.).

2.

Telling it where to find the information you
want processed.

e

e

e

e

HOW DO YOU USE THE COMPUTER?

WHAT WILL THE COMPUTER DO?

With the Community Information System, you can have
the computer do your work for you by typing in the necessary control information on a smal I, relatively inexpensive
teletype machine. The keyboard of this machine is much
Iike an ordina ry typewriter.

Using the Community Information System, you may have
the computer do the following things:

This teletype machine can be located anywhere you wish,
such as your office or home) because it is connected to the
computer with an ordinary telephone.
The computer sends information back to you by having the
teletype print information automatically. The Community
Information System is designed so that printed messages
ask you for each piece of information that you need to do
your work. After each request message, you type in the
information needed to operate the computer.

I.

REPORT existing policy quantities.

2.

COpy selected items of information from the files
for selected locations.

3.

MAP numbers and characteristics contained in the
fi les.

4.

SELECT a preliminary list of housing sites for the
Site Selection Process described elsewhere in this
Workbook.

For example:

In order to use the computer to do these things you must,
from time to time, do some additional things described
below:

The teletype prints:

a.

CREATE a file of information in the computer.

b.

CLEAN your computer file of certain kinds of
errors.

c.

GEOCODE your file so that it can be mapped.

d.

MODIFY your file with new or added information.

liDo you wish to make a map?

Yes or no?"

If you wanted a map, you would then type:
" yes "
The computer would then ask you for the information it
needs to make a map from a set of agency files.

WHAT ARE THE PARTS OF THE COMMUNITY
INFORMATION SYSTEM?

The Community Information System is a group of computer
programs whichcontr()lsthe computer so that it can do the
things described above.
Each of the tasks described above is performed according
to instructions in a program. Each of these programs is
kept inside the computer. By typing the nane of the
task (COPY, REPORT, SELECT, etc.) that you wish performed, the program takes control of the computer and
begins to print messages on your teletype to tell you
what to do next.

e

e

e

e

e

e

Each of the programs and the things they can do for you
are described below:

J.

all vacant land area for all blocks, a separate sum of the vacant land on each block.
e.

Punched cards that can be used with the
MAP program to make base maps showing
all the locations where something of some
condition occurs.

f.

Punched cards that can be used with the
MAP program to make maps showing average
values for each block.

~EPORT

This program searches through the existing condition information file and can 'report l or print up
a sheet with the following numbers:
a.

b.

c.

The number of times that something occurs in
an area. For instance, you can count the
number of commercial buildings or the number of bu iIdings that are consi dered substandard. A total number for the area of any
item of information listed in the file.
Using the example given above, you could
add up the total assessed value of commercial or all substandard buildings. Or, you
could add up the land area or the number of
dwell ing un its.
A selected list of information about the locations where something or some condition reported in the file occurs.
You could, for example, have the addresses
and assessed land value printed out for all
vacant properties or for all residential properties.

d.

Sums for different kinds of things. For example, you could get, in addition, a sum of

For example, you could map the average
assessed value or the number of dwelling
units on each block.
For each of the above things, the program prints
a message asking what you want to do. For example, the teletype prints:

"Do you want to sum things? Yes or no?"
You could then type "yes" if you wish to do that
or "no" if you did not.
The tel etype then pri nts:

"Do you wish information about locations?"
You could then answer "yes" or "no".
This program will also request you to type a
heading. What you type will be stored and reprinted later at the beginning of the information
that the program prints out. You can use this

heading to describe such things as what the information is, the date and the name of your group.

a.

Location maps:
The program prints a character (which you
can select) at each point on a map where a
condition or thing exists in your planning
area.

b.

Quantity maps:
The program prints a shade of gray in each
block or other area you spec ify. The shade
of gray depends on what range the quantity
for that block is in. Thi s quantity comes
from the REPORT program. For instance, this
program will make base maps using the land
value supplied by the REPORT program to fill
in each block with a shade of gray.

This program does not print the maps. It only prepares the cards to operate a separate program that
can print maps.

2.

COpy
There will be times when you wish to copy the information in a file. You may copy to paper or to
another file. You could use the paper copy for
use by the group or persons outside your group.
Also, there may be times when you want a copy
of a file for reference while working with the
computer.

Unlike the other programs, the MAP program does
not use the existing condition information directly.
The t-./II:>P program uses information suppl ied by the
REPORT program.

Most printers only print 120 characters on a line.
Since many records will be more than this, the
records must be broken to fit on two or more lines.
This program lets you decide how many lines you
want each record printed on and where you want
the Iine broken.

Also, this program is not controlled from your teletype. Rather, it must be used at the central facility of the company from which you are getting
computer service. Usually they will take your
information from the REPORT program and mak~
the maps for you. Check with them for details.

You may also have only selected records printed.
For instance, you can have all the locations on a
block printed or all residential properties.

3.

4.

MAP

When using theSiteSelectionMethod described in
another part of this book, you may want to start
with a list of blocks which may have good oppor-

The MAP program, written at the Harvard Laboratory for Computer Graphics, can produce two
kinds of maps. They are described below:

-

SELECT

-

e

e

tunities for development.
This program uses existing condition information to
determine three scores for each block in your plann ing area. The scores are described below:
a.

b.

e

score at the bottom of the list.
c.

Cost
The tota I assessed property va Iue is added up
for each block or the entire site. This value
includes land and any improvements such as
buildings, paving / and landscaping. Also
the area of the block is calculated and used
to find the cost per square foot. Thi sis necessary in order to compare the cost of land in
large blocks with land cost in 911all blocks.
The program prints a list with the block of
the lowest land value at the top/ second lowest value second on the list and so on to the
highest valued block last on the list.
Expected relocation score
If you wish a site with as little relocation as
possible, the program will calculate a~ expected relocation score based on the use
(single-family dwelling, multi-family dwelling) and the number of stories of each building. If the existing condition information
you have includes the number of dwell ing
units, this is used instead of use and height information to make this calculation. The orogram prints a Iist with the block having the
lowest relocation score (fewest number of persons) at the top/ second lowest score, second
on the list/and so on down to the highest

e

Convenience score
You can select one or more blocks in your
community which you consider most convenient.
This can be any block or blocks which are
included in your existing condition information file. See the instructions for site selection in another part of this book for some
ways you might decide on convenient locations.
This program will determine how close each
block in your community is to one of the
blocks you have marked as convenient. It
will also calculate the distance from each
block to the nearest block marked as convenient. This distance is used as a convenience
score.
A list of blocks is printed with the block
having the best convenience score at the top/
the second best score second on the Iist and
so on to the block with the worst score at the
bottom of the list.

d.

Overall score
An overall score is calculated using the individLOI scores for cost / relocation and convenience. A list of blocks is printed with the
block having the best overall score at the top,
the second best score second and so on. You

I.

may use the blocks at the top of the overall
list for starting your detailed site selection
process described in another section of this
Workbook.

CREATE
This program creates a new file by transferring information from an old file of existing condition information to a new file. As the information is
being transferred to the new file, the program can
do any or all of the following things:

If one of the factors used for scoring is more
important to you than the others, you may
wish to use the blocks at the top of the list
for that factor when beginning your site
selection process.

a.

The scores are calculated for all the blocks
contained in your existing condition information. However, if there are a large number
of blocks in your area, you may wish to have
only a limited number of blocks from the top
of the list printed out.

The cost of using the computer is based mainly
on the amount of time you use. Each piece
of information you have in a file takes computer time every time the file is used. When
you wish to work on some selected areal such
as a housing site or a commercial area, it
saves computer time if you create a special
fi Ie from your main fil e of information containing only the information about the locations you need.

In most instances you will probably want information for each block, letting the computer do the detailed work of averaging and
adding information about each separate lot.
However, you may, if you wish, have information about each lot. Instructions for doing
this are included in the program messages.

In order to use these programs you will, from time to time,
wish to do certain things to your file of existing condition
information. Several programs have been written to aid
you in this task. Each of the programs and the things
they do are described below~

e

Transfer only certain records. If you request
it, the program will transfer only information
about locations where something or some condition reported in the file occurs. You could
use this, fql:. instance~ to select information
about your 'planning area from information
about the enti re city.

b.

e

Transfer only certain information about each
location. With this program, you control the
arrangement of information within each record
of the new file by requesting the following
things:

e

e
The position of the field in the old file.
The position where you want the field
in the new record.

e

e

Usually the information is recorded without the
zeroes in front in the way we are accustomed to
seeing numbers. However, the zeroes will occasionally appear and make the information difficult to read. If you wish, the CLEAN program
can erase these zeroes for you.

Fields which you do not request are not transferred to the new fil e. Thus you el im inate
from the new file information you do not
need by simply not requesting it.
c.

2.

Rearrange information with in records.
You may rearrange information when you
request the position of the field within the
new record. You may put information in
different positions, and you may leave blank
spaces between items of information. You
may find this useful to make the information
in a file easier to read. You maYJ for instance, use this program to create a file of
information with a certain arrangement and
spacing. Then, use the COpy program to
print the file.

You should use the CLEAN program on new files
or whenever you add information to your existing
condition information.

3.

GEOCODE
In order to use the computer to make maps from
your existing condition information, you must
add certain information about where things are.
The street address is l.5ually sufficient for you to
know where a location is. But this is not enough
for the computer to make maps.
It is necessary to supply the computer with information about how for each property is from some
standard reference point.

CLEAN
The way your existing condition information looks
is very important for getting the most detail ed and
accurate information. The CLEAN program reads
each record in a file and moves any data item
which is not positioned like the others.
The computer would consider the following two
numbers to be the same:
20 and 020

This process, called geocoding, has been done
for several cities in New Jersey. If it has not
been done for your city, you may use the GEOCODE program to add the necessary mapping information to your file. The instructions for doing
so are contained within the program.

4.

HOW DO YOU DESCRIBE THE INFORMATION YOU
WANT TO USE?

MODIFY
As you continue the plann ing process you may wish
to add more information to your existing condition
file. For instance) you may wish to make a windshield survey and add the information to your file.
Or, you may use the information to replace old
information.

When you request the programs to aid you in the various
tasks, you must specify what information you want to
use. In many instances you must also describe how
information is to be recorded.
For the computer to be abl e to read information easily
and quickly, it must be organized into a clear and recogni7able pattern .•the information itself may change
greatly but the basic pattern is usually the same for all
information. The way that information is arranged and
the way you describe the information to the computer
are described below:

Also, as you use the file you may discover inaccuracies at certain locations which you wish to
correct.
The MODIFY program can add new locations or
change or add information about locations which
you a Iready have.

An organized grouping of information is called a FILE.
Each file can be identified for the computer by any
name. The name you select should clearly state what
the file is about so that you will always know what file
to use for a given task.

This program actually creates a new fi Ie from two
old files. One old file might be your existing
condition information and the other file might be
information which you have recently collected
and wish added to certain locations. The MODIFY program will combine each piece of new information with the old information you have for
that location and create a third file.

Each file is made up of a number of RECORDS. A record is usually a small grouping of information about a
single location or thing. In the tax assessor's file,
each record is a grouping of information about a single
location. Each record must have some information in it
which identifies it as different from all the others. In
the tax assessor's file, the street address or the tax block
and tax lot identify each record.

Detailed instructions are contained within the
program and can be obtained by requesting long
explanations.

Each record is made up of DATA ITEMS. These are the
pi eces of information which describe the location or

--

--

--

e
thing in the record. The quantity of dwell ing units, the
assessed value, the condition, and the street number are
all examples of data items in a record.
Note that the street address was included as an example
of a data item. All pieces of information in the record,
including that which identifies its location, such as
street name or tax lot number, are data items in a record.
Each data item has a certain length. This length is usually broken up into units called CHARACTERS. Each
character is a space in which you can put a singl e nu meral,letter or symbol/such as a dollar sign or asterisk; to
represent the data item.
A group of Characters, then, makes up a Data Item,
Data Items make up a Record)and ~ecords make up a File.
When you use the Community Information System, you
will often be requested to describe data items. This is
done in the following way:
Each character has a number which designates its position
in the record. The first character in the record is character number one, the second is number two and so on
to the last character. The next record then starts with
character number one and so on for each record to the
end of the file.
When you are asked to describe the location of a data
item in a record,you do so by specifying the first character number and the last character number of the data
item. When transferring the data item to a new file,
you will be asked for the beginning and end character

e

e
numbers of the data item in the old record and the
character number where you wish the data item to
begin in the new record. In these instances you need
not be concerned with the end character number in the
new record as the program calculates it for you.
A group of characters is called a FIELD. A field of
characters can contain a part of a data item, a whole
data item or several data items. In certain instances
which are described in the instructions contained in
the programs, you can describe several data items at
one time by specifying just the first and last character
number of the entire field. This is the same as specifying each data item separately so that all the data items
contained in the field you specified will be moved as
a group.
It is important that you keep an accurate record of the
exact arrangement of data items in the files you use
and create. A form which has proven useful for this
purpose is included at the end of this section. On it,
you can record the location of each data item in the
records.
You will probably find it convenient to refer to the
information on this form to make certain that you have
accurately defined the correct position of data items.

WHERE CAN YOU GET FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS?

All of the detailed instructions you need for actually
using the Community Information System are within the

system itself. Each time that you request a program in
the system a message is printed on your teletype as
follows:

WHERE CAN YOU GET COMPUTER SERVICE AND
AID?

"Do you want full explanations? Yes or no?"

The Community Information System Programs are available from the State of New Jersey Department of Community Affairs.

If you answer "yes", a full explanation of what you can
do with that particular program will be printed out for
you. Each piece of control information will also be explained in detail and you will be asked to type in the
information as it is needed.

Computer service can be obtained from a number of
companies in and around New Jersey. These comoanies
al so offer courses in the use of the computer. The
courses range in length from several hours to several
days. If you have had no orevious exoerience, you
will orobably want to'take the basic cour~e which takes
a half day.

At many points in the program, you will be given the opportunity to check your control information. If it is incorrect or you wish for any reason to change it, you may
retype it.
If you answer "no" to explanations, short requests will
be printed only when information is needed. For example, a typical short request would read as follows:
"Type list length".
A typical long explanation would explain the list, give
reasons for requesting various lengths and give examples.
Usually, when starting to use the programs, you would
request full explanations. As you become more familiar
with each program, you may request short explanations,
which take much less of your time to readJand use less
paper.
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e
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reduction of a map made with the computer using the MAP Program of the
Community Information System.
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SITE SELECTION INTRODUCTION

AN OUTLINE OF THE STEPS IN SITE SELECTION

The site selection method described below can be used
to do the following things:

STEP 1. DECIDE ON SITE CHARACTERISTICS

a. Develop a list of desired site characteristics that will
help you look for a site on which to build housing.

What kind of site do you want to buy and
build on?

STEP 2. LOOK FOR SITES
b. DeveloD maps and information which describe the
sites you want to consider, have reserved,or have
dec ided to buy.
c.

How do you find sites that can meet your needs?

STEP 3. EVALUATE AVAILABLE SITES

Help peop1e with little or no e~erience in planning to take action on site selection.

How do you decide how good each of the ava ilable sites will be for your housing?

d. Provide the sponsor and the site planning grouP with
a statement describing a chosen site and the reasons
why it was picked.

STEP 4. SELECT A SITE
How do you decide which site to buy or reserve
for your housing?

WHAT IS SITE SELECTION?
The most important decision you can make in the development of housing is the decision to buy or reserve some
land. The choice of a site often has the greatest influence on the kind of housing you will be able to sponsor
and build.

WHEN DO YOU SELECT A SITE? WHO SELECTS THE
SITE?

•

You can select a site at different times during the planning process. The members of the group who help in the
selection will vary depending on when the site is selected.
The sponsoring group should realize that there is a limit
on the number of sites available for housing in most
communities while there is no limit on the number of housing proposals that can be made, so, finding a good site
can often be the most important probl em your sponsoring
group will have to solve. Sometimes a sponsor will have

STEP 5. REPORT YOUR SELECTION
How d() you tell the people who will help you
with your proposal about the site you have
picked?

a site in mind or reserved before any detailed plans are
made for the kind of housing that will be built. But it is
usually a good idea to start by setting some policies on
the kind of housing you want before picking a site. This
will make it easier to find the right place to build.
HOW DO YOU SELECT A SITE?
Three different ways of picking a site are outl ined below:
1.

A housing sponsor may select a site before forming a
sponsoring group, or, the sponsor may be asked by a
publ ic agency to develop a particular piece of land.
In this case site selection is done,and the group may
continue the planning process starting with the first
step in the instructions for site planning. On the
other hand, the group may want to recons ider the
first site that was chosen by or suggested to the
sponsors. If th is happens the group can use the
procedure explained in th is section for "Selecting
the Site. "

2.

The sponsor may wait to select a site until after
a development team (which may include a developer, architect, lawyer, "packager" or manager)
has been chosen. Anyone of the team members
may suggest a site or assist in the site selection
process. In this case site selection can be started
some time after you begin planning the kind of
housing you want.

3.

The sponsoring group may start by planning the kind
of housing it wants) using the instructions for site
planning,and wait until most of the housing pol icies
it wants have been decided before looking for a site.

The following pages describe site selection in two columns~
the left-hand column explains the steps involved, and the
right-hand column describes the materials provided as
aias in the steps.
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SELECTING THE SITE
Outlined below are several important steps leading up to
final selection of your housing site.
STEP 1. DECIDE ON SITE CHARACTERISTICS
What kind of site do you want to buy and build
on?

e

e
MATERIALS PROVIDED

1. A sample Iist of important site selection characteristics. Th is can be found at the end of
this section, titled Characteristics of Sites
Form (A).

When you find out what sites in your community
may be available and what each of these sites
is like/it is helpful to have a list of the things
you th ink are most important about a housing
site so that you can rate each site possibility.
The list of important features of a site you are
looking for can be prepared in two ways:
a. By looking over the Characteristics of Sites
Form (A) ond checking ("1 all those items
which you think are most important to your
group.

MATERIALS YOUR GROUP MAY WANT TO REVIEW
1. The Iist of Issues and Pol ic ies in the section
of this report which deals with Site Planning.

b. By developing your own Iist of important
features you would Uke. This may be done
by using the list of sample Site Planning
Issues and Policies which can be found in
the section of th is book on Site Planning,
When you add a new item to the Iist of site
characteristics, it is best to state this characteristic in a form that can be used to rate
possible sites. For example, if your group
wants to be near a place to shop, it is most
helpful to rate sites in terms of the estimated
walking time to the particular kinds of shops
you are interested in. This will often be
more useful than a requirement such as lIc10se
to shopping. II

END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP
A completed copy of the Site Characteristics
Form (A).. including any additions you want to
make.

You may use as many features as you Iike for
checking possible sites. For example you
may use only the first item on the list
(minimize land cost) or you may use all f6
items. Any new items which you may add to
the Iist can be written in at the end of Site
Selection Form (A), provided in th is section.

SETTING PRIORITIES
Some of the features you want when picking a site may
be more important to the group than others. To make this
clear, each of the desired characteristics you are using
should be given a II grade ll which tells how important you
think it is. You can do this using a grading scale, 5, 4,
3, 2, 1~ with "5 11 being most important and "1 11 being
least important. A grade for each characteristic should
be written on the d1aracteristics of Site Form (A).

e
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SELECTING THE SITE
STEP 2.

e

e
MATERIALS PROVIDED

LOOK FOR SITES

1. Form (A) completed in Step 1.
How do you find sites that can meet your needs?

2. A form for describing housing sites you might
In this step the planning group should search for
all available housing sites in the community.
The search can begin by marking possible site
areas on a map of the community and identifying each area with a key letter (A, B, C .•• etc).
Search ing for sites will be easier if you have an
idea about how large a site you want.

buy or reserve for your development titled
SITE DESCRIPTION FORM (B), wh ich will be
found at the end of this section.

3. A computer-aided method for lis ting possible
sites in your community which is described
in the section of this book titled Handl ing
Information and Maps.

If you want a site larger than 20 acres, or about

6 or 7 city blocks, you should start by using the
Community Activity Planning instructions. Sites
over 20 acres require a different level of planning (for example plans for such large sites may
require changes in the street pattern or school
fa c iii ties) •
'MIen you find a site you think might fulfill your
needs it should be described on the Site Selection Form (B). A few different ways to find
available sites are outl ined below:
a. Check with the Model Cities planning staff.
Reports on available housing sites should be
requested I as well as information. ~f the
Model Cities organization has not I isted any
possible sites you may use Community Activities Planning instructions as a broader
approach for site selection. However, this
is a longer process.)
b. Check with the City Planning Board, Local
Planning Authority I Local Housing Authorit~
Redevelopment Authority or other publ ic
'J
agencies for sites that have been designated

MATERIALS THE GROUP MAY WANT TO REVIEW
Information on possible housing sites from:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Model Cities Staff
City Planning Board
Local Planning Authority
Local Housing Authority
Redevelopment Authority
City tax assessors files
Realtors in your city

END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP

I.

A filfed-in copy of the Site Description
Form (B).

for hous ing •
c.

If there is any land which has been included
in Federal Urban Renewal programs, it will
cost much less than land that is still in
private ownership. The present boundaries
and possible extensions of Urban Renewal
Areas should be drawn on your community
map.

d.

Property owned by the city because of nonpayment of taxes may sometimes be obtained
at low cost. City property should be
indicated on your map.

e.

Find an experienced real estate broker in
your community who might hel p you to locate
possible housing sites.

"

In any particular location, property that is
vacant is Iikely to be easier to buy and use
than property wh ich is occupied. Vacant
property should be indicated on your map.
COMPUTER-AIDED SITE SELECTION
In the section of th is book titled Handl ing Information and
Maps you will find a description of a computer-aided
method for Iisting possible sites which is very convenient
and efficient. The program for this method is available
without charge. There will probably be a modest charge
for the rental of the computer time needed to run the
program.

e
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SITE SELECTION

e

e
MATERIALS PROVIDED

STEP 3. EVALUATE AVAILABLE SITES
1. Forms (A) and (B) completed in Step 1 and Step 2.
How do you decide how good each of the available sites will be for your housing?
The group looking for a site has now completed two sets
of forms.
a. The Iist of desired site selection characteristics, or site selection criteria, Form (A)
b. The list of possible housing sites, Form (8)

2. A form for evaluating each of your possible sites in
terms of the characteristics you have selected. Th is
form is also used to score and compare different sites.
The Site Evaluation Form (C) will be found at the
end of th is section.
3. A set of site selection criteria used by several
important funding agencies. This will be found at
the end of th is section titled General Acceptabil i ty
Criteria of Housing Agencies.

It is seldom possible to find a site that has all of the
characteristics that your group wants. Probably you have
been discussing the advantages and disadvanta.ges of
various sites informally as you went through the previous
steps. Since most sites have a rather compl icated combination of advantages and disadvantages, it is often useful
to use a more formal, written method for comparing all of
the sites you are considering.
The Site Evaluation .Form (C) may be used to record your
opinions of the sites you want to cbnsider. A separate
copy of the form is used to rate each site.
On the left-hand side of the form there is space to write
down each of the characteristics you are interested in
having and the importance you gave to that characteristic in Step 1.
In the next column on the form there is a space for you to
score how well you th ink the site you are deal ing with
accompl ishes what you wanted in each characteristic.
At this time it is a good idea to review the Site Description Form (B) to see how th is site meets each one of your
characteristics. You can use the same set of numbers

MATERIALS THE GROUP MAY WANT TO REVIEW
1. The sample list of Issues, Policies and Results found
in the section of this book on Site Planning.

END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP

for scoring accompl ishment as you used to rate the importance of each characteristic. For example, if a site has
the characteristic exactly as you wanted it, write down
a score of 5. If the site fails completely to have the
characteristic you wanted, write down a score of O. Use
the numbers 4, 3, 2, 1 for partial accompl ishment.
AI ways use higher numbers for the better score.

1. One completed copy of the Site Evaluation Form (C)
for each site your group has considered.

Finally, you should multiply the importance rating by the
accompl ishment rating and write down the product of this
multipl ication in the last column. When you add up the
numbers in the last column you will have the total score
for that site. The higher the score, the better your group
Iikes the site you are rating.

".
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SITE SELECTION
STEP 4. SELECT A SITE
How do you decide which site to buy or reserve
for your housing?

e

e
MA TERIALS PROVIDED

1. Completed copies of the Site Evaluation/Form (C);
for each site considered.

There are several ways your group may go about
selecting one site. The way you choose will
probably depend upon the amount of disagreement
there has been between members of your group
during the selection process. The way you
choose will also depend on the excellence of
the sites you have considered up to this point.
Some of the ways your group can choose one
site are described below:
a.

The simplest way to select a site is to pick
the one which has the highest total score in
the evaluation step. This method does not
work well if members of the group hold very
different opinions of the alternatives. The
scoring system will average out big differences in opinion. The highest score in such a
situation will sometimes go to a site that no
member of the group'l ikes very much.

b. Hold an open or secret vote for the site to be
selected. Use the scores on the Site Evaluation Form (C) only as a source of information on how each member of the group stands
on the different sites. Allow plenty of time
for discussion and electioneering.
c. You may decide you cannot get strong support for anyone of the sites you have
considered so far. When th is happens I the
group will probably want to go back to Steps
1 and 2 to review and revise the characteristics or the list of possible sites.

END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP
1. A resolution to buy or reserve one of the sites you
have cons ide red •

SITE SELECTION

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS

STEP 5. REPORT YOUR SELECTION

1. A printed report containing a detail ed description
of the site and the reasons that you chose the site.
Copies of maps of the site can also be included.

When you begin to plan what you want to change
on the site you have selected, you will need as
much information as you can get about the present
condition of the site. Most of the information
you have used in the selection process will be
very helpful in the planning process. You
should have a complete report about site conditions available for everyone involved in the
planning process.
If you have worked through the previous steps,
you will have the following information in
hand:

t'

a. The site characteristics you are interested in
having.
b. The characteristics of the chosen site.
c. Maps of the site.
If you put all this material together for the
site you have chosen, you will have your site
report.
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General Critearequentl y used by agencies and
authorities are quoted on the right-hand side of
this page.
HAA

e

HAA

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES OF DESIGN

A viable housing project must have access to those
facilities which are necessary if a family is to
advance economically and socially: jobs for both
ch ief and secondary wage earners; markets and
convenience shopping; schools; resources for health
and recreation.

Housing Assistance Administration
low Rent Manual 1968

NJFHA New Jersey Housing Finance Agency
Minimum Design Standards 1968
FHA

e

Federal Housing Administration
Minimum Property Standards. Reprinted 1968

SITE SELECTION: good site selection is a matter
of first and basic concern and shall be chosen in
accordance with Low-Rent Housing Manuat Section
205. 1
NJHFA

SITE SELECTION

1.1

The cost of the site shall be of such an amount as to
resul t in a rental schedule wh ich will provide
housing facil ities consistent with the goals of the
New Jersey Housing Finance Agency.
There must be reasonable assurance that the neighborhood in which the project is to be placed will
be of stable residential character; or that the size
of the project is sufficient to provide protection
against adverse influence.
Sites wh ich have inadequate drainage, are excessively steep, or have poor soil-bearing conditions
or other cost increasing characteristics, should
be avoided.
Sites must be well related to transportation facil iites, adequate schools, recreation areas and
shopping facil ities. They should not be subject
to chronic nuisance from smoke, noise, fumes and
odors from industrial plants, railroads, airports,
or any other source.

SITE CONDITIONS
FHA

M204-1 The property shall not be subject to hazards
such as objectionable smoke, noxious odors,
unusual noise, the possibil ity of subsidence
or the probability of flood or erosion.
M204-2 The condition of soil, ground water level,
drainage, rock formations, and topography shall
be such as not to create hazards to the property
or to the health and safety of occupants.
M204-3 Essential community facilities and services, such
as employment centers, schools, recreation areas,
and police and f~r.e protection shall be reasonably
accessible to facilities and services on the sitE;>.

REAL ESTATE ENTITY
M205-1

e
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The land offered as security for an insured mortgage
shall comprise a single plot except that two or
more parcels separated by other parcels or a street
or streets may be acceptable provided the resulting
parcels comprise a readily marketable real estate
entity. In either case, the property shall be
sufficiently grouped to assure that convenient
and efficient management during operation is
possibl e.

e

e
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CHARACTERISTICS OF HOUSING SITES
(Consider those you want to use)
()

1. Land Cost

MI NIMIZE Land Cost

( )

2. Land Assembly

MINIMIZE Difficulty of Land Assembly

()

3. Adaptabil ity for Housing Needs
MAXIMIZE Adaptabil ity
(shape, soil conditions, util ities, etc.)

( )

4. Restrictions on the Land
(zoning, covenants)

MINIMIZE Restrictions

( )

5. Publ ic Transportation

MAXIMIZE Availabil ity, MINIMIZE Distance

( )

6. Shopping

MAXIMIZE Availabil ity, MIN IMIZE Distance

( )

7. Schools

MAXIMIZE Availabil ity, MIN IMIZE Distance

( )

8. Recreation

MAXIMIZE Availabil ity, MINIMIZE Distance

( )

9. Community Services (hospitals,

MAXIMIZE Availabil ity, MINIMIZE Distance

(libraries, churches, etc.)

( ) 10. Present Site Population _

MINIMIZE Present Number of Residents

( ) 1l. Expected Difficul ties of Relocation

MINIMIZE Expected Relocation Difficulties

( ) 12. Neighbors (who Iive around the site)

MAXIMIZ E Acceptabil ity of Surrounding
Community

( ) 13. Employment

MINIMIZE Jobs Lost, MAXIMIZE Jobs Available

( ) 14. Nuisances Close By (noise, odor,
heavy traffic)

MINIMIZE Nuisance Affecting the Site

( ) 15. Ability to Develop Quickly

MINIMIZE Delay in Development

( ) 16. Size of Site

MAXIMIZE Size (Usually)

e

IMPORTANCE RATING
Score how important each characteristic is to
your group (most 5,4, 3, 2, 1 least)

e

e

e

SITE LOCATION (Circle one A, B, C, D, E, F, G)

Names of Streets Bordering Site

CHARACTERISTICS

DESCRIPTION by Type, Amount, Locatio~
Difficul ty, and Distances for this Site
Cost per sq. ft.

1. Land Cost

-----------------------

Cost for total site

2. Land Assembl y
3. Adaptability for Housing Needs
4. Restrictions on the Land
5. Publ ic Transportation
6. Shopping

7. Schools
8. Recreation
9. Community Service

-

'

10. Present Site Population
1l. Expected Difficutly of Relocation
Sketch or map of site and surrounding blocks

12. Neighbors
13. Employment
14. Nuisances

Note: Instructions for obtaining information
for these characteristics may be found
in the section on Handl ing Information
and Maps in the jXlrt titled Planning
and Design Aids.

15. Abil ity to Concentrate Development
Use one form for each site.

16. Rehabil itation Possibil ities

e

e

SITE: (Circle one A,B,C,D,E,F,G
LOCATION:
CHARACTERISTIC

e

IMPORTANCE RATING (5-1)

SCORES MULTI PL I ED

ACCOMPLISHMENT RA TI NG
How well does this site fulfill
the Characteristic (5-1)

1.

x

;:=

2.

X

=

3.

X

=

4.

X

=

5.

X

=

6.

X

=

7.

X

=

8.

X

=

9.

X

=

X

=

11.

X

=

12.

X

=

13.

X

=

14.

X

=

15.

X

=

16.

X

=

10.
~-

'-\

TOTal Score tor thIs SITe

e

e
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RENTS AND COSTS
WHY DO A RENT CALCULATION?
The main things sponsors of housing and potential
residents want to know are:
I.

What kind of place will I get? How much
space and convenience will I have?

2. How much will it cost to Iive there?
3. How long will it take to build?
How to answer the first question is the main subject of
this Workbook, and is taken up in the later sections
of the book.
The third question can be answered only after a
specific project has been planned. You can make
rough estimates during planning by finding out about
recent experience in your area with buildings of
the same kind as yours. A time of two to ten years
between the start of planning a~d construction is not
unusual.
(

A way to answer the second question is explained
in this section. It will show how to go through
the steps needed for a rent calculation.
Only after calculating rents can a sponsor:
I.

Know whether the people he wants to
house can afford the rents (or monthl y
charges, if the project is cooperative).

2. Find out the extent of assistance required to
bring the rents down to where potential
residents can afford them.
WHAT INFORMATION DO YOU NEED FOR THE
RENT CALCULATION?
The four things you need to find out are:
I. What it will cost to design and build your project, the TOTAL INITIAL PROJECT COST.
2. What kinds of loans you can get and what they
will cost each year, the MORTGAGE COSTS.
3. How much it will cost to keep up your project
after it is opened to residents, the ANNUAL
OPERATING EXPENSES, and how much nonhousing INCOME will be coming in.
4. How much of the cost of upkeep must come from
monthl y payments from the residents. Th is cost I
divided by 12 months and by the total number of
rental rooms in your project I gives the Basic
Room Rent per month.
The Basic Room Rent per month can be easily translated
into monthly rents for one, two or three bedroom
apartments, and all other size apartments, to show
what different famil ies would have to pay to Iive in
your project.

are four things you can do to bring them down:

WHEN SHOULD YOU MAKE A RENT CAlCULATION,
AND HOW?

I. Cut the initial project cost.
You can calculate rents at several different stages of
planning:

2. Get better loan terms.
3. Cut operating costs.

I. Before any physica I proposals are worked out/but
after you have an idea of the number of apartments
and land cost.

4. Get financial assistance, such as rent
supplements.

2. After you have several different design proposals
you want to compare.

Some of the ways of cutting these costs are discussed
later in this section. If none of these turns out to be
possible, youwill ne:ed to:

3. After you have se lected one proposa I you want
to see built.

I. Take in higher;ncome people.
It is also possible to do the rent calculation several
different ways.

2. Obtain new assistance from private gifts or
grants or from government programs which do
not exist now.

I. If you have estimates of your project cost/ mortgage costs and operating costs/ you can figure
out what rents you will have to charge.

3. Abandon your proposal.

2. If you want to start by estimating the rents you
want to have, you can figure out how much your
project will have to cost if you use a certain
financing program with certain mortgage costs.

WHO IS INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING AND
ECONOMIC CALCULATIONS?
The following are the main actors who play roles at
various stages of the physical and financial planning
ofa housing proposal.

3. If you want to start out by estimating the rents you
want to charge for a project of a certain cost/
you can figure out what kind of mortgage terms
you will have to get.

COMMUNITY PLANNING GROUP. Your group/
the people selected to participate in the policy
decisions needed to plan a housing deve lopment.

WHAT CAN YOU DO IF THE RENTS OR CHARGES
COME OUT TOO HIGH?

TECHNICAL ASSISTANT. The person who:
I. Guides the Community Planning Group
through the planning process described in
th is Workbook.

If the basic rents come out higher than one-fourth of the
annua I income of the people you want to house, there

e

e

e
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2. Helps obtain the information needed for
policy decisions and discussion.
3. Helps make rent calculations.
4. Assists generally in the activities necessary
to produce your proposal.
SPONSOR. The person or organization who takes
administrative and financial responsibility for the
project. He may not have the original idea for the
project, but he organizes, supervises, and gets the
financing for:
I. Land acquisition and negotiations.
2. The planning process leading to a community
proposal.
3. Negotiations to get some funding agency to
commit money to build the project.
4. Hiring the professiona Is to design and bui Id
the project, and get it rented.
5. Finding and hiring consultants who may be
needed during planning, design and construction.
6. Construction of the project. The sponsor signs
the construction contract, usually with the
funding agency and cont~actor.
Ilf the sponsor is a community group with no previous
experiB1 ce in these things, you might want to hire a
consultant to do the organizational and financial work.
Or you may invite a professional non-profit housing
sponsor to do it, as co-sponsor with you.
FUNDING AGENCY. The organization which:
I. Gives the mortgage loan for con;truction
such as a bank, or the New Jersey Housing
Finance Agency.
2. Guarantees a loan with a private bank, such
as the Federal Housing Administration.

e

3. Provides financial assistance for con.ction
which does not have to be paid back, such as
the Housing Assistance Administration.
The fund ing agency a Iso:
1• Sets standards for the design, construction and
operation of the project.
2. Supervises the planning, design and construction
to make sure the standards are followed. They
do this by reviewing drawings and financial estimates throughout the process.
3. Assists the sponsor and planning group to solve
problems as they arise.
BUI LDER, CONTRACTOR. The organization which:
1. Estimates during the stages of design the
quantities of labor and materia Is required to construct the project, and agrees to bui Id it for a
certain (contract) price.
2. Organ izes and supervises the construction work.
3. Consults with the architects and engineers
through most of the planning and all of the building stages.
DESIGN PROFESSIONALS: PLANNERS, ARCHITECTS,
ENGI NEERS. These are key members of the sponsor1s
team of professional consultants. They supply much of
the detailed knowledge needed to describe the project
so that the contractor knows exactly how to build it.
They:
1. Often investigate the genera I conditions
surrounding the planning of a particular project,
such as evaluating sites, advising on funding,
collecting information on water, electric and
sewerage systems in the area, and advising the
sponsor on the development of proposals.
2. Prepare drawings, specifications, and the construction contract. The drawings show

the shape and dimensions of all parts of the
bui Iding, how it fits on the site, and how its
parts fit together. They tell the workmen how
to build the project. The specifications tell
in writing what kinds of materials are to be
used, and the methods to be used in assembling
them. The construction contract tells what
the responsibilities of the owner and the contractor are, and the price to be paid the
contractor for his work.
3. Supervise construction of the project, keep
track of costs, approve the contractor's
requisitions for payment, and make sure the
project is completely and correctly finished
before the contractor receives final payment.

2. Often participates in negotiations in all these
phases, with other members of the sponsor's
team of professiona I consultants.
3. Protects the sponsor's interests in all legal
matters.
CONSULTANTS. All projects require some skilled
people in addition to the planners, architects,
engineers, contractor and lawyer who are the
primary members of the professional team. Some
protects require additional skilled consultants for
special needs of that particular project. Some of
these are:
I. Mortgage con~~ltant
2. Rental and sel'ling agents (for the apartments)
3. Surveyor
4. Social service specialists in, for example,
day care for children, or health services
5. Building maintenance specialists
6. Concrete testing engineers
7. Commercial space rental consultant

This work is done in several stages:
I. Schematic drawings, which outline very
sketchily the general site plan and building
and apartment plans. These are submitted to
the sponsor for his analysis modification and
approval. A cost estimate may also be made.
Upon approva I of drawings and estimate, the
professionals go on to the next stage.
2. Preliminary drawings, which carry the schematic design further and make it more detailed.
The sponsor also reviews these and the cost
estimate.
3. Contract documents. Working drawings,
specifications, contract.
4. Contract phase, during which the builder uses
the working drawings and specifications to
construct the project under the construction
contract.
LAWYER. He:
I. Prepares the many legal documents required to
close the major stages of planning: land
acquisition, funding, construction, management.

e
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WHAT ARE THE STAGES OF ESTIMATING COSTS?
The information needed for the rent calculation does not
all come exactly when and in the form you need it.
Before a project is planned in detail it is impossible to
know accurately what it will cost. Since a sponsor
needs to get some idea of cost in order to know what
rents wi II be, it is customary to make estimates of costs
in the very beginning, and repeat them at certain
stages of planning as more decisions are made and more
information becomes available.
1.

2.

ROUGH BUDGET ESTIMATE. This is used when
the pro ject is just an idea, and there are no
plans. It is really a IIguesstimate.1I It can give
you an idea of rents. By doing the rent calculation backwards and forwards to rents, mortgage
terms, and costs, you can get an idea of what
mortgage terms or what costs you wi II have to
get to be able to charge the rents your residents
can afford.
BUDGET ESTIMATE. This is used when you have
made some basic decisions in rough form, such as
number and types of apartmE!!nts, and when you
have some idea of the rea I- cost of your si te, and
a rough site plan. After your group has worked
out a proposal, it should be possible to make a
Budget Estimate. If the rents come out too high,
you may want to go back and change some
policy decisions and revise your proposal, or you
may want to seek mortgage terms or financial
assistance which will reduce rents. If your
proposal comes out with too-high rents and you
do nothing, the architect or the funding agency
wi II make the dec isions about how to reduce
costs .

e

e
3. PRElIMI NARY ESTIMATES. These are made from the
architect's preliminary drawings, after he has made
out the preliminary drawings from the program supplied
by the community planning group. This estimate
a Ilows changes to be made, if necessary, before
starting the final drawings from which the buildings
will be built.
4. CONTRACT PRICE. This is agreed on by sponsor,
funding agency and contractor after the contractor
has mode a firm estimate from the architect's working drawings. This is the price the contractor agrees
to bui Id the pro ject for. Unpredictable expenses
during construction usua Ily cause the Final Price to
be slightly different from the Contract Price.
HOW DO YOU ESTIMATE THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF
COSTS THAT GO INTO THE RENT CALCULATION?
In general, you can ask the people involved in each kind
of cost for estimates (see description of who is involved,
above). They have customary ways of making estimates
for each type of cost at each stage of planning. For example, construction men can tell you about the different
ways they estimate at different stages. Funding agency
officials and bankers can help with mortgage costs.
Management and rental agents can estimate operating
expenses. The specific pieces of information needed
are described on the forms given in this section.
The exactness of each estimate improves as more decisions are made by you and others involved in the
housing planning and construction process.
CALCULATING RENTS AT THE DIFFERENT STAGES OF
ESTIMATI NG.
You will probably estimate the three costs leading to
rents to find out rents at each of the four stages of

estimating. You can do this on the forms in th is section,
listed below 4.
3.
2.
l.
Prel imRough
Contract
inary
Budget
Budget
A.

Proiect
Cost

B. Mortgage
Cost
C.

Operating
Cost

D.

Rents
Required

A1

A2

A3

A4

B

B

B

B

C

C

C

C

D1 or D2

D1 orD2

D1,D2

D1,D2

The rest of this section will:
1.

Describe each of the parts of the total cost
picture, when you may want to estimate them,
and how each might be reduced, if necessary.

2.

Show how to assemble cost information and make
the rent calculation at each stage of estimating.
Th is information is contained in the Forms (A 1),
(A2) , (A3), (A4), (B), (C), (D1) and (D2).

e
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WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE FOUR PARTS OF A COST
AND RENT ESTIMATE?

miscellaneous charges.
4.

A. TOTAL INITIAL PROJECT COST
Th is includes everything required to plan and get the
project operating, as well as to actual I y bu ild it. Construction is the most expensive part, and the part you can
change the most with your pol icy dec isions ~ It is not
usually the most important item in determining rents
(mortgage costs are).

LAND. The purchase price of the land itself,
any buildings on it, their demolition if necessary, and any relocation costs for residents and/
or businesses.

WHAT DETERMINES THE INITIAL PROJECT COSTS,
AND HOW MIGHT THEY BE CUT?
1•

2.

3.

CONSTRUCTION. All the materials and labor
required to dig foundations, erect buildings,
garages and stores (if any) and construct recreational and sitting facil ities on the site, plus the
builder's fee, and bond. (The bond insures that if
the contractor cannot finish the job, the b~nding
company will provide money for someone else to
do the rest.)
FEES AND CHARGES. This includes:
a.

Payments to all the professionals and consultants needed to plan, design, build and get
the project going.

b. Charges during construction. While the building is being built, the sponsor must pay taxes
on the land and insurance an the construction. The contractor pays interest on the
construction, loan fees for permits, -and

INFLATION. Every year, construction costs
have been going up, and there is no sign of
this changing. In 1967 and again in 1968,
construction inflation was around 7% to 8%.
Construction people predict it will be about
9010 to 10% in 1969.
If you do not add a figure for inflation to
all early cost estimates (before actual signing
of a construction contract) you are Iikel y
to have a big surprise later on and a rise in
the estimated rents.

WHAT IS INCLUDED?
1.

e

LAND. Someone must pay the market price of
land to the original owner. The market price
is whatever amount the own~r can get for his
land and buildings. Usually he cannot get very
much more, and not have to take very much less,
t!,an what property of the same sort sells for in
.that area.
Land costs are usually very high in densely-built
cities. The market cost of land can raise rents
very much. To help reduce land costs, the
Federal Government can buy land at the market
price in an area officially named an Urban
Renewal Area, and then sell this land to housing
sponsors for much less than the market price.
(If the owners do not want to sell, the Government can go to court, and ask the court to rule
that he must sell at a fair price which the
court se"Ts':'"""lhis process is called eminent domain.)
The Government will nof only buy land under
Urban Renewal, and resell it at a lower price,

but it will deliver it to the sponsor already cleared
of buildings, and with relocation costs paid for.
This makes such land a very good buy.
2.

d. The TYPE OF APARTMENTS you plan. Small
apartments cost more to build because there
are more kitchens and bathrooms in proport ion
to the total floor space, and these are
expensive. The rents for small apartments
are therefore higher in proportion to the
amount of floor space you get than large
apartments. But the rent will be a smaller
actual amount than the amount charged for
bigger apartments. It is usually easier to
find famil ies who can afford these smaller
rents than it is to find famil ies who can afford
the rents on bigger apartments. That is why
most buildings have very few very large apartments, even though there are many big families
who need the space.

CONSTRUCTION COSTS are determined by:
a. The STANDARDS which guide design. The
most important are room sizes and general
qual ity of design. Room sizes determine how
much materials will be required and how much
labor to assemble them. Qual ity determines
the durabil ity and appearance of the materials
and construction methods used, length of time
it will take
to build the project, and
how much supervision will be needed.
b. The TYPE OF BUILDING you plan. Today, in
most cities, fire resistant high-rise buildings
with elevators cost almost twice as much as
low-rise, walk-up,garden-type buildings.
Sometimes it is said you can lower your land
costs by using high-rise to put more apartments
on less land. But you are not allowed to put
high buildings very close to each other in the
way you can with low buildings. So that
experience in urban renewal shows that
usually the same number of people Iive in the
new high-rise as Iived in the old, low buildings they replaced (sometimes even fewer
people). But by putting the apartments up in
the air there is more ground space left open
which can be used for parking and for recreation and sitting space.

e. The DESIGN of the project. Simple shapes,
such as buildings with square corners and not
very many corners, are somewhat cheaper to
build than buildings with more compl icated
shapes. However, it is very difficult to say
what the extra cost is, and it may be so
little that you will want to have the more
complicated shape even if it costs a little more.
Compl icated shapes can produce advantages
such as many rooms with double exposures, or
exposures that get sunl ight.
The amount of landscaping and recreational
facilities will affect the cost, but it is a
small proportion of the total.

f. The state of the CONSTRUCTION MARKET
in your area at the time that you are ready
to build. If the construction business is slow,
competition may be strong, and contractors
give lower prices (called "bids ") in order to
get the work. If there is much construction

c. The NUMBER OF APARTMENTS you plan.
Large projects allow the contractor to buy
large amounts of everything, usually at lower
prices.

e
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going on, materials and labor will be scarce
and higher 'priced, and contractors will have
many possibil ities for jobs and will bid higher.
An individual contractor in either situation
may have his own reasons why he will bid
higher or lower on your project.
The traditional way of making sure you have
the lowest market construction price is sending the project drawings and specifications to
several different builders of proven good
reputation, each one is asked to submit a
bid, and you can then choose the lowest bid.
Sometimes bids are not asked for. A contractor may be chosen early in planning so that
his technical advice and cost estimating
services will be available to the planning
group while they are making the decisions
about the project. Then in publ icl y....
financed projects, the funding agency will
carefully check and negotiate all the items
of the prices submitted by the contractor, to
be sure that they are legitimate and that they
are as low as would be gotten if the job were
sent out for competitive bidding.
3.

FEES AND CHARGES are determined by the usual
practice for projects of similar size and type in
the area. Often the funding agency decides
the maximum fees sponsors are allowed to pay the
professionals, and you are free to negotiate lower
fees if you can, and if you th ink the small reduction in cost is worth the smaller amount of attention the professional will be able to afford to
give the project. The best attention of good
arch itects, lawyers and other professionals can
often help reduce total project costs.

e

e
4.

INFLATION. There is nothing your group can do to
change the cost trends in the building industry.
But your consultants should keep you informed
about current changes so you can take inflation
into account when you make important decisions.

USE FORMS (Al), (A2), (A3), AND (A4) FOR ESTIMATING TOTAL PROJECT COSTS.

4.. Collecting down p~ments on apartments,

B. THE MORTGAGE

if the project is a cooperative or a condominium.

This is the contract for the loan you get in order to pay
the initial project cost. It is repaid in installments over
a specified number of years.

WHAT DOES IT COST?
1. AMORTIZATION. The amount of the loan
which is repaid every year for as long as
the mortgage runs. The sponsor's equity or
ownership increases as the amortization payments increase.

WHERE DO YOU GET IT?
Mortgages are given by private banks or Iending companies, or by public funding agencies. An example of the
last is the New Jersey Housing Finance Agency. The
Federal Housing Administration will insure mortgages
made by private banks, thus making it easier for sponsors
to get private loans.

2.

HOW MUCH IS IT FOR?
Most mortgage loans cover only a part of the total initial
project cost. With private banks, it is usually for 66%
to 80% of the total cost. Public funding agencies will
Iend 90% or 95%. In some cases, if the sponsor is nonprofit, publ ic agencies will Iend or guarantee a loan
covering 100% of praject cost.

INTEREST, The cost of borrowing the money,
charged every year on the unpaid balance.
The interest and amortization for the whole
Iength of the- mortgage are averaged ou t
beforehand, so that a constant yearly amount
is po i d to cover both. Th is year! y amount is
called the Debt Service Factor. As that
amount is paid each year, the amount P9i d
for interest goes down every year, and
the amount paid for amortization goes up.

3. AGENCY FEE. Publ ic funding agencies usually charge a fee for their work in supervising
planning and operation, or insuring a private
bank's loan. This is sometimes counted as
part of the mortgage cost.

The part of costs not covered by the mortgage loan must
be paid by the sponsor. The money required is called
the sponsor's equity. If the sponsor does not have money
for equity, it"""CQi11)e raised by
1. Inviting in a co-sponsor who has money, such
as a non-profit housing foundation.

HOW LONG DOES IT RUN?
2.

3.

Borrowing it from the contractor, if one has
been selected, under an agreement carefully
set up to avoid undue influence by the contracts in the planning stage.

On large-scale new housing the mortgage is usually paid
in 30 to 50 years.

Borrowi ng from a bank, church, or non-profi t
organization interested in your project.
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B. THE MORTGAGE (continued)
HOW IMPORTANT ARE MORTGAGE COSTS IN
DETERMINING MONTHLY CHARGES?
Interest and repayments on the mortgage are the largest
single expense paid for by the rent dollar. It can amount
to about double the total of all other operating costs in
privately-financed projects. In publicly-financed projects,
mortgage costs are often about equal to all the other
operating costs.
The size of the mortgage is based on the total initial
project cost, but a change in the mortgage terms (that is,
the interest rate and the length of years it runs)'-will affect
rents much more than the kind of change you can usually
make in the initial cost by cutting down space and cutting
out desirable features.
For example, take a 200-apartment project of high-rise
apartments. Assume it has a 50-year mortgage and that
the local government has reduced the real estate taxes it
must pay each year to 15% of shel ter rent.
Take one specific size apartment:
-

,

At 6% interest rate it rents for $173 a month.

e
than the original apartment with the extra space
and pleasant features at the 3% rate.
If the mortgage were shorter than 50 years, that would
raise rents.
WHAT DETERMINES MORTGAGE COSTS?
The amortization is the amount that has to be paid back
every year in order to return the entire amount borrowed
in the number of Yf>ars agreed on.
The agency fee is set by the fund ing agency.
The interest rate is determined from the market interest
rate, that is, the going cost for borrowing from private
banks. This basic rate is now very high, from 7% to
10%. If all housing in cities had to be built using
market-rate money, no one except high-income fam il ies
could afford the rents. M iddle.and lower,income
families could not afford to live in new housing.
To solve this problem, the Federal Government and some
state governments have found various ways of lowering
the cost of money for housing, by subsidizing it out of
taxes and by putting off payments farther into the future
through longer mortgage periods to give smaller annual
payments even though the total paid in the end is larger..

At 3% interest, it rents for $126, a cut of $47.
HOW CAN YOU REDUCE YOUR MORTGAGE COSTS?
If you cut down the construction cost of that apartment by
10% by making it smaller, with inferior materials, and
without good recreation facil ities then:
At 6% interest, it would rent for $162 a month.
That is only $11 less that the original apartment
(at $173).
At 3% interest, the cut-down apartment would rent
for $119 a month. That is onl y $7 .J month less

You can cut the costs of your mortgage below the marketinterest rate by finding one of the many programs sponsored by the Federal or State governments wh ich matches
your needs and requirements. These programs are
designed to reduce interest costs and thereby reduce
rents. There are many such programs, ~ach one set up
to serve a particular income range. In them, the government makes up the difference between the market interest
r ate and the rate charged the housing sponsor. Many of

but rely entirely on the standards and past
experience of your funding agency.

these programs are described
in the bookl et ,
II Gu ide to Federa I Low. and
Moderate-Income Housing & Community Development
Programs, 1I prepared by the Housing Staff of the Urban
Coalition. The New Jersey Housing Finance Agency
also has programs for middle-income groups.

2.

During planning. The same thing may happen
as when you seek funding before planning:
you may not really find out the specific need
of the specific people you are planning for,
and accept the practices of the funding agency.
If you do choose to seek funding before or
during planning, remember that many agency
standards can be changed if your proposal is
reasonabl e and you make enough effort. Room
sizes are among the ha'rdest standards to change,
because they affect costs so much.

3.

After planning is completed and you have a
program. This will insure that your program will
contain what the Community Planning Group
really wants to see in the finished housing. It
may also lead to a program which does not fit any
agency's standards.

Finding the right program requires a detailed knowledge
of the many available. Your group may wish to find a
consultant to help you with this.
WHAT DOES A SPONSOR HAVE TO DO TO GET A
MORTGAGE?
1.

2.

3.

Satisfy a funding agency that the project is
feasible. That is, he shows that his proposal
can be built and operate without losing money
if the funding agency will approve a mortgage
at certain specific terms of interest and length
in years.
Agree to regulation and supervision of planning
and operation by the funding agency I publ ic or
private. The larger the loan, the more regulation the sponsor will usually have to agree to.

At this point, you can look around for the funding
agency which is in a position to help your group
the most. After you have found the right agency
you will probably have to revise some parts of
your proposal to fit the agency's standards.

Repay the loan, with interest.

WHEN DO YOU TRY TO GET A MORTGAGE OR
FUNDING?

USE FORM (B) FOR ESTIMATING MORTGAGE COSTS

You may do this at any of several stages:
1.

Before planning begins. If you can find out at
the beginning what kind of mortgage support you
can get, it will allow you to build your housing
faster. However, if you do this, you will not be
able to consider 01 ternative standards and ways of
designing the project. Your group might not find
out what you really want to have in your housing,

-

-

-

e

e

e

C. ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES AND INCOME

3.

Professional office rent,

The third part of your rent cost is based on the cost for the
regular operation of the project after construction is
completed and residents move in. The sponsor must pay
expenses such as repairs, management, heat, etc. The
sponsor also collects income. Expenses and income have
to be equal, or rents usually will have to be raised.

4.

Parking. Indoor and outdoor spaces are
sometimes charged for at different monthly
rates.

5.

Payments for washing and vending machines
which are put in the building for the convenience of residents.

WHAT ARE THE ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES?
HOW CAN OPERATING EXPENSES BE REDUCED?
1.

Mortgage. Interest, amortization, agency fees
and charges.

2.

Taxes. State and federal, and local real estate
taxes and assessments.

3.

Operations. Staff salaries for maintenance and
management, painting and decorating, repairs
and replacement of equipment, heating, water,
electric ity.

4.

Return
profit,
equity
profi t,

1.

on investment of equity capital. This is
the equivalent of interest, paid on the
the sponsor puts up. If the sponsor is nonthere is no charge h~re.

A good way to reduce EXPENSES is to add nonhousing income. If your project is in a location
where you could rent space for such th ings as
stores, a movie, an electronics assembly shop,
or other commercial activity, you might get
large amounts of extra income. If you want to
include space for these activities, and if you can
establish that you will actually be able to rent the
space, you can plan it into your project. The
extra income could allow you to:
a. Add space or special features to the
apartments and the site, or
b. Reduce rents.

5.

Other expenses special to a particular p~oject,
such as staff salaries for a children's day care
center, or if you have a large amount of commercial space rented, the salary or commission of
the person who manages the commercial space
rentals.

2.

TAXES. Frequently state governments encourage
and local governments allow a reduction of real
estate taxes for low-and middle-income housing
developments. There are several ways this is
done, and you can find out what is possible in
your area from your funding agency and city
officials.

3.

OPERATIONS. Cutting staff salaries is not a
good way to cut costs; this can lead to bad and
unreliable maintenance. Special attention paid
the building's heating, ventilation, and electrical

WHAT IS NON-HOUSING INCOME?
1.

Commercial space rent.

2.

Light industrial space rent.

systems during the design stage may produce
systems which can be run more economically. The
design of these systems has much to do with the
annual operating costs. The way that shared
publ ic areas are arranged and the way they are
buil t can also affect the cost of keeping them
clean.
4.

RETURN ON EQUITY. Having a non-profit sponsor el iminates this cost. Having a limited-dividend
sponsor reduces it.

During planning, your expenses and your non-housing
income can only be estimated. When you subtract your
non-housing income from your annual expenses, you find
the amount that must be paid for by rents.
After you have estimated the total operating expense and
subtracted from it the annual non-housing income you
expect to get, you have a figure which is called the Net
Annual Expense. There will usual Iy be some vacant space
from wh ich you get no rent, and some rents wh ich cannot
be coil ected, and some unexpected expenses, call ed
contingencies. An allowance for these things is added to
the Net Annual Expense to get the Total Net Annual
Expense. Th is is the amount wh ich must be paid by
residential rents.
USE FORM (C) FOR ESTIMATING ANNUAL OPERATING
EXPENSES AND INCOME
When you are using Form (C) to make the Rough Budget
estimate of costs and rents, you can simply estimate one
figure for all non-housing income, rather than trying
to fill in this kind of detail at this time.

e

e

e

e
D. THE RENT CALCULATION
The total net annual expense is the total amount you have
to get from rents. You find out how much th is means per
apartment by:

e

e
and convenience one apartment has compared to another.
Kitchens with windows (of a certain minimum size),
for instance, will count as one Rental Room, wh il e a
smaller kitchenette without a window will only count
for one-half Rental Room.

1.

Calculating the total number of Rental Rooms in
your proiect.

Differe.nt funding agencies sometimes count Rental Rooms
in sl ightly different ways.

2.

Dividing the total net annual expense by 12 to
get the total monthl y expense.

For example, a typical FHA count for different features
would be:

3.

Dividing the total monthly expense by the total
number of rental rooms, to get the average
rent per month per rental room.

4.

Multiplying the number of rental rooms in any
particular apartment to get its total monthly rent.

5.

Sometimes a spec ial amount is added or subtracted
to an apartment's basic monthl y rent. If an apartment has some special feature that others do not
(such as being on a high floor with a good view,
or having extra space in it) the sponsor may want
to charge extra for it. If the sponsor dec ides
that it wants to include some people who cannot
afford the regular rents, he may reduce the rents
on some apartments. Th is may be done by:
a. Applying for a rent supplement program.
b. Skewing rents. Th is means that some people
in the project will pay more for their apartments so that other families can pay less.

RENTAL ROOMS
Every room is not' a Rental Room. The term Rental Room
is used to give you a way of estimating how much space

Living-Dining Room
Bedroom
Kitchen (window)
Kitchenette
(no window)
Balcony
Bathroom

1-1/2 RR
1 RR
1 RR
1/2 RR
1/4 RR
1/2 RR

A one-bedroom apartment with a bal cony and windowed
kitchen would have 4-1/4 Rental Rooms. Its rent would
be calculated by multiplying the average monthly room
rent by 4-1/4.
The same apartment without a balcony has 4 RR s. Its
rent would be four times the average monthly room rent.
USE FORMS (D1) AND (D2) FOR ESTIMATING
MONTHLY CHARGES.

e

e

THE FORM
Estimated gross cost per
Dwell ing Unit

1.

Times number of DU's you
want to build

2.

Equalsproject cost

3.

------

------

Add up the estimated inflation rate for each year between now and the date you
expect to start building.
Total Inflation Rate
4.
Multiply the project cost by
the total inflation rate to
getTotallnflationCost
5.
Add the project cost (3)
and the total inflation
cost (5) to get the
Total Project Cost

6.

------

------

e

INFORMATION NEEDED

WHERE TO GET THE INFORMATION

An approximate number of dwell ing
units you would like to build, and
whether they are to be high-rise or
walk-up

Your own pol icy decisions

The general area where you want to
build

Your decision

The standards to wh ich you will build,
mainly the sizes of rooms

See liS pace II in the Dwelling Unit Standards
for the requirements of some of the funding.
agencies.

Current costs for your type and size
of project in your area. At this
stage it is a very rough figure,
expressed as total project cost per
Dwell ing Unit

Contractors

The current inflation rate of the
construction industry in your area

Contractors, consul tants
(1969: 8% to 10%)

Funding agency officials

e

e

THE FORM
Land Cost

1.

Construction Cost
Residential
Space a.

------

Commercial
Space b.

------

Garage
Space c.

-----

Parking
d.
Lots
Residential
Site work
e.
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION
COST

2.;

Fees and Charges

3.

PROJECT COST

4.

Add: Inflation Cost
(total inflation rate times
project cost)

5.

TOTAL ES T1MATED
PROJECT COST

6.

-~---

---'-----

------

e

INFORMATION NEEDED

WHERE TO GET THE INFORMATION

Estimate of the cost of your site

Site owner
Funding agency official
Realtors

Number of Dwell ing Units
Distribution:
No. of Efficiencies
1 .Bedroom - - - 2 Bedrooms
3 Bedrooms - - - - 4 Bedrooms
5 Bedrooms - - - 6 Bedrooms

Your pol icy decisions
Your filled-in Site Planning Form (CI)
Proposal Analysis.

An analysis of your proposal which
gives the approximate number of:
1. square feet
2. cubic feet
wh ich are contained in the components of construction c'os~ (a,b,c,d ,e)

To calculate the number of cubic feet of
space contained in your proposal, simply
multiply the number of square feet (given in
your Proposal Analysis Form) by the average
ceil ing height. Usual average heights are:
I. Residential space
8 feet
2. High-rise lobbies and
community space
12 feet
3. Commercial space
12 feet
4. Garages
9 feet

A statement about the standards to be
used in the design and Construction
of your project
-

Your pol icy decisions about accepting,
rejecting, or modifying the site and Dwell ing
Unit Standards.

An estimate of fees and charges you
will have to pay. In early estimates
at this stage, this may be given as
a percentage of the construction cost,
or the combined land and construction costs

Funding agency officials
Developer
Sponsor
Loan Consul tant

Inflation rate

Contractor
(1969: 8% - 10%)

e

e

e

THE FORM

INFORMATION NEEDED

WHERE TO GET THE INFORMATION

The form used for Prel iminary Estimates is very long I
containing many detailed
costs for each of the ma i or
headings Iisted below

Estimated Costs of:
Land acquisitions
Clearance of buildings
Relocation

Site owner I funding officials
Contractor
Funding agency officials

Land Acquisition

1.

Construction

2.

Sponsor's Fee

3.

Professional Fees

_

4.

------

ESTIMATED DEVELOPMENT COST

------

7.

-----

Contingency

8.

------

Working Capital

9.

------

TOTAL ESTIMATED
PROJECT COST

Contractor

Sponsors fees

Sponsor, or funding agency

Professional fees

Funding agency often regulates or sets these
fees
Rental agent
Funding agency

Renting Costs

Selling or Renting Expenses 5.

CarryingandFinancing Cost 6.

Construction estimate based on
arch itects prel iminary drawings and
specifications. Costs broken down
by parts of the work, such as concrete I
plaster I heating I etc.

10.

----

Carryi ng Costs

Funding agency

Amounts needed by sponsor to carry
on the work of planning I building I
and opening the project I and allowance for unexpected expenses

Sponsor
Funding agency

e

e

e

THE FORM

INFORMATION NEEDED

WHERE TO GET THE INFORMATION

The same form is used as for the Prel iminary
Estimate, but the costs given are the actual
firm prices for all the services required for
the completion of the project.

Complete architectural, structural
and mechanical drawings, showing
in detail how the building is to be
constructed.

Arch itect suppl ies working drawings and
specifications.

Specifications, describing the type
and qual ity of materials to be used
and how they are to be put together.

Anticipated date of site availabil ity
for ground-break ing_

Contracts or firm understandings with
all members of the professional team
required to get the project under
way_

Contractor makes firm estimate of the parts
of the work he will do. He takes bids from
sub-contractors for other parts. To the
total cost he obtains, he adds his expenses
and profit, and the cost of the bond _ Th is is
his total bid price. If bidding is competitive
you may select the low bidder if his reputation
is firmly establ ished. In publ ic work, the
low bidder must be accepted. If the contractor
was selected not by competitive bidding, the
funding agency will carefully check all
costs submitted by the contractor to make sure
they are as low as others in the area, and
negotiate the Contract Price.

e

e

e

THE FORM
Total Project Cost

1.

Estimated Project Cost

From the last Iine of Form (A 1) / (A2) / (A3) /
or (A4)

Less Sponsor's Equity

2.

Equity requirement

Sponsor or funding agency

Total Mortgage Loan

3.

Annual Mortgage Cost
Factor

4.

(3) times (4)/ TOTAL
ANNUAL MORTGAGE
COST

Annual Cost Factor is Calculated as
follows:
Annual
Interest Rate

Your Estimate
Funding Agency

Plus amortization factor for
th is ra te over
the number of
years the
mortgage runs

Interest
rate

5.

.0300

.0400
.0500
.0600
.0700

......

Amortization Factor
30 years
50 years
.0210
.0178
.0151
.0126
.0106

Total

.0089
.0066
.0048
.0034
.0025

Total
Debt
Service
Factor
Plus agency fee

----

Total annual
mortgage
cost factor
(a percentage)

----

1969:
NJHFA Agency fee: .0025
FHA Mortgage insurance fee:

.0050*

*Not charged on 221 (d) 3 Below Market
Interest Rate Program.

THE FORM
Expenses
Annual mortgage cost
Taxes
Maintenance and
operation

I•

-----2.
-----3.

-------

Reserves for painting,
decorating and replacement
4.
Return on equity

5.

Other (specify)

6.

TOTAL EXPENSES

7.

Income: Non-Housing
Parking

e

e

e

8.

Washing and Vending
Machines

9.

Commercial, Professional Rental

10.

Other (specify)

II.

TOTAL NONHOUSING INCOME

12.

Expenses less non-housing
income equal s NET
ANNUAL EXPENSE
13.

INFORMATION NEEDED

WHERE TO GET THE INFORMATION

Annual Mortgage cost

From line 5, Form (B)

Annual taxes

City or funding agency

Estimate of maintenance and
operation expenses, and necessary
reserves

Funding agency
1969: NJHFA estimates annual Reserves
for Dec. and rent at:
Rental, $26 per roam
Cooperative, $12 per room

Return on equity

Funding agency allowance, or lesser figure
if you can negot iate one, or none if sponsor
is non-profit

Parking
No.

outdoor@$_ _/year=

_

No.

indoor@$_ _/year=

_

Machines
$

per year times

Current parking rents in the neighborhood
of your site

Current experience in similar projects.
Funding agency

- - -D U's equals total
Space No.
rentals

=~_
sq. f@$peryr.
t.
__

Estimate by professional commercial rental
consultant

Allowance

Funding agency

Contingency

Funding agency (1969 NJHFA: 5%)

------

Plus: Allowance for vacancy and collection loss 14.
(table continues on next p a g e ) - - - - - -

TOTAL NET ANNUAL
EXPENSE
16.

NOTE:
When you are using Form C to make the
Rough Budget estimate of costs and rents,
you can simply estimate one figure for all
non-housing income, rather than trying
to fill in this kind of detail at such an
early stage of planning.

e

e

e

e

e

e

THE FORM

INFORMATIONNEEDED

WHERE TO GET THE INFORMATION

To find out the average
monthly room rent:

Total net annual expense

From line 16 of Form (C)

Number of Rental Rooms

From your decision about the number and
type of apartments

Total net annual
expense

1.

Divided by 12 months = 2.
Divided by total number
of rental rooms in project
equals AVERAGE
MONTHLY RENT
3.

_

------

Eff.@

RR =

1BR@

RR=

2BR@
--

RR=

3BR@

RR=

4BR@

RR=

5BR@

RR=

6BR@

RR=

--

----

TOTAL
RE NTAL ROOMS

From funding agency rules for calculating
Rental Rooms

e

e

e

THE FORM

INFORMATION NEEDED

WHERE TO GET THE INFORMATION

To find out the total project
cost you can afford if you
want to charge certain
rents and know your mortgage terms:
1.
Income available
Divided by total
------

Mortgage Cost Factor

From line 4 of Form (B)

Income Available:
Total annual rent

The total annual rent can be the total of all
the rents you want to charge for your apartments

Less vacancy and
contingencies
Fill in the following:

Mortgage Cost Factor
(a percentage)

Total
2.

Equals TOTAL PROJECT
COST you can afford
3.

To find out the Mortgage
Cost Factor you will need to
get the rents you want I if
you have an Estimated
Project Cost:
1.
Income available
Divided by estimated
project cost

--~--~

-----

Income available for
Mortgage costs

------

Eff @ $
per month=
- - - - - 1 BR@r- II
II
----

2 II @$-- II
- - - - - 3 II @$-- II
4 11 @$--"
- - - - - 5 "@$--II
6 II @$-- II

-----

Total Monthly Rent
Times 12 months
---------equals total annual rent

--------

The other figures come from Form
Q>erating Expenses and Income.

2.

Equals required Mortgage
Cost Factor to get the
rents you want
3.

Less:
Expenses
Taxes
Reserves - - Profi t

------

(C) Annual

.

USING PLA"ING AND DESIGN
LANGUAGE
There is little special technical language
in this Workbook. However, sometimes
it is more convenient to use a special
technical word than the longer explanation
of what the word stands for. If you have
not worked in the planning and design
field before, this glossary can help you
become fami liar with the way we have used
certain words in this Workbook.
ACCESS. A way used to enter or approoch
a site, a building, an apartment, or a room,
such as path, road, or hallway.
ALTERNATIVES. Several possible courses
of action, policies, proposals, programs, or
plans that you can choose from.

e

BUI LDING DEPARTMENT. The city or town
department which enforces the local Building
Code. It reviews all plans for new construction and rehabilitation to make sure they
conform to the Code, and issues Building Permits when plans are approved. The Department a Iso inspects bui Idings during and after
construction.
BUI LDING TYPE. A basic pattern of a certain height, shape and size of building
which is frequently built.
CIRCULATION. The movement from place to
place of people or vehicles. Also, the space
required for moving around, inside an apartment or bui Iding, or outside on a site or in
the city.

ARC HITECT. The person or firm that designs
buildings to accomplish the sponsor1s program, and supervises their constroction.
See the introduction to "Calculating Rents"
for a fuller description of what the architect
does.

CONDOMINIUM. A-form of housing ownership. The resident actually owns the apartment. He receives title to it, and pays taxes
on it, just as if it wer.e a private house. The
condominium owner pays a certain amount
each month for upkeep to the corporation
that owns the public area of the building
and provides heat, maintenance, etc.

BUILDI NG CODE. The collection of laws
which regulate the construction of buildings.
The purpose is to make sure that the
buildings are healthy and safe for people
to occupy.

COMMUNITY ACTIVITY PROGRAM. A
report containing written descriptions, maps
and drawings describing the policies and
proposals the Community Plqnning Group has
dec ided upon.

e

COMMUNITY FACILITY. A building or
outdoor space used for a non-profit service
shared by the people of the community.
Examples are schools, libraries, health
clinics, public employment and training
services.
CONTI NGENCY. An unexpected expense.
Also, an amount of money set aside to cover
unpredictable expenses.
CONTOUR LINE. A line sometimes shown
on a map which connects all points of the
same height above sea level. By looking
at the heights shown on the contour lines
and the distance between them you can tell
which way and how steeply the land slopes.
COOPERATIVE. A form of housing ownership. A resident in a cooperative gets his
apartment by buying shares in the corporation
set up to own the entire project. He does
not own the apartment (as he would in a
condominium). His stock in the corporation
entitles him to an apartment of a certain
size. If he wants to move, he can sell his
shares back to the corporation. There is Cl
monthly charge to pay for maintenance.

CROSS-VENTILATION. The natural movement of air from one side of a room to
another, through windows or other openings.
This is possible only when a room has windows on more than one side.

DENSITY. One way of describing the number
of people or families who live in a given area.
The area usually chosen to measure density is
the acre.

DEVELOPER. A person or organization who
organizes a housing development, obtains
financing for it, and follows it through to
completion. The developer may also be the
soonsor, or he may be hired by the sponsor
to do this work, with the sponsor keeping
control over policy decisions.

DISTRIBUTION. The way things or activities
are spread out over a city,or through a
neighborhood, or in a building.

DUPLEX. An apartment with two floors
connected by a stair. The living, cooking,
and dining areas are usually on one floor,
and bedrooms on the other.

DWELLING UNIT. A house or apartment.

ELEVATION. I. On city land maps, the
height of the streets and sidewal ks above sea
level. By noting the difference between two
elevation points, you can tell whether the
land is sloping, and how much. 2. On

e

architects' drawings, an elevation is a drawing of one of the sides ·of the building, or of
one of the walls inside it.

ENGINEER. One of several kinds of professionals needed to improve sites and to design
and construct large buildings. I. Mechanical
engineers figure out the heating, plumbing,
electrical, and ventilating systems. 2. Structural engineers figure out the exact way in
which buildings should be constructed so that
they won't fall down, yet won't waste material s.

EVALUATE. To measure how well a proposal,
site or program fulfi lis the requirements you
have set for it.

FACILITY. A building or space that is used
for a specific activity.

FINANCING. Getting money for planning,
constructing and operating a project. AI so,
the arrangements you make about that money
(the kind of loan or grant, interest rate, etc.)

bank that makes loans or mortgages at the
market interest rate, or a foundation that
gives outright grants of money; or it may be
public, such as the Federal Housing Assistance
Administration which helps pay capital costs
of housing, or the N.J. Housing Finance
Agency, which makes mortgages at interest
rates sl ightly below the market rate.

CAPITAL COSTS. The costs of planning and
constructing any facility (as distinguished
from ooerating costs, which are the expenses
involved in running a facility after it is
built) •

GALLERY. An outside hallway, or a hallway
with windows all along one side or the ceiling.

GARDEN APARTMENTS. Apartments in
buildings of two, three, or possibly four
stories.

HIGH-RISE. Usually means buildings of
seven or more stories. (Six-story buildings
even if they have elevators are not usually
considered "high-rise. ")

FUNDING AGENCY. Any organization
that provides money to do something or build
something. It may be private, such as a

e

e

e

HOUSEHOLD TYPE. The kind and size of
fam i1y, such as:
elderly single oerson
young single person
elderly couple
young couole
families with 1,2,3 or more children

INCOME GROUP. Families or individuals
with roughly the same incomes.

ISSUE. A oroblem you think is important
and that you can do something about. On
each issue, there are several different
courses of action you could take, called
policies. Each different policy will have
different effects, or resul ts.

LAND USE. The activities for wh.ich the
land in any specific area is used,- such as
traffic, walking, schools, housing, business,
etc.

LAND VALUE. I. Market value. The
amount the owner can get for the land if he
wants to sell it. Usually the same kinds of
land in the same area sell for about the
same price. 2. Assessed value. The amount
the city tax assessor says the property is

e

worth for purposes of assessing taxes on the
land. The assessed value is usually lower
than the market value, and often much less
(oerhaps half). You can find out what it is in
your city by asking a developer, a realtor, or
city tax officials.

LAWYER. The attorney, re~onsible for
writing all legal documents required to buy
land, get financing, construct your housing
and get it into operation. He often participates in negotiations on these matters, and
his job is always to ?rotect his client's interests.

LIMITED-ACCESS HIGHWAY. A highway
which has few exits and entrances, and cuts
off local streets that rl,Jn into it. It carries
high-speed traffic through an area without
mixing it with local traffic and people. It is
a big divider in a city, like a river.

LOCAL HOUSING AUTHORITY. The organization set up by a local government unit to
build, buy, rent, or operate low-rent housing,
and to receive Federal assistance on its capital costs.

LOW-RISE. Buildings low enough to have
stairs instead of elevators.

e

MODEL CITY. A city designated to receive
special Federal money for improvement of a
definite area (or areas) within it. The money
to be used for housing, emoloyment, educational, health and other social services.

MORTGAGE. The loan which oays for
planning and constructing a building project,
and which is repaid with interest in installments over a period of years.

MULTIPLE DWELLING. A building containing more than two apartments.

PLANNI NG. (Physical Planning) Making
policy decisions about the future arrangement of the physical oarts of your apartment,
a building, a site, the neighborhood, the
city.

PLANNING TOOL. Any of the devices
which allow you to make maps or models of
your neighborhood, site, or dwelling unit.
Their purpose is to make it easier to see
what ohysical shapes your decisions can or
will lead to. This allows you to make
adjustments and corrections before the
ohysical arrangements are actually built.

POLICY. One of a number of possible
courses of action that might be taken in
answer to a specific problem or issue.
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION. The way
people are spread out over an area or in a
building.

PRIORITY: The importance you give to an
action, policy, or proposal.
PROGRAM. The printed or mimeographed
report containing your policy decisions,
the important information gathered, the
written descriptions and analysis of your
proposal and pictures of the model. The
purpose of the program is to tell funding
agency officials and professionals just
what it is you want to accompl ish.
PROPORTION. The amount of one part of
something compared to the amount of another
part of the same thing. For example, if you
plan to have 100 two-bedroom apartments
and 100 three-bedroom apartments in a
building which has 200 apartments altogether,
the proportion of two-bedroom apartments to
the total is half, or 50%.

building, or an aoartment) made on the basis
of your policy decisions and the catalog.

PUBLIC HOUSING. Low-rent housing sponsored by a Local Housing Authority and assisted
financially (up to 100%) by the Federal Housing Assistance Administration.

REALTOR, REAL ESTATE BROKER. A person
who is in the business of buying and selling
land and buildings. A real tor in any area is
likely to know a lot about which land and
buildings are for sale or rent and about current
market prices, assessed valuations, and taxes.
He can often give advice on how to go about
acquiring a piece of property.

OPTION TO BUY. Payment to the owner
of a certain sum of money for the right to buy
his oroperty for a specified sum of money
within a soeci'fied length of time. A person
or soonsor may "take an option" on land in
the hope that he can get the financing necessary to buy and develop that land. If he
cannot get the needed financing within the
agreed time, he loses the price of the ootion.

PROPOSAL. Your map or model of the
community activities plan or housing
development you want to see carried out
or built. The proposal is a physical arrangement (for a neighborhood, a site, a

e

REAL ESTATE TAXES. Taxes collected by
the local government to pay for the services
it provides to property-owners, such as
education, police and fire protection,
garbage collection, keeping the streets
clean and in good repair, street lights, etc.
Sometimes local governments will reduce
taxes for a project it thinks is needed in the
city. This is called "tax-abatement. 1I
RENTAL ROOM. It mayor may not be an
actual physical room. Different funding
agencies coul]t Rental Rooms in slightly
different ways, but a living room or a bedroom a Iways counts as one Renta I Room,
while a bathroom counts as half a Rental
Room.
RENTAL PROJECT. A building or development not owned by the residents but by an
individual, a partnership, or a corporation
(non-profit or for-profit). The residents pay
a monthly charge called "rent ll which covers
operating expenses including taxes, mortgage carrying costs, and perhaps profit.
The resident does not own his apartment in
any way. (For forms of apartment ownerships
by residents, see "Cooperative" and "Condominium.") Residents cannot participate in
the management of the project, unless the
owners invite them to.
RESULT. An outcome of a course of action.
A consequence. An effect.
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SCALE. The size of one thing compared to
another. The amount or Iength you decide
a certain amount or Iength should represent.
For example, architects' rulers (called
"scales") are marked off showing different
Iengths which can be used to represent one
foot: one-eighth inch, one-quarter inch,
one-half inch, etc. Engineers' rulers are
marked off to show 20, 30, 40, 50, 100 feet
to each inch, and so on. These scale rulers
are used to make (and read) drawings that
represent actual land and buildings precisely
at whatever smaller scale fits best on the
paper and is most convenient.

SITE. The pi.ece of land on which buildings
sit, or on which they are proposed to sit.

SPONSOR. The person or organization who
takes complete responsibility ~or a project.
_l

THROUGH STREET. A street carrying motor
traffic that may just be traveling through the
area to reach some other destination.

STANDARD

See "User Standard ll •

USER STANDARD. A practice generally
agreed to be required in a particular place
at a particular time. Standards may be

written into laws by cities, states and the
Federal Government, or into regulations by
funding agencies.

WALK-UP. A building in which the upper
floors are reached by stairs, not by elevator.

WORKING CAPITAL. The total cmount of
money the sponsor must have available to pay
the expenses of the project during construction.

ZONING ORDINANCE. The law passed by
a local government to regulate the way land
is used within its boundaries. The intention
is to make sure that different activities do
not interfere with each other (such as smelly
factories with housing), and that buildings
will get enough light. and air.

e
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INTRODUCTION
You may want to read more about a particular subject, or the Community Planning
Group may choose subcommittees to
concentrate on parts of the work and
subcommittee members may want to learn
more details of their part of the work.
The following pages list some publications
available today which contain ideas and
information which may be usefu' to YOlf.
MANUALS AND HANDBOOKS are listed
first, then OTHER BOOKS, and finally
MAGAZINES. Many of these books may be
found in libraries.
The left-hand column gives the title of the
publ ication, the name of its author, the

date of its publ ication, the total number of
pages it contains, and its price.
The second column Iists the publ isher and the
publ isher1s address. If you want to order any
of these books, you may write to the
publisher directly. Many of the books (not
the manuals) can be ordered through a
bookstore. You might also ask your public
Iibrary to order any that you feel would be
particularly useful (but it may take several
months to get them this way).

subject, you can start by reading through
the titl es of books, or by reading the
descriptions of their contents.

,-

The th ird col umn describes what the book
is about.

If you want to read about a specific

HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
TITLE

WHERE TO OBTAIN

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED

ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS OF THE
NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS. 1968,
38pp. Free,

New Jersey Department of Community
Affairs
Office of Public Information
P. 0, Box 2768
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Brief description of 31 assistance programs
including Housing Development and
Demonstration Grant Fund, Model CitiesCommunity Development Program, ModerateIncome Housing Finance Loans, Relocation
Assistance, and Rent Supplements.

BUILDING CODE OF THE CITY OF
(your City)

Building Department
Municipal Building
City of (your City)

Text of the official building code adopted by
your City to protect people from hazards to
health and safety and to provide for fire
protection features of buildings. The code
sets up legal requirements having to do with
the physical structure of buildings including
materials and methods of construction,
stren~th of all parts of the building, height,

Usually free; exceptions include Newark's
Building Code available from Gann Law
Books, 244 Market Street, Newark, N. J"
hardcover, $15.00
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natural light and air, electrical equipment,
heating equipment, sanitary facilities and
water supply, exit faci! ities, elevators, and
fire-protective elements.

CATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC
ASSISTANCE: A DESCRIPTION OF THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S DOMESTIC
PROGRAMS TO ASSIST THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE IN FURTHERING THEIR SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC PROGRESS. January
1969. 610 pp. Free.

U. S. Office of Economic Opportunity
Information Center
1200 19th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20506

lists and describes 581 domestic assistance
programs and activities administered by 47
Federal departments and agencies.

GUIDE TO FEDERAL lOW-AND MODERATEINCOME HOUSING AND COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS. Housing
Staff of The Urban Coal ition. December 1 ,
1968. 25pp.+appendix. Free.

The Urban Coal ition
1819 H Street, N. W.
Wc:,hington, D. C. 20006

Useful guide to the various Federal housing
and community development programs. This
booklet describes the income groups
served) the form of assistance I mortgage
terms, and other features of each program.

IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF URBAN
LIFE: A PRO'GRAM GUIDE TO MODEL
NEI GHBORHOODS IN DEMONSTRATION
CITIES. HUD PG-47. December 1967.
58pp.+appendix. Free.

U. S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development
Office of Demonstrations and
Intergovernmental Relations
Model Cities Administration
Washington, D. C. ~0410

Detailed description of the purposes, pol icies,
and standards of the Model Cities program.
The local housing program, for example,
should provide a variety of housing types,
sizes, and prices within the Model
Neighborhood and throughout the city to
provide an adequate range of choice for all
who want to Iive in the city. Steps in the
execution of the Model Cities program are
explained, as well as the kind of detailed
information to be provided in the application
for a planning grant.

U. S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development
Housing Assistance Administration
Washington, D. C. 20410

Planning and design criteria for housing for
low-income families by the turnkey method,
Exhibit 6 in the manual, are intended to
assist developers and their architects in
the design of housing. Furnishability requirements of dwell ing units are included.
Space must be provided in a dwelling unit

-~

lOW-RENT HOUSING MANUAl. Section
221 .1. Provision of Housing for lowIncome Famil ies by the Turnkey Method.
December 31, 1968. Var. paged. Free.

to accom m ooate necessa'1' furniture (size
of each piece is specified), as well as
facilities and equipment. Total floor area
of the unit that is not to be exceeded is
noted for occupancy by 2, 4, 6, 8, 10
and 12 persons.

MINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS FOR
MODERATE-INCOME HOUSING
DEVELOPMENTS TO BE CONSTRUCTED
UNDER THE NEW JERSEY HOUSING
FINANCE AGENCY LAW, CHAPTER 81
OF THE LAWS OF 1967. April 1968.
9pp. Free.

New Jersey Housing Finance Agency
101 Oakland Street
Trenton, New Jersey 08618

Minimum design requirements to be
followed by a II proposed sponsors and
developers of moderate-income housing
when submitting preliminary plans to the
New Jersey Housing Finance Agency.
Regulations cover site selection, provision
of utilities, indoor and outdoor space for
community'-activities, laundry faci Iities,
storage, minimum dimensions of rooms for
various numbers of occupants of the
dwelling unit, minimum sizes and kinds of
furniture that must be able to fit in each
type of room, shelving and work surfaces
to be provided in kitchens, light and air
requirements, and adequate heating system.

MI NIMUM PROPERTY STANDARDS FOR
MULTIFAMILY HOUSING. U. S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development, Federa I Housing Administration. FHA No. 2600. November
1963; reprinted May 1968. 511pp. $2.50.

Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washington, D. C. 20402

Emphasizes features of planning, design and
construction that wi II make for continued
desirabi Iity, soundness, safety, and low
maintenance and replacement cost in the
housi ng produced. Sets forth the over-a I'
technical minimum standards acceptable to
the Federal Housing Administration with
respect to multifamily projects in general.
Detailed minimum standards are provided
for site planning, bui Iding planning, fire
protection, materials and products, construction, exterior and interior finishes,
mechanical equipment, and site improveme nts . Inc Iudes ma ny he Ipfu I draw ings
which serve as examples of minimum
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dimensions. Appendix C (pp .477-485)
illustrates site planning standards by
examples of project designs at various land
use intensity ratings. The examples also
show how good design can achieve greater
open space, livability space, recreation
space and car storage than the standards
require.

NEW JERSEY LAWS AFFECTING HOUSING
SPONSORS, WITH DIGEST. 1968.
x+ 126pp. Free.

New Jersey Department of Community
Affa irs
Office of Public Information
P.O. Box 2768
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Basic laws of interest to prospective sponsors
of low- and moderate-cost housing in
New Jersey. This reprint includes programs
of financial assistance to sponsors, forms of
organization eligible sponsors may use, and
regulations with which sponsors must comply.
For the convenience of sponsors, a digest of
the basic laws is included (pp. iii-x) as well
as a list of some other State planning, housing
and urban renewal laws that have a bearing
on the construction and rehabilitation of lowand moderate-cost housing.

REGULATIONS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
AND MAINTENANCE OF HOTELS AND
MULTIPLE DWELLINGS. July 1968.
239pp.+index. $3.50

New Jersey Department of Community
Affairs
~
Bureau of Housing Inspection
Division of Housing and Urban
Renewal
P.O. Box 2768
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Regulations adopted to provide reasonable
minimum requirements and standards for the
regulation of the construction of hotels and
multiple dwellings (buildings containing three
or more dwelling units) in the State of
New Jersey in the interest of public safety,
health and welfare.

OTHER BOOKS
TITLE

WHERE TO OBTAIN

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED

APARTMENTS: THEIR DESIGN AND DEVE LOPME NT. Samue I Paul. 1967.
308pp. $25.00

Reinhold Publishing Corporation
430 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Valuable information on the broad subject of
the design and development of apartment
projects, covering the entire process from
acquiring a site through construction. Provides numerous photographs of various types
of apartment projects in different parts of
th is country (pp. 128- 179) as we II as examples of apartment projects in other countries
(pp. 188-209). Typical floor and unit plans
and site plans are included. Among the 16
chapters in the book there are discussions on
the search for land; types of apartments;
financing; the program of requirements, controls and limitations; structural design;
mechanical and electrical engineering;and
sound control.

CITIES. Lawrence Halprin. 1963. 224pp.
$15.00

Reinhold Publishing Corporation
430 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Deals with the landscape of cities - the open
spaces and what goes on in them. Nearly
500 photographs, plans, diagrams, and
sketches are provided with captions. Examines the city's basic urban open spaces, its
streets, shopping streets, plazas, parks, and
public and private gardens. Sections then
deal with street furniture; various types of
pavings for the walking surface of the city;
steps, fences, and walls; water effects such
as fountains; trees; and rooftop gardens.

COMPARATIVE HOUSING STUDY 1.
Compiled by George Notter assisted by
Irving Weiner and John Reed. May 1958.
163pp. Price not indicated.

The Graduate School of Design
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

A com pi lation of work produced by the Master in Architecture class at Harvard's
Graduate School of Design; students in
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landscape architecture and city planning
collaborated in the studies. Two types of
residential sectors were designed, one near
the center of a large city and the other an
area in the outskirts (pp. 145-162). The
fi rst part of the book presents the resu Its of
an introductory study undertaken to develop
measuring units used as a basis for designing
the residentia I sectors. Different residentia I
types developed by other architects and
planners were selected, classified by types,
and analyzed for livability and efficiency.
Selected residential types were then improved
by redesign or the proposal of new types.
All of the plans appear in this book. The
section on community studies is followed by
sections on detached housing, row housing,
walk-up housing, corridor slab, gallery slab,
and tower. Included is a study of a grouping
for 1,000 persons using one building type
and a grouping study for 5,000 persons using
two or more building types.

COMPARATIVE HOUSING STU~Y 2.
February 1966. Unpaged. Price
not indicated.

The Graduate School of Design
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Examples of new housing constructed in the
Greater Boston, MassachusettsJarea, 19521965, compiled by the First Year Class in
The Graduate School of Design, Harvard
University. Included are apartment projects
for high-, middle- and low-income families,
apartments for married students, apartments
and offices, prototype patio house for middleto-upper income families, and prototype row
house for middle-income families. Site and
room plans are accompanied by information
on building characteristics, dwelling unit
characteristics, site characteristics, building
types, and toto I project cost.

COMMUNITY AND PRIVACY: TOWARD A
NEW ARCHITECTURE OF HUMANISM.
Serge Chermayeff and Christopher
Alexander. 1965 edition. 255pp.
Papercover, $1.75

Doubleday & Company, Inc.
Anchor Books
501 Franklin Avenue
Garden City, New York 11530

Ways to achieve the human need for privacy.
Provides many diagrams which illustrate
solutions to)as well as failures to/provide
privacy. Lists the domains into which the
urban hierarchy of spaces for community and
privacy fall but restricts the study to the
residentia I Group-Private areas which include reception, circulation, service spaces,
community gardens, playgrounds, laundry,
and storage. The nine commonplace issues
involved in the problem of the attachment of
the public and private domains are: accommodation and land use, problems of protection,
responsibi lity, cl imatic control, illumination,
acoustics,..c ircu lation, commun ication,
equipment and ut iii ties. Some 33 more
precise requirements called for by the need
for privacy are listed. Logical groupings
for these requirements are found and are
presented in a number of diagrams to show
the transfer points from the public to the private domain. An evaluation is then made of
subdivisions, clusters, and garden cities,
using the groupings as criteria.

DESIGN OF THE HOUSING SITE: A
CRITIQUE OF AMERICAN PRACTICE.
Robert D. Katz. 1966. 223pp. Free.

Small Homes Council-Building
Research Council
University of Illinois
Urbana, III inois

Presents the results of an inspection of over
700 housing sites; includes 584 photographs
and plans that enable the reader to "see"
the various points and principles discussed
in the text. The site plans show principal
buildings on-site, pedestrian circulation
system, vehicular circulation system and
parking lots, and screening wa lis. The focus
of the study is on design and its relation to
Iivabi Iity. There are many examples of
multifamily sites representing high, average
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and poor quality planning. Projects in the
planning stage that show promise of new
directions in design techniques also receive
attention.

THE HOUSE AND THE ART OF ITS DES IGN.
Robert Woods Kennedy. 1953. 550pp.
$9.00

Reinhold Publishing Company
430 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Information on the architecturally designed
detached house, its concept and scheme as
determined by the activities of each member
of the family. The interrelationships among
areas and zones of the house are pointed out,
and extremely useful information is provided
by lists and charts that show space requirements. Also included are discussions on
arch itect-c Iient re lationsh ips, sty Ie, envi ronmentJsiting problems,and the structure of the
house. Photographs and plans are included.

THE IMAGE OF THE CITY. Kevin Lynch.
1960. 194pp. $7.50

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Press
50 Ames Street
Cambridge, Massdchusetts 0 142

The common mental pictures of a city carried
by some of its residents. Based on materials
from field studies of Jersey City, New Jersey,
Boston, Massachusetts, and Los Angeles,
California, and interviews with some of their
citizens. Suggests what the city planner can
do to make the city's image more vivid to
those who live there. Includes photographs.

Not yet publ ished.

Explains the various forms of sponsorship for
low-income housing projects; describes
Federal assistance housing programs provided
for low- and moderate-income families; sets
forth the general pattern to be followed by
the sponsor in deve loping a housing proposa I,
including land assembly and social and
economic surveys; explains and illustrates
how to estimate the total project cost;
discusses and illustrates the site plan,

_'1

LOW INCOME HOUSING PRIMER (DRAFT).
Lawrence A. Goldfarb and Edward T. M.
Tsoi. Sponsored by Urban America, Inc.
and The Ford Foundation. Institute of
Environmental Studies, University of
Pennsylvania. 1969. Unpaged.

building types, and dwelling unit design;
deals with rehabilitation; and discusses
new opportunities for non-profit sponsorship
of new or rehabilitated housing.
MULTISTORY HOUSING. Karl Wilhelm
Schmitt. 1966. 216pp. $18.50

Frederick A. Praeger, Inc.
111 Fourth Avenue
New York, New York 10003

Discusses and illustrates numerous types of
apartment projects, the majority of which
were built in other countries. Includes
floor, unit and site plans as well as some
photographs of typical rooms.

NEW HOUSING IN GREAT BRITAIN.
Hansmartin Bruckmann and
David L. Lewis. 1960. 131pp. $9.50

Boston Book and Art Shop, Inc.
657 Boylston Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Examples 9f housing built in Great Britain
during the years 1945 to 1960, ranging from
single-family homes to tower blocks of
apartments. Included is a section on the
New Towns of Welwyn Garden City,
Stevenage, Harlow, and Cumbernauld. Provides photographs of apartment bui Idings
and typical rooms, as well as floor, unit,
and site plans.

OPEN SPACE IN URBAN DESIGN.
Michael Rapuano, P. P. Pirone,
and Brooks. E. Wiggington.
A Report prepared for the Cleveland
Development Foundation, sponsored by
the Junior League of Cleveland, Inc.
1964. 95pp. Price not indicated.

The Cleveland Development
Foundation
Cleveland, Ohio

Guidelines for the creation of beautiful
open spaces in cities; Cleveland was used
as a case for evaluation. The study is
concerned with characteristics types of open
spaces, their functions and a review of
standards. The major kinds of open space in
cities are described: automobile circulation
spaces, open spaces around various types
of dwellings, and open spaces of schools,
parks, public buildings, and commercial
centers. Attention is given to details of
design treatment of paving materials, outdoor lighting, street tree planting, rooftop planting, and planting for parks, schools,
and institutions. Often overlooked are bits
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of ugly and useless land that can be reorganized and redesigned for new and
meaningful uses. Photographs show various
kinds of attractive open spaces in cities.

THE PEDESTRIAN IN THE CITY.
Edited by David Lewis.
1965. 299pp. $18.50

D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc.
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Brings together under one cover a series of
papers by planners, architects, designers,
and artists that describe projects from cities
in a number of countries/ranging from the
plans for new towns to shop signs. The book
is profusely illustrated; nearly every page
contains several photographs, sketches or
plans that complement the text.

THE PLANNING OF A NEW TOWN:
Data and design based on a study for
a New Town of 100,000 at Hook,
/-Iampshire. Architects' Department,
London County Counc i I. 1961.
182pp. $7.00

London County Council
Information Bureau
The County /-Ia II
London, S. E. 1, England

Detailed proposals for the creation of a new
town in England designed for universa I car
ownership and complete segregation of pedestrian and vehicle. Although the town was
not built (instead, major town expansions
were undertaken), many of the excellent
features that were proposed are still studied
with interest by planners and architects.
Many sketches and plans appear in the sections on the master plan, residentia I areas,
the central area, industry, community
services, recreation and open space, and
communications. The residential areas
report includes discussions on size of the
residential unit, space for social needs,
variety of size, structure and need of
dwelling units, integration of social buildings into the housing form, dwelling types,
private gardens, privacy, play space and car
space.

_ I

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF URBAN
PLANNING. William I. Goodman and
Eric F. Freund, editors. 1968. 621 pp.
$12.50

International City Managers'
Association
1140 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
Published for the Institute
for Training in Municipal
Administration

Tells what analyses and techniques to use in
making a city plan. Covers basic studies
for planning including population, economic,
land use and transportation. Describes what
a city plan is and how it is to be used.
Explains the zoning tool, different types of
land subdivision regulations, the main
elements of urban renewal and how to carry
out the renewa I program. Many of the
chapters include examples of the results of
studies that have been made in various
cities to illustrate important points or methods.

SITE PLANNING. Kevin Lynch.
1962. 248pp. $10.00

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Press'
50 Ames Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142

A textbook that serves as an introduction to
the process of arranging buildings and other
structures on the land in harmony with each
other; thorough discussion of techniques
and principles. Deals with site analysis,
land use design, circulation systems, visual
form, light, noise, air, and the process of
site planning. Particular types of site
planning discussed include housing layouts
and unified shopping centers. Photographs
and numerous excellent sketches point up
the text.

TEAM 10 PRIMER. Edited by Alison Smithson.
1968. 112pp. $5.95

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Press
50 Ames Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142

Articles, essays and diagrams which the
TEAM 10 group of architects regard as
being essential to their individual position.
One of the many thoughts is that one primary aim in trying to find adequate solutions for larger groups of houses is to make
a haven within which the individual dwelling
rests secure and peaceful, where the individual should be able to establish private
identity, and find meaning for the small
acts of daily life. Another point is that
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there should be insistence on better quality
for housing subsidized by public funds. The
Primer1s major sections deal with the urban
infrastructure, grouping of dwellings, and
doorstep. Includes plans, sketches, and
diagrams •.

TOWARD NEW TOWNS FOR AMERICA.
Clarence S. Stein. 263pp. 1957,
Reinhold hardcover, $10.00;
1966, MIT, paperback, $3.95

Reinhold Publishing Corporation
430 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10022
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Press
50 Ames Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142

TOWN DESIGN. Frederick Gibberd.
1953; now in fifth edition.
300pp. $22.50

Frederi ck A. Praeger, Inc.
111 Fourth Avenue
New York, New York 10003

Case histories of the famous housing and
planning experiments of Clarence Stein
and Henry Wright. Includes a great many
photographs, plans, and sketches, and an
analysis of the results of each scheme. The
developments are steps toward creating New
Towns; they contain many original ideas and
are living experiences. The schemes differ
in size and contain many types of residentia I
buildings: apartments, row houses and single
houses. There are separate chapters on
Sunnyside Gardens, New York; Radburn,
New Jersey; Chatham Vi Ilage, Pittsburgh;
Phipps Garden Apartments (I) and (II), New
York City; Hillside Homes, New York City;
Va !ley Stream, a proposed deve lopment just
outside New York City; Greenbelt, Maryland;
Greenh ills, Oh io; Greenbrook, New Jersey
(project was not carried out); Greendale,
Wisconsin; and Baldwin Hills Village,
Los Ang~les.
Examines the arts of architecture, landscape and road design in respect of their
part in lithe urban scene II • Includes more
than 350 photographs, plans, sketches, and
diagrams. Major consideration is given to
the forms of different kinds of buildings in
some detail. Each of the chapters on design
of the complete town, central areas, industry,

and housing, is followed by a section in
which typical compositions are analyzed.
The housing chapter examines the neighborhood and schemes for the detached house,
the row house, apartment buildings, -dwellings on sloping sites, and mixed housing
developments (the use of all kinds of
dwellings designed to produce a whole series
of visual pictures, with variety in each and
unity within the whole). In designing the
housing schemes, the landscape is studied
along with the design of the dwelling, then
the road system is given attention.
~
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URBAN LAND USE PLANNING.
F. Stuart Chapin, Jr. 1965.
$7.95

University of III inois Press
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Gives detailed -information on the tools of
urban land use planning: economic analyses,
employment forecasts, popu lation ana lyses,
activity systems for households and individuals and for firms and institutions, and
such basic studies as land use surveys, vacant
land analyses, and urban blight studies.
Describes the land use planning process and
outlines space requirements for work areas,
publiC service facilities, leisure-time areas
and living areas.

THE URBAN SCE NE. Gordon Logie.
1954. 156pp. 42s. net.

Faber and Faber Limited
24 Russe II Square
London, W. 1, ::ngland

Shows how the beauty and visual character
of cities have been achieved in the past,
and discusses aesthetic problems and
opportunities the future scene will present
to the urbanist. Discusses and illustrates 144 photographs and 37 plans and sketches
are provided - the effective use of fountains,
sculpture, towers, paving, planting, floodIighting, enclosure of space, variety in
street design without losing essential unity
of the picture, and bui Iding texture.
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MAGAZINES
TITLE

WHERE TO OBTAIN

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED

CITIES. Bi-monthly journal.
(Price based on Urban America
membership category)

Urban America, Inc.
1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Articles provide an interpretive review of
urban events, issues and thoughts. Reports
on the state of a nation struggling with
urban growth and change. Recent papers,
for example, have dealt with Fort Lincoln
in Washington, D. C., a pilot project for
the surplus land program; problems of the
schools; ghetto unrest and possible remedies;
the rent supplement program; and model
cities.

JOURNAL OF HOUSING. Published 11
times annually. Subscription rate:
$8 per year

National Association of Housing
and Redevelopment Officials
2600 Virginia Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20037

Provides articles on all aspects of housing,
and includes case studies and photographs of
selected projects. Recent articles have
dealt with row houses; housing for the
elderly; turnkey public housing; new
Federa I housing programs; and citizen parti cipation in planning. Also includes reviews
of new books and studies.
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The COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES PLANN ING method described here can be used to do the following things:

SUMMARY of the steps described in the instructions on
the following pages:

a. Develop policies for physical changes in your community.
b. Develop maps which describe the specific physical
changes you want in your community. The version of the
method explained in this book emphasizes the se lection
and planning of residential sites.
c. Help people who may have had Iittle or no previous
experience to take action on planning and design decisions.
d. Provide planners, architects, and other professionals
needed in implementing a plan, with a clear statement
of the type, amount, and distribution of activities you
want in your community.

STEP 1

The size of the area to be considered by the group which
uses this method can be as large as the city or as small as
a few blocks. However, this method was developed with
Federal Model Cities program areas in mind.
There is no set order for working through this method, but
for your first time you may want to use the steps in the
order 1 through 10. If the group_ is not ready for any
reason to make decisions in any step at a particular meeting you can easi Iy move on to the next step and return at
a later time.
Each page of the instructions has three columns. The lefthand column describes the actions that can be taken by
the planning group, the right-hand column describes the
materials the group will need to carry out each action
and the middle column shows what the materials look like.

STEP 2
STEP 3

STEP 4
STEP 5

STEP 6
STEP 7

STEP 8
STEP 9
STEP 10

DETERMINE ISSUES
What problems do you want to work on?
DECIDE ON POLICIES
What actions do you want to take to solve
the problems?
SET PRIORITIES
How important is each of the actions you
want to take?
SELECT CATALOG TYPES
How have other groups tried to solve the
kinds of problems you are working on?
PREPARE A COMMUNITY ACTIVITY PLAN
How do you want to change the physical
make-up of your community?
ANALYZE YOUR PLAN
What will be accomplished by the activity
plan you have made?
PREPARE ALTERNATIVE ACTIVITY PLANS
Are there any other kinds of plans for your
community activities that may be better than
the first one?
EVALUATE THE ALTERNATIVE PLANS
How we II does each one of the plans you have
developed accomplish what you want to do?
SELECT AN ACTIVITY PLAN
What plan does your group wont to support?
PREPARE A COMMUNITY 'ACTIVITY REPORT
How do you tell the people who will help you
accompl ish your plan what you hove decided
to do?

STEP 1. DETERMINE ISSUES

MATERIALS PROVIDED

What problems do you want to work on?

1.
WHAT IS AN ISSUE?

A sample list of issues for Community Activity
Planning often considered important when planning
large areas.

An issue is a problem you consider important and could
take anyone of several different actions to solve.

The issues can be found in the section titled
COMMUNITY ACTIVITY PLANNING ISSUES.

2.

Community Activity Issues are questions about the type
and amount of different activities you want in your community, such as residence, shopping, transportation, etc.,
and where those activities are located in your community.

A blank form for Iisting new issues your planning
group decides to deal with.
This form can be found at the end of this set of
instructions and Is titled NEW ISSUES AND
POLICIES FORM (A).

HOW ARE ISSUES DETERMINED?
There are many different ways to decide on the issues
your group considers important. Three ways are described
below:

1.

REVIEWING SAMPLE ISSUES_ In another section of
this book you will find a list of Community Activity
Issues which various planning groups have considered
important.
Your group may begin by reviewing the list and checking (V"") only the issues they wish to deal with.

2.

If you have more tha n one new issue, you will
want to make extra copies of this form.
o
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1.

Federal, State and city Model City

2.

Existing and proposed plans involving your planning
area made by public agencies or private interests.

LISTEN II)JG TO DISCUSS IONS. Often, important
issues are the basis of discussions between community
members. Anyone in your planning group listening
to or participating in these discussions should write
down the underlying questions being discussed when
they concern Community Activities.
(Sources for these materials are described in the
section on handl ing information and maps in Book 1)

Issues discovered in this way should be recorded at
the top of the New Issues and Policies Form (A).
Each new issue is recorded on a separate Form (A).

-

-

3.
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LOOKING AT EXISTING PLANS AND PROGRAMS.
Many issues develop when there is discussion of existing or proposed plans for your planning area. If
your group wants to take some action to support or
change such plans, the issue should be recorded on
the New Issues and Policies Form (A).

THE FINAL PRODUCT OF THIS STEP INCLUDES
I.

A Iist of issues selected from the samples.

2.

New issues listed on the NEW ISSUES AND
POLICIES FORM (A).
These two parts should be cl ipped together and kept
in a folder labeled:

When deciding on issues your group should real ize that
the more issues it wants to deal with, the more work everyone will have to do in order to accomplish your COMMUNITY ACTIVITY PLAN.

.

.

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES PLAN
STEP # I ISSUES.

STEP 2. DECIDE ON POLICIES

MATERIALS PROVIDED

What actions do you want to take to solve your problems?
1.

A sample set of four or five policies for each sample
issue. The pol icies can be found in the section
titled: COMMUNITY ACTIVITY PLANNING ISSUES
AND POUC IES.

2.

A blank form for listing new issues and policies.
This form can be found at the end of this set ofl
instructions and is titled NEW ISSUES AND
POLICIES FORM (A).

WHAT IS A POLICY?
A pol ir.y is an action which your planning group may
take to resolve a specific problem or issue. In this
method four or five different possible policies or actions
are always shown for each issue. This allows your group
to make a pol icy choice from a wide range of alternatives.

HOW ARE POLICIES DECIDED?

OTHER MATERIALS YOU WILL NEED

There are many different ways to decide on the pol icies
your group would like to follow. Three ways are described below:

1.

A record of the new issues se lected by your group.

2.

Reference maps for your planning area:
Existing land use map.
Assessed property value map.
Population distrib ution map.

3.

Information on the present conditions in your planning area, such as:
Population statistics
Recreation statistics
School and community facilities statistics, and
other information on present conditions for each
issue you choose.

1.

REVIEWING SAMPLE ISSUES AND POLICIES.
There is a set of four or five sample policies included
with each sample issue shown in the section of this
book titled COMMUNITY ACTIVITY PLANNING
ISSUES, POLICIES AND RESULTS. In most cases one
of the pol icies described represents the pol icy now
in effect.
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Existing policies are shown here because it is the
most convenient and useful way to supply data on
existing conditions since it helps you to compare
your policy choice with present conditions.

The section on HANDLING INFORMA TlON AND MAPS
in BOOK 1 will tell you how to get the materials listed.

A group will usually choose a polity if the members
believe that action wi II lead to a result that they
will like.• Some estimates of possible results are
shown under many of the sample policies.
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Your group may begin by using the sample issues you
have selected and comparing the possible results
listed for each policy. You may want to add to or
revise the list of possible results. You can d'raw a
circle around the policy you feel would have the
most advantages for your planning group and your
planning area.
2.

THE FINAL PRODUC.T OF THIS STEP INCLUDES

DEVELOPING A CHOICE OF POLICIES FOR YOUR
NEW ISSUES.
When your group wants to work on a new problem or
issue not shown in the list of samples, it can begin
by writing down four or five different actions that
may be taken to deal with the issue. Each of these
actions is a possible policy choice for your group.

It is not really possible to pick the one policy that
your group wants unless you can make some predic
tions of the possible results. Most of the time, the
results of a policy can not be predicted with cer
tainty, but are based upon iudgement and past ex
perience. You may want to can in consultants to
help you decide upon the possible results of a new
policy.
When your group is satisfied with the new policy
statements and predicted:'results, .you may select the
policy you want by draw·ing a circ.le around the

1.

Your selection from the sample COMMUNITY
ACTIVITY PLANNING ISSUES AND POLICIES
sheets with your chosen policies circled.

2.

The NEW ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM (A) sheets
with the new policies your group has decided upon
circled on each sheet.

These two parts should be clipped together and kept in a
folder labeled: COMMUNITY ACTIVITY PLANNING
POLICIES.

Record the new pol icy statements on the NEW
ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM (A).
The ideas for new policies may come from members
of the group who know of good ideas for action or
from technical assistants and consultants who know
what many other planning groups hqve done. Some
times a group may think olan idea for a pol icy that
has not been tried before. .~)

e
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statement on the NEW ISSUES AND POLICIES

FORM (A).
3.

LISTENING TO DISCUSSIONS AND LOOKING AT

EXISTING PLANS AND PROGRAMS. Often specif
ic policies are brought up by members of your group
or others when talking about the problems at hand,
or looking at other plans and programs.

When policies are discovered in this way and the
issue or problem the policy is supposed to solve has
not been clearly stated, you should try to identify
the issue. Once the issue has been de'termined
other policies may come to mind which broaden the
range of choice beyond the first action or policy
that came to your attention.
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Policie's added in this way should be recorded on the
NEW ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM (A) and possible
results predicted before your group makes its policy
dec ision.
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STEP 3. SETTING PRIORtTIES
How important is each of the actions you want to take?

•

•

MATERIALS PROVIDED

1. Your selected policies from the folder labeled
Community Activity Planning Pol icies (see'Step 2)

WHAT IS SETTING PRIORITIES?

2. A blank form for I isting and scoring the selected
Some of the policies your group has decided to follow
are more important to you than others. You need a way
to make it clear to everyone just how important each
policy is to your group. When you decide on a priority
rating for each pol icy, th is will hel p you later when you
try to evaluate different proposals for accomplishing
your policies.
HOW ARE PRIORITIES SET?
Priorities are set for your selected pol icies by deciding
how important each policy is in relation to all other
pol icies and to the problems of your community.
A good way to score is with the numbers 1,2,3,4,5.
The least important pol icie~ are scored 1 and the most
important policies are scored 5. You may pick any set of
numbers you want for scoring prioriti~s. But for con
venience in later steps, you shou.ld 01 ways use the higher
numbers for the more important policies.
To keep track of your decisions on priorities you can use
the Priorities L'istingForm (B). Write out the pol icies
you have selected in the spaces provided. Place a
number in the space next to each pol icy to represent your
dec isio'n on how important that pol icy is to you.
1.

Your group may find that most members generally
agree on the importance of each policy selected.
Priorities may be decided in an open ~isc\Jssion
(which can include consultants and tech'nical assist
ants Y9~ invite) and recorded on, the Priorities Listing

pol ic ies.

This form can be fO\Jnd at the end of this set of
instructions and is titled NEW ISSUES AND
POLICIES FORM (A).

'":'"

THE 'END PRODUCT

OF~~THIS
t

STEP IS

A copy of the Priorities Listing Form (B) with the decisions
of the group recorded. Keep this form in the folder
togethe~ with your selected policies.

Form

(B) by o_n.e· member

of

th-e group.-
-,

2.

-voting roem'ber of your gr'oup may want to use
his own copy of thePrioriti~s Listing -Form (B) to
record his decisions abo.ut the importance of each
policy. When individual forms are filled out these
Each

£hee.~ may be used as a type of ballot for deciding
priori ties.
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STEP 4.

•

e

SELECT CATALOG TYPES

MATERIALS PROVIDED

How have other groups tried to solve the kinds of problems
you are work ing on?

I.

WHAT IS A COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES CATALOG?

•

A record of your selected issues, polices, and
priorities in a folder labeled:

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES PLANNING POLICIES

2.

When your group begins to take action to solve the prob
lems of your community, you will almost certainly change
the kinds of activity in the community. You will also
change the location of many activities in order to accom-
plish your policies.

A catalog of fifteen basic arrangements of residence,
shopping and outdoor recreati·on space in the sec
tion of this book called:

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES PLANNING CATALOG

. ..
~

If you want to make such changes in the type and location
of activities, it is helpful to look over the many different
ways that activities can be arranged in a community. You
may find a basic arrangement which is closer to the ki~d
of community you want than the arrangement you have
now.
The community activities catalog shows diagrams of the
number of basicafly different Ways three of the most im
portant activities in your community {residence, shopping,
outdoor recreation} have been or can be arranged.
When you plan the changes you want in the type and loca
tion of activities for your- community you will have to de
cide how the location of each activity should relate to
the location of every other activity. The catalog includes
almost every possible kind of relation between the most
important activities. One of the catalog pages will prob
ably show an arrangement. that is something like the one
that now exist·s in your community.

OTHER MATERIALS YOU WILL NEED
I.

A map showing the present locations of residence,
shopping and outdoor recreation space in your com
munity for comparison with the catalog types.
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THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
The catalog page or pages you have decided to use as a
guide when you begin drawing your own proposals for
change.

HOW TO USE THE CATALOG
It is much easier for a group to get started on the iob of
drawing up specific proposals for c.hanges in community
activities if you can decide on one or more· types of basic
arrangement of residence, shopping and outdoor recreation
as shown in the catalog.
You can make this decision in several ways:

I.

Which catalog type or types will make it easier
for your group to accomplish the Community Ac
tivity Planning Pol icies you have selected?

2.

Which catalog type or types will make living ac
tivities. most convenient and enioyable for most of
the people who live in the community?

3.

Which catalog type or types will give you a com
munity similar to any that members of YQur group

~~

..

have seen and liked?
4.

Which catalog type or types will allow your group
to accomplish its policies for change with the
least anount of relocation, disruption of everyday
life and cost?

5.

Which catalog type or types will preserve the
th ings that you may not want to change in your
community?

•
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e
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STEP 5.

PREPARE A COMMUNITY ACTIVITY PLAN

How do you want to change the physical make-up of your
community?

•

MATERIALS PROVIDEG

•

I.

The community activities catalog

2.

The Community Activities Planning Tool:

WHAT IS A COMMUNITY ACTIVITY PLAN?
Six Plastic Sheets Titled: I. RESIDENCE, 2. SHOP
PING, 3. TRANSPORTATION, 4. WORK, 5. OUT
.DOOR RECREATION, and 6. EDUCATION AND

A community activity plan is a map your group can pre
pare to show the types of activities you want in your com
munity, the amount of space you want to give to each ac
tivity and where you want the activities to be located in
your community.

COMMUNITY FACILITIES.
Color Marking Pens (One color for each plastic
sheet).
t~>

HOW ARE ACTIVITY PLANS DEVELOPED?

A Stand
sheets.

Before starting to draw your proposals for physical change,
it is helpful to review all the decisions you have made
about what you would like to accomplish as well as pro
posals made by others.

THERE ARE FIVE STEPS YOU CAN FOLLOW TO PREPARE
YOUR OWN COMMUNITY ACTIVITY PLAN

Sheets of Plain White Paper 30 inches x 36 inches.
A Roll of Tracing Paper, 30 inches wide.

MATERIALS YOU NEED TO GET
I.

1•

LAY OUT ALL MATERIALS ON A LARGE TABLE.
First, take the prepared transparent base maps and
place the'm on top of a sheet of white. paper. A
good arrangement places the land use map on the
bottom, the assessed property map in the middle,
and the population distribution map on top. These
maps can be used to guide most of your decisions
the first time you work with this meth'od.

for stacking and viewing the plastic

Base Maps
a. Existing land use map of your area.
b. Assessed property value map.
c. Population distribution map.
d. Street and building map.

Second, place the plastic sheets next to the base
maps. Every decision you make about a particu
lar type of community activity should only be
drawn on the sheet labeled with the name of that
activity. For example, all decisions about resi
dential activities should be drawn on the sheet
label,d "Residential. II The title of the residential
sheet is in yellow so use only the yellow pen when
drawing on this sheet.

All maps should be drawn on a transparent material
such as trac ing paper.
All maps should be ,the sane size with the outline
of your community fitting within an area 30 inches
by 30 inches.

2.

a. The City Zoning Ordinance and Map.

You will discover as you go through the planning
process that there are several advantages to using
a separate sheet and color to plan each activity.
This procedure makes it easier to analyze the re
sults of a plan. It will also make it possible to
make decisions about the best location for each
activity separately. You can wait until all activi
ties have been located before deciding what
--,~,
you want to do when two or more activities are
shown i-n the same space. And when each activit
·i s shown. on .a separafe sheet it wi If be sim pier to
make corrections and changes in your plan.

2.

b.

Urban Redev~lopment Plans and Map.

c. Traffic Courlts.

d. Public Transportation Routes.
3.

A Polaroid Camera with color film.

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS

I.

The set of plastic sheets with the locations you
want to change, the locations you do not want to
change, and notes about the type and amount of
change you desire for each community activity.

2.

A photograph or copy of each sheet or tracing paper.

3.

A photograph of all the sheets together, or a copy
of the combined plan on a sheet of tracing paper.

OUTLINE THE DIFFERENT LOCATIONS YOU DO
NOT WANT TO CHANGE.
Begin by placing one of the activity sheets (such
as Residential) on top of the base maps. You may
start with any activity sheet you wish.
The base maps and other information t'el' you which
land will be easy to change and which will be dif
ficult to change •

•

Information about the existing activities and con
ditions in your area, such as: ".

-
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First, using your personal knowledge of the com
munity outline the residential locations that you
believe do not need to be changed. The outline
s~ould be drawn directly on the plastic sheet on
top of the base maps.

e

e

Second, using previously unknown information
whic'h may be revealed by the base mapsJoutline
any additional locations you feel should not or
can not be changed.
Third, using your policy decisions about the ac
Jivity you are working on, outline any other loca

tions that do not need change.
Make notes about your reasons for each decision
around the edges of the sheet.
3.

FILL IN
SOLID WITH COLOR ALL AREAS .
IN YOUR COMMUNITY THAT YOU WANT TO

CHANGE.
First, us'ing your personal knowledge of the com
munity, fill in the areas you feel absolutely need
to be changed to the activity shown on the sheet
you are working on. This includes changing va
cant land to land with activity.
Second, using your selected cataJog types and the
base maps, decide if there are any areas you want
to change to make your community pattern more
like the catalog type you selected.

.
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Third, using any previously unknown information
that may be revealed by the base maps,fill in the
areas of any additional locations you wqm to
change or feel it will be easy to chang~ to the
activity you are working on.
Be specific' about the amount of change you want
in different locations in your community.
Make notes about your decisions around the edges
of the sheet.
When you have made all your preliminary decisions about the activity on the first sheet you work
on, remove the sheet from the base maps and
stack it in a handy place.

4.

~
(,

REPEAT STEPS 2 AND 3 FOR EACH COMMUN-

[TY ACTIVITY.
,I

Each plastic sheet should have outlines of the areas
you want to keep for that activity and solid areas
of color over the locations/ you want to change to
that activity, and notes about the type of change
you want and the cmount of change you wa~t.
;I

If you change your mind about any decision you
have made earlier, you can. go back at any time
to the right plastic sheet for that decision, erase
the color you marked on the sheet before and
draw your new decision in its place.

e

e

e

e
5.

"

e

RECORD THE PLAN.
Although you could make a drawing on tracing pa
per which combines decisions on a single sheet,
it is easier to photograph the results. Photograph
each sheet individually and then all of the sheets
stacked on top of one another.

All the notes written on the edges should be copied

@

and kept with the photographs or copies of your
proposal.
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STEP 6 •. ANAL vZE YOUR

pLAN

MATERIALS PROVIDED

What will be accompl ished by the activity plan you have
made?

1•

One copy of the Proposal Anal ys is Form (C) wh i c h
can be found at the end of this set of instructions.
If more than one proposal is going to be analyzed I
you will want to make additionaJ copies of Form (C)
for each proposal.

2.

The plastic sheets and colored marker pens used in
the preceeding step (5). In this step they cdn be
used to record the changes shown in a plan done by
others.

What will be accompl ished by plans made by others?
WHY DO YOU ANALYZE PLANS?

If you have worked through the previous steps of the
Community Activity Planning Method described here I
you will have made many informal analyses when discussing the ideas various members of your group have
suggested. After you have made all of the decisions
about your proposal you are going to make at this stage
of the process I it is extremely he.lpful to take some time
to record a more complete and formal analysis of what is
shown in the proposal. To do th is you can be guided by
the kinds of information you have to supply in order to
fill in the Proposal Analysis Form (C).

'(Dc.I~ f"OvlC:
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THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
t~'

A copy of the Proposal AnC:lysis Form (C) filled out for
each proposal developed by your group or by others for
your planning area.

HOW DO YOU ANALYZE PLANS
When you have all the items of information about the
proposal written down in order on the Form (C) I you will
find it much easier to compare one proposal with another
and to decide how well your selected policies may be
accompl ished by that proposal.
Other plans for your area may be brought to your group
by consul tants you have working for you I by representatives of publ ic agencies which make plans and proposals}
or by any private interest groups wh ich want to propose
some development in your planning area. You can use
the same Form (C) to analyze what will be accompl ished
by the proposals developed byothers.

e

e

e

e
If you fill out the Proposal Analysis Form (C) for each
proposal your group develops as well as any proposal for
your area done by others, you will have a brief summary
of all proposals available for easy comparison.
Proposals made by others using more traditional planning
methods will not usually have the main decisions about
changes in activities and the physical make-up' of your
community so clearly shown as you have drawn them on
the separate activity maps used with this method. To
make it ~asier to analyze and compare proposals by
others I you may want to redraw the information onto your
separate plastic sheets before fill ing out the Proposal
Analysis Form (C) for proposals by others.
It will probably be most convenient if one or more
members of the group or technical assistants are asked to
make the rough measurements of what is dra;wn or what is
written in notes on a proposal. Th is can take a few hours
of work for each proposal and should be done between
meetings of the group.
If you re~orded your plan by photographing each plastic
sheet individually and then all of the sheets stacked one
on top of one another you can>place these photographs
on the Proposal Analysis FORM (~~~~ PHOTOGRAPHS.

e
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1.

Some important pol icies you have selected may not
be clearly accompl ished by your first proposal.
Draw your new proposal so that there is greater
.emphasis on weiys to accompl ish these pol icies.

2.

Your group may not have been too sure which
pol icy it thought was best to resolve some of your
selected issues. Or, there may have been considerable debate about which pol icy should be followed by the group. You may base your additional
proposals on different sets of pol icies than your
first proposal to see what differences such changes
in pol icy could make in the plan.

3.

You may have selected more than one catalog type
showing basic arrangements of three key activities.
If your first proposal followed one type of arrangement shown in the catalog. You can try to draw
additional proposals following different catalog
types you like.

4.

Your first plan may seem too timid and too much
like what has been done before. Your group may
feel that it should' aim for a greater amount of
change in the community. If -this is so, you can
cast aside some of the limitations you accepted
when doing the first proposal when you are working out additional proposals.

5.

Or I your first plan may seem too ambitious to be
accompl ished with the time and money your group
is 1ikely to have available in the near future.
You may want to make a proposal that is more
modest and that you feel more sure you can
accompl ish. Additional proposals can be drawn on
this basis.

6.

You may read about I visit or be told Dy your
consultants about some new ideas on ways to

•

•
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arrange community activities. You may want to
see in detail what such new ideas may mean to your
community. Additional proposals can be developed based upon these ideas.
7.

It very often happens -that a planning gtoup will
p"articularly like one or two features of several·
plans but not Iike the entire arrangement shown
on any of the plans. It is possible td base the developmentof some additional proposals on a combination of good features from oth"er plans.
When you begin to work on alternative plans,
erase the sheets you drew on when you prepared
your first proposal with the cleani"ng fluid provided.
Repeat Steps 5 and 6 as before for each new proposal you develop.

e

.

e
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STEP 8. EVALUATE THE ALTERNATIVE PLANS

MATERIALS PROVIDED

How well does each one of the plans you have developed
accompl ish what you want to do ?

1•

One copy of the Evaluation Form (D) wh ich will
be found at the end of th is set of instructions.
Additional copies of this form should be made for
each proposal you will evaluate.

It is almost impossible to avoid making informal evaluations of the proposals your group is developing or gets
from others in your discussions as you go along. However, each plan has so many different features that it
is a great help to collect all your evaluationsof each
plan and record them in one place. Th is makes it
poss'ible to keep track of the many advantages and disadvantages of each proposal. Recording a compl ete list
of evaluations also makes it possible to compare each
proposal you consider with all the other proposals you
have.

2.

Your filled out copies of the Priorities Listing
Form (8).

3.

Your filled out copies of the Proposal Analysis Form
(C) for each proposal you consider.

HOW ARE ALTERNATIVE PLANS EVALUATED?

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS YOU MAY WANT

WHY EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PLANS?

. ,~:'

The pol icy statements your group selected in Step 2
describe all of the things your group decided it wanted
to accompl ish with your proposal. These same pol icy
statements are the best check Iist you can have when the
time comes to evaluate all the proposals you have developed or have been given to you by others.
Go back to your list of selected policies and the priorites
you set for each policy (Steps 2 and 3). Examine each
proposal and proposal analysis Form (C) again. Th is
time when you examine each proposal, decide how well
it will accompl ish each one of the pol icies or actions
you want. You may record all of your separate decisions
on the Evaluation Form (D) which is provided.
You can use the same kind of number system you used in
Step (3) when you set priorities in order to record how

An adding machine (a machine which will also multiply would be best for this step).

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
An evaluation Form (D) filled out for each proposal
with the total score for that proposal calculated and
checked.
~

well you think a proposal will accomplish each of your
policies. The better a proposal is, the higher number
y'ou should give it. For example, if you use the numbers
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, you would score a proposal 0 if you
thought it did not accompl ish a pol icy at all or you w~uld
score the proposal 5 if you thought it could ac.complish a
pol icy perfectly. Use a separate scoring sheet for each
proposal and record a score for every pol icy listed.
You will also find a column on the Evation Form (D) to
list the priorities you set for each selected policy in
Step 3.
When you have written a score for accompl ishment and a
priority next to each pol icy, you are ready to 'calculate
how well the proposal meets all the decisions the group
has made.

('J'

Multiply the accomplishment rating number by the priority
rating number for each pol icy. Write the product of the
mul tipl ication in the third column provided on the Form
(D). Finally, add up the numbers in the third (product)
column. This will give you the group·s total score for
the prop9sal you have been rating on th is particular she,et.
The higher the score, the better your group has decided
this particular proposal is for the community •

•
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STEP 9. SELECT AN ACTIVITY PLAN
What Plan Does Your Group Want to Support?

' ...

1.

Filled in copies of the Proposal Analysis Form (C)
for ea ch proposa I .

2.

Filled in copies of the Evaluation Report (D) for
each proposal.

WHY DO YOU SELECT ONE PLAN?
Your group knows very well that when you decide to take
an action and propose physical changes in your community,
your proposals will not be automatically accepted by all
other publ ic and private groups. Almost always there
will be some people who obiect to all or parts of what
you propose and will try to stop or change your proposal.
Your group must decide how it wants to deal with opposition from people whose help might be needed to
accompl ish your proposal.
However you may decide to act when your proposals are
opposed, your group will gain strength if you have all
agreed to support one clearly spelled out proposal for
action and charge. So it is valuable to have a way to
agree on one firm proposal that everyone in your group
wants to support.
HOW DO YOU SELECT ONE PLAN?
There are several ways your group may go about selecting one plan. The way you choose will probQbly depend
upon the amount of disagreement there has been between
members of your group during the planning process. The
way you choose will also depend on the excellence of the
proposals you have considered up to this point in the
planning process.
Some of the ways your group can choose a proposal are
described below:
a. The simplest way to ,select a proposal is tQ pick
the one which has the highest total score in the

~ €J
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MATERIALS PROVIDED WITH THE COMMUN ITY
ACTIVITY PLANNING PROGRAM

. t J:,

At..w

fi

Z.

MATERIALS YOU MAY WANT TO GET
Additional analysis and evaluation reports prepared
by consul tants your group respects.

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
A resolution to support one of the proposals considered
by the group.

evaluation step. This method does not ~ork
well if members of the group hold very different
opinions of the al ternatives. The scoring
system will average out big differences in opinion.
The highest score in such a situation
will sometimes go to a proposal that no member
of the group Iikes very much.
b. Hold an open or secret vote for the proposal to
be selected. Use the scores on the Evaluation
Form (D) only as a source of information on how
each member of the group stands on the different proposals. Allow plenty of time for discussion and electioneering.
~~~

c. You may decide you cannot get strong support
for any one of the proposals you have considered
so far. When this happens I the group will
probably want to go back to Steps 1 and 2 to
review and revise the issues and pol icies you
want to work on.

e
;.

e

e

~
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STEP 10. PREPARE A COMMUNITY ACTIVITY REPORT
How do you tell the people who will help you to accom..
pi ish your plan what you have dec ided to do?

·e

e

MATERIAL SUPPLIED WITH THE COMMUNITY
ACTIVITIES PLANNING METHOD

See the I ist shown in the left:-hand column under
IIHow to Prepare a Report. II

WHY PREPARE A REPORT?

.'

Your group will need the help of many people to change
your proposal into a real ity in your community. Your
proposal will need the support of the general publ ic,
the people in your community and the many special ists
who are trained to convert different parts of your proposal
into the actual changes you want in the I ife of your
community. The best way to encourage the kind of
support you will need from these groups is to make the
clearest possible statement of the policies and proposals
you want.
Your group will probably want to retain some of the
following kinds of professional consultants to help you
carry out your proposal: attorneys, loan consultants, city
planners, architects, engineers, etc. You will also have
to work with people in most of these professions in publ ic
agencies and private concerns. If you make a clear and
detailed report describing what you want to do in your
community, you will get more effective help from such
people.

•

t;.~:'

ATERIALS YOU MAY WANT TO GET
1•

Typewriter

2.

Duplicating machine

HOW TO PREPARE A REPORT

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS

If you have worked through the previous nine steps of this
method you will already have all the basic material you
need for a report.

A printed report containing all the details of what you
want to do in your community.

a. the selected issues you selected to work on.
b. the policies you have chosen to act upon.

·
.
the resvl ts you bel ieve each pol icy chosen will
bring.

d.

the importance ,you give to each pol ic~

e. the separate maps of the changes you want to
make in each activity in your community6
f. a 'combined map of all the changes you want to
f!la~e in your community.

'~ ......

g. your analysis of the changes you wqnt to make,

h. your evaluation of the changes you want to
make,

~

...
(

i. your resolution to support your proposal and
pol icieSt
All of this material should be brought together in one
printed report which can be given to anyone you ask to
help your group.

e
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CATEGORY

•

Policy A

•

e
ISSUE

Policy B

Policy C

Policv D

Pnlicv. E

• ~$"

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

•

•

e
PRIORITY

PRIORITY
Low
2 I

)W

LIST YOUR SELECTED POLICIES

I

LIST YOUR SELECTED POLICIES

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

Category

Issue
t~:·

(

Category

Issue

Issue

Category

/

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

\

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

•

PROPOSAL ALTERNATIVE

_

•

"

YOUR ISSUES.
YOUR -SELECTED POLICY FOR EACH ISSUE.
List your issues from the sample issue and policy List the policies you selected from the sanple
list and the new issues and policies FORM (A). issue and poli~y list and the new issues and
policies FORM (A).
Category

Issue

Category

Issue

WHAT POLICY IS SHOWN IN THIS
PROPOSAL?

~~,

(

Category

Issue

I

,

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

.'

•

•
RESIDENTIAL PLAN
(photo)

',,

TRANSPORTATION PLAN
(photo)

. ,$:'

SHOPPING PLAN
(photo)

OUTDOOR RECREATION PLAN
(photo)

•

•

PROPOSAL ALTERNATIVE
YUUR SELECTED POLICIES
copy them from FORM (C)

•

e
_
PRIORITY
copy from

FORM (8)

WHAT POLICY IS SHOWN IN THIS
PROPOSAL?
copy them from FORM (C)

~CCOMPLISHMENT

MULTIPLY
RATING
ACCOMPLI SHME NT
good
poor AND PRIORITY
5 4 3 2 I
RATING

. ~~ ..
.(

I

rOTAL

e

e

e

GENERAL
I.

How much do you want to be involved in the physi~
cal planning of your community?

2.

Who will participate in planning the use of land in

12.

Are there any particularly enjoyable natural or man
rnQde feat....es that should he emphasized in your new
community plan?

your community?

3.

4.

5.

RESIDENTIAL

[f your chosen policies are not immediately possible
under existing programs and regulations, what will
you do?

I.

What kind of existing housing do you want to tear
down in the next five to ten years?

Do you want your chosen policies to be followed by
the entire canmunity?

2.

Should temporarrh0'lsing be used in relocation?

What activities in the community will your group

3.

Do you want to change the number of residents in
your community?

plan for?

6.

What priority do you give to planning physical
changes?

4.

What household types do you want to provide for in
yo.urnew and rehabilitated housing?

7.

Do you want to keep or change the basic character
of your community?

5.

What income groups do you want to house in your
new or rehabil.itated dwellings?

8.

How much should activities be mixed together in
the community?

6.

How do you. want to mix households of different
kinds and sizes?

9.

What kind of interaction do you want between your
community and the rest of the city?

7.

Do you want to mix or separate households of differ

Is there anyparticu1-ar order in which different por
tions of your physicat pian should be built?

8.

At what density shoutd people live in new and re
.habllitated housing?

Should public ·octivi.ty be mainly on the streets, ·-os

9.,

How -high do you want new residential buildings to
be in your community?

10.

11 e

n-ow I

O·f

should it center on new off-street spaces?

ent kinds and sizes?

10.

In what pottern should .the bui.lding, types' YOIJ·.;hp\f~
~~I ec~ed be· dl stributea :through fhe cornmuni-t.y? "

TRAN~~O~TA.TION"
•

I.
II.

Where do you want the new residential development1

•

j

•

~

,;

f

~,-..'

t;

.(

2.

Does your co.:nmunity have the 'right kind of access
to present (o_,.,d-iP.roP9sed) limited-access through
ways?

3.

H~w .do:

OUTDOOR RECREATION
How should outdoor recreation within the commun
ity 'relate to city and region?

•

Do you want limited-access highways through your
cO(nmunity?

'i

I.

fl,

you ·want to route through traffic in your

c0mmunity? .'

,r

~.-..

2.
3.

4.

What exist·ing public parks and recreation facilities
would you I·ike to keep?

-;"

4.

Do. you wC;Jnt. to change the local traffic pattern?

5.

Do you want to have more parking lots and garages
in your- community?

Where would you like to see outdoor recreation de
veloped first?
How much of your land would you like to use for
p~blic outdoor recreation?

SHOPPING (GOODS AND SERVICES)

5.

H.ow should the community's public outdoor recrea
tion area be di.stributed?

I.

How should the community·s shop~ and consumer
services relate to city and region?

6.

Should there be more opportunity for a particular
type of public outdoor recreation?

2.

Are there any shopping (or consumer service) facil
ities that you want to eliminate?

7.

Should different kinds of outdoor recreation be
mixed together?

3.

Do you want to change the amount of shopping
space (goods and services) in your community?

8.

Do you want maior new planting?

4.

fn w;hat pattern should shopping facilities be distribu
te.d through the community?

e

e

e

WORK

•

•

'e

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
I.

What educati~nal focil ities do you want with in
your' community?

2. How should work opportunities in your community
relate to city and region?

2.

How should your selected educational activities be
distributed in the community?

3.

Are there any work places that you want to elimin
ate from your community?

3.

What new community facilities do you most want?

4.
4.

Would you Iike a larger proportion of certain kinds
of work opportunities in your community?

How do you want your community focil ities
distributed?

5.
5.

How should new work opportunities be distributed
in the community?

Do you want to change the amount of indoor space
for education ancfbth~r community activities and
services within your community?

6.

Are there any educational or other community
facilities that you want to eliminate?

I.

Do you want to change the nilmber of work oppor
tunities in your community?

""

e

e

HOW MUCH DO YOU WANT TO BE INVOLVED IN THE PHYSICAL PLANNING OF YOUR COMMUN ITY?

•

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Maximum involvement
a) Make all policy deci
sions
b} Set priorities on your
chosen policies
c) Develop your own basic
physical proposals out of
your policies
d) Use your policies and
priorities to evaluate your
proposals and those that
may be deve loped by your
selected professional plan
ners and architects.

Strong involvement, but
making no physical propos
als of your own
a) Make all policy deci
sions
b) Set priorities on your
chosen pol i cies
c) Select professionals to
develop physical proposals
from your policies
d) Use your policies and
priorities to evaluate the
professi ona I propose Is.

Moderate involvement
Involvement only to select
Another type or degree of
a) Make only a few major
professionals
involvement that you may
policy decisions
prefer.
a) SeJect planners who will
b) Select professionals who advocate your in.terests as
will make all minor deci
they understand them, and
sions and develop physical
let them make all decisions
proposals
on physical planning.
c) Evaluate their proposals
in terms of your chosen
policies.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Fairly quick

Quick

Quick but questionable

You will give your pro
fessional planners and
architects a good lively
progran, which is what
they need in order to do
their best and most
imaginative work

This pro'cedure may turn
out very well if you choose
professional s who under
stand the community well
enough to make wi se
decisions on the minor
issues that you will not
yourselves tackle

No matter how able and
sympat.hetic, planners and
architects work in the
dark un I ess they know the
community's position on
the major issues that affect
their plans

Requires most time, but is
most I ikely to produce a
satisfactory plan
Time depends upon your
group·s size and enthusi
a9n, your technical
ass; stan't· s ab iii ty, and how
much you work in sub
committees
You learn about your com
munity, your city, and the
planning process

Policy E

Policy D

, t$:'

Possible results

You will have no generally
understood and accepted
basis on which to Judge the
merits of the plans submitted
to you

WHO WILL PARTICIPATE IN PLANNING THE USE OF LAND IN YOUR COMMUNITY'?

Policy E

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Plan made by your group
alone.

Plan made by your group
and your selected consur
tants.

Plan made by your group,
your consultants, and other
groups within your commun
ity.

Plan made by all who might Create your own policy on
the exact composition of
your land-planning group,
government agencies, po
using the chart:
tential developers, financ
ing and insurance compan
ies, and city-wide interest
groups.

Possib Ie resu Its
The more people, the
harder to get them to
gether for meetings and
the harder for them to
come to decisions

Possible results
Planning time is longest;
but since confrontatiq(l
of all concemed comes .(
during (not after) the pla~
ning process, the plan is
realistic and has best chance
for execution. Time may
finally be saved

Possible results
The plan is most quickly
made because fewest people
participate in the decision
roo king

Possible results
If consultants come in at
the very beginn.ing of the
planning process, they
may talk you out of your
.ideas before you have a
Because so few people have
chance to develop them.
taken part in the decision
If you run once through
making, the plan may lack
the issues and nnke a
the broad support needed
preliminary selection of
for acceptance
policies before seeking the
advice of special consul
tants, you will be in a
better position

Because many community
groups participate in the
decision-making, the plan
is most likely to have en
thusiastic community
support

Choose consultants who
will help you get what you
want rather than consul
tants who will tell you
what you are supposed to
want

e

e

be concerned, including

Repr~sentatives of

Only as
adviser

As voter

Qher community groups
City-wide interest groups
Potential developers
City agencies
State agencies
Fed~raJ agencies
f.inancing companies
lnsurance companies
B"usiness groups
Qher

e

•

e

e

IF YOUR CHOSEN POLICIES ARE NOT IMMEDIATELY POSSIBLE UNDER EXISTING PROGRAMS AND
REGULATIONS, WHAT WILL YOU DO?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Rev i se proposa I to rna ke
some immediate action
possible, even if you must
change important policies.

Try to negotiate changes in
the legislation or the ad
ministrative practices that
block your plan.

Hold up all development
and engage in political
action unti I top-priority

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Many people prefer a
compromise solution, built
and lived in, to a better
scheme that exists only
on paper

Little time may be lost and
much may be gained. Only
a short battle may be needed
to win exceptions to
municipal zoning ordi
nances or push through
favorabl e changes in
certain administrative
practices, and a minor
victory of this kind is good
for the morale of your
group

While you wage this war
construction costs will be
multiplying, oth'er groups
will be finagling for
power, and many of your
supporters wi II move away,
lose interest, or take up
causes that promise quick
concrete results

Policy D

Create your own policy on
the action you will take if
you cannot immediately
policies can be put through. push through the kind of
plan you wa[lt.

Hard to win out with this
all-or-nothing pol icy

~>

'[>0 YOU WANT YOUR CHOSEN POLICIES TO BE FOLLOWED BY THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY?
Policy A

Potiey 8

Policy C

Policy 0

Entire community to accept
your complete set of pol i
cies.

Your group makes all policy
decisions in first go-around,
but keeps the possibility
open for change in response
to the wishes of other local
interest groups, such as
residents of a particular
area of the community.

Your group decides only
policies most important to
the community as a whole,
and encourages other local
interest groups to make all
other policy decisions.

Create your own policy on
which issues should be de
cided by other local inter
est groups.

Possible results
•

~$'"

You will be considered
dictatorial
You may turn a deaf ear to
some excellent suggestions
/

Your plan will have least
chance for the strong
community support that
wi II be necessary to push
it through

e

e

e

•

e

•

WHAT ACTIVITIES IN THE COMMUNITY WILL YOUR GROUP PLAN FOR?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

The plan takes longest to
formulate and push through

People are more interested
in self-development if
they like their homes and
have good opportunities
for outdoor fun

Better education and
better health mean better
jobs, a more prosperous
community, and residents
increasingly aole to fend
for themselves in the open
market

Least chance for success,
because these. are the
activities that your com
munity can least eff~~0
tively control

Least is left to chance:
all the inter-related ac
tiviti~$ -that go to make
up a good life are con
sidered and accorded
their proper place and
importance

Policy E

WHAT PRIORITY DO YOU GIVE TO PLANNING ~HYSJCAL CHANGES?

Policy A
Development of good phys
ical facilities for all
activities to have first call
on available funds.

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

Policy E

Develop good housing fa
but concentrate on
programs and services
rather than facilities in ed
ucation, health, iobs •.

Continue present divisions
of funds for facilities and
for programs and services
(see chart below).

Give over-all priority to
programs and services
rather than to physical fo
c il i.tias.

Create your own policy on
the importance of good
physical "facilities as againSt
programs or servi ces.
(use the chart below)

cilitie~

Possible results

Possib 1e resu Its

Your fine buildings may
house poor programs

Education can be excellent,
even in poor quarters. If,
residents are provided \Hi th
better education, better (.
health care, they get
better iobs and are better
able to fend for their own
housing in the open market

Activities

Present
funding of
physical
faci lities

Present
funding of
services and
programs

Empha$fze
physical
facilities

Emphasize
services or
programs

Emphasize
both

lesidential
OJtdoor recreation
Education
Oher community services
Shopping (goods and services)
Work
Transportation

e

e

e

•

•
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DO YOU WANT TO KEEP OR CHANGE THE BASIC CHARACTER OF YOUR COMMUNITY?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Change the worst districts
Change to entirely new phys-Change a couple of activi
of the community radically; ical patterns for all activi- ty patterns radically (ed
improve other districts
ties.
ucation and housing, for
without making maior phys
example); improve other
ical changes.
activity patterns without
maior physical changes.

Policy D

Policy E

Little change: improve fa
cititie(by rehabilitation or
new construction) with least
possible change in basic
character of streets, activi
ties, housing types, etc.

Create your own policy on
major physical changes as
against rehabilitation (by
designating specific areas
on a ma,p of your community).

Possible results

Possible results

Least costly

Most costly

~~

~

Takes the longest time to
plan and put into effect

If residents feel that they
themselves have partic
ipated in the decision
making, they will greet
each new step in the trans
formation of their com
munity with excitement
and enthusiasm, and will
shift easily into new and
better ways of doing things

•

Takes least time

Least .interference with

familiar ways of doing things

HOW MUCH SHOUlD ACTIVITIES BE MIXED TOGETHER IN THE COMMUNITY?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Plan some districts for a
single kind of use {such as
education, sports, or industry)i mix activities
closely together in other
districts.

Make a close, carefully
planned mix of activities,
but put nuisances in a separate district or zone.

Separate a II activities: lay
out different districts or
zones for different activities, such as housing,
business offices, schools,
etc.

Keep present ufree market ll
mix of activities, but put
nuisances (iunk yards, smoke
stacks, noisy machinery,
etc.) in a separate district
or zone.
(see map)

Create your own policy on
which activities should be
mixed together and which
should be kept separate.

Possible results

Possib Ie resu Its

Least efficient operation
of s:>me types of activities

Most efficient operation
of school S, ind~stries, and
some types of shops and
offices

....

.....

~.

Most livelYi noisiest; most
Residential sections are
stimulating; best chance for relatively quiet, with few
residents to get involved in people coming and going
community activities of
(and perhaps for that very
many kinds
reason less safe)

e

Most convenient for
residents

Many residents live beyond
walking distance of their,
reg uIa rae tivi ties
\,

Difficult to plan so that
different activities wil'
suppa rt ecc h other, not
interfere with each other

Easiest to plan, because
there is 'east chance for
one type of activity to
interfere with another

e

e

' ....

e

e

WHAT KIND OF INTERACTION DO YOU WANT BETWEEN YOUR COMMUNITY AND THE REST OF THE CITY?

•

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Make your community as
purely residential as possi
ble. Encourage residents
to use facilities (for shop
ping, education, recrea
tion, work, etc.) elsewhere
in the city.

Bring your community into
a balanced relationship
with its surroundings. Pro
vide everyday and (some)
special foci lities for resi
dents and non-residents,
but plan so that residents
will also make full use of
good facilities outside the
community •

Try to make your community
a maior center. Provide
such excellent foci lities
that non-residents wi II be
attracted in great numbers
and residents wi II rare Iy
need to leave.

Try to separate your commun.Create your own policy on
ity from the rest of the city. the way your community
Provide' residents with the
should relate to the rest
fullest possible range of
of the city.
facilities for their own use
only.

Possible results

Possible results

Possib Ie resu Its ~"

Possible results

Easiest to plan and put
into effect, because the
community can exert more
control over housing than
over non-residential
activities

Safest policy to pursue,
because it encourages
the normal give-end-take
of city life

This policy makes sense only
if your community adioins a
thriving c ity center, or if it
is far away from any exi st
ing center and very favor
ably located to attract
non -residents

Difficult unless residents
are closely knit by a
common background, or
better, by shared interests
and goals

Policy E

,

Residents focus their interests
outside the commun ity.
They will complain that
many of the facilities they
must use are inconven ient,
overcrowded, or impersonal
and scary
Maximum number of
dwellings, because little
space is taken up by other
activities

~~."

If this separatist policy is
to succeed, its spirit must
be positive, not negative.
(The community may decide,
for example, to set itself
apart as a kind of college
campus - a place where
e.ducation is the warm center
Min imum number of
dwellings, because much of of life for residents of all
ages)
the space is taken up by
other activities

IS THERE ANY PARTICULAR ORDER IN WHICH DIFFERENT PORTIONS
OF YOUR PHYSICAL PLAN SHOULD BE BUILT?
Policy D

Policy E

No matter what order, but
get some portion of the plan
started as quickly as possible in every district of your
community.

Make your own policy on
the relative priority of
different portions of your
physical plan:

Policy A

Policy B

First start building a multiactivity demonstration proiect to show the kind of
life that you hope will
later be possible for all
residents.

First start building housing
First get some new workon vacant land; then start
places; then tackle housirg,
work on facilities for edueducation, and community
cation and other commun'ity facilities.
activities; then shops and
workplaces.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

A dramatic way to arouse
interest in your plan,
among people both inside
and outside the community

Good for morale

Least chance far success,
because it is more difficult
for the commun ity to
attract new work-places
than to make important
changes in other activities

Good for morale, becCluse
all residents can benefit f.
quickly in one way ot
another

No displacement of
residents
Little chance to introduce

Policy C

bold new ideas
An excel lent proving
ground for bold, experiments

Priority
(indicate bX

11,#2,#3)

Housing
()Jtdoor recreation
Education
Other community services
Shopping (goods and services)
" Work
Transportation

that c(Jn later be adapted
for community-wide use

e

Improvements in
foci I i ties for

e

e

•

e

e

SHOULD PUBLIC ACTIVITY BE MAINLY ON THE STREETS, AS NOW, OR SHOULD IT
CENTER ON NEW OFF-STREET SPACES?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

Continue to use the streets
as activity centers.

Shops and industries along
the streets; housing centered
on new off-street spaces
in all areas of the commun
ity.

Streets for motor traffic
only; all other activities
centered on new off-street
spaces.

Designate some districts in
which activities should be
centered on the streets,
other districts in which all
activities should be cen
tered on off-street spaces.
(use the map)

Possib Ie resu Its

Possible results

Possible results
.....

Children ploy on the side
we lks and in the streets

Recreation areas and walk
ways can be free from
traffi c dang ers

Most traffic noise

Dwellings have least
traffic noi se

With its buildings all lined
up along the streets, the
community can have little
special identity
Pol ice protection may be
more efficient when activ
ity centers on streets

If commercial and industrial
access roads, loading plat
forms, and parking lots ore
carefully located, recre
ation areas and walkways
will be safe from traffic
dangers
Little noise from surround
ing traffic streets
The community can have
such a special character
that residents will have a
strong se.nse of belonging
and visitors will feel that
they have arri~ed some
where

No on-street loading of
del iveries

fo'

ARE THERE ANY PARTICULARLY ENJOYABLE NATURAL OR MAN-MADE FEATURES·
THAT SHOULD BE EMPHASIZED IN YOUR NEW COMMUNITY PLAN?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

Use a II the features. you
identify (list them at lower
right) as centers or foca I
points for new development.

Select one of your listed
features as an important
focal point; use the others
as minor incidents in a de
velopment pattern mostly
determined by other poli
cies.

Use a number of your listed
features as centers or focal
points; use others as minor
incidents in a development
pattern mostly determined
by other policies.

Use a II your I isted features
as incidents in a develop
ment pattern determined
mostly by other policies.

~.

":

I

Your list
of features

* Feature':

e,

e

Use as
focus

Use as
incident

waterfront, rock outcrop, fine trees,
monument, distant view, interesting
building, etc.



.......

e

e

e

WHAT KIND OF EXISTING HOUSING DO YOU WANT TO TEAR DOWN IN THE NEXT FIVE TO TEN YEARS?

Policy A

Policy B

Tear down existing housing Tear down all housing that
only if its rehabilitation
is not now in acceptable
to acceptable user standards condition.
would cost as much as new
construction.

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Clear away all existing
housing in certain districts
(designate on the map);
tear down housing in other
districts only if its rehabi
litation is more costly than
new construction.

Tear down all existing
housing except that with
historic or symbolic value.
(see map)

Make your own pol icy on
the kind of housing that
should be torn down:

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

This mayor may not mean
a great amount of rehabil itatio n. In some cities,
rehabi Iitation of run-down
housing is invariably more
costly than new construction

Often costly to tear down
a building that needs only
patching and painting,
perhaps a Iso a new
electric wiring system, in
order to become accept..
able

It may be economical to
tear down a few accepta
ble structures that stand
isolated among buildings
not worth fixing up, be
~ause the benefits of re
organizing the district plus
the economies· of large~
sca Ie construction may
more than compensate for
the loss of the usable
housing

Most costly

To the extent that you re
habilitate, the present
character of the neighbor
hood is retained and im
proved.
To the extent that you re
habilitate, you have least
chan~e to cho!lge presenf
ways of life (although
housing that is being re
habilitated can at the
same time easily be con
verted to serve new pur
poses

•

~$~-'

Best chance to transform
the community's way of
I ife complete Iy, yet keep
the best of the past

Condition of housi~g
10% more costly to rehabi litate than
to build new
Same cost to rehabi I itate as to bui Id
new
10% iess costly to rehabilitate than
to build new
Historic or symbolic value
Condition poor, but retention de
sired by resident-owner

Keep

Tear
down

SHOULD TEMPORARY HOUSING BE USED 'IN RELOCATION?
Policy D

Policy C

Policy A

Policy B

Use temporary housing as
intermediate quarters for
everyone displaced by re
hibilitation work or by
clearance for new construc
tion.

Build fifty units of tempor- Enable all displaced resicry housing for use as inter- dents to move directly to
mediate stage in the reloca- permanent standard housing.
tion of some residents.

Possible results

Possible results

The temporary housing
would, of course, be
substandard in size and
quality of units, yet
cost so much that it would
probably never be torn
down

Happiest solutJon

Policy E

Continue present relocation Make your own policy on
policy.
the use of temporary hous
(see description of present
ing.
policy)

~.

Requires very careful
staging and is impossi
ble unless you can first
build housing on land
that is now vacant
/

e

e

e

•
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DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE NUMBER OF RESIDENTS IN YOUR COMMUNITY?

Policy A

Pol icy B

Plan for a 25% larger pop
ulation, or
people.
---

Plan for the present popula Plan for a 25% smaller pop- Make your OWl policy on
tion of
people. ulotion, or
percentage change in popu
(note tliat the population of people.
lation and the number of
your planning area has been
people you wilJ plan'for.
changing at the rate of
approximately
%a
year) •

Policy C

Po1icy 0

Possible results

Possible results

Higher buildings, less
open space, or both

Lower buildings, more
open space, of' both (more
chance for private yards)

Lowest land costs per
dwelling

Highest·land costs per
dwelling

Most need for community
and commercial facilities
(schools, shops, etc.)

Least need for community
and commercial facilities

To attract and hold resi
dents who wi II make posi
tive contributions to commu
nity life, the community
must offer broad educa
tional opportunities, good
housing values, a low
crime rate, and either
plentiful local job openings
or efficient public trans
portation to work centers
elsewhere in the city and
region

The community may run
into trouble with this policy
unless it provides an ac
ceptable alternative lo
cation for its surplus
population

, t$"
{

WHAT HOUSEHOLD TYPES DO YOU WANT TO PROVIDE FOR IN YOUR NEW AND REHABILITATED HOUSING?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

25% more families of seven
or more people than their
present proportion in the
community.

Same proportions of differ
ent household types as now
in your community, as
shown on the chart below.

Same proportions of differ
ent household types as now
in the city as a whole, as
shown on the chart be low.

Make your own policy on
the household types you
wish to plan for, using the
chart below.

~.

Household
type

Present
percentage in
the whole city

Present
percentage in
the community

Percentage
you want

100 %

100%

1-2 people
3-4 people
5-6 people
7-8 people
9-10 people
over 10
elderly(1-2)
roomers
..,

100%

Total

e

e

e

•

•
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WHAT INCOME GROUPS DO YOU WANT TO HOUSE IN YOUR NEW OR REHABILITATED DWELLINGS?
. Policy A
Only people who can afford
standard housing on onequarter of their incomes,
therefore need no financial
aid.

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Only people who cannot
afford standard housing on
one-quarter of their incomes
therefore must have finan
cial aid.

Three-quarters of the dwell
ings for households needing
aid; one-quarter for house
holds without need for aid.

Same mixture of households
with and without need for
aid as now exists in the
community.
(see chart below)

Make your own policy on
percentage of dwellings for
households needing aid,
and percentage for house
holds without need for aid.
(use the chart)

Possible results
You lay yourselves open
to a great deal of criti
cism if you do nothing to
better the housing condi
tions of people who can
not live in decent housing
unl"ess they have assistance

As their present .substandard
dwellings are torn down to
make room for we II-off
people to move into the
area, poor people must
leave the community

.

Households by
income

,.~.

Present
percentage
in the
community

Percentage
you will
flan for

needing ajd
needing no aid
Total

100%

100%

HOW DO YOU WANT TO MIX HOUSEHOLDS OF DIFFERENT INCOMES?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Encourage a close mixture
of different income groups
within the same buildings.

Different income groups in
separate but closely neigh
boring buildings.

Separate sites or zones for
households of different in
comes.

Keep the community·s pres- Make your own policy on
ent kind of mixture of
the way different income
different income groups.
groups should be mixed or
separated within your com

Policy E

munity,~

Possible results

Possible results

The poor and the we II-to
do are most likely to find
com'mon goa Is and work
together to achieve them
if they live close together

The community is most
likely to split into con
fl icting interes.t groups if
the poor are geographically

Most chance for conflict
among ne ighbors

•

(SI

separated from the well-to
do

Least chance for conflict
among neighbors
I f your zones are large in
extent, you are planning
ghettos--lIgolden ghettos"
of well-to-do people as
we II as ghettos of poor
people

•

e

e

"

e
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DO YOU WANT TO MIX OR SEPARATE HOUSEHOLDS OF DIFFERENT KINDS AND SIZES?
Policy A

Policy B

Try to get a close mixture
Locate different household
of different household types types in separate bui (dings
within the same buildings.
mixed on the same site or
tract of land.

•

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Separate sites or zones for
singles, large households,
small households, elderly,
roomers.

Keep the community's pre
sent kind of mixture of dif
ferent household types.

Create your own policy on
mixing or separating house
holds of different kinds and
sizes.

Possible results

Possible results

Mixing naturally with
peop'le of different ages
and conditions, everyone
gains understanding.
There can be a mutua Ily
beneficial give-and-take
between single people and
families, and the elderly
can be brought into the
mainstream of life

Best chance for different
household types to have
convenient facilities of the
kind they most need. (For
example, families with
chi~dren might be located
in out-lying areas ~here
they can have most space
for outdoor recreation,
while small households
might be grouped com
pactly at the centers of
activity)

Noise may become a source
of conflict, whether it is
the daytime noise of children
or the evening noises of
young adults

Best chance for people to
find neighbors with similar
interests and problems.

Most difficult to plan and
build

Easiest to plan and bui Id

~~

AT WHAT DENS'ITY SHOULD PEOPLE LIVE IN NEW AND REHABILITATED HOUSING?
Policy B

Policy A

All at low density, averag- All at medium density,
ing 40 to 120 people (or
averaging ~20 to 250 people
roughly 10-30 dwellings)
(a roughly 30 to 70 dwellper residential acre.
ings) per residential acre.

Policy D

Policy C

All at high density, averag- Same density as now in your
ing 250 or more people (70 community, which roughly
or more dwellings) per resi averages
people (or
dential acre.
dwellings} to the
residential acre.

Possible results

Possible results

Few residents

Many

Generous amount of open
space, with private yards
possible

Little open space, unless
you plan for high-rise
buildings

Parking easy to provide
on the site

Little on-site parking
without expensive multilevel parking structures

Highest land cost per
dwelling, so residents
must either have higher
incomes or get more
financial aid

Lowest land cost per
dwelling, so easiest to
house people with low
incomes
-',

Least time needed to plan
and build

Most time needed to
plan and build

e

Set different densities for
different districts of your
community, indicating on
the <:hart what percentage
of your future population
should live at each density.

("

resid~ts

Most likely to attract
good public transportation,
good shops and services,
etc.
Low-pressure living

Policy E

J

Types of
density

Percentage of
your new or
rehabilitated
dwellings

low
medium
high
Total

100% .

High-pressure living.

e

e

e

e

e

HOW HIGH DO YOU WANT NEW RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS TO BE IN YOUR COMMUNITY?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

All high (8 stories or more)

All medium (5-7 stories)

All low (walk-ups of 1-4
stories)

Three-quarters of the new
dwellings in low buildings,
one-quarter in high bui Id
ings.

Make your own pol icy on
the mixture of building
heights (using chart below).

Possible results

Possible results

Possible resul ts

Most open space

Least open space

People on upper floors
must use elevators, but
have cleanest air, best
view, most light, least
traffic noise; if lower
floors are planned as
walk-ups with separate
entrances, they are well
suited to the needs of
families w.ith children

No need for elevators,
big entrance lcibbies,
long corridors or galleries,
and the few pevple who
share the use of a stair
case get to know each
other quickly

See Community Activities
Planning Catalog description: 2 through 15
. ~$'1

Many people must share
the use of each elevator,
entrance lobby, corridor
or gallery and subsidiary
stair-case. Most of them
remain strangers

The c loser they I ive to
the ground, the easier it
is for children to get out
side to play, and the bet
ter their mothers can super
vise them from the wind~ws
of their homes
Building height

Percentage of your
new dwellings

low
medium
high
See Community Activities
Planning Catalog descrip
tion: 1

Total

100%

IN WHAT PATTERN SHOULD THE BUILDING TYPES YOU HAVE SELECTED BE DISTRIBUTED
THROUGH THE COMMUNITY?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

An even over-all pattern
with your selected building
types uniformly mixed in
all areas of the community.

A linear pattern, with your
selected building types
arranged along whatever
continuous lines of devel
opment that you designate.

A concentric pattern, with

An uneven, varied pattern,
your selected building types with each of your selected
arranged in rings around a
building types in its own
center.
separate zone, designated
by you.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Different kinds of families

Favors efficient public trans- The center becomes most
visible and important to the
entire community

Policy D

and living patterns are mixed portation

together in lively fashion

Most freedom of location, so Best chance to develop the
adaptable to the widest rangecommunity in stages, yet
of existing conditions
provide a good range of
housing types in each stage

May lead to crowding at the
center

Most chance for confl ict
between noisy and quiet
activities

Larger families can live in
the outer rings where they
may have more outdoor
recreation area.

Policy E
Some other irregular pat
tern that you would like.

Possible results
Households grouped ac
cording to type can m~st
conveniently share the
(
special facilities they need
or want

Least chance for confl ict
between noisy and quiet
activities

Encourages residents to feel
that the center is their
center and increases their
sense of community

See Community Activities
Planning Catalog descrip
tion: 1, 2

e

See Community Activities
Planning Catalog descrip
tion: 7,8,9, la, 11

See Community Activities
Planning Catalog descrip
tion: 3,4,5, 12, 13, 14, 15

•

See Community Activities
Planning Catalog descrip
tion: 6

e

•

•
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WHERE DO YOU WANT NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT TO START?

Policy D

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Start residential develop
ment at one site, chosen
because it is the best loca
tion that is readily avail
able.

Start half your first residential development at the one
best available site; start the
other half in as many different parts of the community
as possible.

Start residential developCreate your own policy on
m~nt all at once in as many where residential developdifferent parts of the comment should start.
munity as possible.

Possible results

Possible results

Easiest and most efficient

Best for community morale
. tP'

•

•
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HOW SHOULD OUTDOOR RECREATION WITHIN THE COMMUNITY RELATE TO CITY AND REGION?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Try to get maior facilities
for outdoor recreation (such
as a maior swimming pool)
within your community that
will serve community resi
dents and attract many
people from outside the
community •

Concentrate on developing
good outdoor facilities within the community to serve
the recreation needs of residents only.

Develop minor outdoor rec- Concentrate on improving
reation facilities within the access to outdoor recreation
community and at the same facilities outside your
time improve access to
cO,mmunity.
maior.facilities outside the
community.

Possible resul ts

Possible results

Policy D

Policy E

Possible results
•

Residents have best access
to special recreation
foci Iities
Land is lost that mi"ght serve
other purposes

Small children ~nd elderly
people, who are the least
mobile residents, have
convenient sitting and play
places

~l.

Small children and elderly
people are at a particular
disadvantage
Land is saved for other
purposes
/

Most traffic and ndise

•

least noise
Least chance for informal
social contact within the
community

Make your own policy on
the relationship of your
outdoor recreation facilities
to city and region.

WHAT EXISTING PUBLIC PARKS AND RECREATION FACILITIES WOULD YOU LIKE TO KEEP?
I

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

Keep all present public
recreation grounds and, if
necessary, improve or con
vert to other recreationa I
use •

Keep only those recreation
places that are really at
tractive and well used (in
dicate on map).

Use all existing parks for
first-stage residentia I de
velopment; replace later
with parks built on land
now occupied by poorest
housing.

Make your own policy on
keeping present community
facilities for outdoor rec
reation.
(see map for present facili
ties)

Possible results

~ossible results

You may keep some recrea
tion areas that would be
better used for other pur
poses

Trees grow slowly. If you
give up a well-planted park
with mature trees, you will
not easily replace it

~~,.

•

e
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WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE OUTDOOR RECREATION DEVELOPED FIRST?
Policy A

First improve existing re
creational facilities.

Policy B

Policy C

Start recreation develop
ment where new facilities
are most needed, even if
sound, occupied buildings
must be torn down to pro
vide the space.

Start recreation develop
ment wherever new facili
ties are needed and can be
provided without tearing
down useful structures.

•

Policy D

Policy E

Start recreation develop
ment in conjunction with
the deve lopment of new or
rehabilitated housing.

Make your own policy on
where any new outdoor
recreation areas should
first be developed.

(-.'

HOW MUCH OF YOUR LAND WOULD YOU LIKE TO USE FpR PUBLIC OUTDOOR RECREATION?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy D

Policy C

Use four times as much land Cut the community·s preKeep the community·s present amount of recreation
for public outdoor recreasent amount of public retion as at present, making
area in half, leaving
creation area, which is
sq. ft.
sq. ft. and dev-----sq. ft.
---etop this land for much
more intensive use than now.

Make your own policy on
the amount of public outdoor recreation area within your community.

Possible results

Possible results

The more land given over to Less open space, but more
recreation/ the less is left
opportunities for outdoor
for buildings, parking and
recreation than at present
streets. The usual answer
is to plan ta Ifer bui Idings
with less ground coverage

.f:o)
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HOW SHOULD THE COMMUNITY'S PUBLIC OUTDOOR RECREATION AREA BE DISTRIBUTED?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Many sma II recreation
areas distributed through
the community, one or two
to the block.

One large outdoor recrea
tion area with small areas
distributed elsewhere in
the commun ity •

One or two large areas
only.

Strip park: a traffic-free
pedestrian greenway con
necting all facilities, in
cluding special public out
door recreation areas.

Your own combination of
recreation elements; large
areas, small areas, and
stri ps •

Possible results

Possible results

Encourages local neighbor
I iness

The park (or parks) becomes
a community center

Possible results

.

,'~

Everyone can step out of
his building into the pork
system

Conven ient for a II

Inconvenient for many resi
dents especially old people
and young ch i Idren

Little or no loss of possible
building sites, because open
space anyway needed to
give light and air to surround
ing buildings can be used for
recreation

Most loss of buildable land

Little or no loss of build
able land

Difficult to police

Difficult to police unless
planned for very intensive
use as the focus of a II
community activity and the
shortest path from one major
obiective to another

Good use for vacant lots

See Community Activities
Planni~g Catalog descrip

tion:- 1,2·,3,8,9,1.1

See Communi ty Activities
Planni.ng Catalog descrip
tion: 4,5,q

S'ee Community Activities
Planning Catalog descrip
tion: 12, l3

See Community Activities
Planning Catalog descrip
tion: 7,10, 14, 15

SHOULD THERE BE MORE OPPORTUNITY FOR A PARTICULAR
OUTDOOR RECREATION?

TY~E

OF PUBLIC

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

More places for quiet re
laxation, such as sitting,
sunning, chatting, airing
babies, playing chess or
checkers, watching other
people's activities, or iust
looking at greenery and
running water.

More places for organized
sports and for play with
standard equipment, such as
basketball, handball,
baseball, track, boccie,
tennis, swimming, and cus
tomary chi Idren's play
ground activities.

More places for free, creative, and experimental
activities, such as making
things, raising plants or
animals, puttering with
cars, putting on shows, etc.

No change in present proportions* of opportunities
for different kinds of re
creation.
(see chart below)

Make your oWr)' policy on
the genera I types of re
creation activities you
want to provide space for.
(use chart be low)

·.t)

Type of recreation

Existing
area in
community*

·Percent
increase

No
change

quiet sitting
active sports
experimental
other

*

Since these types of activities may at some times overlap,
square footage areas can probably not be precisely estimated.

e

e
'"

.
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SHOULD DIFFERENT KINDS OF OUTDOOR RECREATION BE MIXED TOGETHER?

•

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Separate places for quiet
sitting, for active sports,
and for creative and ex
perimental activities.

Separate places for quiet
re laxation; a II more active
types of outdoor recreation
mixed together.

Separate places for half of
the quiet sitting area; the
other half located where
people can sit and watch
a mixture of different
kinds of active recreation.

All types of outdoor recrea Make your own policy on
ticn mixed together at
mixing different types of
every location.
recreation.

Policy E

•

~-4"

DO YOU WANT "MAJOR" NEW PLANTING?
Policy B

PoliGY A

Policy D

Policy C

Pol-icy E

As much new planting (trees, As much new planting (trees, Plant trees along streets that No new planting; keep
shrubs, grass) as possible in shrubs, grass) as possible
now have no trees; no other publ ic planting as it is now_
all parts of the community. only in selected parts of the new planting.
(see map)
community, such as in areas
for quiet outdoor recreation.

Possible results

Possible results

Most costly to maintain as
we II as to plant

Least costly

Make your own policy on
the amount and location of
new planting by drawing on
the map.

~3h
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DO YOU WANT LIMITED-ACCESS HIGHWAYS THROUGH YOUR COMMUNITY?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Plan for additional limited- Plan to prevent the building Plan for additional limited- Plan around the limited
access highways that are
of any new limited-access
access highways on the
access highways that now
designed specifically to re highways in your community. borderl ines between your
exist plus those that are
duce the amount of heavy
community and adioining
proposed for your commun
tra ffi c go ing through the
a rees •
ity by state and federal
streets of your community.
authori ties.
(see map)
Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Many of your residents
and local businesses will
be dislocated
fA Iimited-access highway
requires a right-of-way
about 100 to 150 feet wide,
plus much additional land
for each local entrance
and exit)

You will lose no land,
avoid the roar and
fumes of additional
traffic, and prevent
your community from
being cut to pieces

You stand to lose only
half the land that you
would lose if the
new ~1i9hways were to
cut through your com
munity

You may be standing in
the way of a develop
ment that will help
The new throughway will be the economy of your
city and ultimately
a source of noise and
favor the wei fare of
fumes, and will cut
your community
your community to
pieces. A surface
A struggle against
roadway is particularly
offensive
official highway plans
will cost you a great
deal of time and ef
The vol ume of traffic
fort
rises so much from
year to year that a
new superh ighway rarel y
serves to reduce traffic
on the streets it was
designed to rei ieve

The new throughways will
define and cansol idate
your community
The new throughways will
act as barriers to
easy communication with
surrounding areas

•

~~l,

Create your own policy on
the construction of new
I imited-access highways on
your land by drawing your
desired routes on the mop.

DOES YOUR COMMUNITY HAVE THE RIGHT KIND OF ACCESS

TO PRESENT (AND

PROPOSED) LIMITED-ACCESS THROUGHWAYS?
Pol'i'cy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

Pol icy E

Add more local entrances
and exists to limited-occess
highways.

Eliminate some selected
local entrances and exits
from limited-access
highways.

Eliminate all local en

Plan with present and pro
posed entrances and exi.ts
to limited-access highways.
(see map)

Make your own policy on
the location of entrances

trances from limited
access highways.

and exits to limited-access
highways.

(use the map)

Possible results

Possible r~sults
.

You have better access
to the thro ughways

You lose convenient ac
cess to the throughway

New commercial and
industrial enterprises
may be Qttracted to
your area

Local commerce and
industry will ~uffer

You have more outside
traffic movin.9 through
your community to
get to the throughway

You have less traffic
moving through your
community, therefore

~ny residents and local
businesses will be

You gain land

~.s··

quieter, safer streets

displaced, because each
throughway entrance or
exit requires a good
deal of land

•

e

e

•

•

"

HOW DO YOU WANT TO ROUTE THROUGH-TRAFFIC IN YOUR COMMUNITY?
Policy A

Policy B

Try to get throu9h~raffic
re-routed from your streets
to roads outside your com
munity.

Allow through-traffic in
Concentrate a II throughyour community only on
traffic on two or three surelevated or depressed high- face streets.
ways.

Policy C

Possible results

Poss'ible results

Possible results

Most beneficial to
your community

Very beneficial to your
community

Least beneficial to your
community

Since no other area of
the city wants your
traffic, this pol icy
takes much time and
effort to push through

Extremely costly

Your community becomes
a place to arrive at
rather than an area to
drive through
Least noise,

least fumes

Relatively

ea;~'

to ac

complish
Your area will be much
easier to replan for
safe and pleasant living
if it is criss-~rossed
by fewer maior traffic
streets

•

Policy D

Policy E

Let through-traffic cross the
community as it does not.

Make your own policy on

(see map)

,,p,

through-traffic by drawing
your desired routes on the
map.

DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE LOCAL TRAFFIC PATTERN?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

Pojicy E

Close as many minor
streets as possible in order
to create larger blocks
with vehicles restricted to
dead-end service roads.

Close a few of the least
used streets to through
traffic.

Add new minor streets that
would allow through
traffic.

Leave minor streets as they
are at present.
(see map)

Make your own policy on

Possible results

Possible results

Valuable land is gained
for bui Iding~, parking,
and outdoor recreation

Land is taken that could
be used for other purposes

Pedestrians have fewer
dangerous street
crossings to contend with

changing the local street
pattern by drawing your
desired changes on your
map.

, ;}S"

The community gains little
or nothing

Sidewalks are replaced
by walkways laid out
within the large
blocks (or superblocks
as they are often called)
Local motor traffic is
for residents
often find it quicker
and pleasanter to move
on foot through the
community rather than
drive
reduc~d,

Little traffic) noise and
fumes penetrate within
the superblocks

e

e

e

•

"

e

DO YOU WANT TO HAVE MORE PARKING LOTS AND GARAGES IN YOUR COMMUNITY?

•

Policy A

Pol icy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Allow no parking on com
munity streets: all vehic
les to park in off-street
lots or garages.

Plan for a 100% increase in
the number of parking
spaces available in lots and
garages.

Plan for 25% increase in
the number of parking spac
es available in lots and
garages.

Keep the present number of
parking spaces in lots and
garages (which is
spaces).

Make your own policy on
the number of parking
spaces in lots and garages.

Possible results
When parking is pro
hibited along streets,
traffic flows much faster
and more freely
The number of streets can
be cut down and the
land used for other com
munity purposes
Unless free municipal
parking lots are providedJ
the cost of off-street
parking lots must ultimately
be borne by res idents
and consumers

~,,.,

•

•

"

HOW SHOULD THE COMMUNITY·S SHOPS AND CONSUMER SERVICES RELATE Tb CITY AND REGION?
Policy A

Policy B

Plan for so few shops and
commercial services with
in the community that
residents wi II genera tly
patroni·ze outside stores,
eating places, banks,
movie houses, mortuaries,
etc.

Plan a balanced interaction.
Provide everyday and a few
special commercial facilities within the community
for use by residents and nonresidents, but plan so that
residents will alsb make
full use of outside facilities.

Possible results

Possible resul ts

Policy C

Policy E

Policy 0

Try to make your community Try to separfJte your com
a major center for shops
and commercial services,
satisfying the needs of
residents and attracting
numerous non-residents.

mUhity from surrounding
are~s

by planning' a full
range of shops and commer
cial services -for the <use of
residents only.

Possible results

Possibl e resul ts

• ;;S"

Residents have least
convenience
least traffi c, no ise ,
confusion
Fewest local iobs and
business opportunities
Least land is taken up
by commercial focil ities

Easiest pol icy to fol
low, as it represents
the normal give-and
take of city life

Residents have the
broadest range of con
venient facilities

Closer ties between
shop keepers and
residents

Most traffic, noise,
confusion

Some shopkeepers are
happy to rent space
that-in a wayI.
gives
t hem ·'0
guaranteed market;
others hesitate to
rent space because
their potential
market is limited

Most local iobs and
business opportunities
Most land is taken up
by commercial focil ities
An extremely difficult
pol icy to carry out
successfu1,1 y un less
your land either
adi~)ins a thriv'ing
commercial
center or is remote
from such a center and
See Community Activity
very favorably located
Planni.ng Cqtalog descrip- to attract customers
tioil:1 ,2,7 ,~,9, 10,13,14,15 from other areas

-7

•

See Community Activity
Planning Catalog descrip
tion: 3,6, 12

Create your own pol icy on
the way shops and commer
cial services within the
community should relate to
city and region.

ARE THERE ANY SHOPPING (OR CONSUMER SERVICE) FACILITIES THAT YOU WANT TO ELIMINATE
FROM YOUR COMMUNITY?
Policy A

Pol icy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Eliminate only shopping
faci lities located in bui Id
ings that are 10 rge fy vacant
and wholly dilapidated.

Eliminate only shopping
facilities located in build":
ings so poor that rehabilita
tion to acceptable user
standards would cost the
same as replacement with
new construction.

Eliminate all shopping facilities focated in buildings
that are n,ot now in acceptable condition.

Eliminate all shopping in
certain districts (designate
on your map); in other
districts eliminate only fac
ilities more cheaply replaced than rehabilitated.

Make your own policy on
the kinds of shopping fac
ilities that should be elim
inated, using the chart
below:

.

~~"

Condition of building
in which the shopping
fa c iii ty is Ioca ted

Keep

Eliminate

Poor and largely vacant
10% cheaper to replace than
to rehabi Iitate
Rehabilitation cost same as
replacement cost
10% cheaper to rehabilitate
than to replace
Condition poor, but retention
desired by resident owner
proprietor

e

e

•

•

•

•

DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE AMOUNT OF SHOPPING SPACE (GOODS AND SERVICES)
IN YOUR COMMUNITY?
Policy C

Pol icy D

Plan for 50% more shopping Plan for the present amount
of shopping space, which is
space than at present,
which would be about
square feet.
_ _ squa.re feet. -  "F""'(n-o~t-e~t"'r""ha-t~the amount of
shopping space within your
community has been chang
ing at the rate of about
% per year)

Plan for 25% less shopping
space than at present, which
would be about
square feet.

Make your own policy on
the amount of shopping
space you would like to
have in your community.

Possible resul ts

Possible results

Residents have
a much better choice of
goods and services
within the area

Residents may have less
choice of goods and
services

There are many more
local jobs and business
opportun ities

There are fewer local
jobs and business oppor
tunities

Policy A

Policy B

----

Existing shops, es
pecially if they are
inefficient or poorly
located, will suffer
from the increased com
petition
More traffic, noise,
confusion

Less traffic, noise,
confusion

The community loses a
great deal of Iand to
shops and to customers I
parking focil ities

The community gains land
for other purposes

.

~~.,

IN WHAT PATTERN SHOULD SHOPPING FACILITIES BE DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE COMMUNITY?

Policy B

Policy A

Develop 0 uniform over-all Develop a linear pattern,
pattern with shopping op
with shopping foci lities ar
portunities evenly distribu
ranged along whatever
ted through the community. continuous lines of devel
opment that you designate.

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Plan for a large shopping
center.

Develop an uneven, varied
pattern in which each dis
trict has its own type of
shopping arrangement.

Some other irregular pattern
by which you would like to
distribute new shopping foc
i I i ties.
Develp your own pattern
for shopping facilities by
drawing on your map.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

All restdents live within
convenient distance
of a few shops

Residents have a good
chance of I iving within
convenient distan'ce
of some part of a shop
ping strip

The center will be in
conveniently distant for
many residents, but one
trip will accompl ish many
errands

Most favorable to publ ic
transportation

Residents will have the
greatest variety of
goods and serv ices
available within the
area

Encourages the retention,
rehabilitation, and
extension of existing
major shopping streets

Commercial services in
the center have their best
chance for efficiency,
but their prices may not
undercut those of small
existing shops with
lower rents and taxes

Residential areas are
relatively lively,
with a good deal of
coming and going

Existing small local
shops are encouraged
See Community Activities
Planning Catalog descrip
tion: 1, 2, 4, 5

Least land needed for
parkin9, because
customers will tend
to walk

e

Existing shopping streets
can be mode rn i zed by
converting them into
pedestrian shopping
malls
See Community Activities
Planning Catalog descrip..
tion: 7,8,9,10/11

The community loses most
land to customer parking
as well as to shops
See Community Activities
Planning Catalog descrip
tion: 3, 12

e

Possible resul ts
tP'
(

See Community Activities
Planning Catalog descrip
tion: 6

•

•

•
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DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE- NUMBER OF WORK OPPORTUNITIES IN YOUR COMMUNITY?
Policy A

Pol icy B

Policy C

.Policy D

Plan for 25% more work
opportunities in your com
munity I which would be
about
iobs.

Plan for the present number
of work opportunities in
your community, which is
about
iobs. {Note
that t~e number of iobs
within the community has
been changing at the rate
of about
% per year I
and that the number of iobs
in the city as a whole has
been changing at the rate
of about
% per
yeary:

P Ian for 25% fewer work
opportunities in your com
munity, which would elim
inate about
iobs.

Make your own pol icy on
the number of work oppor
tunities you wi II plan for
in your community.

Possible Results
You will try to encourage
those types of enterprise
that thrive in the inner
city
More people can walk to

work
You will have more
traffi.c I more no i se I
more confusion
You will have less
space for housing and
outdoor recreation

Possible res'Jlts
You accept the present
tendency of many types
of industries and busi
nesses to settle on
cheap outf ying ~nd,
where factories can
hav~ expansive ground
level layolJts and easy
truck access, and where
all enterpriise benefits
from ample parking and
lower taxes
You promote local iob
p.1 acement offi ces I and
quicker I cheaper trans
portation to outside
work centers
The community becomes
quieter and more purely
residential
Many residents will try
to find housing closer
to thelr iobs in the
subvrbs

.

~"

-(
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HOW SHOULD WORK OPPORTUNITIES IN YOUR COMMUNITY RELATE TO CITY AND REGION?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

Policy E

Plan for as few work places
in the community as possible
and help residents find employment in other areas.

Plan an interchange of
labor with surrounding
areas by providing certain
types of jobs within the
community, open to both
residents and non-residents,
and helping residents with
other job skills to find
work outside the community.

Try to make your community
a maior work center that
will provide jobs for nonresidents as well as full
employment possibilities
for all residents.

Try to separate your community from surrounding
areas by providing a full
range of employment possibilities for all residents
for residents only.

M"ake your own policy on
the way job opportunities
within the community should
relate to city and region.

Possible resul ts

Possible results

Possible resul ts

Possible results

You will have a quiet,
predominantly residential community

Easiest pol icy to put
into effect, because
it represents the
normal give-ancJ,..take
of city life

Yau are ask ing for
heavy traffic, noise,
odors, and other possible
nuisances

Very difficult to
plan and achieve selfsufficiency of this
kind, so success can
not come quickly

.

~'{

Very difficult to put
this pol icy into effect
because you have few
ways in which you can
control the situation
Most space for housing
and outdoor recreation

e

Least space for housing
and outdoor recreation

e

e

e

e

ARE THERE ANY WORKPLACES THAT YOU WANT TO ELIMINATE FROM YOUR COMMUNITY?
Policy A

Policy B

Keep all workplaces that
are now in operation.

Eliminate only workplaces
Eliminate only workplaces
that may produce jobs, but in dilapidated and largely
are such a nuisance that you vacant bui Idings.
don1t want them in your
community (such as iunk
yards, auto graveyards, and
marginal industries that
make smoke, bad smells, or
loud noises).

Possibl e resul ts

Possibl e resul ts

Possible results

Relatively few jobs are
lost

The chances are that you
will et iminate only jobs
that are poorly paid and
pursued under very poor
working conditions

Policy D

Policy C

Eliminate all workplaces in Make your own policy on
the kinds of workplaces
certain areasiin other dis
tricts eliminate only work
that you want to eliminate,
places that would be cheap using the chart below.
er to replace with new con
struction than to rehabi I i
tate to acceptable user
standards.

CHART

No job opportunities
are lost

As nuisances are el imi
noted there may be
real improvement in the
physical and mental
heal th of residents
Space is gained for
other activities
More people are attract
ed to the area, whether
to live,· to set up
businesses, or to
patron ize local shops
and restaurants

Policy E

•

· t':

Type of workplace
Nuisance-maker

/

Building poor and mostly
vacant
Building 10% cheaper to
replace than to rehabi Ii
tate
Rehabilitation cost of
building same as replace
ment cost
Building 10% more costly
to replace than to rehabil i
tate
Condition poor, but reten
tion desired by resident
owner-proprietor

Keep

EI iminate

WOULD YOU LIKE A LARGER PROPORTION OF CERTAIN KIN'OS OF WORK OPPORTUNITIES IN YOUR COMMUNITY?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Pol icy D

Pol icy E

Plan areas for iobs about
75% in sales and office-type
work (as in retailing, busi
ness, government, manage 
ment, education, research,
etc.) and about 25% in
manual work.

Plan areas for iobs about
75% in manual work (as in
factories, construction,
rna intenance, serv i ce ,
trucking, auto repair, etc.)
and about 2:5% in sales
and office-type work.

Plan areas for same proportions of manual work,
office work and sales work,
as now exist in the city as
e whole (see chart below).

Plan for same proportions
of manual work, office
work, and sales work, as
now exist in your commun
ity (see chart below).

Make your own pol icy on
the proportions of iobs in
manual, office and sal es
\york that you will plan for.

f'

Present
proportions
in city

Job Type

Propor
Present
tions
proportions
in community you want

Manual work
Office work
Sales work

Total

-

e

100%

100%

e

100%

•

e

"

HOW SHOULD NEW WORK OPPORTUNITIES· BE DISTRIBUTED IN THE COMMUNITY?

•

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Locate each different type
of workplace (such as
offices, I ight industry,
heavy inqustry) in a sep
arate zone of your desig
nation.

Locate new workplaces
only next to others of the
same type that are already
in operation.

Follow existing city zoning
ordinance on location of
new workplaces (see map).

locate new nuisance
making workplaces (such as
those that produce smoke,
loud noises, bad smells) in
a separate zone; scatter all
other new workplaces
through the community.

Make your own policy on
the distribution of new
workplaces.

Possible results

Possible results

Some businessmen I ike
the idea of joining
similar enterprises
and being able to
.share spec'iol
feci Iities and services
that are necessary to their
type of operation;
others resent the
restriction and prefer
to locate in some other
area

. A location that has
proved favorabl e for
certain operations
often attracts others
of similar type

Possible results
I

Bothersome enterprise~~
are as far removed as
possibl e from other
activities
Residents have their
best chance for a
comfortable, yet
I ivel» home environ
ment
Many peopl e are- abl e to
walk to their iobs

The community may find
that it has planned it
self into a strait
iacket by following
this rigid pol icy
The residential
section will be quiet
and rather dull

* Except work in education, in other community services, or 'in shops and local consumer services (all of which
are dealt with in other issues)

e

e

WHAT EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES DO YOU WANT WITHIN YOUR COMMUNITY?
Policy A

Policy B

Try to locate a II education Educate chi Idren through
middle school within the
a I programs (except Head
start) outside the community community; send highschool
in big consol idated region students to classes outside
the community, but locate
al schools.
their special-purpose facili
ties within the community.
Possible results

Possible. results

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Locate all types of educa
Keep the present relation
tion for residents of all ages ship between educational
within the community.
·facilitles inside and outside
the community (see map).
CHART:
Type of ed
ucational
program
Possible results

Children have best chance
for integrated classes, fi ne
teaching aids, special in
struction
Children have trouble con
necting school work with
home life

Children keep their commun- The community itself can
ity base
become the school

Children must bus

Little or no bussing

Parents are least involved
in school act.ivities

Parents tend to be involved All residents can be in
in their children1s activities volved in educational
activities

The community cannot use
the distant schools for its
own activities

The community can use
high school library, gym r
studios, etc.

The city1s suburbs wi II op
pose regionalization of
schools

Board of Education may say
that separation of the h'igh
school's academic and
special-purpose facilities
is impractical

The community has full use
of all school facilities

Headstart
Follow Through
Elementary school
Middle School aca
demic
High ·School aca
demic
Yocational
Job Training
Adult
College
Technical Training
Special for Handi
capped

Select the educational fac
il ities that you want loca
ted within your community,
using the chart below:

Locate
foci I ities
""ithin com
munity

Pre- Headstart
1/

Specia I-Purpose
School Facilities
Libraries and study
rooms
Workshops and
studios
Gyms, indoor pool, etc.
~port Fields
Auditorium

•
Locate
facilities out
side commun
ity

HOW SHOULD YOU R SELECTED EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES BE DISTRIBUTED IN THE COMMUNITY?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

Policy E

Bring together all educa
tiona I programs (except
Headstart) in one big edu
cation center.

Concentrate older students'
classrooms and laboratories
in one academic center;
scatter small schools for
younger chi Idren and non
academic facilities for old
er students through the com
mU,nity.

Break up all educational
facilities into small units
and scatter them through
the community.

Keep present distribution
pattern of educationa I act
ivities (see map).

Make your own policy on
how your selected educa
tional activities should be
distributed in the community,
using the chart below.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

CHA~T

Students can have best
teaching qids and special
instruction

Older ch i Idren have better
teaching aids and special
instruction than younger I
chi Idren

Students may have less
chance for fjne teaching
aids and special instruction.

Your list of
se lected ed
ucational
activities

least connection between
school and home; least in
volvement of parents

Young ch iIdren, parents,
and teachers have best
chance to understand each
other
)

The entire community be
comes a school campus,
with everyone encouraged
to participate in the educa
tional process and use
school facilities

~

Large
centers

Small
centers

Scattered
small
units

Many residents live too far The entire community has
easy access to school gyms,
from the education center
to use its facilities regular- workshops, studios, etc.
Iy
A big, impressive, awe
inspiring building

School facilities ·smdll and
invitingly mixed with other
activities

School administrators like
the efficiency of centrali
zation

Board of Education may call
this policy inefficient and
impractical

e

e
""

•

•

WHAT NEW C OMMUNITY FACILITIES DO YOU MOST WANT?*

•

"

•

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Emphasize health services:
added facilities of all kinds,
including a hospital, facil
ities for physico I fitness,
and a rehabi I itation center
for alcoholics and drug ad
diets.

Emphasize social services:
day-care centersi indoor
facilities for studying,
socializing, making things,
etc.i also more police
stations and places for in
formation and aid (welfare,
legal, employment).

Encourage each area of the
community to decide for itself what added facilities
it needs for community
activities and services.

Plan only for the facilities
you now have in your com
munity (see chart below).

Make your own policy on
added community facilities,
using the chart be low:

CHART
Foci lities
for

t)l.ow

have~

First
prior
ity

Second
prior
ity

Not
needed

Hospital care
Medical care
Dental care
Psychiatric care
Indoor exercise
. Socializing
Arts, crafts, hobbies
Auditorium
Library

Museum
Day-care
Information and aid
(welfare, legol,
employment)
Police Protection
Fire Protection
Posta I Se rv i ce
Other

* In addition to educational facilities you may select
in dealing with that issue (on another page).

HOW DO YOU WANT YOUR COMMUNITY FACILITIES DISTRIBUTED?

Policy B

Policy A

Policy C

Group all community facilities together in a large
center, serving about
40,000 people.

Group all community faci'l- Plan community facilities
ities together in small
as small scattered units,
centers, each serving about each serving only one or
ten thousand people.
two thousand people.

Possible results:

Possible results:

Policy 0

Policy E

Concentrate some commun
ity services in centers (such
as fire protection and
hospital care); scatter other
activities in small units
through the community.

Make your own policy on
distribution of community
facilities, using the chart
below:

Possible results:

Possible resu Its:

Many people, especially
the e (derly and mothers of
young children, live too
for from the community
center to use it

Everyone lives within an
easy wa Ik of a II types of
facilities

Some be lance between ad
ministrative efficiency and
convenient personal's~ivice
may be achieved
(

Service is most skilled (and
equipment can be the best)

Service is most personal

Most efficient and econom
ical to maintain, administer,
supervise

Diff~cult to maintain, ad
mintster, supervise

CHART

The community cannot eas
ily persuade fire, police,
postal, or hospital officials
to accept this policy
'\

e

e

) List of your
se lected com
munity facili
ties

Large
centers

Small
centers

Scattered
small'
units

e

•

•

•

DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE AMOUNT OF INDOOR SPACE FOR EDUCATION AND
OTHER COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES WITHIN YOUR COMMUNITY?*

Policy A

Policy B

Plan to devote the same
Plan increase of 50% (to
amount of floor area as at
a bout
sq. ft.) in
sq •
floor area devoted to com present (about
munity facilities for educa ft .) to education and other
community activities and
tion, health, welfare, re
services within the commun
creation, culture, police
ity (see chart).
and fire protection, gov
ernment offi ces.

Policy C

Policy D

Plan decrease of 25% (to
Make your own policy on
about
sq. ft.) in
the amount of floor area
floor area devoted to faci 1 within the community that
ities for education and other should be devoted to ed
community activities and
ucation and other commun
services within your commun-ity activities and services,
ity.
using the chart to record
your decisions.
CHART

-

Your list of
selected
services

. Ij:i:

Floor area
now in
community

Percent
increase
desired

Percent
decrease
desired

/

* Allow for multi-purpose use, such as use of school
facilities by general community during evenings and
holidays
Allow also for increase or decrease in needed services
if you plan major change in your number of residents
(dealt with in an issue on another page)

ARE THERE" ANY EDUCATIONAL"bR OTHER COMMUNITY FACILITIES 'THAT YOU WANT

TO ELIMINATE?

Policy A

Policy 8

Policy C

Policy 0

Eliminate only community
facilities located in build
ings so poor that rehabili
tation to acceptable user
standards would cost more
than new construction.

Elimi·nate all community
facilities unsuited in loca
tion, size, or character,.
to any of your planned ed
ucafional and social pro
grams.

Eliminate all community
facilities in certain dis
tricts (designate on your
map)i in other d istri cts
eliminate only badly dila
pidated foci lities.

Make your own policy on

J

elimination of existing
facilities for education and
other community activities
and seryices (use the chart
below).
CHART
Condition
of the
facility

t'

Keep for
community Convert to
other use
use

(----

Good condition, but un
suited to your planned
programs

10% cheaper to replace
/ than to rehabi litate
Rehobi Iitation cost same
as replacement cost
'.

10% more costly to replace
than to rehabilitate

J

e

•

e

Tear
down

e

•

•

This catalog shows drawings of different ways of arranging
three important activities (residence, shopping, and out
door recreation) in residential communities.
Each community arrangement is drawn in three different
ways. The first is a diagram showing the most general
arrangement of the activities. Second is a plan showing
more specifically how the activities might be arranged in
relation to streets. And third is a birds-eye view showing
how the community might look with buildings and trees.
Although there are patterns for one type of residential
community shown on each page, most cities will have a
mixture of these patterns in different locations.
The basic differences between the arrangement is the rela
tionship of the residential activities, and the amount and
location of the shopping and outdoor recreation activities.
The drawings were made to represent communities that
would probably have about the same overall density and
population.
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DESCRIPTION 1
This community arrangement has low residential buildings
averaging two and three stories. There are no high resi
dential buildings.
Sma II publ ic parks and playgrounds are scattered around
the area.
Shopping facilities for daily needs are located throughout
the community.

e

e

Look at the following Sample Issues and Policies

Residential
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

9-C, IO-A
I-B, 4-A

5-A

e
DESCRIPTION 2

e

e

Look at the following SJmple Issues and Policies

The community arrangement in these drawings mixes high
residential buildings, eight stories and more, with low
residential buildings.
Small public parks and playgrounds are scattered around
the area.
Shopping facilities for daily needs are located throughout
the community.

Residentia I
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

9-D, IO-A
I-B, 4-A

5-A

e
DESCRIPTION 3

•

e
Look at the following Sample Issues and Policies

The drawings on this page describe a community arranged
around a central shopping area.
High residential buildings are located near the shopping
center.
Small public parks and playgrounds are scattered around
the community.

Residential
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

9-D, 10-C
I-C, 4-C
5-A

The rest.of the community contains low two-<:lnd three
story buildings along with smaller shops.
, .,.i,

e
DESCRIPTION 4

e

e

Look at the following Sample Issues and Policies

This community is arranged around a large community
park.
High residential buildings are located around the edges
of the park.
Low two-and-three story buildings fill the rest of the area
along with small shops scattered throughout the community.

Residentia I
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

9-D, 10-(
4-A

5-8

f>

e

e

e

DESCRIPTION 5

Look at the following Sample Issues and Policies

High residential buildings, eight stories and more,
located inside a large community park.
Residentia I
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

Low two-ond-three story residential buildings surround
the park along with some higher residential buildings.
Daily shopping facilities are located throughout the
community.
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4-A
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DESCRIPTION 6

e

e
Look at the following Sample Issues and Policies

This community arrangement separates each activity into
a different zone.
There is a shopping zone, a high residentia I zone, a low
residential zone and a large community-wide park.

Shopping

9-D, IO-D
I-C, 4-D

Outdoor
Recreation

5-B

Residential

;">,

e
DESCRIPTION 7
The drawings below describe a community organized
around a long community park extending from one end of
the community to the other. A park developed along a
river 0 canal would be an example of this arrangement.
High residential buildings and larger shopping facilities
are located along the edges of the park.

e

e

Look at the following Sample Issues and Policies

Residentia I
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

9-QI 10-8

1-8; 4-8

5-D

Low residential buildings fill the rest of the area along
with some daily shopping facilities.
~.

e
DESCRIPTION 8

•

e

Look at the following Sample Issues and Policies

This community is arranged along a maior shopping street.
High residential buildings are scattered around the area.
Small public parks and playgrounds along with the low
two-and-three story residential buildings that fill the
rest of the area.
·

Residentia I
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

9-D, 10- B

I-B, 4-B

5-A
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DESCRIPTION

9

e

e

Look at the following Sample Issues and Policies

This community is arranged along a maior shopping street
with high residential buildings located next to the
shopping.
Public parks and playgrounds eire placed near the main
shopping street and the high residential buildings.
Low residential buildings fill the rest of the area along
with a few small parks and daily shopping facilities.

Residentia I
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

9-D, lO-B
I-B, 4-B

5-A

e
DESCRIPTION 10

e

e
Look at the following Sample Issues and Policies

These drawings show a community that uses long,narrow
parks to connect groups of high residential buildings and
shopping facilities to a main shopping street.
Low residential buildings fill the rest of the area.

Residential
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

9-D, 10-8
1-8, 4-8

5-D

e
DESCRIPTION 11

e

e
Look at the following Sample Issues and Policies

This community has two parallel main- shopping streets.
The area between the two streets contains high residential
buildings, eight stories and more, along with some low
residential buildings, averaging two and three stories.
Sma II parks and playgrounds are located throughout the
community.
Low residential buildings fill the rest of the area.

Residentia I
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

9-D, 10-6
4-B

5-A

e
DESCRIPTION 12

e

e

Look at the fo flowing Sample Issues and Policies

The community shown below is arranged around the
intersection of two main shopping streets.
The high residentia I buildings are located near the
intersection.
Sma II publ ic parks and playgrounds are located through
out the community.
Low residential bui Idings, averaging two and three stories,
fi II the rest of the area.

Residential
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

9-D, 10-C
I-C, 4-C

5-C

e
DESCRIPTION

e
13

e
Look at the following Sample Issues and Policies

These drawings describe a community with several centers
of activity.
Each center contains shopping facilities, high residential
buildings, and public parks and playgrounds.
Low residential bui Idings fi II the rest of the area along
with some stores needed for daily shopping.

Residentia I
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

9-D, IO-C
I-B

5-C

e
DESCRIPTION 14

e

e
Look at the following Sample Issues and Policies

This community has several centers of activity.
Each center contains shopping facilities, high residential
buildings.
The centers are connected to each other by lon9, narrow
community parks.
Low residential buildings fill the rest of the area along
with some stores needed for dai Iy shopping.

ResidentiaJ
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

9-D, JO-C

1-8

5-D

e
DESCRIPTION 15

e

It
Look at the following Sample Issues and Policies

The community shown below has several centers of
activity
0

Each center contains shopping facilities, high residential
buildings, and low residential buildings.
The centers are separated from each other and from the
surrounding area by a large community park.

Residentia I
Shopping
Outdoor
Recreation

9-D, 10-(
I-B

5-D
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PLANNING AND DESIGN WORKBOOK FOR COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
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SITE PLANNING
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Instructions

Forms

292
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274

(A) New Issues and Policies

293

list of Sample Issues

275
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295

General

276
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304

Residential

289
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315
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290
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329
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291
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335
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340
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,

371
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404
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409
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404

The Parts

406

How to Use the Building Blocks

e
The SITE PLANNING method described here can be used
to do the following things:
a.

b.

c.

d.

•

.......

e

SUMMARY of the steps described in the instructions on
the following pages:
STEP I
DETERMINE ISSUES
What problems do you want to work on?

Develop pol·icies for physical development on your
housi'ng site.
Develop tn'aps and models w'hich describe specific
ph'ysical development of housing for your particular
housing site.
Help people who may have had little or no previous
experience to take action on planning and design
decisions.
Provide planners, architects, and other professionals
needed in implementing a housing proposal, with a
clear statement of the type, amount and distribution
of facilities and activities you want on your site.

The choice of a piece of land on whi'ch you intend to build
is a critical part of the site planning process. When be
g~nning to use this method, some groups may still need to
find a site. Instructions for site selection can be found in
PART 1 Planning and Design Aids, in the section titled
SITE SELECTION. This section is us~ful for (1) choosing
a site, or for (2) eval uating a si te, you m~y have 01 ready
bought or reserved. The group should read the introduction
to SELECTING A SITE before starting the site planning
process.

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

,I

STEP 5
~ "''-..

STEP 6
In an actual housing program the planning and design of
the site can never be separate from the planning and de
sign of ,dwelling units and the buildings. The planning
group using this method should remember that there are
two-parts, in separate sections, provided for arriving at
a complete housing proposal. The first is the SlTE PLAN
N[NG method and the second is the bui'lding
DWELlING UNIT DESIGN method. These two parts and the

STEP 7

STEP 8

DECIDE ON POLICIES
What actions do you want to take to solve the
problems?
SET PRIORITIES
How important is each of the actions you want
to take?
Option A. Policy Check
How do the selected site policies compare with
selected bUftding Dwelling-Unit Design policies.
SELECT CATALbG TYPESHow have other groups tried to solve the prob
lems you are working on?
Option B. Catalog Check
How do the selected site catalog types compare
with the selected building Dwelling Unit Design
catalog types?
PREPARE A HOUSING SITE PROPOSAL
How do you want to develop the physical make
up of your housing site?
ANALYZE YOUR PROPOSAL
What will be accomplished by the site plan you
have developed?
PREPARE ALTERNATIVE HOUSING SITE PRO
POSA"LS
.
Are there any other kinds of proposals for your
site which might be better than the first one?
EVALUATE THE ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS
How well does each one of the proposals you

~T'

'.

developed accomplish what you want to do?

rent analysis must eventually fit together to insure that
you have developed a workable housing program.
Three options for insuring that the proposals for site and
dwell ings fit together are described below. These options
may be used if the site and dwell ings are worked on at the
same time, or separately one after the other. Each is des
cribed in detail in the Instructions for SITE PLANNING
and DWELL[NG UNIT DESIGN.
Option A

Opti~n

B

Option C

STEP 9

SELECT A SIrE PLAN
Which proposal does your group W(1nt to support?
Option C. Final Program Check
How does the site program compare with the
Dwelling Unit Design progran?

You can canpare policy decisions for the
site and the dwelling units to make sure
they do not conflict. Do this after STEP 3
in the Instructions.
You can c.ompare selected catalog
types
for the site and dwelling units to make sure
they do not conflict. Do this after STEP 4
in the instructions.
You can compare final programs for the site
and the dwel ling un'its to make sure they do
not confl i ct. If the two parts do not fit to
gether, then one part shou.ld be re-done un
til all conflicts Qre removed. Thi's can be
done by re-working
many steps as are nec
essary in the Instruc'tions. If either the site
plan or dwelling unit design is completed
first, you can use the result as informatiQn
when working on the other.

STEP 10

PREPARE A SITE REPORT

as

'-"

There is no required order for working through this site plan
ning method, but for your first time you may want fo' use
the steps in the order, I through 10. If th'e group is not
ready, for any reason, to make decisions in -anyone step
at a par·ticular meettng you can easily move on to the n'ext
step and ret.urn to the part skipped at a later time.

•

"'"

•

e

e

e

Each page of the following Site Planning Instructions has
three columns. The left.hand column describes the ac
tions that can be taken by the planning group, the right
hand column describes the.materials the group will need
to c~rry out each action, and the middle column shows
what the materials look like.

~$

.

e

,

STEP I.

DETERMINE ISSUES

-,

MATERlALS PROVIDED

What problems do you want to work on?

I. A sample list of issues for site planning often consider
ed important when planning housing. The sample issues
can be found in the section titled SITE PLANNING IS

WHAT IS AN ISSUE?

SUES.
An issue is a problem you consider important and could take
anyone of several actions to solve.
Site planning issues are questions about the type and
amount of different residential facilities and activities
on your site, such as dwelling, parking, recreation and
non-residential uses; and how these different uses are lo
cated on your housing site.

2. A blank form for listing new issues your planning
group decides to deal with.
'This form can be found at the end of this !'ection.
It is titled:
~,NEW ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM (A).
If you have more than 0ne new issue, you will want to
make extra copies of this f6rm.

HOW ARE ISSUES DETERMINED?

3. A site report describing the site you want to buy

There are several ways to determine issues your group con
siders important. Four ways are described below:

~Thi s

pr have reserved.
may not yet be prepared if you have not yet sel ected
a J site.

h. /uutl ''''·''

•

I.

REVIEWING SAMPLE ISSUES. Included in this
book is a list of Site Planning Issues which many
groups consider important when planning a housing site.
Your group may begin by reviewing the list and checking
( v) the issues they wish to deal with.
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MATERIALS YOUR GROUP MAY WANT TO REVIEW

I.

2.
LISTENING TO DISCUSSIONS. Often, important
issues are the basis of discussions between group members.
Anyone in your .planning group listening to or participating
in these discussions shoLfld write down the underlying ques
tions being discussed when they conc~rn housing site plan
ning.

e

4.
A list of Site Standards which may be found at the
end of this part.

fle~,~~L

Federal, State, and City Model Cities Rep,~rts,

2.

Model Cities Program reports conceming both your
site and your community. If the method shown in this
book has been used, this report is titled COMMUNITY
ACTIVITY PLANNI NG REPORT.

•

e

""

e

Issues discovered in this way should,.be recorded at the top
of the New Issues and Policies Form (A). Each new issue
is recorded on a separate Fonn (A).

3.
LOOKING AT EXISTING PLANS AND PROGRAMS.
Many issues develop. when ther~ is d1scussion about exist
ing or proposed community plans when they concern hous
ing development. If your group \vants to take some action
to support or change such plans, the issue should be re,-/
corded on the New Issues and Policies Form (A).

e
3.

A dwelling unit program report, if

•

thi~ part of the

process has been completed by your group.

It is titled

DWELLING UNfr REPORT.
THE FINAL PRODUCT OF THfS STEP INCLUDES
I.

A list of issues from the samples.

2.
New issues listed on the NEW ISSUES AND POLI
CIES FORM (A).

4.

LOOKING AT YOUR CHOSEN SITE, IF ANY.
IsstJes are often hidden in the choice of a site, such as
how the street pattern m.ight be cbanged. Issues growing
out of a site selection should be recorded on the New Is
sues and Policies Form (A).
When writing new issues, use the sample list as a guide
for writing issues in question form. When deciding on new
issues, the planning group should reali.ze that the more is
sues it wants to de.al with, the more work everyone will
have to do in order to develop a Site Proposal.

These two parts should be clipped together and placed in
a folder labeled:
. ~h
.- SITE PLANNING. STEP
ISSUES

I:

STEP 2.

DE·CI.DE ON POLICIES

MATERIALS PROVI DED

What actions do you want to take to solve your problems?

I.

A sample set of four or five policies for each sample
issue. The policies can be found in the section
titled: SIrE PLANNING ISSUES AND POLICIES.

WHAT IS A POLICY?

A policy is an action which your planning group may take

2.

to resolve a specific problem or issue. In this method four
or five different possible policies or actfons are always
shown for each issue. This allows your group to make a
policy choice from a wide range of alternatives.

A blank form for listing new issues and policies. The

NEW
ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM (A) can be
found at the end of this section.

OTHER MATERIALS YOU WILL NEED

H,OW ARE POLICIES DECIDED?
There are many different ways to decide on the policies
your group would like to follow. Three ways are describ
ed below:

I.

I.

A record of the new issues sel ected by your group.

2.

Reference maps for your site
Existing land use map
Assessed property value map
Population distribution map

3.

COMMUNITY ACTIVITre.S PLANNING REPORT
with information on the present conditions on your
site and in your community such as:
Popu"fation statistics
Recreation statistics
School and community facilities statistics, and
other information on present conditions for each
issue you choose.

REVIEWING SAMPLE ISSUES AND POLICIES.
There is a set of four or (iv~~QfTlpfe polici~s incfud
ed with each sample issue shown in the section of
this book titled SITE PLANNING fSSUES, POLIC
IES AND RESULTS. In most cases one of the polic
ies described represents the poiicy now in effect.
Ex·isting policies are shown here because it is the
most convenient and useful way to ~pply data on
exist,ing conditions:
it helps you. to compare'
your policy choice with present conditions.
A group' will usually chose a policy if the members
believe that action will lead to a result that they
will like. Some ~stimates of possible results are

e

,The section on HANDLING rNFORMATION AND MAPS
in PART 1 will tell you how to get the material.s listed.

•

e

•

•

shown· under many of the sanple policies.

e
THE FINAL PRODUCT OF THIS STEP INCLUDES

Your group may begin by using the sanple issues you
have selected and comparing the possible results
listed for each policy'. You may want to add to or
revi~e the list of possible results. You can draw a
circle around the policy you feel would have the
most advantages for your planning group and your
planning area.

2.

DEVELOPING A CHOICE OF POLICIES FOR YOUR
NEW ISSUES
When yo~r group wants to work on a new problem or
issue not shown in the list of sanples, it can begin
by y{riting down four or five different actions that
may be taken to deal with the issue. Each of thes~
actions is a possible pplicy choice for your group.

,

..... "

It is not really possible to pick the one policy that
ypur group wants unless you can make some pre,dic
tions of the possible results. Most of the time, the
results of a policy can not be predicted with cer
tai'nty, but are based upon judgement and exper
ience. You may want to call in consultants to
h.elp you decide upon the possible results of a new

Your selection from the sample SITE PLANNING
ISSUES AND POLICIES sheets with your chosen
policies circled.

2.

The NEW ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM (A) sheets
with the new policies your group has decided upon
circled on each sheet.

These two parts should be clipped together and kept in
folder labeled: SITE PLANNING POLICIES S·TEP #2.

Record the new policy statements on the NEW
ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM (A).
The ideas for new policies may come from members
of the group who know on goad ideas for action or
from technical assistants and consultants who know
what many other planning groups have done. Some
times a group may think of an id'ea for a policy that
has not been tried before.

I.

~o
4)

'0

policy.
Wh~n your group is satlsfied with the new pol icy

statements and predicted resu·lts, you may select the
policy you 'want by draw"ing a circle around the
statement on the NEW ISSUES AND POLICIES

FQRM (A).

3.

LISTENING TO DISCUS.SIONS AND LOOKING AT
EXISTING PLANS AND PROGRAMS. Often speci
fic policies are ~rought up by members of your group
or others when talki"ng about the problems at hand,
or looking' at other plans ana programs.
f'

When policies are discovered in this way and the
issue or problem the policy is supposed to solve has
not been clearly stated, you should try to identify
the issue. Once the issue has been detennined,.
other policies may come fo mind which broaden the
range of choice beyond the first action or policy
that cane to your attention.
Policies added in this way should be recorded on the
NEW ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM (A) and possible
results predicted before your group makes its policy
deci sion.
Sometimes it is difficult to visualiz~ what a specific
policy choice will mean when your proposal is built.
To help the group understand what certain. policies
mean, there is a set of diagrams which show what
. some policies 106k like. These diagrans cdn be
found at the beginn'ing of the section fitled SITE
CATALOG in this book. You will see below some

e

e

e

e
policies a set of numbers V;lhich refer to the catalog
diagran which illustrates that policy.

•

'"

•

MATERIALS PROVIDED WITH THE HOUSING SITE
PLANNING METHOD AND THE DWELLING UNIT
DESIGN METHOD INCLUDE

Option A. Policy Check.
May be done only i'f policies have been selected
for both Site Planning and Dwe.Jling Un~t Design.

I.
Any new issues and policies you may helve recorded
on NEW ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM (A) for both site
and dwelling unit design.
2.
Selected SAMPLE ISSUES AND POLICIES for both
site and dwelling unit design from your folders labeled
ISSUES.
3.
POLICY CHECK FORM (E): Blank for recording
conflicts, found at the endof this section.

How do your site decisi'ons compare with decisions
about Dwelling Unit Design?
WHAT IS A POLICY CHECK?

.

You can make a pol icy check by looking at your
decisions abol1t dwe-Iling unit design that have been
made separotely to see if they conflict with your
decisions about the site. There are some policy
choices for dwelling unit design that will not be
possible in combination with some of the site plan
ning" pol-icy choices.

~

..

MATERIALS YOUR GROUP MAY WANT TO REVIEW
HOW DO YOU CHECK POLICIES?
In your final proposal, the dwelling unit plans you
have chosen have to fit into the buildings you show
on your site plan. You can use this option to catch
at an early stage in planning any policies that simp
ly c'en not fit together.
A simple example would be the choice of a policy
to have buildings over eight stories high when you
are wO'rking on site planning, and a choice of a
policy to have no elevators when you are working
on dwelling unit design.

I.
The information collected about your existing sit
uation.
'\,

END PRODUCT OF THIS OPTION

I.
POLICY CHECK FORM (E') recording all conflicts
between Site and Dwelling Unit decision$ and how they
are resol ved.

Copies of these two forms should be put in the folders
for each of the meth,ods: SITE PLANNING ISSUES AND

It should be clear that with these two policies you
are asking people to go up eight stories without an
elevator. Th'is does not meet present-day standards.
Such conflicts should become obvious when you
compare the polices you picked for site planning
with the policies you picked for your dwelling unit
designs.

POLICIES.
DWELLING UNIT DESIGN ISSUES AND POLICIES.

When this happens, you can list the two conflict
ing policies on Policy Check Form (E). Your
group can then decide to change its policy for
either site planning or dwelling unit design • Or,
you may want to pick a new policy in both site
planning and dwelling unit design so that the two
can fit together.
If you are not certain if two policies are in con.flict
it is probably best not to change either one until
you try to draw or make models Qf some proposals.
Sometimes you can find q way to get policies to
work together in an actuql proposal for physical
change that seemed to· ~ in conflict as written
statements'.,
:$

ESTIMA·TING COSTS AND

~ENTS

You may wish to' see now if yo.u r ideas so far might
be burtt for rents that your ·fu"ure residents can af
ford. You can do this by mdking a ~ough Budget
Estimate of toto"' oroiect costs, mortgage and operating costs, to get on estimated rent. The section on
IICalculating ~en'tstl describe~ how to do this, using
Ren,t Forms (AI), (B), (C), and (DI).
I

e

e
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STEP 3.

•

SETTING PRIORITIES

•

MATERIALS PROVIDED

How important is each of the actions you want to take?

I.

Your selected policies from the folder labeled
Site Planning Policies (See Step 2).

2.

A blank form for listing and sco-ring the selected
policies, called Priorities Li~ting Form (8) found
at the end of these instructions.

WHAT IS SETTING PRIORITIES?
Some of the policies your group has decided to follow
are more important to you than others. You need a way
to make it clear to everyone iust how important each
policy is to your group. When you decide on a priority
rating for each policy, this will help you later when you
try to evaluate different proposals for accomplishing
your policies.

...

. t\
.(

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
HOW ARE PRIORITIES SET?
Priorities are set for your selected policies by deciding
how important each policy is in relation to all other
policies and to the problems of your community.
A good way to score is with the numbers 5, 4, 3, 2, I.
The most fmportant policies are scored 5 and the least
important policies are scored I. You may pick any set of
numbers you want.for scoring priorities. But for conven
ience in later steps, you should always use the higher
numbers for the more important policies.
To· keep track of your d~cisions on priorities you can use
the Priorities Listing Form (8). Write out the policies
you have selected ~n the spaces provided. Place a num
ber in the space next to each policy to repre~ent your
decision orr how important that poli:cy i's to you.
a'"

•

,~

I

•

~

A copy of the Priorities Listing Form (8) with the decisions
of the group recorded. Keep this form in the folder to
g~ther with your selected policies.

I.

Your group may fiJ)d that most members generarly
agree on the importance of e.ach policy selected.
Priorities may be decided in an open discussion
(which can include consultants and technical assist
ants you invite) and recorded on the Priorities List
ing Form (B) by one memb~r of the group.

2.

Each voting member of your group may want to use
his own copy of the Priorities Listing Form (B) to
record his decisions about the importance of each
policy. When individual forms are filled out these
sheets may be used as a type of ballot for deciding
priorities.

...$

\
\
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STEP 4.

•

SELECT CATALOG TYPES

How have other groups tried to solve t-he same problems
you are working on?

•

•

MATERIALS PROVIDED

I.

A record of your selected issues, policies and
priorities in a folder labeled: SITE PLANNJ NG

WHAT IS A SITE CATALOG?

POLICIES.

When your group begins to take action to sot-ve the prob
lems of your housing site, you will almost certainly change
the kinds of facilities and activities on your piece of land.

2.
A catalog of thirty basic arrangements of open
space, parking, dwelling access, and dwelling groupings
in the section of this book called: SITE CATALOG.

If you want to make such changes in the type and loca
tion of housing facilities and related act'iviti'es it is help
ful to look over the many different ways that buildings and
activities can be arranged on the site. You may find a
basic arrangement which is closer to the kind of housing
environment you want than the arrangement you have now.
The site catalog shows diagrams of a number of basically
different ways the most important site components (park
ing, dwelling unit, access, open space, dwelling groups/
buildings) can be or have been combined.
When you plan the changes you want in the type, amount
and location of buildings and activities on your site you
will have to decide how the location of each facility and
activity should relate to the location ·of every other fac
ility and activity. The catalog includes almost every
kind of relation between the most important faci·lities and
activities that are possible us'ing known economic building
techniques.

. ;?:
.(

OTHER MATERIALS YOU WlLL NEED
I.
A map, drawing or photograph showing the present
arrangement of buildings, parking and open space on your
site, for comparison with the catalog types.
/

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
The catalog page or pages you have decided to use as a
guide when you begin developing your own housing
proposals.
Put these' pages in your folder titled:

SITE PLANNING, CATALOG TYPES, STEP # 4.

HOW TO USE THE CATALOG

It is much easier for a group to get started on the iob of
developing specific proposals for changes in site facilities
and activities if you can decide on one or more types of
basic arrangement of spaces, parking, dwelling unit ac
cess and dwelling groups as shown in the catalog.
You can" make this decision in several ways:

I.

Which catalog type or types will make it easier for
your group to accanplish the Site Planning Policies
you have selected?

2.

Which catalog type or types will make living act
ivities most convenient and enioyable for most of
the people who will live on the site?

3.

I

Which catalog type or types will give you a site
similar to any that members of your group have
seen and liked?
).

4.

Which catalog type or types~~~;ill allow your group
to accomplish its policies for change with the
least anount of relocation, disruption of everyday
life,and cost?

5.

Which catalog type or types will make it easier 'to
preserve the things that you may not want to change
on your si te ?

The introduction to the catalog
should be read when
you begin this step since it explains the most important
site components in detail.

e
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•
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Option B Catalog Check
How do your selected site catalog types compare with your

•

•

MATERIALS PROVIDED WITH THE HOUSING SITE
PLANNING METHOD AND THE DWELLING UNIT

DESIGN METHOD

selected Dwelling Unit Design catalog types?

WHAT IS A CATALOG CHECK?

1.

Selected catalog pages from the SITE CATALOG.

2.

Selected pages from the DWELLING UNIT
CATALOG.

A catalog check is a comparison of the drawings selected
from the Site Catalog with the drawings selected from the
Dwelling Unit Design Catalog to see if they represent
building types which are similar or very different. If they
are similar then they may be canbined into one composite
housing proposal later on. However, if they are very
different, such as a Site type having all tall buildings and
a Dwelling. Unit type good only for low buildings, then
they will not fit together.
You will probably want to' discover at an early stage
whether or not you will be able to canbine your decisions
when you .prepare a final proposal.

3.

The CATALOG CHECK FORM (p), found
at the end of thi s section.

END PRODUCT OF T~S OPT[ON
«

A catalog check form (F) with a list of possible catalog
sets by numbers.
Put copies of this form in the folder titled:
)

CATALOG SELECTIONS
HOW DO YOU CHECK CATALOG TYPES?
The Site Catalog drawings and the Dwelling Unit Catalog
drawings have one thing in common they both relate to
the same set of buildings types. Some dwelling units can
only be put in certain building types, and certain site
arrangements can only be achieved using certain building
types. Because of this building types are a good "common
denomi nator. II
First, lay outon a table all the Site Catalog
pages you
selected in Step 4 of the Site Instructions. Next, lay
out on a table all the Dwelling Unit Design Catalog

types, with their respective building types, on the serne
table. Then, looking over the two sets, of drawings see
if you can line up the drawings from the different catalogs
so that the bu.ildings suggested by each are the same. If
none of the drawings match then you should probably go
back to the catalogs and find more types you might like,
and which can fit together. You may find that by moving
the catalog pages around you, can .mqke many different
matching sets using the serne drawing m.ore than once.
When you have assembled one or more sets of matching
diagrams,record, the -set of numbers which tell which cata
log pages should be used together. These will be useful
later on when us.ing the planning tools, evaluating propo
sals, and writing a tinat program. You can record the sets
;'
on the ·CATALOG C,HECK FORM (F).

Ji~

(f you have not started any of the other steps in the\

Instructions for either Site Planning or Dwelling Unit De
sign you may still use this option as it will provide useful
information for the. work you' are going to do later.
)

.J.

e
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STEP 5.

•

PREPARE A HOUSING SITE PROPOSAL

How do you want to change existing housing and related
facilities Qn your site?

•

•

MATER[ALS PROVIDED

I.
All your form s and records of STEP S 1-4, now
completed, and including selected catalog pages

How do you want to develop new housing and related facil
ities on your site?
'

2.

A report on your selected site

WHAT IS A HOUSING SITE PROPOSAL?

3.

The Housing Site Planning Catal'og

A housing proposal is a model your group can prepare to
show the type of residentiQI buildings you want to live in
and the kinds of activities and facilities you would like to
build along with your housing. The housing site plan also
shows the amount of space and buildings you want for each
activity and where they are located on your housing sit~.
In short, a site plan is one way of illustrating all of your
policy decisions about the physical environment in combin
ation.

4.

The- Site Planning Standards

5.

The Site Planning Tool
•

a.
b.
c.
d.

HOW ARE HOUSING SirE PLANS DE'YELOPED?
Before starting to draw and build your proposals it is help
ful to review all the decisions you hQve made about what
you would like to accomplish as well as housing proposals
made by others. Also, everyone participating in this
planning effort shou'd~isit the site, and take photographs
that will remind the group of the location and condition
of all the activities on the site and in the surrounding area
which you can use when you are inside working with the
planning tools.

e.
f.

g.

~'?

plastic sheets to p~t on maps
building blocks in different colors for
building different facilities
marking pens in different colors for drawing
different activities
A set of charts (Site: Charts A, B for Model}Nith
information necessary to use the building blocks
and marking pens; see pp .404-415 .
a rol I of tracing paper 30 inches wide
two sCdl es for checking the heights and widths
of things on the model ••• one for 1/32 11 = lion
and one for 1/16 1t = 11 0 11
a fluid for cleaning the plastic sheets

MATERIALS YOU NEED TO GET

Outlined below is O' set of detailed instructions for preparing a proposal. There are many other ways and ideas for
doing the same thing these steps can do. Try using the
steps below the first time around, and then you will be
ready to rearrange and experiment with these steps and
other ways of site planning. The first time you do a plan
it may take a long time, but (do not be discouraged) it
is'faster the next time around.

~•

Base mops:
a.
A base map for your site and surrounding
blocks showing streets, buildings, lot lines,
contour lines, and maior utilities.

b.

An existing land-use map for your site

As you begin to work with this tool you will find that a
certain degree of accuracy is required when putting lines
down with the marking pens or the building blocks. [n order to check your accuracy two rulers have ,been included, with marking in feet for two different size models.

These two maps should be drawn at the same scale. For
large sites (3 acres or more) they should be to the scale of
"one inch equals thirty two feet ll (1/32 11 = 11-011). For
small sites, less than 3 acres, they should be to the scale
of lI one inch equals sixteen feet ll (1/16 11 = 11-0").

There are also some minimum sizes that certain things caril
be, for example the width of roads or parking spaces.
When drawing such areas you can refer to the Site Standards Section in this book to make sure you are not making
things too large or too small. Look at th~ Site Standards
contents to find t.h.e measurements you ore~ I,ooking for,

All maps should be on the same size sheet of transparent
tracing paper, and the slt.e should be outlined.•

2.

Site existing policy map

3.

Surroundings existing policy map

)

STEP A. LAY OUT THE EX(STINGk~ITE, STREI:,TS, AND
SURROUNDING BLOCKS USING THE MATERIALS .p.RO- / /

.- 4.

VIDED AND THE ONES YOU COULD GET
I.
First, place the site base map on a large table, and
look at the dir'ection the "North ll arrow is facing. You
should remember throughout the following steps that the
sun moves from the east to west, and shines mostly from
the south - lighting those sides and throwing shad~ws on
the northern sides of buildings.

Existing Policy Numbers
(Instructions for the preparation of the maps listed
cbov,e are giv~nin the section called Handling
rnfolTnati'on and Maps).

.. 5.
Existing and proposed plans involvitt9 your site or
surroundings including:
a.

Community Acti_vity Planni'19 Report

b.

Urban Redevelopment Plan for your area

(f your site is on a hill, having some slope indicated' by

e

e

•

e

•
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•

"contour lines" on your base map, be sure to look at which
c.
City Planning Office plan for your area
way it slo·pes. If the slope is very steep you may want
d.
City Zoning Ordinance for your site
to h~ve a sloping model of the site bo·ilt.
You.can
use this for developing your- plan. Do ,not b~i.ld a mO,del
if the slope is very slight, (such as a drop of one foot for
6.
Photographs of your site and surroundings. As com
every 20 feet on the horizontal). Although sloping sites
plete a set as you can' get, with a n9te telling where each
are more difficult to plan, they often allow better plans
~ ~ ------UJpicture was taken.
to be made.
WJPeL 8P6t5
7.
A Polaroid Canera with color film
'Next, place your land Use map on top of the
2•
base map. Use the plastic sheet, (or' several sheets if
THE END PRODUCT FOR THrS STEP IS
ne'cessary) to cover the top of the Land Use mQp.
Lo~kin9 at the ,color code on the Land Use Map to
gether with your photographs -of the area you can get
A completed model showing all of the ground areas and
an understanding of what the different colors represent.
buildings you have decTdec\ to keep as they are and all
You should then use the marking pens (following the
of t·he areas and buildings you, have decided to change.
key on <;HART A,. found in the ,.model case and in 'the
work~ooksection on the Site Model)to transfer the ihfor
A set of photographs of the completed model.
mation by outlining <;Jreas which 'have"ciiffe'rent activities.
For example, draw a yellow line~around all residential
lots in groups; draw a grey curb line around each sepa
rate city block 'and put in arrows showing the direction
traffic moveSa one way or iwo ways. Repeat this for all
the activities you found listed on CHART A. Outline
park areas in green, maior walkways with orange, water
with light blue, etc. If there are two uses on one lot c',·
.".
.DBA'
such as a store below apartments, putlhe color ~ the
second use on the sidewalk area in front of the lot.

Make any notes on ,the plastic sheet that help explain
what is on, or around your site, such as arrows pointing
to the nearest school's and shopp'ingj" dots where there are
heav'ily used driveways, etc. Photograph the. drawing
you have made with the Polaroid Camera • nre picture
will be helpful throughout this process.

You should now remove the Land Use map from beneath
the plastic sheet and put it aside,1t

STEP B. SHOW ANY CHANGES YOU WOULD LIKE,
ON THE DRAWING, USING CLEANING FLUID AND
MARKING PENS ON THE PLASTIC SHEET
0

(Changing this IIbase ll infonnation is easier now, before
the building blocks are put on the plastic sheet.) At this
point you begin to change the existing site into a new
housing site proposal.

I.
First, using your personal knowledge of the site and
the surroundings, decide v:,hat buildings you want to save
or rehabilitate, and what buildings you want to tear down,
(except when the site is already cleared). To indicate
cleared land simply erase any color used to indicate a
building.
2.
Second, using your selected catalog types, look at
the buildings again and make any further changes you
want in order to make your plan more like the catalog
page you have selected.
3.
Third, using your policy decisions about the site,
make any additional buildings changes you want.
4.
Fourth, using any previously unknown information
from other plans or survey;make further changes in build
ings on the site. If you are undecided about what build
ings to save or clear away you can wait until Steps C and
D to make this decision. If you m.ake changes which you
later do not like, you can a.lways draw in again the build
ings which you erased. Use the photograph from Step A
as a guide.
5.
The next part of the plan to work on is the pattern
of roadways where cars and trucks move)and the parking
areas.

e
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Using your personal knowledge of the site and surround
ings, take the grey marking pen and make any chQnges
in the roadways of your site to develop your site the way
you want. Such changes include closing streets, adding
streets, widen ing or narrowing streets, changing t.he di
rection of traffic and providing ways for cars and emer
gency vehicles to enter and leave your site. The decis
ions you make now may be changed later. As before,
make changes using the catalog types, your pol icy decis
ions, neVi information and outside proposals as guides.
6.
You will notice that each kind of activity to be
shown on the site plan has a special color marking pen.
In the previous steps you have used the yellow pen to
note changes in residential activities and the grey pen to
note changes in the roadways and parking areas. The
reason for using separate colors will become clear as you
put more and more informat'ion on the drawing. You will
be able to see more quickly what all the markings mean
after you have become familiar with the simple color code.
Use each of the remaining colors to mark the plastic sheet
with any changes you want to make in the activity shown
by that color. Your own knowledge of the site, the pol
icies you have chosen, the catalog sheets you have cho
sen as well as new information and proposals by others
can give you the basis for changes you make.
STEP C.
SET UP THE EXISTING BUILDINGS ON
AND AROUND YOUR SITE USING THE MODELS OF
DIFFERENT COLORED BUILDING BLOCKS.
In this step you will begin to add a great deal more real
ity to the proposal you are developing.
I.

This first part of STEP C depends a great deal on

•

"
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what you have decided in STEP B. If your site is already
cleared of buildings, or you decided to clear it in STEP 8,
you will not put any models of existing buildings on the
model. If you want to see what any of the buildings look
like or you want to rehabilitate some of them, you should
set them up on the plastic sheet.
You can begin by looking over the building type charts
(shown at the end of this section). Find the blocks you
can use to represent actual buildings on your site. For
exanple , you can use the light brown blocks to represent
existing housing. Estimate the depth, width and height
of exist~ng buildings from your maps and photographs.
Use the blocks to build up a model that is close to the ac
tual size and shape of the buildings being shown.
Use blue blocks for any schools, churches, ~ursery schools,
day care centers, clinjcs, etc. Use red blocks for any
stores and offices, use da.rk brown blocks for industry and
so on. Make all buildings as clos~ as you can to the right
number of floors. If you cann.ot. find blocks the right size
or shape, do the best you can, 6r rnSJke .new blocks. If
you run out of blocks at· any time, ha,ve someone l11 ake
more.
If you change your minds Qbout ,any de,cisions made earlier
you can now put back>building~you may·haye taken away.
Use the photograph taken in STEP A for reference.

2..

You now have models of all t·h.,e existing buildings
you might want to keep bui It up on' the plastic .sheet.
Look at the open areas that are left on the site~ Mark in
any changes. you want to make" in the activities .in these
open. areas tha.t would take place on the ground level.

e

e
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For exanple, you can use the color pen for each activity
to change or add walkways, parking areas or recreation
areas.

•

•

STEP D.
COMPLETE YOUR PROPOSAL BY ADDING
MODEL BUILDING BLOCKS TO REPRESENT ALL THE

NEW BUILDINGS YOU WANT
If you have decided to rehabilitate every building on the
site, you have nothing to add to the model at this point.
[f you plan to rehabilitate only some of the buildings and
tear down others, you will want to show what kinds of
buildings will replace the ones you tear down and where
these new buildings will be located on the site. If you
started with a vacant site or decided to clear the site of
all buildings, you will have to add enough new model
blocks to match the policies you have chosen.
The charts at the end of these instructions (and also pack
ed together with the model building blocks provided)
show how the blocks can be used to represent different
types of housing.
You can use the policies you have chosen on the cmount,
type and distribution of new construction and the catalog
pages you have chosen to represent the relationships of
basic activities on the site to guide you in placing the
blocks in the area you have available.
It will be clear"that there are many ways to arrange the
blocks representing new construction. Try to decid"e on
one way for now and move on to the next steps. If you
follow the procedure as shown in these instructions, you
will have a chance to tryout other possibilities for ar

,)
.(

ranging new construction on the sife after you have anal
yzed your first idea.

STEP E•
TAKE PICTURES OF THE MODEL WITH A
POLAROID CAMERA.
An easy way tcf record the decisions you have made using
the model blocks is to take several pictures. To get all
of the ideas you have put on the model, try to take one
picture looking straight down at the model and several
others looking at the model from each side.
Write down any notes you have made on the plastic sheets
on a separate piece of paper. They may not be readable
in the photographs.

)
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STEP 6.

ANALYZE YOUR PROPOSAL

What will be accomplished by the site proposal you have
made?

•

MATERIALS PROVIDED

•

I.

One copy of the Proposal Analysis Form (C) which
can be found at the end of this set of instructions.
If more than one proposal is going to be analyzed,
you wi.11 want to make additional copies of Form (C)
for each proposal.

2.

The plastic sheets, colored marker pens and build
ing blocks used in the preceding step (5). In this
step they can be used to record the changes shown
in a plan done by others.

What will be accomplished by proposals made by others?
WHY DO YOU ANALYZE PROPOSALS?

If you have worked through the previous steps of the hous
ing site method described here you will have
mode many informal analyses when discussing the ideas
various members of your group have suggested. After you
have made all of the decisions about your proposal you
are going to make at this stage of the process, it is ex
tremely helpful to take some time to record a more com
plete and fonnal analysis of what is shown in the proposal.
To do this you can be guided by the kinds of information
you have to supply -in order to fill in the Proposal Analysis
Form (C).
HOW DO YOU ANALYZE PROPOSALS?
When you have all the items of information about the
proposal written down in order on the Form (C), you will
find it much easier to compare one proposal with another
and to decide how well your 'selected policies may be
accomplished by that proposal.
Other plans for your area may be brought to your group
by consultants you have working for you, by representa
tives of public agencies which make plans and proposals
or by any private interest groups which want to propose
some developmen't on your site. You ·can use the same

fl

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
A copy of the Proposal Analysis Form (C) filled out for
each proposal developed by your group or by others for
your planning area.
1

Fonn (C) to analyze what will be accomplished by the
proposals developed by others.
If you fill out the Proposal Analysis Form (C) for each
proposal your group developsJos well os any proposal for
your area done by other~you will have a brief summary of
all proposals available for easy comparison.

Proposals made by others using more traditional planning
methods will not usually have the main decisions about
changes in activities and the physical make,-up of your
site so clearly shown as. you have drawn and built them on
the model used with this method. To make it easier to an
alyze and compare proposals by others, you may want to
redraw and build the proposal using the Site Planning
,
tools before filling out the Proposal Analysis Form (C) for
proposals by others.
It will probably be most convenient if one or more members
of the group or technical assistants are asked to make the
rough measurements of what is drawn, counting and record
ing the building blocks, or whbt .i; written in notes on a
proposal. This can take a few hours of work for each
proposal and should be done between meetin'gs of the
group.

e
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STEP 7.

•

PREPARE ALTERNATIVE SITE PROPOSALS

•

Are there any other kinds of proposals for your site facili
tiesand activities that may b'e bett.er than the first one you
developed?

MATERIALS PROVIDED

•

Use the same materials listed in the instructions for
'Steps 5 and 6.

WHY DEVELOP ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS?

OTHER MATERIALS YOU WILL NEED
If you have used a lot of time and effort to work out your
first proposal (Step 5), you will most likely be pleased
with what you have accomplished. It is most natural for
anyone who has worked out a new idea on his own to
concentrate on all the good features of the idea and to
try to explain away sane of the bad features.
It is difficult to begin working on new and different
arrangements for)Our site after you have developed a pro
posal you like. However, many groups have found that
it is well worth the extra effort required to search for and
develop additional proposals that are different from your
first one. Often th.is has led to the discovery of a propos
al that had many more advantdges and fewer
disadvantages than your first plan.

HOW ARE ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS DEVELOPED?
The procedures and materials used to work out alternative
plans are exactly the same as you used to develop your
first proposal (Step 5). How,ever, the kinds of changes
that you show on your site model will be different. You
should see what kind of result you can get by changing
some of your first decisions about the type, amount and
location of buildings and activities.

Use the same materials listed in the instructions for
Step 5 and 6.

....

THE END PRODUCT OF~·THJS STEP IS
The same end products listed for Step 5 and 6 for each
additional proposal you prepare.

The changes you make do not have to be made just for the
sake of building something different than your first pro
posal. These are some of the reasons you may have for
making changes:
I.

Some important policies you have selected may not
be clearly accomplished by your first proposal.
Draw your new proposal so that there is greater
emphasis on ways to accomplish these policies.

2.

Your group may not have been too sure which po"ticy
it thought was best to resolve some of your selected
issues. Or, there may have been considerable
debate about which policy should be followed by
the group. You may base your additional propos
a'is on different sets of polici~s than your first
proposal to see what differences such changes in
policy could make in the plan.

3.

You may have selected more than one catalog type
showing basic arrangemer;ats of these key activities.
If your first proposal followed one type of arrange
ment shown in th e cata 1'09 • You can try to draw
additional proposals following different catalog
types you like.

4.

~(

Your first plan may seem too tim'id and too much
like what has been done before. Your group may
feel thc;lt it shouid aim for a greater anount of
change on the site. If this is so, you can cast
aside some of the lim itations you accepted when'
doing the first proposal when you are working out
additional proposals.
:1

e
......

•

•

e
5.

Or, your first plan may se~ too ambitious to be
accompli-shed with the time
money your_~group
is likel.y to have' available .in the.-near futur~~
You may want to make a proposal that is more
·modest and . that you feel'·.. more sure you can acc9m
plish·. Additional proposal:s. can b-e developed on
th i s ba'si s.

6.

You may read about, visit or be told by your con
s~ltants about some new ideas on ways to arrange
sitea.ctivities. You may want to
in detail what
such new ideas may medn to your future resid,ents.
Additional proposals can be developed based upon
these ideas.

sn,d

•

"

e

see

7.

,

~

It very often happens that a planning group wfll
particularly-like one or two featl)res of several
proposals but not like the entire arrangement shown
on any' one of the proposals. It is possible to base
additional proposals on a cor:nbination· of good
features from other proposals. .
When you begin work on altemoti-ve proposals,
erase the sheet you drew on when you prepared
your first proposal with the cl.edning flui·d.
Repeat Steps 5 and 6 as before for each new pro
posal you develop.

h

STEP 8.

MATERIALS PROVIDED

EVALUATE THE ALTERNATIVE PLANS

How well does each one of the proposals you have devel
oped accomplish what you want to do?

I.

One copy of the Evaluation Form (0) which will

be found ct the end of this $et of instructions.
Additional copies of this fonn should be made for
each proposal you will evaluate.

WHY EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS?

It is almost impossible to avoid making informal evalua
tions of the proposals your group is developing or gets
from others in your discussions as you go along- However,
each proposal has so maf1Y ,diffe~ent features th'ot it is a
great help to collect all your evaluations of each plan
and record them in one place. This makes it possible to
keep track of the many advantages and disadvantages of
each proposal. Recording a complete list of evaluations
also makes- it possible to compar-e each proposal you oon-'"
sider with oJI the other -proposals you have.

2..

Your filled-out copies of the Priorities Listing Form

(8).

3.

Your filled-out copies of the Proposal Analysis Fonn
(C) for each proposal you consider.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS YOU MAY WANT

I.

An adding machine (0 machine which will also mul
tiply would be best for this step).

HOW ARE ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS EVALUATED?

The policy statements your group selected in Step 2
describe all of the things your §ro':!l? decided it wanted
to accomplish' with your proposal. These same policy
statements are the best check list you can have when the
time comes to evaluo'te all the proposals you have devel- ',.
oped or have been given to you by others.

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
An Evaluation Form (0) filled out for each proposal
with the total score for that proposal calculated and
checked.

Go back to your list of selected policies al1d the priorities
you set for each policy (Step 2 and 3). Examine each
proposal end Proposal Ana'ysi~Form (C) again,. This.
time when -you excrnine each proposal; d'ecide how well
it will accomplish each one of the policies or actions
you want. You may record all of your sap.crate decisions
on the Evaluation .Form .(0) which is provided.

e

e

e

e
You can use the same kind of number system you used in
Step (3) when you set priorities in order to record how
well you think a proposal will accomplis~ each of your",
policies. Th~ better a proposal is, the Higher number
you should. give it. For exanple, if you use th~ numbers
5,.4, 3, 2, I, 0, you wouJd score a proposal 0 if -you
thought it did 'not accomplish a policy at al~ or you would
sco.r.e the proposal 5 if you thought it could accomplish a
policy perfectly. Use a separ(1te~ scoring sheet for each
proposal and record a score for every policy listed.
You will also find a column on the Evaluation Form (0) to
list the priorities you set for each selected policy in Step

3.
When you. have written a score for accomplishment and a
priority next to each policy, you are r~ady to calcul,ate
how well the proposal meets all the decisions the group
has ma~e.
Multiply the accomplishment rating number by the priority
rating number for each pol icy. Write the produ~t of the
multiplication in the third column provided on the Form
(0). Finally, add up the numbers in the thi'rd (product)
column. This will give you the group·s tot.al score for
the proDosql YOU have been ratin~ on this particular sheet.

EVALUATING AtTERNATIVE f{ENTS
You may wish to know whether one of your proDosals
would have lower or higher rents than the others, or
what rents might be for each altemative so that you can
compare rents with the benefits of each prooosal. You
can now do a Budget Estimate for each alternotive. The
section on IICalculating ~entsll describes how'-to do this,
using Rent Forms (A2), (B), (.C); and (DI).

•

•
.

~;~~

STEP 9.

SELECT A SITE

MATERIALS PROVIDED

PROPOSA~

What proposal does your gro~p ~ant to support?

I.

Filled-in copies of the Proposal Analysis Form (C)
for each proposal.

2.

Filled-in copies of the Evaluation Report (D) for
each proposal.

WHY DO YOU SELECT ONE PROP.OSAL?
Your group knows very well that when you dec.ide to take
an actior) and propose housing site development, your
proposals will not be autana.tically accepted by all other
pubfic and private groups. Almost always there will ,be
some people who oblect to all or,pqrts ,of what .you pro
pose and,will try tq stop or c,hange your proposal., Your
group must decide how it wont~ to deal with. opposition
from. people whose help might be needed to accomplish
your proposal.
;'

However you may decide to act when your proposals are
opposed, your group will gain strength if you hav~ all
agreed to support one clearly ~eJled out proposal for
action and change •.So it is vatu,able to have a way to
agree on one firm proposal that) everyone in your group
wants to support.
~ .

MATERIALS YOU MAY WANT TO GET

I.

~"

~~\

~
'3

Additional analysis and evaluation reports prepared
by consultants.

:THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
A resolution to support one
'by the group.

of the proposals considered

·HOW DO YOU SELECT ON.E PROPOSAL? "
. There are several ways your .group may go abo~t sel ect
ing one propo.SQI •. The way you c·hoose. will p.ro.bably de
pend· upon the anount of disagreemen·t there has been
.petween members of'your group during the planning pro...
ces,s. The way you choose will also depen.d on the excel
lence of th.e proposals you have considered· up' to this point
in. the planning p.rocess.
."

e

e
~t

\'....

e

-
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Some of the ways, your group can choose a p,roposal are
described below:

I.

The simplest way to select a proposal is to pic'k
the one which has the highest total score in'~ the
evaluation step. Thjs method does not work
well if members of the group hold very' different
opinions of the alternatives. The scoring system
will average out' big differences in opinion~the
highest score in such a situation will 'sometimes
go to a proposal that no member of the group
likes very much.

2•

Hold on open or secret vote for the proposal to
be set ected. Use the scores on the Eval uati~n
Form (D) only as a source of information on how
each member of the group stands on the different {
p·roposals. Allow ple'nty of time for discussion and
electioneering.

3.

You may decide you cannot get strong support for
anyone of the proposals )you have considered so
.far._ When this happens, th~ -group will probably
want to go back·to Steps I and 2 to review and
r~vis.e the issues and po:licies you want to work on.

ESTIM.ATING RENT.S

........

If you have 'not already done a rent calculation for the
prooosof selected, it will be useful to do one now. The

section on IICa'~uloting Rents" inPart I of this Workbook
describes how to do this, using~ent Forms (A2), (B), (C),
and (DI).

e

Option C: Proposal Check

(Can be done after proposals have been selected for both
the site plan and ·the dwelling unit design).
Can. your selected proposals for the site plan and dwelli,ng
unit design fit together?
You may have used the two options (A and B) described
in an earl ier part of these instructions to be certain that
the dwelling units you want· an.d tbe site plan you want
can fit together. If you have, there is less chanc~ that
you will have any trouble fitting your proposals together
at this stage.
You now have photographs and analysis forms of both
the site plan and the dwelling unit designs you have
selected. The analysis forms will tell you the floor
areas that buildings on your site contain. Add up the
floor areas of the number of dwelling units of each
type you want 'and then add a figure for circulation
and storage (1q<'A> for walk-up buildings or 20% for
high-rise bui Idings). ,If there is more than, a five per
cent difference in the total floor area of the buildings
on the site and the total floor area of the dwellings
plus circulation, you will h~ve to change something
to make the two match. You can change the site pro
posal, the dwel:ling unit designs', the nvmber of units,
or all of these or' any combination of them.
You wi II, a Iso wqnt to Ipok ~t the -shapes and sizes of
the dwelling. units you hQve chasen to see if they can
be fit together in th~ sizes and shapes of the building
blocks ;on your -site plan.
Another way that the dwelling unit design and the site
design h~ve to fit' together is in the way you get to
dwell iog units from outsjde. If you worked through

e

~.;.

•

Opfion (8), you wrll remember that the catalogs for
tne 'si te and ·.dwe I fi ng un i t b9th s~ow acc~s~ types.
Cheek to see that one of the access type possible for
the b,...~I'·di~9S you have shown is also one of access
ty~s that goes with your dwelling units.

•

••

o\?

STEP 10.

PREPARE A HOUSING SITE REPORT

How do you tell the people who will help you to accom

pi ish your proposal what you have decided to do?
WHY PREPARE A REPORT?
Your group will need the help of many people to change
your proposal into a reality on your site. Your proposal
will need the support of the general public, the people
in your community and the many specialists who are
trained to convert different parts of your proposal into
the actual changes you want in the life of your community.
The best way to encourage the kind of support you will
need from these groups is to make the clearest possible
statement of the policies and proposals you want.
I

Your group will probably want to retain some of the
following kinds of professional consultants to help you
carry out your proposal: attorneys, loan consultants, city
planners, architects, engineer~, etc. You will also have
to work with people in most of thete professions in public
agencies and private concerns. If you make a clear and
detailed report describing what you want to do on your
site, you will get more effective help from such people.

HOW TO PREPARE A REPORT
If you have worked through the previous nine steps of this
method you will already have all the basic material you
need for a report:
I.

The selected issues you selected to work on.,

·e

It

•

•

2.

The policies you have chosen to act upon .

3.

The results you believe each policy chosen will
bring.

4.

The importance you give to each policy-

5.

The photographs you have made of the site model.

6..

Your analysis of the changes you want to make.

7•

Your evaluation of the changes you want to make.

8.

Your resolution to support your proposal and policies.

9.

Your rent {and cost} calculations.

•

•
fi

All this material should be brought together and combined with the Dwelling Unit Design Report. Neither
report is complete by itself. The combined Site and
Dwelling Unit Report should be printed so that it can
be given to anyone you may ask to hel p your group
reach its goals.
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CATEGORY

ISSUE

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Possible Results

Possible Results

Possib Ie Resu Its

Possible Results

Possibl e Results

•

e
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PROPOSAL ALTERNATrvE

------

•

Fill in here your selected policies for each
Listed below are some of the sample issues and
policies requiring analysis. Issues not requir
issue from the sample issue and policy list and
from the New Issues and Policies Form (A).
ing analysis hav~ been omitted. List all your
new issues and policies from Forms (A) in the
spaces provided. Analyze all the issues marked
(*) even if you did not deal with them. This
will help in understanding your proposal.

ISSUE CATEGORY: GENERAL
4. * How should activities be mixed together
on your site?

5.

Should public activity be mainly on the
streets, as now, or should it center on new
off-street, traffic-free spaces?

6. * If your site covers more than one block,
will you try to change the street system?

AREA OF YOUR SITE in
Example:
174,240

•

SQ. FT.
SQ. FT.

4

ACRE
ACRE

Look at the model and describe what pol icy is
shown in this proposal. Some policies require
only a written description; others require some
calculation. Sample calculations for each issue
and policy which require them may be found to
the left of this column.

PROPOSAL ALTERNATIVE

7.

What kind of interaction do you want
between your site and surrounding areas?

8.

Would you rather share many facilities wi
neighbors on the site or have maximum pri
vate family space and facilities, as in sub
urban living?

9.

Do you want new buildings on your site to
be the same size and type a.s other build
ings in the area?

e

AREA OF YOUR SrTE in

e

sq. ft •_acres

e

OLICY FOR EACH ISSUE
I. * How many people do you want to house on
your site?

WH

?

Do your own calculations here:

Sample Calculation:

I. Estimate the total square feet of residential area.
Example: 20 light brown blocks (2) 20 x 1024
30 yellow blocks (3) 30 x 2048 =
Total sq. ft.
2.

3.

4.

2.

= 20,480 sq. ft.
61,440 sq. ft.
= 81, 920 sq.ft.

Estimate the total number of dwelling units (d.u.'s).
total residential
square feet
81,920 Sq.ft.
average dwelling
1,000 Sq.ft.
= 82 d.u.'s
unit size, using"rule
of thumb"

If you can obtain more accurate numbers for
average d.u. size and average family size, use
them instead of the "rule -of-thumb" above.

Estimate the number of dwelling units per acre.
Example: total /I of d.u.1s 82
DWELLING UNITS PER
area of site in acres, say, 4 = 20 (approx.)
RESIDENTIAL ACRE
20
dwelling units per acre.
Estimate the number of people per acre.
dwelling units per acre 20 x average family size for your site =.
people per acre PEOPLE PER
use 3.6 average for N. J. (rule of thumb)
RESIDENTIAL ACRE

n.

Do you want to keep housing that
is now on the site or tear it down?

n.

d.u./acre

p./acre

5.

Do you favor any particular way of pay~

ing for the dwellings you are planning?

8.

Do you want different household types
mixed or separated on your site?

9.

How many flights of stairs are the most
that different household should be
expected to climb?

10.

How high do you want your new
residential buildings?

II.

Will you try to let some residents stay
on the site during the construction
period?

e

e

e

•
ISSUE CATEGORY: OPEN SPACE

1.*

y.oUR SELECTED POLICY

Sample Calculation: .
Add up the area of the bottom layer of building blocks on the plastic sheet.
2. Divide this area by the total site area (sq. ft. from the top of this fonn).
Example: 20 light brown blocks (I) cover 20 x 1024
30 yellow blocks (3) cover
30 x 2048

81,920 sq. ft.

174,240 sq. ft.

=

.46 = 46%

PERCENT OF SITE COVERED BY BUILDINGS: 46%
Are there any particularly enjoyable
natural or man-made features that shoulc
be emphasized in your site plan?

WHAT POLICY IS SHOWN IN TH IS PROPOSAL
Do your own calculations here:

How much of your site would you like
to cover with buildings?

I.

2.

e

e

=
=

20,480 sq.ft.
61,440 sq.ft.
81,920 sq.ft.

3.

In what pattern should the building
types you have selected be distributed
over the site?

4.*

How much parking do you want to
provide on your site?

Do your own calculation here:

Sample Calculation:
I. Measure and ada up all the parking areas you indicated on the model.
2. Divide the area you find by 350 sq.ft. the area required, including
driveways, to park one car.
Example: assuming you have 21,000 sq. ft. of parking.

21,000 sq. ft.
350 sq.ft.

=

60 parking spaces

If you have 82 dwelling units you have 3/4 of a parking space per dwelling, or
less than one parking space per dwelling unit.

Repeat this calculation for any indoor(garage}parking
you have indicated .Also multiply the indoor sq .ft. you
find by 9{9feet is the normal height of parking levels}
to find cubic feet.
Do your own calculations here:

5. *

How much of your site would you like
to use for roads and parking?

Sample Calculation:
Measure and add up all the area (sq. ft.) used for roads and parking.
2. Divide what you find by the total site area (sq. ft. found at the top of this fonn).
36,000 sq. ft. for roads and parking
Example:
174,240 sq.ft.
= .21 = 21%

I.

SITE AREA COVERED BY ROADS AND PARKING:

e

21%

e

•

•

e
6. *

How do you wish to distribute parking
on your site?

•
Do your own calculations here:

7. *

How much of your site would you like
to use for outdoor recreation?

Sample Calculation:
Measure and add up all outdoor recreation areas (sq. ft.) public and private.
2. Divide this area by the total site area.

II.

Example: 52,270 sq. ft. outdoor recreation
174,240 total site area
SITE AREA USED FOR OUTDOOR RECREATION:

=

.30

=

300k

300k
Do your own calculations here:

8. *

How much of your outdoor recreation
area should be for the private use of
individual households?
Sample Calculation:
Measure and add up all outdoor recreation shown for private use (private yards you drew
in green on the plastic).
2. Divide this area by the total public and private outdoor recreation space.
Example:
17,420 sq. ft. private outdoor recreation
52,270 sq. ft. total outdoor recreation space = .10 = 10%

I.

TOTAL PRIVATE OUTDOOR AREA
SPACE ON THE SITE.

=

lOOk OF THE TOTAL OUTDOOR RECREATION

9. *

How should private outdoor recreation
area be distributed?

10. *

How should publ ic outdoor recreation
area be di stributed?

II. *

Where do you want to locate non-pri
vate outdoor recreation areas on your
site?

12.

For what kinds of activities will you
plan your public outdoor recreation
areas?

14.

Do you want major new planting on
your site?

e

e

e

e

ISSUE CATEGORY:
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES

I.

Do you want educational services and
facilities on your site?

2.

How should education on the site
relate to other site activities?

3.

What facilities do you want on your
site for indoor community activities
and services?

4.

How should community activities and
services on the site relate to other
site activities?

e

YOUR SELECTED POLICY

e

~HAT POLICY IS SHOWN IN THIS PROPOSAL ?

Look at the model, list and describe the
facilities provided, if any.

5.

How much space do you want on your
site for education and for all other
indoor canmunity activities and ser
vices?
Sample Calculation:
I. Add up all the canmunity and service space in building blocks (blue).
Example: one canmunity activities building of 5 (I) blocks = 5,000 sq.ft.
2. Divide this by the total built sq.ft. on the site.
Example:
canmunity activities building 5,000 sq.ft.
= .03
81,920 + 5,000 = 86,920 total 6uilt sq.ft. on site

Do your own calculations here:

=

3%

PERCENT OF TOTAL FUTURE FLOOR AREA FOR
COMMUNITY ACTIVITfES AND SERVICES = 3%

e

e

e

•

e

e
CAT: COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

YOUR SELECTED POLJCY

WHAT POLICY IS SHOWN IN THIS PROPOSAL?

Do your own calculations here:
1.*

Do you want shopping or other commer
cial activity on your site?

Sample Calculation:
,. Add up all commercial space (red blocks) on the site.
2. Divide this number by the total square feet built on the site.
Example:
residential sq.ft. (from residential issue #1) = 81,920 sq.ft.
community sq.ft. (from community issue #5) = 5,000 sq.ft.
commercial sq.ft.{assuming two red (I) blocks)= 2,000 sq.ft.
total built sq.ft. on site = 88,920 sq.ft.
2,000 sq.ft. commercial

88,920 sq.ft.

=.02 (approx.)

= 2%

total built area

AREA FOR COMMERCIAl.

=

2% OF TOTAL BUILT AREA ON SITE.

2.*

How should commercial activities on
the site relate to other site activities?

3.

Do you want any light industry on your
site?

4.

How should light industry on the site
relate to other site activities?

5.

Are there any commercial or industrial
facilities on your site that you would
like to eliminate?

.----------------------~~~------------------------;--------------------------

e

e

e

•

e
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PROPOSAL ALTERNATIVE _ __
YOUR SELECTED POLICrES

PRrORITY

copy them from FORM (C)

copy from

FORM (B)

WHAT POLICY [S SHOWN rN THrS
PROPOSAL?
copy them from FORM (C)

ACCOMPLISHMENl MULTIPLY
ACCOMPUSHMEN T
RATING
good
poor AND PRIORITY
543 2 I
RATING

TOTAL

•

•

e

List any conflicting policies below and record when and how the conflict was or will be resolved:

SITE PlANNING
ISSUE

POLICY

ISSUE

POLICY

ISSUE

DWELLING UNIT DESIGN
conflicts
with

ISSUE

POLICY

--

conflicts
with

ISSUE

POLICY

POLICY

--

conflicts
with

ISSUE

POLICY

ISSUE

POllCY_ _

conflicts
with

ISSUE

POLICY

ISSUE

POllCY_ _

conflicts
with

ISS UE

PO lICY

--

-

RESOLVED

e

e

e

This form will help insure that the site planning you are doing will correspond to the dwelling unit your group may be doing at the same time.

List below dwelling unit plans and site catalog cases which can fit together.
DWELLING UNIT CATALOG CASES

SITE CATALOG CASES

match with

match with

match with

match with

match with

e
GENERAL

•

•

1•

How much do you want to be involved in the
physical planning of your site and its buildings?

2.

Do you want to keep housing that is now on the
site or tear it down?

2.

Who will participate in planning your site?

3.

Where do you want your residents to come from?

3.

If your chosen pOlicies are not imm~diately pos
sible under existing programs and regulations,
what will you do?

4.

What i'ncome grou,ps do you want to house on
your site?

5.

4.

How should activities be mixed together on your
site?

Do you favor any particular way of paying for the
dwellings you are planning?

6.

5.

Shou.ld public activity be mainly on the streets,
as now, or should it center on new off-street,
traffic-free spaces?

Do you want households of different incomes to
be mixed or seRqJ;pted on your site?

7.

What mixture of household types do you want on
your site?

If yout site covers more than one block, will you
try to change the street system?

8.

Do you want different household types mixed or
separated on your site?

What kind of interaction do you want between
your site and surrounding areas?

9.

How many flights of stairs are the most that
different households shou Id be expected to climb?

10.

How high do you want your new resident·ia I
bui Idings?

11.

Will you try to let some residents stay on the site
during the construction period?

6.

7.
8.

9.

Would you rather share many facilities with
neighbors on the site or have maximum private
family space and facilities, as in suburban living?
Do you want new buildings on your site to be the
same size and type as other bui Idings in the area?

-<

RESIDENTIAL

OPEN SPACE

1•

1•

How many people do you want to house on your
site?

How much of your site would yo'u Iike to cover
with bui Idings?

2.

3.

4.
5.

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES

Are there any particularly enjoyable natural or
man-made features that should be emphasized in
your site plan?

1•

Do you w<Jnt educational services and facilities
on your s'ite?

2.

How should education on the site relate to other
site activities?

site?

3.

What foci lities do you want on your site for in
door community activities and services?

How much of your site would you like to use for
roads and parking?

4.

How sh'ould community activities and services on
the site relate to other site activities?

5.

How much space do you want on your site for
education and for all 9ther indoor community
activiti-e~ and services?

6.

Are there any educational or other community
facilities on the site that you want to eliminate?

1n what pattern should the building types you have
selected be distributed over the site?

How much parking do

you want to provide on your

6.

How do you wish to distribute parking on your s ite?

7.

How much of your site would you like to use for
outdoor recreation?

8.

How much of your outdoor recreation area should
be for the private use of individual households?

9.

How should private outdpor recreation areas be
distributed?

1

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

10.

How should pub-lie outdoor recreation areas be
d·istributed?
.;~ .

1•

Do you want shopping or other commercial
acfivities on your site?

11 •

Where do you want to locate non-private outdoor
recreation areas on 'your site?

2.

How should commercial activities on the site
relate to other site activities?

12.

For what kinds.of activities will you plan your
public outdoor reo.reation areas?

3.

Do you want any light industry on your site?

4.
13.

Should parking lots on the site be used for
recreation?

How should light industry on the site relate to
other site activities?

5.

14.

Do you want maior new planting on your site?

Are there any commercial or industrial facilities
on your site that you w~uld like to eliminate?

•

•

e

•

•

•

HOW MUCH DO YOU WANT TO BE INVOLVED IN THE PHYSICAL PLANNING
OF YOUR SITE AND ITS BUILDINGS?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Moderate involvement:
Strong involvement, but
Maximum involvement:
making no physical propo
a) Make only a few
a) Make pO,ticy deci
ma Lor po I icy 'decisions
sals of your own:
sions on all sites and
a) Make all policy de
b) Se lect professiona Is
dwelli~g issues
whowill make all other
cisions
b) Set p~iorities on
b) Set priorities on
decisions and develop
your chose.n po lie ies
phys i ca I proposa I5 ~ .
your chosen policies
c) Deve lop your own
c) Select professionals
c) Evaluate their pro
basic physical pro.posols
to deve lop physica I .pro
posals in terms of your
to achieve your policies
posals to achieve your
chpsen policies.
d) Use your policies and
priorities to evaluate
policies
d) Use your policies
your propose Is end those
worked out by your se
and priorities to e~aluate
lected planners and
the profess~onaI propos
arch i tee ts.
als.
Possible results

Requires most time, but
is most likely to produce
a satisfactory plan

Fairly quick

You, will give your pro
fessio.naJ planners and
architects a good lively
Time depends upon your
program, which is what
group's size and enthu
they need in order to do
siasm, your' technical
assistant's ability, and how their best and, most
much you work in sub
imaginative work
committees
You learn a-bout your
community, your city, and
the planning process

. Possible results

E

Involvement 'only' to select
Another type or degree of
professionals:
involvement that you may
a) Select planners and
prefer.
architects who will ad
vocate your interests'
as they understand them,
and let them make all
dec·isions· on physical
p·lanning.
.

oJ.

Possible results

Policy

('.~

Possibl~ results

Quick

Quick but questionable

This procedure may turn
aut 'very well if you
choose professionals who
understand you we·ll enough
to make wise decisions on
the minor issues that you
will not yoursel ves tack-) e'

No matter how able and
sympcthetic, planners and
architects work pretty much
in the dark unless they
know their clients· position
on the major issues that
affect the i r pia ns
You will have no generally
understood and accepted
basis on w'hich to judge the
merits of the plans submitted
to ,you

WHO WILL PARTICIPATE IN PLANNING YOUR SITE?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Plan made entirely by your
group and any spe'cial con
sultants you select.

Plan made by a II those most
immediately concerned:
your group, present and
future residents of the si te,
and businessmen now oper
ating on the site or hoping
to in the future.

Plan made by those most
immediately concerned to
gether with representatives
of the larger community
(such 'os the Mode 1 Ne igh
borhood)

Plan made with the parti
cipation of all who might
be concern~including
government agencies, fin-.
ancing and insurance com
pani~s, etc.

Create your own policy on
the exact composition of
your site-planning group,
using the chart:

Possible results

Possible results

P9ssible results

Because fewest people
participate in the
decision-making, the
plan is most quickly made

The plan can be made
fairly quickly because
the planning group is
fairly small

Becau~ so few people
have taken part in the
decision-making, the
plan may lack. the broad
support needed for
acceptance

Because the decisions
were made by at! the
people most directly
conce~ned with the" use
of th~ sjte, the plan has
their enthusiastic
suppprt when it enters
the large political arena

Confrontation with rival
interest grou,ps, with
dissenting. local and
community opinion, and
with responisible govern
ment officials, is merely
postponed, not avoided

e

Th~ people who will
actually use the site have
their best chance to de
velop a plan that really
fits their needs and de
sires, rather than iust
another "housing proiect il

The more people, the more
difficult' to get them to
gether for meefings and the
harder to come to decisions.
A site plan made with
the participation of
the larger community
has a strong political
base,-especia~ly helpful
if the local group is
weak
People who live or will
live on the site may be
out-talked or out-voted
before they can develop
their own planning ideas

•

Possible results
• f/".f.

Planning time is longest,(
b~t since confrontation of
a II those conce rned come s
duri ng (not after) the
planning process, the plan
is most realistic anq has
best chance for exec'ution ..
Time may finally be saved
Representatives of

Only as adviser

Residents of site (all
age groups)
Businessmen
The community (such as
Model Neighborhood)
City agencies
State agencies
Federal agencies
City-wide interest groups
Financing companies
Insurance companies
Contractors
Others

e

As voter

•

•

IF YOUR CHOSEN POLICIES ARE NOT IMMEDIATELY POSSIBLE UNDER EXISTING PROGRAMS AND REGULATIONS
WHAT WILL YOU DO?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Revise proposal to make im
mediate action possible,
even if you must change
some important policies.

Try to negotiate changes in

Hold up all
and engage
action until
ity policies
through.

the legislation or the ad
ministrative practices that
block your plcn.

development
in political
your top-prior
can be put

Policy 0

Policy E

Search for another site
where your policie's would
have a better chance to be
accepted.

Make your own policy on
what you will do if you
cannot immediately push
through the kind of plan
you want.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Many people prefer a
compromise sol ution,
built and lived in, to a
better scheme that exists
only on paper

Little time may be lost
and much may be gained.
Only a short battle may
be needed to win excep
tions to municipal zoning
ordinances or push through
favorable changes in
certain administrative
practices, and a minor
victory of this kind is
good for the mora Ie of
your group

Whi,le you wage this war
construction casts w'i II
be multiplying, other
groups will be finagling
for your site, and many
of your supporters will
move away, lose· interest,
or take up causes that
promise quick concrete
resul ts

Worth a try.
A less costly site, rcft4
example, will change th~
situation completely

Only an unusually strong
group with unusually
strong' leaders wi II win
out with this all-or
nothing policy

•

HOW SHOULD ACTIVITIES BE MIXED TOGETHER ON YOUR SITE?

Policy A

Policy B

Poljcy C

Policy D

Policy E

Mix together housing and
any other facilities you de
cide to include (whether
for recreation, education,
health.' shopping, or work)
closely in the same build
ings.

Place your selected activi
ties all in different, but
closely neighboring build
ings.

All of your chosen activi
ties separated, with a spe
cial part of the site
devoted to each.

Make no change in the way
activities are now mixed on
the site.
(see site map)

Make your own policy on
the degree to which your
chosen activities should be
mixed together by drawing
activity areas on your site
map_ .

Possible results

Possible results

Most lively; most stimu
lating; best chance for
residents to get involved
in community activities
of all kinds

A strictly residential
area can seem very du'I,
especially if it is large
Least safe, cis fewer
-people are about

Relatively safe, because
people come and go at
all hours'

Quiet dwellings
)

.~~

Noisy dwellings

·

Difficult to plan the site
so that different activities
wi II support each other,
not interfere with each
other

Most efficient operation
of shops, schools, etc.

See Site Catalog Cases

See Site Catalog Cases

Dl, 04, 'E.l

Al, 82

e
"

Easiest to plan, because
there is least chan~ce for
one type of activity
to interfere with another

See Site Catalog Case
C3

•

e

•

•

'"

SHOULD PUBLIC ACTIVITY BE MAINLY ON THE STREETS, AS NOW r OR SHOULD

11 CENTER

ON NEW OFF-STREET I TRAFFIC-FREE* SPACES?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Use streets, for motor traffic
only; center all other ac
tivities on new off-'street
spaces.

Center housing on new off- Continue to use the streets
street spaces; run shops and as activity centers.
industries (if any) along the
streets.

Possible results

Possible resul ts

Possible results

If commercial and indus
tria I access roads,
loading platforms, and
parking lots are carefully
located, recreation areas
and walkways will be safe
from traffic dangers

Recreation areas and
walkways can be free
from traffic dangers
(as they are on a typica.1
shore-resort, boardwa Ik)

Dangerous: cni Idren
ploy on the sidewalks
and i h the streets

Little noise from
surrounding traffic streets

Dwellings have least
traffic noise.

Most traffic noise

The site can have such a
spec ia I character thC2t
reside.nts wi II have a
strong sense of belonging
and visitors will feel that
'they have arrived some

The site can have its
own special character,
its own sense of place

With its buildings a~'
lined up along the streets,
the site can have little
special identity

w~e.re

Policy D
Make your own policy on
which of the activities you
select for your site should
be located along the streets
and which should center on
new off-street spaces.

•

ifJ~·

(

/

Pol ice protection may be
more efficient when
activity centers on streets

*

Occasional service vehicles (fire trucks, moving vans, ambulances, maintenance trucks) must usually be allowed
access to IItraffic-free ll spaces
See Site Catalog Cases
See Site Catalog Cases
See Site Catalog Cases

Al, C5, D4, E3

82, C3, D1, E2

El

•

UR SITE COVERS MORE THAN ONE BLOCK, WILL YOU TRY TO CHANGE THE STREET SYSTEM?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Keep present streets un
changed (see maps of site
and surroundings).

Close to thrQugh traffic all
minor streets that now cross
your site, but keep major
streets unchanged.

Close to through traffic
Close all streets and shift
minor streets that now cross traffic to a ring road around
your site, and provide maj the site.
or streets with overpasses or
underpasses for pedestrians.

Possib~e

Policy D

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Unnecessary streets oc
cupy ground that
might be used for other
purposes, such as
housing or recreation

Some of the ground now
occupied by streets may
be used for dead-end
service driveways,
some for other purposes

Ground is gained for
other purposes

Ground is gained for
other purposes

Easiest to leave streets
i ust as they are

Time and effort re
quired to get property
owners and city officials
to accept this policy

Long effort required to
win acceptance

If important streets are
to be closed, this would
mean a long battle with
property owners and
government official~

results

)

.;ir4, •

Pedestrian tunnels or
bridges awkward and ex
pensive unless site "has
a marked natural slope

Excessive number of
potentia fly dangerous
street crossings

Safer for pedestrians,
as fewer streets to
cross

Very safe for pedes
tr,ians

Very safe for pedes
trians

The streets split the site
into separate parts and
prevent easy commun ica
tion among them

Fewer streets to divide
one part of the site
from another

All parts of the Sl te are
closely connected by the
net of walkways.

Best communications with
in the site and best
chance for deve 10,pi ng
a sense of community

See Site Cata log Cases

See Site Catalog Cases

El

E2

e

Policy E
Make your own policy on
closing streets that run
across your site by drawing
street closings and new
streets on your site map.

See Site Catalog Cases
B6, D4, E3

•

e

•

e

•

WHAT KIND OF INTERACTION DO YOU WANT BETWEEN YOUR SITE AND SURROUNDING AREAS?
Policy A

Policy B

PolIcy C

Policy D

Make a purely residential
development on your site.
Encourage residents to use
facilities (shopping, educa
tion, recreation, work,etcJ
in surrounding areas.

Bring your site into a bal
anced relationship with
surrounding areas. Provide
some everyday and some
special facilities for resi
dents and non-residents,
but plan so that residents
wi II a Iso make full use of
good faci Iities outside the
community.

Try to make your site a
center. Provide such ex
cellent facilities that many
non-residents wi II be at
tracted and residents will
rarely need to leave the
site.

Try to separate your site
Create your own policy on
from its surround·ings. Pro- the way your site should
vide residents with the full- relate to surrounding areas.
est possible range of faci 1
ities for their own use only.

Possible results . .

Possible resul ts

Th'is policy may make
sense if your site adio.ins
a thriving cente~ or if it
is far away from any
existing center and very
favorably located to
attract non-residents

A difficult policy unless
residents are closely knit
together by a common
background, and by strong,
shared interests and goals.

Possible results

Possible. results

Most residents will enter
into the activities of
surrounding areas, but
many will regret the ab
sence from the si te of
opportunities for casual
friendly contacts

Encourages the norma I
give-and-take of city life

RE.sjdents will complain
tha t 0 ff- site fa c iii tie s
(s~ch as shops, c'linics,
playgrounds) are incon
venient, overcrowded,
or impersonal and scary

If the site is carefully
planned in relation to
surrounding areas,
residents will have con
venient facilities of all
kinds plus some iob op
portunities right on the
site

See Site Catalog Cases

A2, A3, AS, C'l, D2
Max·imum number of dwell
ings on your site
Easiest to plan and put
into effect

See Site Catalog Cases

C2, C3
Minimum number of
dwell ings on your site
because much of the
space is. taken up by
other activities

Policy E

. iif·

WOULD YOU RATHER SHARE MANY FACILITIES WITH NEIGHBORS ON THE SITE -OR HAVE
PRIVATE FAMILY SPACE AND FACILITIES, AS IN SUBURBAN LIVING?
Policy A .

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Include maximum space and
facilities within individual
private dwelling areas.

Share with neighbors a few
facilities such as laundry
room, recreation room and
outdoor recreation area.

Share with neighbors exten
sive facilities for recreation
and culture as well as
laundry room.

Share all facilities with
neighbors except private
bedrooms (as in a coopera
tively run hotel or board
ing house).

Create your own policy on
sharing facilities, using
the chart be low.

Possible results

Possible results

Rpssible resul ts

Possible results

The more shared facili
ties, the less privacy and
the more chance for con
fl ict among users

Little privacy I and much
conflict unless residents are
closely bound together by
background and interests

Most privacy and least
likelihood of conflict
among neighbors
Extra space and equipment
inside the individual
dwelling are very costly;
when their use is shared
with others, the cost per
household decreases
sharply

See Site Catalog Cases

A2, A5, A6

•

"'-

Fancy, highly specialized
equipment is much
cheaper to share than to
bwn privately

Very extensive and elabo
rate shared facilities
would mean either reduced space and equipment within the in
dividual dwelling or more
)fh is pol icy represents
normal practice in govern expensive dwellings
ment assisted housing

See Site Catalog Cases
85, Cl, 02

See Site Catalog Cases
B2, B6, C5

e

Covered by no government
program ,so difficult to
finance
CHA~T

Facilities

All
private

Some private t
some she red I
according to
All
family type
shared

outdoor recreation
indoor recreation
laundry
party room
library-study
ho,bby area
playroom for chi Idren
outdoor eating area
indoor eating area
cooking facilities
other that you name

e

I

•

•

'"

DO YOU WANT NEW BUILDINGS ON YOUR SITE TO BE THE SAME SIZE AND TYPE AS
OTHER ~ILDINGS IN THE AREA?
Policy A

Policy B

Make all new buildings on
the si fe sim i lor in size and
type to other bui Idings in
the area.

Make most new buildings
similar in size and type to
other buildings in the area;
allow a few buildings to be
very different.

Policy C
Made a few new buildings
similar in size and type to
other buildings in the area,
but make most buildings
very different.

Policy D
Make all new buildings on
the site very different in
size and type from other
buildings in the area.

Possible results

Possible results

Your new buildings will
take their places
easi I.y and quietly
within the fabric of the
city

A dramatically fresh

Following conventional
patterns, you are
seriously limited in the
number of people you can
house on the site and the
amount of outdoor space
you can have
Buildings can be IIsimilar
in size and type ll to
others, yet very different
in plan, choice and use
of materials, amount of
glass, use of open space,
etc.

Least risk, beca~se you
pretty much know what
you will get

Policy E
Create your own policy on
the degree to which new
buildings on your site should
be simi lar in size and type
to other buildings in the
area.

start on 1ife that may~
give some res,idents a lift<

You are free to experiment
with new and imaginative
ways of living and building
I that may suit your needs
much better than the old,
farn il iar ways (but remember
that novelty plfrsued for its

own sake rarely produces
lasting satisfaction)

Most risk.

•

•

•

•

DO YOU WANT NEW BUILDINGS ON YOUR SITE TO BE THE SAME SIZE AND TYPE AS
OTHER B~ILDINGS IN THE AREA?
Policy A

Policy B

Make all new buildings on
the site similar in size and
type to other bui Idings in
the area.

Make most new buildings
similar in size and type to
other buildings in the area;
allow a few buildings to be
very different.

Policy C
Made a few new buildings
similar in size and type to
other buildings in the area,
but make most bui Idings
very different.

Make all new buildings on
the site very different in
size and type from other
bui.ldings in the area.

Possible results

Po ssib1e resu Its

Your new buildings will
take their places
easi Iy and quietly
within the fabric of the
city

A dramatically fresh
start on I ife that mo~

Following conventional
patterns, you are
seriously Iimited in the
number of people you can
house on the site and the
amount of outdoor space
you can have
Buildings can be "similar
in size and type" to
others, yet very different
in plan, choice and use
of materials, amount of
glass, use of open space,
etc.
Least risk, beca~se you
pretty much know what
you will get

Policy E

Policy D

Create your own policy on
the degree to which new
buildings on your site should
be simi lar in size and type
to other buildings in the
area.

give some res,idents a lift(

You are free to experim ent
with new and imaginative
ways of living and building
that may suit your needs
much better than the old,
familiar ways (but remember
that novelty pJrsued for its
own sake rarely produces
lasting satisfaction)

Most risk"

•

HOW MANY PEOPLE DO YOU WANT TO HOUSE ON YOUR SITE?
Policy A

Policy B

Plan for I·ow density, aver
aging 40 to 120 people (or
roughly 10-30 dwellings)
per residential acre*

Plan for medium density,
averaging 120 to 250 people
(or roughly 30-70 dwellings)
per residentia I acre*

•

Policy C
Plan for high density, averagi'n9 250 or more people
(70 or more dwellings) per
residentia I acre*

......

e
Policy 0

Policy E

Plan for your site1s present
density (obout
people, or
---dwell.ings, per residential
acre); or plad for your
communityls present densi
ty (about
people
or .
.dwe II i ngs, to
the residentia I acre.

Set your own figures on
the future density and pop
ulation of your site.

Possible resul ts

.

Few residents

Many residents

Generous amount of open
space, with private yards
possible; parking easy to
provide on the site

Little open space, unless you
plan for high-rise buildings;
I ittle on-site parking wit h
out expensive multi-level
parking structures
Lowest land cost per dwell
ing, so easiest to house
people with low inco~es

Highest land cost per dwell
ing, so residents must either
have highe'r incomes or get
more financiar aid

Most ti'me need to plan and
build
Most likely to attract good
'public transportation,good
shops :and services, etc.
High-:-pressure living

Least time needed to plan
and build

Low-pressure living

*

To find the approximate total number of residents or dwellings on your site, multiply the density figure
by the number of acres in your site.
See Site Catalog Cases
See Site Catalog Cases
See Site Catalog Cases
A3, A4, A5
AI, A2, BI, B2, B3, B4
C3,. CA, C5, C6, Dl, 02

85, B6, Cl, C2, E3

03, 04, D5, 06, E'], E2

~.

~

DO YOU WANT TO KEEP HOUSING THAT IS NOW ON THE SITE OR TEAR IT DOWN?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Keep existing housing even

Tear down existing housing
if its rehabilitation to ac
ceptable user standards
would cost the same amount
as demolition and new con
struction.

Make your own policy on
Crear away all existing
housing from the site even
the kind of housing that
should be torn down, using
wh~n rehabilitation to ac
the chart below.
ceptabte user ~tandards
would be cheaper than dem
olition and new construction.

if its rehabi litation to ac
ceptable user standards
costs as much as 10% more
than its replacement with
new construction.

Policy 0

Possible results

~ossible results

The present character of the
neighborhood is retained
and improved

The present character of
the area ls destroyed

Least chance to make impor
taf1t changes i·n present ways
of life, although housing
that is being rehabilitated
can at the same time be con
verted to serve new purposes

Best chan'ce to introduce
completely ,new ways of
living

Takes shortest time

CHART
Tear

Condition of housing
)

.,1

Takes longest time

Keep

down

10% cheaper to replace
than to rehabilitate
Rehabilitation cost same
as replpcement cost

10% more ,costly to re
place than to rehabi J.·itate
Historic or symbolic value
Run down, but retention
desired by resident-owner

e

e

e

•

WHERE DO YOU WANT YOUR RESIDENTS TO COME FROM?

•

e

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Open your housi ng only to
members of a spec ifi c
organization.

Give first priority to pre
sent residents of the site;
divide remaining space
equally betw~en members
of' the sponsor group and
peopl~ disloc,a,ted from
the ir homes in the commun
ity.

Give first priority to people
from the worst dwellings
in the community; open re
maining space to the gen
eral public.

Create your own policy on
where your future residents
should come from, using
the chart.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible resu Its

You may lay yourselves
open to criticism if you do
noth'ing to help the. people
in the community whose
need for good housing is
most severe

Peop.le now living on the
site wi II expect first priority
and will be bitter if they are
refused it. Many of them,'
however, will fi nd other
permanent dwellings long
before yours are finished and
ready' for occupancy
~

You perform a valuable com
munity service by re-housing
slum-dwellers and making it
possible for their former
dwe II ings to be torn down,.
or rehabilitated
Since these people probably
have very low incomes, it
will take time and effort for
you to arran-ge for the mass
~ive government did they will
need if t~ey are to occupy
your dwellings. They will
also need more facilities
for community services than
people with higher incomes

CHART
Order of
priority

Number of
households

Present residents
of the site
Other dislocated
people from the
community
Members of sponsor
group
People from worst
dwell ings in the
community
General Public
'Other
Total

% age of
dwellings on
the site

WHAT INCOME GROUPS DO YOU WANT TO HOUSE ON YOUR SITE?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Plan only for people who
can afford standard housing
on one-quarter of their in
comes, therefore need no
financial aid.

Plan half of the dwellings
for households needing
financial aid; half of the
dwellings for households
needing no aid.

Plan only for people who
cannot afford standard
housing on one.-quarter of
their incomes, therefore
must have financial aid.

Plan for same mixture of
households with and without
need for aid as now exists
on the site or in the com
munity (see chart below).

Make your own policy on
the mixture of income
groups you want in your
housing.
(use tb.~ chart)

Possible results

Possible results

Possi·ble resul ts

You lay yourselves open to
criticism from the community
parti~ufarly if poor people
(who wi II not be able. to
afford your dwellings) are
forced off the si te

Friction is more likely among If residents are all from the
the residents if their incomes lowest income. group, your
are very different, but the
housing becomes another
give and take may in the end ghetto
be healthy for all concerned

Difficult to attract affluent
residents to your site, particularly if surrounding'" areas
are unattractive, unless you
can offer them some special
advantages

Difficult to attract wei f-to
do residents if half the dwell
ings are occupied by extreme
Iy poor people

Least need for social servic~s Local society is more fluid
on the site
than if it were restricted to
a single inc,ome group
Residents who fi'nd good iobs
Greatest need for on-site
and" no longer need financial
parking
(lid are likely to remain on
Easiest to finance and quick- the site
est to plan

Present
percentage
on the
site

Households
by income

Present
percentage
in the
community

Percentage
you will
plan for

Needing aid
Needing no aid
Total

e

~

•

100%

100%

100%

e

•

e

"

DO YOU FAVOR ANY PARTICULAR WAY OF PAYING FOR THE DWELLINGS YOU ARE PLA·NNING?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Ownersh ip of each house
and lot by the occupants.

Cooperative ownership by
all occupants, with each
household owning some share
of the entire project, ineluding land and shared
fac i I ities.

Condominium ownership by
Rental
occupants, with each household owning only the dwell- .
ing it occupies and not the
land or shared facilities.

Possible resul ts

Possible results

Most land required per
family, so maximum cost of
land per family
Lowest density, so fewest
residents on the site
Largest initial payment

Smaller initial investment
required than in house-and
lot purchase; lower monthly
cost than in a rental scheme

Owner's ~qui-ty (money
Each householder's equity
value of his share in the
constantly increases, as in
property) increases with each house-and-Iot ownership
mortgage payment
Owner takes risk, making
either a profit or a loss on
his investment if he sells

Risk (chance for profit or
loss on a sale) usually less
than in private h,ouse-and
lot ownership

Owner is responsible for
Each householder has a vote
maintenance and repairs, so on questions of management
best off if he is handy with
tools

Policy D

•

Policy E
Create your own policy by
mixing different types of
financing (use the chart).

Possible results

Possible results

(Consequences similar to
those of cooperative own
ership, as suggested under
Policy B)

No initial payment, but
highest monthly payments
l"

Least responsibility, but (
no chance to develop an
equity, unless renting with
an option to buy; least con
trol over management

/CHART
Percentage of
tote I number
of dwellings

Type of financing
Private house-and-Iand
ownership
Cooperative ownership
Condominium ownership
Stra"ight renta I,
Renta·1 -with c>·ption fo buy

Total

100%

DO YOU WANT HOUSEHOLDS OF DIFFERENT INCOMES TO BE MIXED OR SEPARATED ON YOUR SITE?
Policy C

Pplicy A

Policy B

In every buil~ing mix households that need financial
aid with households that can
pay their own way.

P]an separate but adiacent
Designate separate portions
buildings for households
of the site 'for those who can
needing financial aid and
afford standard housing on
households without need for one-quarter of their incomes,
aid.
therefore need no financial
aid.

Possible results

Possible results

Since not all government
(Compose your own)
housing programs allow for
mixing subsidized and unsub
sidized households within
the same building, your
building may be relatively
difficult to finance

' . Possible results
(Compose your own)

Policy 0

Pot icy E

Keep the site1s present
kind of mixture of differ

Make your own policy on
the relationships between
different income groups on
your site.

ent income groups.
(see site map).

Possible results
(Compose your own)

(Compose other IIresults" of
your own)
~

e

e
-.

e

•

e

•

WHAT MIXTURE OF HOUSEHOLD TYPES DO YOU WANT ON YOUR SITE?
Policy D

Policy A

Policy B

'Policy C

Plan for only one type
of household, of your
se lection •

Plan for 20% efficiency
apartments, 40% one bed
room, and 40% two bed
room dwellings.

Plan an· equal mixture of
PI(Jn for same .mixture of
all household types listed
household types as now
below, but without roomers. on site or in community
(see chart).

Policy E
Make your own policy on
the types of households you
wjll plan for on your site,
usi ng the chart.

CHART:

(Col. B)
Dwelling
type
efficiencies
I-bedroom
2-bedroom
3-bedroom
4-bedroom
5-bedroom
6- ;bedroom
roomers
I

Total

% now in

% now
on site

community

.~

%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%

100 %

100%

Sample use of chart to find average overall
floor area of e levator apartments that are 200k
efficiency, 400k I-bedroom, 400k 2-bedroom:
20% x 400=

Column B
multiplied by
Column A

App. low
rent max.
sq • ft .ar~a

(Col.A)
% you
want

80

40% x 550= 220
40% x 720= 288

-smr

sq. ft. in av. dwelling
118 added 200k for circulation
706 approx. overall sq. ft.
per average dwelling

%
%
%
%
%
%

-

0/0
%

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

400
550
720
900

sq .ft.

~

sq . ft.. =
sq .ft. =
sq. ft. =

1'120 sq.ft. =
1320 sq. ft. =
1540 sq .ft. =
160 sq. ft. =

- - - -Tota I = approximate sq. ft.

100%

--

+

Add

of floor area

within your average dwelling
for circulation (halls, stairs, etc.)
10% for walk-up apartments,
20% for elevator apartments

Total = ap~roximate over-all sq .ft. of
floor area needed per dwelling
(this figure helps size wooden blocks
used for developing your site plan,
but is too rough for later stages of
planning)

DO YOU WANT DIFFERENT HOUSEHOLD T'YPES MIXED OR 'SEPARATED ON YOUR SITE?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

Policy E

MiKall the household types
you have selected closely
in same building or neighboring dwellings.

Mix childless people together in one portion of the
site; mix families with
children in another part of
the site.

Provide separate buildings
or groups of buildings for
different household types.

Keep the site's pres~nt
kind of mixture of different household types.
(see site map)

Make your own policy on
mixing or separating different h~usehold types, using
the chart be low.

Possible results

Possible results

Most difficult to plan and
build

Easiest to plan and build

Mixing naturally with people
of all ages, everyone gains
understanding from a broad'
range of contacts. Single
people of all ages can develop a mutually benefic'ial
give-end-take with neighboring families, and older
people, who often feel useless, have a chance to ·become active as baby-sitters

Best chance for people to
find friends with similar
problems and interests

Noise may become a
of conflict, whether
the daytime noise of
or the evening noise
young adults

•

source
it is
chi rdren
of

}
.;~

,

Least chance to broaden
experience and understanding by making friends with
people of other ages.
(E Iderly people often 'feel
cut off from Iife if they are
herded off by themse Ives )

CHART

Best chance for people to
have convenient facilities
of the kind they want most
(for examp.le, playlots, daycare, and Headstart for
families with young children;
social rooms and clinics for
elderly singles and couples;
social and sport facilities
for other singles and
couples)

5-6 people
7-8 people
over 8
elderly (1-2)
roomers

•

Selected
household
types

In
same
buildings

In
separate
bui Idings

In
separate
areas of site

1-2 peo.ple

3-,4 people

e

e

It

HOW MANY FLIGHTS OF STAIRS ARE THE MOST THAT DIFFERENT HOUSEHOLDS SHOULD
BE EXPECTED TO CLIMB?
Policy A

Pol icy B

Policy C

Policy D

Plan so that no one need
climb any stairs.

Make one flight the maximum for large families and
elderly people, three
flights the maximum for all
other households.

Avoid stairs for elderly
singles and couples; make
two fl ights the maximum for
fami Iies with chi Idren, four
flights for childless people.

Create your own policy
on stair-climbing, using
the chart below.

Possible results

Possible results

All your housing must be in
elevator buildings or in
single-story structures (unless you have a sloping site
and build into it in such a
way as to permit multi-level
access from the ground or
from easy ramps)

People who are able and
wi Iling to walk up four
fl ights of sta i rs pay less
for their dwellings, yet
have the most light, the
best view, and the least
street-noise

e

CHART
An extra floor in a walkup bui Iding divides the
cost of the land among
more dwellings, therefore
means that each dwell ing
costs a bit less

Type of
household
Elderly singles and
couples
Other singles and
couples
Sma /I fam i lies
Large families

Maximum fl ights
of stairs

HOW HIGH DO YOU WANT YOUR NEW RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Plan only high buildings of
8 stories or more.

Plan only medium-high
buildings of 5-7 stories.

Plan only low walk-up
buildings of 1-4 stories.

Locate 30% of all new
Create your own pol icy on
dwellings in high buildmixing high, medium-high,
ings, 70% in low wa Ik-up and low bui Idings, using
buildings.
the chart below.

Possible results

Possible results

Most open space on the
site

Least open space on the
site

People on upper floors must
use e levators, but have
cleanest air, best view,
most light, least traffic
noise; if lower floors are
planned as walk-ups with
separate entrances, they
are well suitE'd to the needs
of families with children

No need for elevators, big
entrance lobbies, long
corridors or ga Ileries, and
the few people who share
the use of a stair-case get
to know each other quickly

Many people must share
ea ch e Ieva tor, e ntra nee
lobby, corridor or gallery,
and subsidiary stair-case.
Most of them remain strangers

The closer they live to the
ground, the easier it is
for children to get outside
to play, and the better
their mothers can supervise
t hem from the windows of
their homes

See Site Cata log Cases
C 1, C2, C3, C6

e

CHART
Height of
bui Idings

On very expensive land,
high-rise buildings may be
the only answer

See Site Catalog Cases
A6, B1, B2, B5

e

Policy E

Percentage on
site now

Percentage
you want

high (8 or more stories)
medium (5-7 stories)
low (1-4 stories)
~

e

_

100%

e

e

e

WILL YOU TRY TO LET SOME RESIDENTS STAY ON THE SITE DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PERIOD?
Policy A

Pol icy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Start all rehabilitation and
new construction at the
same time, no matter how
many residents are forced to
move off the site.

Divide site into two sections
and complete work on the
section with the smaller
number of households before
starting on the other.

Divide site into four sections
and complete work on each
section before starting on
the next.

Complete construction on
all vacant or abandoned
lots before rehabilitating
or tearing down occupied
housing.

Create your own policy on
the way in which construction work should be started.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Least costly and least timecons uming

Most costly and so timeconsuming that the work
wi II probably never be
finished

The more vacant land on
the site, the fewer residents
will be forced out. Most
of them wi II be able to
move directly into new
buildings very close to
their old homes

Little need to force present
residents off the site: each
completed section provides
permanent dwellings for
people who must leave the
section that will next be
worked on

Best suited to small scale,
highly diversified development

Easiest way to make major
changes in the site layout
Greatest number of people
forced off the site

Right through the foreseeable future, residents of
the site will be annoyed by
the noise, dirt, mess and
danger of construction

Everyone learns from experience: each stage will
be an improvement

e

e

e

HOW MUCH OF YOUR SITE WOULD YOU LIKE TO COVER WITH BUI LDINGS?*
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Cover 100% of the site with
buildings.

Cover 60% of the site with
buildings.

Cover 25% of the site with
bui Idings.

Cover
% of the
site with builaings, as at
present.

Make your own policy on
the percentage of your site
that should be covered
with bui Idings.

Possible results

Possible results

Residentia I, commun ity, and
commercial facilities are
constructed on a platform
above the parking garages,
access roads, loading platforms, etc., that occupy
the site1s entire ground area;
outdoor recreation areas and
walkways are laid out on
the platform, not on the
ground

Best chance for extensive
outdoor recreation areas, big
trees, and natural-looking
landscape.

Very expensive construction,
feasible only for the intensive development of extremely choice land that can become an important center of
activity for a great many
people

*

On expensive land, highrise bui Idings would be indicated

POSSIBLE RESULTS CHART--Coverage by Percent, See
Site Catalog Cases
10% - C2, C4
25% - A6, Bl, B6
30% - B4
35% - B3, C3, E2
40% - E1

When you make decisions about the proportion of the site to be covered by bui Idings (this issue), by roads and
parking (see SP: Open Space Issue 5), and by outdoor recreation (SP: Open Space Issue 7), note that these areas
can sometimes be designed to be stacked over each other, as in an apartment building with basement parking and
roof garden.
The percentage you select for ground coverage by these three activities may therefore add up to more than
100% of the area of your site.

ARE THERE ANY PARTICULARLY ENJOYABLE NATURAL OR MAN-MADE FEATURES* THAT SHOULD BE
EMPHASIZED IN YOUR SITE PLAN?
Policy A

Pol icy B

Policy C

Policy D

Use all the features you
identify (I ist them at lower
right) as centers or focal
points for new development.

Select one of your listed
features as an important
center or focal point; use
the others as minor incidents
in a development pattern
mostly determined by other
policies.

Use a numbe r of your listed
features as centers or foca I
points; use the others as
minor incidents in a development pattern mostly determined by other policies.

Use all your listed features
as minor incidents in a
deve lopment pattern determined mostly by other
pol icies.

Your list of
features

*

Use as
focus

Use as
incident

Feature: Waterfront, rock outcrop, fine trees, monument,
important bui Iding, distant view, etc.

e

e

e

-

e

e

IN WHAT PATTERN SHOULD THE BUILDING TYPES YOU HAVE SELECTED BE DISTRIBUTED OVER THE SITE?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

An even, over-a II pattern
with your selected building
types uniformly mixed in a II
parts of the site.

A Iinear pattern, with your
selected building types
arranged a long whatever
continuous Iines of development that you designate.

A concentric pattern, with
your selected building
types arranged in rings
around a center.

An uneven, varied pattern Some other irregular pattern
with each of your selected that you would like.
building types in its own
separate zone, designated
by you.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible resul ts

Possible results

Different kinds of fami lies
and Iiving patterns are
mixed together in lively
fashion

Good for publ ic transportation

Encourages residents to feel
that the entire site is their
spec ia I commun ity

Households grouped according to type can most conveniently share the special
facilities they need or
want

Most freedom of location,
Best chance to deve lop a
therefore adaptable to sites site in stages, yet provide
with a wide range of existinga full range of housing and
conditions
non-residential activities
in each stage

Everyone Iives fairly close
to the center of activity

May lead to crowding at the
center
Most chance for conflict between noisy and quiet activities

Larger families can live in
the outer rings, where they
may have more outdoor
recreation area

Monotonous if carried out
on a large scale

Least friction among households with different requirements and different
noise levels
See Site Cata log Cases
A5, A6, C6, D3

See Site Catalog Cases
Al, B2, Cl, C2

See Site Catalog Cases
C3, C4, C5

See Site Catalog Cases
D5, D6

HOW MUCH PARKING DO YOU WANT TO PROVIDE ON YOUR SITE?*
\

Pplicy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Pol icy E

Two parking spaces for
every four dwe II ings.

Three parking spaces for
every four dwellings.

Four parking spaces for
every four dwe II ings.

Continue present ratio of
parking spaces on
·tLhe--s....j t;-e-for every four
dwe II ings, or present ratio
of
parking spaces
in the community for every
four dwell ings.

Make your own policy on
the number of parking spaces
you want on the site for
every four dwellings.

Possible results

Possible results

Most outdoor recreation
area on the si te .

Least outdoor recreation
area on the site

Most additional parking
needed along the public
streets or in commercial
lots.

Least additional parking
needed along the public
streets or in commercial
lots.

See Site Catalog Cases
D5, D6, E2

e

See Site Catalog Cases
B5, B6, C3, C4, C6, E 1

See Site Catalog Cases
A 1, A4, B2, C 1, C5, D 1
D2

e

e

e

e

e

HOW MUCH OF YOUR SITE WOULD YOU LIKE TO USE FOR ROADS AND PARKING?*
Policy A

Policy B

Use 80% of .the site for
roads, driveways, and
parking.

Use 40% of the site for roads,Use 10% of the site for
driveways and parking.
roads,driveways, and parking.

Policy C

Policy D

Pol icy E

Continue present a Ilocation of
% of the
site to roads, driveways,
and parking.

Make your own policy on
what percentage of your
site should be used for
roads, driveways, and parkIng.

Possible results
Buildings, outdoor recreation facilities, and all
walkways are arranged on a
platform above parking
garages, roads, load ipg
platforms, etc.
The site is developed with
two distinct levels: one
for the circulation of motor
traffic and the second,
safe Iy removed from the
first, for pedestrian use
only

POSSIBLE RESULTS CHART--Coverage by Percent, See
Site Catalog Cases
15% - Al, A4, B5

*

When you make decisions about the proportion of the site to be covered by roads and parking (this issue), by
buildings (SP: Open Space Issue 1), and by outdoor recreation (SP: Open Space Issues 7), note that these
areas can sometimes be designed to be stacked over each other, as in an apartment building with bosement
parking and roof garden.
The percentages you se lect for ground coverage by these three activities may therefore add up to more than
100% of the area of your site.

25% - C5
55% - Cl

HOW DO YOU WISH TO DISTRIBUTE PARKING ON YOUR SITE?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Distribute all parking on
the site in lots for 300 cars
each.

Distribute all parking on the Distribute all parking in
site in lots for 30 cars each. strips a long access roads on
the site.

Policy D

Policy E

Locate 40% of the site's
parking places in one big
lot; distribute the other
60% in parking strips a long
access roads on the site.

Create your own policy on
the distribution of parking
on the site, using the chart
be low.

Possible results
"A sea of cars" that is noisy,
unsightly, and divides
rather than joins the buildings around it
Can be located to serve as
buffer between your development and bordering highways or heavy industry

CHART
Type of facility

Percentage of
on-site parking places

Lots for 300 cars or more
Lots for 100 to 300 cars
Lots for 30 to 100 cars
Lots for less than 30 cars
Strips along roads or
driveways
roO%

See Site Cata log Cases

See Site Catalog Cases

See Site Ca ta log Cases

C1, C3

C6, D6

A1, B1, B3

e

e

e

e

e

e

HOW MUCH OF YOUR SITE WOULD YOU LIKE TO USE FOR OUTDOOR RECREATION?*
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Use 80% of the site for out- Use 40% of the site for out- Use 10% of the site for outdoor recreation.
door recreation.
door recreation.

Policy D

Continue present allocaMake your own policy on
tion of
% of the
what percentage of your
site to areas usable for out- site should be usable for outdoor recreation (Figure in door recreation.
your sidewalks if you wish)

Possible result
Generally possible only
when the roofs of many of
the buildings (including
parking structures) are developed for recreation
Difficult and costly to plant
trees on roof terraces.

See Site Catalog Cases

See Site Catalog Cases

C2, C4

C 1, B3

Policy E

* When you make decisions about the proportion of the site to be used for outdoor recreation (this issue), for
buildings (see SP: Open Space Issue 1), and for roads and parking (see SP: Open Space Issue 5), note that these
areas can be stacked over each other, as in an apartment building with basement parking and roof garden.
The percentages you ~Iect for ground coverage by these three activities may therefore total over 100% of the
area of your site.

HOW MUCH OF YOUR OUTDOOR RECREATION AREA* SHOULD BE FOR THE PRIVATE USE OF
INDIVIDUAL HOUSEHOLDS?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

Policy E

Plan a II recreation area as
private property/protected
from intrude rs by fences or
hedges.

Plan 60% of the recreation
area as private property I
protected from intruders by
fences or hedges.

Plan no private recreation
areas.

Keep the present percentages of private recreation
area on the site, which is

Make your own policy on
the percentage of the site's
outdoor recreation area that
should be planned as private
property.

----

Possible results

Possible results

The management has least
responsibil ity for maintenance and supervision

The management has most
responsibi Iity for maintenance and supervision

Least chance for neighborliness

Most chance for neighborliness

*

%.

Excluding balconies and public walkways.

See Site Catalog Cases

See Site Catalog Cases

A2, A5, B3

C3, 05/ 06

-

e

-

•

e

e

HOW SHOULD PRIVATE OUTDOOR RECREATION AREA BE DISTRIBUTED?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Private outdoor recreation
area distributed equally
among all dwellings without regard to their size.

Each dwe Iling with an
amount of private outdoor
recreation area proportionate to its size.

Private outdoor recreation
area allotted only to dwellings with three or more bedrooms.

Private outdoor recreation
area distributed as at Present on the site.

Make your own pol icy on
distribution of private open
space, using the chart
below.

Possible result

Poss ib Ie resu It

Possible re~ult

Many residents must pay
for outdoor space that they
don't need

Residents feel that this is a
fair distribution

Favors large families who
have most use for private
yards

CHART

Dwelling'size

Percentage of site's
total private outdoor
recreation area

Efficiency
1- bedroom
2-bedrooms
3-bedrooms
4-bedrooms or more
Note: if no private outdoor recreation area is
desired, omit this issue.

See Site Cata log Cases
D1, D5, D6

HOW SHOULD PUBLIC OUTDOOR RECREATION AREA BE DISTRIBUTED?
Policy A

Policy B

Many small recreation
areas distributed over the
si te •

Some sma II scattered recrea- One large recreation area
tion areas plus one larger
only.
area.

Policy C

Policy D

Pol icy E

Strip park: a traffic-free
pedestrian greenway connecting all facilities, including special public
outdoor recreation areas.

Your own combination of
large areas, small areas or
strips, for publ ic outdoor
recreation.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Convenient for all

Inconvenient for some residents,espec ia Ily the very
young and the very old

Everyone can step out of
his building into the park
system

Little or nc loss of possible
building sites, because the
recreation areas can be
inserted where open space
is anyway needed to give
light and air to surrounding
buildings

Requires land that could
Little or no loss of buildable
otherwise be used for build- land
Ings

Encourages local neighborIiness

Can be the focus of a II
social activity on the site
Easiest for the management
to supervise

Difficult to police unless
planned for very intensive
use as the focus of a II
activity on the site and the
quickest, easiest route to
major activity centers in
surrounding areas

Good use for vacant lots.

e

e

e

e

e

e

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO LOCATE NON-PRIVATE OUTDOOR RECREATION AREAS ON YOUR SITE?
Policy A

Pol icy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Locate all recreation areas
a long important publ ic
thoroughfares.

Locate d II recreation areas
a long footpaths through the
si te •

Locate all recreation areas
at the ends of minor paths
within the site.

Locate half the site's total
recreation area along
footpaths through the site;
locate the other half at
the ends of minor paths
within the site.

Make your own policy on
the location of the site's
non-private outdoor recreation areas, using the chart
below.

Possi b Ie resu Its

Possible results

Most inviting to non-residents, but least encouraging
to a sense of community
among residents of the site

Used mostly by the people
who live c lose by, these
areas would be semi-private
in character

Recreation'areas suffer
from the noise and fumes
of heavy traffic, but serve
as buffers between that
traffic and residentia I development on the site
Noisy games and sports
annoy fewest residents of
the site

CHART

% of site's
non-private
rec. area.

Location
Along important publ ic
thoroughfares
Along paths through the
site
At ends of paths within
the site
Total

100%

FOR WHAT KINOS OF ACTIVITIES WILL YOU PLAN YOUR PUBLIC OUTDOOR RECREATION AREAS?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Plan all the site's public
recreation areas for quiet
relaxation, such as sitting, sunning, chatting,
airing babies, playing
chess or checkers, watching other people's activities, and looking at greenery or running water.

Plan all the site's public
recreation areas for
organized sports and
for playing with
standard equipment, such as baske tba II ,
handball, boccie, and
typical children's playground activities.

Plan all the site's
public recreation areas
for free, creative, and
experimental activities,
such as mak ing th ings,
raising plants or animas, putting on shows,
puttering with cars,
free play.

Keep the site's present
proportions of opportunities for different kinds
of recreation.
(If sidewalks and vacant
lots are used for recreation now on the site,
you may inc I ude them in
the chart be low as part
of your present freeactivity recreation area)

Make your own policy on
the types of recreation for
which you want to provide
space (use the chart).

CHART:
Type of
recreation

Sq. ft.
now on
site

% now
on
site

% you want

10~

TUO"lo

quiet relaxation
organized
sports
free activity
other
Total*
*Totals can be over 100%, because the
activities can sometimes overlap

e

e

e

e

e

e

SHOULD PARKING LOTS ON THE SITE ALSO BE USED FOR RECREATION?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Prohibit use of parking
lots for recreation.

Use commercial or
industrial parking
lots for evening and
weekend recreation;
discourage recreational use of other
parking lots.

Use a II park ing lots
for general recreation
when cars are absent.

Use small parking lots
also as play lots for
young children when
cars are absent.

Make your own policy
on the use of parking
lots for recreation.

Possible result

Possible result

Possible result

Possible result

Difficult to enforce

Efficient use of land

Dangerous unless the parking is carefully scheduled
and controlled

Dangerous unless the parking is rigidly scheduled and
controlled

DO YOU WANT MAJOR NEW PLANTING ON YOUR SITE?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Allow for as much new
planting (trees/ shrubs,
grass / flowers) as possible in all areas of
the site.

Allow for as much new
planting (trees / shrubs /
grass / Flowe rs) as possible only in selected
areas of the site / such
as outdoor sitting
places.

Plant trees along streets
that now have no trees;
do no other planting.

Do no new planting;
keep the public planted
areas that are now on
the site (see map).

Make your own policy
on the amount and
location of new planting on your site
(draw on your mapt

Possible results

Possible result

Most costly / in maintenance as well as in initial
outlay

Least costly.

Least open space for
active games and sports

-

e

-

e

e

e

DO YOU WANT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND FACILITIES ON YOUR SITE?
Policy E

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Prov ide no sc hoo I
facilities on the site.

Provide fac i I ities for
pre-Headstart and Headstart programs only.

Plan only for schoo I
Provide space to educate
ch i Idren on the site through facilities now located
3d or 4th grade; send older on your site (see map) .
children outside to school,
but try to get their specialpurpose facilities
(library, workshops, gym,
etc.) located on your site.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

If your site covers a
block or more, you may
be missing an important
opportunity

The closer that Headstart and pre- Headstart
programs are to the
homes, the more chance
for the parental involvement that is so important to their success

Parents are more likely
to become interested in
their children's education
when the school is close
at hand
Location of the older
children's special school
facilities on the site may
be called impractical by
the Board of Education,
but it would Iink school
with home and permit
off-hour use of library,
studios, workshops, gym,
by all residents

Policy D

Make your own policy on
the schoo I fac iii ties
you want on your site,
us ing the c hart be low.

CHART:
Type of
educational program
pre-Headstart
Headstart
Follow Through
elementary
middle
adult
job training
other
Spec ia I-purpose
school facilities
Iibrary and study rooms
workshops
studios
gymnasium
health care
other

Now on
site

Add
on site

HOW SHOULD EDUCATION ON THE SITE RELATE TO OTHER SITE ACTIVITIES?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Concentrate a II the
site's educational
activities in one area,
on the site.

Separate education
from housing, but mix
as closely as possible
with community and commercial activities, using
the same buildings.

Mix education in the
same buildings with all
other activities on the
site, including housing.

Keep the present relationship of education to
other activities on the
site (see map).

Create your own policy
on the way education
should relate to other
activities on the site.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Most efficient, but
least connection
between home and school

Schools are where the
action is, and education
becomes part of daily
life

Your entire development
becomes a campus, with
everyone encouraged to
participate in the educational process

e

e

e

e

e

e

WHAT FACILITIES DO YOU WANT ON YOUR SITE FOR INDOOR COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES?*

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Add only some
multi-activity community
rooms.

Plan for many added
community facilities such
as clinics, hobby space,
social rooms, library,
day-care center, information office, and loca I
police station.

Plan for no community
fac iii ties beyond those
already on the site.

Make your own pol icy on
additional community
facilities you want on your
site.

Possible results

Possible results

Government housing
programs encourage
this policy

Residents will be more
likely to use such facilities
if they are on the si te,
and many of them will
enjoy the opportunity for
informal social contacts

"

It wi II take time and
effort to make arrangements for these
faci Iities

CHART

Additiona I Faci Iities for
health care
meetings and socializing
indoor sports
hobbies
day-care
Iibrary -study
information service
protective services
other

... In addition to school facilities which are dealt with in a separate issue on another page

Now
on site

Add
on site

HOW SHOULD COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES ON THE SITE RELATE TO
OTHER SITE ACTIVITIES?*
Policy A

Pol icy B

PolicyC

Pol icy D

Policy E

Concentrate a II community
activities and services
in one area on the site.

Separate community activities and services from
housing, but mix as closely
as possible with commercial
activities, using the same
bui Idings.

Mix community activities
in the same bui Idings
with all other site
activities and services,
i ncl udi ng housing.

Keep the present relationship of community
activities and services
to other activities on
the site. (see map)

Make your own policy on
the way community activities and services should
relate to other activities
on the site.

Possible resul ts

Possible results

Possible results

Community fac i Iities are
least likely to attract
residents

A lively center of
activity that invites
residents to make full
use of the ir commun ity
faci Iities

Dispersal of community
facilities through the site
encourages the ir frequent
and informal use and
brings a good range of
opportunities to every
part of the site

Least time and effort
wasted in moving from
one activity to another,
but inconvenient for
residents who do not live
close to the center
Efficient operation of
the facil ities and
services, but danger of
impersonal relationship
between admin istrators
and residents, especially
if the site is la rge and
densely populated

e

Efficient operati':>n
of the facilities and
services, but danger of
impersonality if the site is
large and densely oopulated

Neighbors most easily
get to know each other

Least efficient, but best
chance for personal
rei ati on sh ips

e

e

e

e

e

HOW MUCH SPACE DO YOU WANT ON YOUR SITE FOR EDUCATION AND FOR
ALL OTHER INDOOR COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES?*
Policy A

Pol icy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Allow no space on the
site for education or any
other indoor community
activities or services.

Allow 2% of tota I
future floor area for
community activities
and services, including
education.

Allow 20% of total future
floor area for community
activities and services,
including education.

Keep present amount of
space on the site for
education, recreation,
and all other indoor
community activities
and services.*
(
sq. ft. of floor
area) -

Set your own percentage
of the site's total future
floor area that you wish
to use for your se lected
community activities and
services, including
education.

Possible results

Possible results

Least time and effort
required for planning

Most time and effort
required for planning

Dull and inconvenient
unless good facilities
for indoor community
activities and services
are located very close to
the site

Best chance for residents to lead interesting
lives and become valuable
members of the community

* Allow for multi-purpose use, such as out-of-hours use
of many school facilities by adults, or use of social rooms
for physical exercise or day-care

ARE THERE ANY EDUCATIONAL OR OTHER COMMUNITY FACILITIES ON THE SITE
THAT YOU WANT TO ELIMINATE?
Pol icy A

Policy B

PolicyC

Policy D

Eliminate only community
facilities in buildings
so poor that rehabilitation
to acceptable user standards would cost more than
new construction.

Eliminate all community
facilities unsuited in
location, size, or character,
to your planned educational
and social programs.

Eliminate all community
faci Iities that now exist
on the site.

Make your own policy on
elimination of existing
facilities for education
and other community
activities and services.

Possible results

Possible results

"Elimination" need not
mean destruction. An
unwanted elementary
school might be converted into dwellings for
the elderly, or a storefront employment office
might revert to commercial
use when the employment
service moves elsewhere

Best chance to create
a new and more lively
pattern of activiti'es
Costly unless oresent building s that are in good condition are retained and used
for other ourooses

CHART

Condition
of the facility

Keep for
community
use

Convert
to other
use

good condition, but
unsuited to your
planned programs
10% cheaper to
replace than to
rehabi Ii tate
rehabi Iitation cost same
as replaceme nt cost
10% more costly to replace than to rehabilitate

e

--

Tear
down

---

-

e

e

e

DO YOU WANT SHOPPING OR OTHER COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY ON YOUR SITE?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Permit no stores, repair
shops, eating places, business offices, or other commercial facilities on the
site.

Allow 2% of the site1s total
future floor area for shops
and other commercial facilities.

Allow 20% of the site's
total future floor area for
shops and other commercia I
activities.

Make your own policy on
Keep the same amount of
the percentage of the site1s
commercial activity that
total future floorar~a that
is now on the site (
sq. ft.), which will amount should be planned for commercial activity.
to
% of your tota I
future floor area; or plan
for the same percentage of
commercial space as now
exists in the community as
a whole (roughly
%
of the tota I floor a rea ) .

Possib Ie resu Its:

Possible results:

Least convenient for
residents

Most convenient for
residents

Few job opportunities on
the site

Many job opportunities on
the site, of a type that
favors the part-time empoyment of elderly people
and mothers of young
ch i Idren

A quiet place to live,
with relatively few
opportunities for informal
soc ia I contac ts

A lively place to live,
with many opportunities
for informal socia I contacts
Most noise

Few strangers about

Many strangers on the site

Most space for other
activities

Least space for other
activities

Policy E

HOW SHOULD COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES ON THE SITE RELATE TO OTHER SITE ACTIVITES?
Policy A

Pol icy B

Pol icy C

Pol icy 0

Pol icy E

Plan to separate commercial activities as much as
possible from other activities on the site.

Plan to separate commercial
activities from housing, but
mix them together in the
same buildings with all
other activities.

Mix commercial activities
together in the same buildings with all other site activities, including housing.

Keep the site's present relationship between commercial and non-commercial
activities. (see map).

Possible results:

Possible results:

Possible results:

Make your own pol icy on
the ways you would like to
mix shops, eating places,
services, or business offices,
with residential, community
and possibly industrial
activities.

Least convenient for
residents

Non-residential activities
are grouped together to
form a Iively center where
residents can conveniently
accomplish many missions
in a single visit

Most convenient for
residents

Non-residential activities
can share many needed
facilities and services
Owe Ilings are quiet
Easiest to plan

Dwellings are quiet

Dwellings may be noisy
Not very difficult to plan
the site and its buildings
so that commercia I activities wi II not interfere
with other activities
A lively place to live

e

e

-

e
[X)

e

e

YOU WANT ANY LIGHT INDUSTRY ON YOUR SITE?
Policy C

Policy A

Policy B

Permit no factories or other
Iight industries on the site.

Allow 5% of the site's
Allow 20% of the site's
future floor area for types
future floor area for selectof light industry that do not ed types of Iight industry.
produce smoke, odors, loud
noises, or other nuisances.

Possible results:

Possible results:

Fewer job opportunities on
the site and less chance
for residents to find parttime employment close by

Largest number of job
opportunities on the site,
with most possibi Iity for
residents to find convenient part-time employment

Least noise

Most noise
A lively place to live

No land taken away from
other possible activities
on the site

Most land taken up that
could be used for residential or community
activities, or for shops

Policy D

Policy E

Keep the amount of light
Make your own policy on
industry that is now on the
the percentage of future
site (
sq. ft.),
total floor area that you
which will amount to
% will plan for selected light
of the total future floor area; industries.
or a II ow same percentage
of your tota I floor area as
is now used for industria I
activities in the community
as a whole (roughly_ _%.)

HOW SHOULD LIGHT INDUSTRY ON THE SITE RELATE TO OTHER SITE ACTIVITIES?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Plan to separate industry as much as possible
from all other site activities.

Mix selected industries
in same bui Idings with
community and commercial activities, but
kee p a II industry as
far away from housing
as possible.

Mix se lected industries
in same buildings with
all other site activities, including housing.

Keep present relationship between light industry and other site activities.

Make your own policy on
how factories and other
types of light industry
shou Id be mixed with
residential, community,
and commercial activities
on the site.

Possible results:

Possible results:

Poss ib Ie resu Its:

Dwellings are quiet

Dwellings are quiet

Dwellings may be noisy

Non-residential activities
are grouped together as a
lively center where facilities (such as parking) and
services (such as maintena nce a nd co ffee -break
catering) can be efficiently
shared
Residents Iive closest to
possible jobs, which increases the poss ib iii ty of
part-time work
Easiest to plan

Easy to plan

Fairly difficult to plan
the site and its buildings
so that industrial activities
wi II not interfere with
other activities
A lively place to live

e

e

e

e

e

e

ARE THERE ANY COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES ON YOUR SITE THAT YOU
WOULD LIKE TO ELiMI NATE?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Eliminate only those
shops and other workplaces that are located
in run-down and largely
vacant buildings.

Eliminate only those
shops and workplaces
that are such nuisances
that you don't want them
o n yo ur site .

Eliminate all shops and
workplaces only in one
area of your site; keep
all others that are not
nu Isances.

Keep a II shops and workplaces that are now in
operation on your site.
(see map)

Make your own po Iicy 0 n
the kinds of commercial
and industrial facilities
that you want to eliminate
from your site, using
the chart below.

CHART
Type of commercial or
industrial facility
nuisance-maker
run-down building and mostly vacant
building 10% more costly to
rehabilitate than to reolace
rehabil1tation cost of building same as replaeement
cost
building 10% more costly to
replace than to rehabilitate

Keep

EI iminate

e

e

e

Table of Contents
INTRODUCTION
Certain features of every housing site are
not matters of choice at this time in this
country. Almost everyone agrees that these
features must be provided before residential
facilities can be considered to be up to the
basic minimum standard expected in our
society.
Many of these standards have been establ ished to make sure that the housing faci Iities
will have the services necessary for health,
such as water and sewerage; others insure
that people and cars a.nd delivery trucks will
be able to reach the housing conveniently
and with safety.
The following pages list the features of housing sites which have become basic minimum
standards rather than matters of choice on the
part of the sponsors, architect, builders and
residents. Such standards are enforced by
building codes, housing codes, zoning ordinances and by conditions set by the State and
Federal governments for approving housing
proposa Is for loan or grant programs. Every
proposal should meet these standards.
The standards are arranged on the following
pages in three columns. The left-hand column
gives headings Iisted in the Table of Contents
on the next page, and describes the effect
the standard should have on the people using
the site. The midd Ie col umn refers to some
of the many commonly used regulation
manuals which describe the standard in tech-

nical and legal language. The third column
presents examples of specific regulations
from these manuals most often used today.

FHA: Minimum Property Standards for Multifamily Housing (November 1963, reprinted May 1968) FHA No. 2600

The paragraphs quoted here are only a small
sampling of the written standards which may
be found in the publications listed in the
bib Iiography .

Federal Housing Administration
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development.

The manuals referred to are:
HAA:

Low-Rent Housing Manua I December 1968
Section 221 . 1 Provision of Housing for
Low-Income Families by the Turnkey
Method.
Exhibit 6: Planning and Design Criteria
Housing Assistance Administration, U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Deve lopment.

NJHFA: Minimum Design Standards

Apr. 1968

For moderate-income housing developments to be constructed under the New
Jersey Housing Finance Agency Law.
Housing Finance Agency, State of New
Jersey.
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The people who use a housing site should be able to:

e

e

1. C IRCULATION AND ACCESS
Have a way to walk as directly as possible to the location of every entranceway on the site a long pathways
that are passable in any kind of weather.

HAA

Site Planning and Improvements
Where required, a safe and convenient system
of drives, services, access and walks is necessary. Streets sha II be constructed to local requirements for dedication. Radii of curbs and
gutters of project streets, alleys, and drives
should be long enough to permit easy entrance
and exit of trucks. Paving, especially at main
entrances, sha II be of sufficient area to accommodate anticipated activities. Walks should
follow natural traffic patterns and should be
w ide enough to accommodate two-way traffi c .

Have pathways that are wide enough to allow the expected number of people to use them without anyone having
to stop to let others go by.
Have pathways that connect to a II of the surroundi ng
publ ic streets and activities that any of the people on the
site may normally want to reach.
Have a way to drive a vehicle into or out of the site
without creating a dal'i'lgerous obstruction to traffic that
may be expected on the publ ic roads outside or on the
roadways inside the site.

NJHFA

Have roadways around the site and within the site that
are wide enough to allow the maximum number of vehicles that are expected to use them to move freely at all
times.

FHA

Traffic and Access

1.6

Sites should not be divided by heavy traffj c
arteries.

1.7

Streets within the project should be laid out
so as to insure privacy and discourage through
traffic, while adequate for necessary circulation and services. They should be designed
and constructed so that they may be dedicated
as public streets, and thereafter maintained by
the municipality.

1 .13

The collection of garbage and trash is an important factor in determining access.

Access to the Property
M207-1.1

Each property shall be provided with vehicular
access by an abutting publ ic or private street.

FHA
(cont. )

FHA

FHA

M207-1.2

The width and construction of the required
street and provisions for its continued maintenance shall provide safe and suitable vehicular access to and from the property at all
times. Dead-end streets shall include adequate vehicular turning space.

M207-2.3

When the project consists of row-type buildings fronting on a street, pedestrian access to
the rear yard areas shall be provided.

Access and Circulation

M306-2.1

Occupants. Access to the dwellings and circulation between buildings and other important project facilities for vehicular and pedestrian traffic sha II be comfortable and convenient for the occupants.

M306-2.3

Walking distance from the main entrance of
buildings to a street, driveway or parking
court sha II usua lIy be less than 100 feet; exception to this standard should be reasonably
justified by compensating advantages, such as
desirable views and site preservation through
adaption to topography. In no case sha II the
distance exceed 250 feet.

Streets

M310-1

e

e

Genera I. Streets shall be provided on the
site where necessary to furnish principa I
traffic-ways for convenient access to the
living units and other important facilities on
the property.

e

e

e
FHA
(cont.)

e
M310-1 .1

The street pattern should discourage unnecessary through traffic.

M310-2

Connections to Plotted Streets. The street
system shall connect with adjoining plotted
streets except where topography does not permit or where such street connections would
adversely affect the property.

M310-4.1

The street system shall provide convenient circulation by means of minor streets and properly
located collector and arterial streets.

M310-4.3

Culs-de-sac shall be provided with adequate
paved turning space, usually a turning circle
of at least 80 feet in diameter.

M310-5.1

Street rights-of-way shall be of adequate width
to accommodate the contemplated widths of
pavement, sidewalks and planting strips.
Pavements sha II be of adequate widths to accommodate the contemplated parking and
traffic load in accordance with the type of
street.

M310-6

Street Alignment and Gradients. Streets
sha II be ada pted to the topogra phy, prese rv ing
to the extent possible the natura I contour and
site features. They shall have a suitable
alignment and gradients for safety of traffic,
satisfactory surface and ground water drainage
and proper functioning of sanitary and storm
sewer systems.

M310-7

Recognition of Existing Facilities. The street
system shall be designed to recognize existing
easements, utility lines, etc., which are to
be preserved, and shall be designed to permit
connection to existing facilities where necessary for the proper functioning of the drainage
and utility systems.

M310-8

Street Intersections. Street intersections
shall generally be at right angles. Intersections of more than two streets and off-sets at
junctions of less than 125 feet shall be avoided.

Driveways
M311-1

General. Driveways shall be provided on the
site where necessary for convenient access to
the living units, garage compounds, parking
areas, service entrances of buildings, collection of refuse and all other necessary services.

M311-2

Driveway Circulation. Driveways shall be
planned for convenient circulation suitable
for traffic needs and safety. Culs-de-sac
shall be provided with adequate paved vehicular turning spacer usually a turning circle of
at least 80 feet in diameter, except for short
straight service driveways with light traffic.

Driveway Widths
M311-3.1

e

e

Dri veways shall have two traffi c Iones for
their entire length, usually 18 feet in addition

e

e

e

e

FHA
(cont.)

to any parking space, except that a single
lane may be used for short straight service
driveways where two-way traffic is not anticipated.
M311-3.2

Garages, carports and parking bays shall be
set back at least 8 feet from the nearest edge
of any moving traffic lane to the extent necessary to provide sight lines for safe entry into
the traffic way. See Fig. 3.10.

Walks
M313-1

Street sidewalks and on-site walks shall be
provided for convenient and safe access to
all living units from streets, driveways, parking courts or garages and for convenient circulation and access to all project facilities.

Width, Alignment and Gradient
M313-2.1

Width, alignment and gradient of walks shall
provide safety, convenience and appearance
suitable for pedestrian traffic, shopping carts
and for moving of furniture. S:nall jogs in
the alignment shall be avoided.

Steps and Stepped Ramps
M314-1

Steps and stepped ramps shall be avoided if
possible in order to facilitate servicing with
wheeled vehicles.

The people who use a housing site should be able to:
2. DELIVERY AND EMERGENCY ACCESS
Have stopping places for private cars and small delivery
trucks near all entrances that can be used for picking up
or dropping off people and goods (such as groceries) arranged so thot other traffic on the roadways or pedestrian
pathways will not be blocked.

HAA

Have ways that wi II allow emergency or special service
vehicles (such as fire trucks, ambulances or moving vans)
easily and rapidly to drive up to and away from an entrance to each buil~ing. (Such vehicles may sometimes
have to block other pedestrian or vehicular traffic.)

NJHFA

Site Planning and Improvements
Radi i of curbs and gutters of project streets, all eys, and
drives should be long enough to permit easy entrance and
exit of trucks.

FHA

e

Traffic and Access
1.10

Access for fire-fighting equipment must be provided. Since such access is rarely used it
need not take the form of heavy duty streets
or drives.

M306-2.2

Services. Access and circulation for fire
fighting equipment, fumiture moving vans,
fuel trucks, garbage collection, deliveries
a.,d snow removal shall be planned for efficient operation and in accordance with local
custom.

M308-3.3

An open and unobstructed passageway shall be
provided at grade level of each inner court.
Such passageways shall have a cross section
area of not less than 40 square feet and sufficcient headroom to permit the passage of nonvehicular fire-fighting equipment and shall be
continuous from the inner court of.a yard, or
an unobstructed open area between buildings.

e

e

e

The people who use a housing site should be able to:
3. PARKING
Have all parking spaces on the site clearly marked out
and large enough to hold the biggest standard private
cars with enough room for people to get in and out of the
cars on either side.

HAA

Site Planning and Improvements
Off-street parking should be kept to a minimum. Experience has demonstrated that in elderly projects, 20-25 percent is sufficient. In family projects with convenient public transportation, 50 percent off-street parking with space
for future expa nsion is usually suffici ent. Waivers should
be sought where local requirements call for parking in excess of actual project needs. In general several moderate
size parking areas, 10 to 20 car capacity, would be preferable to one or more large areas. Parking should never be
more than 200 feet from the dwellings which they serve;
100 feet is a desirable maximum. It should be noted that
60 foet wide double car bays with 90 degree parking provide the most economic and useful layout.

Have all roadways and aisles leading up to parking spaces
wide enough to allow the largest standard car to be driven
into the space with no more than the usual amount of
maneuvering. (Parallel to curb parking spaces should be
backed into at one pass. Angl e to curb parking should
be driven into without stopping or backing up.)

.

NJHFA

FHA

Traffic and Access
1.11

Adequate areas must be provided for parking
spaces. One space per dwelling unit should
be provided, except that the Agency may grant
a partial waiver of this requirement upon a
proper showing that a lower parking space
ratio will be adequate.

1.12

All surface parking must be appropriately
screened with regard to the dwelling units,
streets, and recreational areas.

M305-5

Non-residential Parking. Additional parking

FHA
(cont.)

facilities shall be provided for on-site commercial areas or office space at the minimum
rate of 3 sq. ft. of parking com pound area to
I square foot of commercial and office floor
area.
Parking Areas and Courts
M312-1

General

M312-1.1

Paved parking areas and courts shall be provided to meet the needs of the residents and
their guests without interference with normal
traffic (see M305).

Location and Space Requirements

e

e

M312-2.1

Parking areas and courts shall be located for
convenient access to the living units without
impairing the views from living rooms, entrances or front yards.

M312-2.2

Dimensions of parking areas and courts shall
be adequate for convenient use for occupant
parking. (See Fig. 3.11).

M312-2.3

Where necessary to provide for bumper clearance and suitable screen planting, parking
facilities shall not be nearer than five feet to
any street, property line or project facility.
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arc not
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An on-site parking area with single entrance
and double 90° open parking. In order
to enter the end spaces nearest the entrance
in one motion, extra width must be maintained for a distance of 35 feet as indicated.

A double compound for can parked at
90° under a shed roof requircs a total
width of 65 feet. Posts supporting the
roof should be spaced so as not to interfere
with maneuvering_
It must be
assumed that amateur drivers will park in
this type of compound, there/ore, generous
maneuvering space should be provided to
allow for backing out in one motion.

An on-site parking area with
single-entrance and single-90°
parking without enclosing walls.
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The people who use a housing site should be able to:
4.

SAFETY

Have surfaces on all pedestrian paths, outdoor activity
areas and roadways that are easily cleaned of ice and
snow. AI so have su rfaces that w i1 I not be so roug h or so
smooth as to cause people to slip or fall or cars to skid.

HAA

Heavy chain link fencing with lockable gates, electrically grounded, should be installed around L.P. storage tanks,
master gas meters, and electrical distribution equipment.
For elderly tenants, pedestrian access grades should be
held to a maximum of 5 per cent and steps eliminated
where possible.

Have all steps or other small changes in level made clearly visible to all pedestrians by changes of material, railings or other permanent markings.
Have all changes in level over one foot high protected
by sturdy railings or other highly visible barriers such as
continuous planting or benches.

Site Planning and Improvements

FHA

M309-5

Existing slopes whose continuing stability is
anticipated and which are covered by adequate existing vegetation or supported by nonfriable rock outcropping may be accepted.
Any unusual hazard to pedestrians created by
such slopes or sudden grade changes shall be
minimized by the installation of fences, walls,
rails or planting.

M311.1

Driveways shall enter public streets at safe
locations.

M313-2.4

Walks edging a parking court, where there
may be a vehicular overhang, shall be a
minimum of six (6) feet wide.

M314-3

Single risers and long flights of steps shall be
avoided.

M317-3.1

Where needed for protection or screening
purposes, appropriately designed fences,
walls or planting shall be installed along

Have all sloping pedestrian paths and roadways arranged
so that they climb no more than one foot in height for
every fifteen feet of length.
Have the smallest possible number of crossings between
pedestrian ways and vehicular roads.
Have roads and walkways arranged so that both pedestrians and drivers can see each other cI early wherever their
p'lths cross or come close together.
Have traffic control systems at any crossing of pedestrian
and vehicular traffic where one stream of traffic can
block or create a safety hazard for another for more than
two minutes at any time.
Have enclosures around any equipment or services that
may cause in jury or may be damaged when touched.

FHA
(cont.)

M317-3.1

NJHFA

Utilities

property boundary lines, laundry yards, refuse
collection points, playgrounds and other locations.

The people who use a housing site should be able to:

5. IDENTIFICATION
Have clear signs or symbols at all intersections or branchings of pathways or roadways that can be easily read by
pedestrians or drivers to identify the location of all entranceways.
Have clear signs or symbols to identify each entranceway
on the site. Also have clear identification of any activity area.

6. LIGHTING
Have electric lights arranged so that pedestrians and drivers can clearly see and identify each other anywhere on
the site at night. Also have electric lights arranged so
that people can clearly see all entranceways and can
easily put a key in a door lock at night.

FHA

e

e

1.2

Street and yard lighting must be such as will
provide for safety and convenience.

M318-1

light fixtures for walks, steps, parking areas,
dri veways, st reets and oth er fac iii ties sha II be
provided in keeping with the type of development and at locations to assure safe and convenient night-time use. Fixtures shall be designed in keeping with the project and properly shaded to screen the windows of habitable

e

e

e
FHA
(cont.)

rooms from the direct rays of light.

The people who use a housing site should be able to:
7.

UTILITIES

Have connections to public utilities such as electricity,
water, gas, telephone and sewers that have enough capacity to allow every normal use of these services at all
times.

HAA

Site Planning and Improvements
Utility lines (sewers, water, gas, and electric) should be
designed in conformance with local regulations to permit
dedication when possible. Materials used in project-owned utilities should have a service life of at least 40 years
with minimum maintenance. Project-owned lines shall be
protected by coating and, where resistivity tests or local
experience indicate, by cathodic means.

NJFHA

FHA

1.3

An adequate supply of el ectricity and gas
should be available.

1.5

An adequate supply of water for household and
fire protection purposes at adequate pressure
must be available.

M206-2

Utilities and other facilities shall be independent for the property without dependence upon other properties.

The people who use a housing site should be able to:
8.

DRAINAGE

Have a drainage system that wi II carry away rainwater or
melted snow so that no pathway or roadway wi II have
more than 1/8" of water on the surface two minutes after
the end of a rainfall or during periods when snow is melting.

HAA

Buildings, walks, roads, and active use areas should be
situated so as to require minimum disturbance of existing
site surface area. When changes in grade are needed,
grades should be designed to eliminate serious erosion and
facilitate the use of anticipated equipment. Carefully
designed surface drainage on open lawn areas is preferred
to underground storm sewer systems. Grounds should be
graded to drain away from buildings.

Have a drainage system that will carry away rainwater so
that no pathway or roadway will have more than 1/2 inch
of water on the surface during the most severe rainfall
that is likely to occur in any ten year period.
NJHFA

FHA

e

Site Planning and Improvements

e

Utilities

1.4

Storm and san itary sewers or combined sewers
should be accessible to the site.

M310-1.1

Street design should follow natural contour
and drainage channels in order to minimize
grading and drainage costs.

M309-1

Grading shall be designed for buildings, lawns,
paved areas and other facilities, to assure adequate surface drainage, safe and convenient
access to and around the buildings and for the
conservation of desirable existing vegetation
and natural ground forms.

M309-2

Grading around buildings shall be designed to
be in harmony with natural topography, and
to min im ize earthwork and the need for deep

e

e

e

e

FHA
(cont)

footings. Protective slopes shall be designed
to carry surface drainage away from the foundati on walls to lower areas, drainage swales or
other appropriate drainage facil ities.
M309-3

Grading for primary lawns shall be planned to
produce smooth even surfaces at gradi ents appropriate for recreation, service or other intended use.

M313-2.2

The alignment and gradient of walks shall be
coordinated with the grading plan to prevent
the passage of concentrated surface water on
or across the wa Ik and to prevent the pocketing of surface water by walks. Drainage swales
shall not cross walks, nor shall walks be used
as drainage~ays. Where conditions are such
that the pocketing of water by the intersection
of drainage swale and a walk cannot be prevented, appropriate drainage structures shall
be installed.

The people who use a housing site should be able to:

9. PRIVACY
Have bui Idings arranged so that no pedestrian or driver
can get closer than eight feet from a place where it is
possible to look directly into a window, balcony or private open area of any dwelling unit.
Have buildings arranged so that every dwelling unit has
windows, openings or balcon ies further than twenty feet

NJHFA

Coverage and Density
1.16

The minimum distances between principle facades of buildings shall be 50 feet for a onestorey building with an increase of 5 feet for
every additional story. The spacing of buildings end to end should be such as to provide

from a place where it is possible to look directly into
them from windows, openings, balconies or private open
areas of another dwelling unit.

NJHFA
(cont.)

Have any shared outdoor activity areas, such as playgrounds
or truck loading dock,arranged so that they are no closer
than twenty feet from a point where it is possible to look
directly into a window, opening, balcony, or private outdoor area of any dwelling unit.

FHA

e

e

for privacy if there are important windows in
the end wall s.
M307-1

Yards shall assure adequate privacy, desirable
outlook, adequate natural light and ventilation, convenient access to and around the
dwellings, and other essential uses. Yard
depth shall assure adequate di stances between
building walls on the property and on abutting
off-site properties.

M307-3.3

A required yard may include any part of the
propertis land area (LA) as defined in
M302-4 unless occupied by a building.

M307-3.4

For buildings located on irregularly shaped
lots having a wall that is not parallel to the
lot line, the yard requirements shall apply at
the narrowest point.

M307-3.5

The value of building length (L) in determining
yard depth formulas is the length of the projection of the building on the measuring line
(a - b) as illustrated in Fig. 3.07. The line
(a - b) is often a street or property line.

M307-3.6

Yard depth (D) is measured to the wall of each
bui Iding wing separately. See Fig. 3.07.

M307-3.7

Required yards may overlap only where the
common use of the yard dimension does not
affect the distance between two opposing
walls. See Fig. 3.07.

-

e

e
FHA
(cant:)

e
M315-5.1

All recreation areas shall be at least 20 feet
away from any residential wall containing a
window on the ground floor.

M208-3

Open site space required for cO'11mercial uses
shall not encroach upon any required yard,
court or parking area for the residential portion. An exception may be made for roofed
commercial structures in required yard or court
areas where the adjacent living unit windows
are completely above the roof level.

Distance Between Buildings
M307-4.1

The distance between buildings shall in no
case be less than the sum of the required
minimum depth of adjoining yards.

Yard Depth
M307-5.1

The depth of a yard is determined in relation
to the height and Iength of bui Iding wall and
the use of windows in the wall by application
of the formulas below.

M307-5.2

Wall Containing Living Room Window. Where
the wall contains 25 per cent or more of the
required window area of one or mo, e living
rooms, the minimum depth for its yard shall
not be less than 10 feet plus 2 feet for each
story in height plus I foot for each 15 feet in
length. D = 10 + 25 + L • See Fig. 3.08.
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FHA
(cont.)

e
M307-5.4

Wall Containing Window But No Required
Living Room Window. Where the wall is a
window wall, but without any required living
room window, the minimum depth for its yard
shall be not less than 5 feet plus I foot for
each story in height plus I foot for each 15
feet in length. D = 5 + S + L. See Fig. 3.09.

15
M307-5.4

Wall Containing No Window. No yard is required; see M307-4.3 and M307-4.4.

M313-2.3

Where a window sill of a habitable room is
less than six (6) feet above a walk, the walk
shall be at least eight (8) feet from the wall In
which the window occurs.

The people who use a housing site should be able to:
10. ORIENTATION
Have buildings arranged so that no window that can be
reached by sunlight will be in the shadow of another
structure for more than fifty percent of the time when the
sun might reach those windows.
Have buildings arranged so that no window or balcony is
less than 10 feet away from any continuous wall or structure. When the wall or structure ends just opposite the
top or side of a window or balcony the distance can be
no Iess than 6 feet.
Have outdoor activity areas that can be reached by sun-

NJHFA

Coverage and Densi ty
1.16

The minimum distances between principal facades of buildings shall be 50 feet for a onestory building with an increase of 5 feet for
each additional story. These distances may be
decreased slightly at one side of the building
if they are increased at the other, if the bui Idings are staggered so as to perm it a free movement of air and allow ample sunlight to reach
the ground, or other unusual circumstances
exi st.

e

e

e
FHA
(cant)

M308-1.5

Depth. The depth of a court formed by walls
on three sides shall be not greater than one
and one-half times the width of the court.

M308-1.6

If a side property line forms one side of a
court, the depth of the court shall not exceed
three times its width.

M308-1.7

Where one side of an outer court is formed by
a property line/and where at least 10 feet depth
of open space is assured on the adjoining lot,
maximum depth of a court may be increased
50 percent.

M308-2

Partially Enclosed Court. When a court is
partially enclosed by projections, the sum of
the projections shall not exceed 25 percent of
the greatest required width of the court.

M308-3.1

Open spaces formed on four sides by building
walls or potential building walls along property Iines shall be of adequate size to provide
natural light and air essential to the type of
dwelling. See M406.

M308.2

Inner courts shall have a minimum dimension
equal to the sum of the requ i red yards or fifty
(50) feet, whichever is the larger.

The people who use a housing site should be able to:
II. PROTECTION
Have
bies,
ed so
areas

all shared indoor activity areas such as building lobhallways, recreation rooms or laundry rooms enclosthat people who are not residents can not use these
unless they are permitted to do so by residents.

HAA

Site Planning and Improvements
Entrances and lobbi es should be so designed that they prevent or minim ize the danger of free access by vagrants or
other undesi rab Ies.

Have all fittings and equipment on the site such as lighting, signs, benches, etc. made and fixed in place with
materials that make it difficult for people to remove,
break or permanently deface them.
Have all public areas on the site arranged so that they
may be readily seen by any public safety officers moving
along regular pathways and roadways.
12.

STRUCTURE

Have all ground surfaces, walls, enclosures, fittings and
equipment on the site made of materials thatwill not
change shape, break or vibrate noticeably under the expected weights and pressures that will be put upon them
by people, vehicles, fittings and equipment, wind, rainwater, ice 0 r snow.
13.

DURABILITY

Have all ground surfaces, walls, enclosures, fittings and
equipment on the site made of materials that will not
break down or deteriorate when subjected to the effects
of chemicals in the air, rain, snow and ice, cycles of
freezing and thawing or the abrasion expected in normal
use for a period of at least ten years.

e

HAA

Site Planning and Improvements
All concrete walks, streets, drives, curbs, and gutters
shall be of air-entrained concrete.

e

e

e

e

e

The people who use a housing site should be able to:
14. MAINTENANCE AND SANITATION
Have all areas of the site arranged so that there will be
no hidden or semi-enclosed areas where waste materials
may be thrown or coIl ect.
Have closed storage containers for all waste materials
disposed of by people using the site that are large enough
to hold the usual amount of waste material expected between removals or incineration.

HAA

Site Planning and Improvements
Service facilities should be convenient but unobtrusive.
Group trash and garbage stations should be screened and
provided with a hose-bib.

NJHFA

FHA

Traffic and Access
1.13

The collection of garbage and trash is an important factor is determining access. The local system must be studied, as the choice between house-to-house collection or stationpoint collection will influence the layout.

2.14

Ample space for management office with storage and toilet facilities, and for maintenance
and repair shops with shower, toilet, and locker facilities must be provided.

Refuse Collection
M317-2.1

Outdoor collection stations shall be provided
for garbage and trash removal when individual collection is not made and indoor storage
is not provided.

M317-2.2

Collection stations shall be located to avoid
being offensive and shall be convenient for
both the collectors and the tenants.

The people who use a housing site should be able to:
15. RECREATION
Have space on the site or immediately adjacenr to the
site to provide areas forchildren to play in safety and
for occupants to sit outdoors in good weather.

HAA

Social Objectives of Design
Arrangements of buildings and the design of space between
{or within} buildings should permit the need to like people
to form natural informal groups. Some of the groups are
these: mothers with babies who like to gossip together
while their children get their afternoon outings; teenagers
who need a gathering spot for outdoor dances, or simply
a hangout; six to twelve year olds who need active exercise and adventure together; fathers who need a place to
wash the fam i1y car.
Outdoor sitting areas easily accessible to all units are
needed. Pre-school play areas should be within easy reach
of family apartment dwellings. A centralized play space
for grade-school-age chi Idren is desirable where none is
available nearby. Centralized outdoor recreation space
for elderly tenants is also desirable.

NJHFA

Community Activity
2.12

e

e

Outdoor play areas suitable for pre-school
children must be provided in all projects (except in projects entirely or primarily for senior citizens where passive recreation areas
may be substituted). Where a play area is to
be used in conjuncti on with an indoor space
for pre-school children, it should be adjacent
to the indoor space with direct access from it.
It should be fenced in, and should be about
twice the size of the indoor space.

e

e

e
FHA

e
Recreation Areas
M315

Adequate recreation facilities for the residents
shall be provided in locations easily accessible
to the living units and where they do not impair the view and privacy of living units.

M315-2.1

Attractive outdoor sitting areas shall be provided, appropriate in size, type and number to
the needs of the residents.

M315-2.2

The design and location of sitting areas may
vary according to the type of projects, from a
sun deck, balcony or roof garden to a paved
area overlooking a pleasant view, or a shaded
area along a walk.

M315-3.1

Active recreation areas shall be provided
which are appropriate for the needs of the
residents.

M315-3.2

Well-equipped playgrounds of adequate size
and number shall be provided, where it is
anticipated that children will occupy the
prem isese

M315-4.3

As part of the required recreation space, permanent recreation space abutting t~e property
and available for use by the residents may be
considered.

The people who use a housing site should be able to:
16.

NON-RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES/SHOPPING AND COMMERCIAL

Have some shopping areas and professional offices available
within a five-minute walk from any dwelling entrance.

NJHFA

Community Activities
2.13

FHA

Stores, other rentable commercial space, and
professional apartments may be provided upon
satisfactory evidence of need in connection
with the project and its immediate enviorns,
and rentability thereof.

Shopping Facilities
M316-1

Shopping and other commercial space, if provided, shall be conveniently located for the
intended uses without adversely affecting other
areas. They shall be provided with adequate
service and parking facilities. (See M30S-S).

Commercial Use

e

e

M208-1

Any space or feature included in the property
from which income is anticipated apart from
the rental of the living units, other than garages intended for the project occupants, is
termed "commercial use". The collection of
a nom inal membership fee from residents for
the use of a swimm ing poo I or other recreational facility does not place the facility in
the commercial category.

M209-2

Commercial use shall be lim ited to that designed essentially for the use and needs of the occupants and:

e

e

e

e
FHA
(cont.)

a. Be of a character and extent which are incidental to and compatible with the residential character of the property.
b.

Involve a commercial use related to residential use such as retail shops of a food,
clothing or service nature, professional offices or similar uses. Prohibited are inharmonious uses orientated to the general public rather than the project.

The people who use a housing site should be able to:
17.

NATURAL FEATURES

Have buildings and open space arranged so that as many
attractive natural features as may be on the site will be
preserved or replaced after construction. If the site lacks
a~y natural features, appropriate ones shall be incorporated in the site design (trees, water, plantings, sand, rocks,
etc. )

HAA

Site Planning and Improvements
Preservation of good existing site vegetative cover, especially healthy trees, is an important consideration. Topsoil
from disturbed areas should be preserved and reused. All
disturbed site areas must be seeded with appropriate grasses or otherwi se treated to prevent erosion. New plant materials should be hardy, suitable, and possessed of low fulmaintenance requirements. A few kinds of I'arge desirable
plants in carefully chosen locations are preferred over an
extensive mixture of materials often difficult to maintain.

FHA

Planting
M319-1

The appeal and character of the site shall be
preserved and enhanced by retaining and pro-

FHA
(cont)

e

--

tecting existing trees and other site features;
and additional new plant material shall be added for privacy, shade, beauty of buildings
and grounds and to screen out objectionable
features.

M319-2

Existing Vegetation. Existing trees, shrubs,
evergreens and ground cover shall be retained
to the extent that they enhance the project,
are effective as a screen planting)or are useful in protecting slopes.

M319-3.1

Plant material selected shall be in scale with
the composition of the buildings, the site and
its various uses and surroundings.

M319-3.2

Plant material shall be selected and arranged
to harmonize in size, shape, color, texture
and winter characteristics with the buildings
and the development of the grounds.

M319-3.3

Plant selection, location and spacing shall be
determ ined by ultimate mature growth. The
use of material shall be avoided which will become overgrown without severe trimming.

M319-3.4

Plant material shall be indigenous to the area,
or readily adaptahle to the local climate and
soil conditions. It shall not be excessively
weedy in habit or growth characteristics or unduly subject to noxious pests or plant diseases
which would seriously impair their functions or
greatly increase maintenance costs.

e

A CLASSIFICATION OF SITE ORGANIZATIONS AND SITE COMPONENTS FOR ATTACHED HOUSING

by Hanno Weber and Lance Brown

Th is cata logue is a representative survey of
built housing and housing proposals, all of
which have been adapted to a uniform square
parcel of land, four acres in area.
No two parcels of land are ever alike; topography, configuration, orientation, access,
and view, make each site unique and distinct;
this catalogue cannot, therefore, consider
these contextual characteristics, and limits
itself to the classification and illustration of
site organizations and site component alternatives.

LINEAR

•
The housing cases presented are only meant to
be a sample range of physical alternatives (limited by the capability of existing building technology) selected to demonstrate the interrelationship of the site components, as structured
by the patterns of physical organizations.
The site components are: open space, parking,
dwelling access and grouping of dwellings; the
site organizations are defined as "I inear", "centroidal" and "field" (refer to right margin).
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The interrelationship of site organization and
site components establishes in the case.s given:
a. the amount and location of site' components
(how much open space and where, the distance
to parking)
b. the capacity of a housing site (the density,
how many dwelling units and parking spaces)
c. the amenity and "life style" provided by the
environs (qualitative judgments based on values
which the user of this catalogue must make
himself)
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A

B

C

D

DIRECT ACCESS
LOW RISE

STAIR ACCESS
WA.LK - UP

ELEVATOR ACCESS
HIGH RISE

MIXED ACCESS
REHABILITATION,INFILL
LOW, WALK-UP ,HIGH LOW, WALK-UP

E

6

e

e

.~<~.~
a.

a.

private open space on grade adjacent to
dwelling unit,;
common open space reduced to access.

individual parking on grade adjacdent to
dwell ing unit.

( refer to cases: A4

(refer to cases: Al,A4,A5,B3, and E2.)

b. common parking on grade, adiacent to and
shared by groups of dwelling units.

b. private open space on/in building structure, adiacent to dwell ing un it;
common open space reduced to access.

( refer to cases: A1, B3, D2, and E3

( refer to cases: B2

c. common parking on grade, integrated with
common open space, adjacent/near to and
shared by groups of dwelling units.

c. private open space on grade or on/in building structure, adiacent to dwelling unit;
common open space shared by groups of
dwell ing units.

(refer to cases: A6,Bl,B5,Dl,D3,D4,D5,
D6, and E3.)

( refer to cases:

d. private open space on grade or on/in build-

d.

common parking on grade, near to and
shared by groups of dwelling units.

ing structure, adjacent to dwelling unit;
common open space, integrated with parking shared by groups of dwelling units.

( refer to cases:

A2, A3, 86, and E1.

(refer to cases: A5,A6,Bl,B4,B5,Dl, and
E2. )

A2 and A3.
.... -..-.,.

.. --.-------

...

l'

e. common parking in building structure below
housing, shared by groups/a dwell ing
units.

e. common open space shared by groups of
dwelling units.

(refer to cases: B2,C2,C3,C4,Dl,D2 and

( refer to cases: B4

D3.)
f.

f.

common open space integrated with parking, shared by groups of dwell ing units.

( refer to cases: C1, C5, C6, and D5.

( refer to cases: B6 and E1
g.

g.

common open space shared by all dwell ing
un its.

D2, D4, D5, D6. )

II
SPACE

ALTERNATIVES

common parking in separate building structure, shared by 0]1 dwelling units.

( refer to cases: D4

(refer to cases: Cl,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,D1,

OPEN

common parking on grade, separate from
and shared by all dwelling units.

PARKING

ALTERNATIVES

•

e
a. direct grade access.

a. direct access units forming a row.

~
, . . -'k.,.
~

..

4l;J.

(refer to cases: Al,A2,A3,A4,AS,A6,
B2,B3, D2, D3, and D6.)

(refer to cases: Al,A2,A3,A4,A5,D2,
D3, and D6.)

b. stair, exterior gallery access.

b. direct access or stacked units forming a
court.

(refer to cases: A3,A6,B5, and B6.)

( refer to cases : B3, B6 , E1, and E2 • )
c. stair, interior corridor access.

c. direct access or stacked units forming a
cluster.
f>:

( refer to cases: 85 and D5.)

( refer to cases:

d. interior,/exterior access stacked un its form-

d • stai r, interior./exteri or core access.

i ng a terrace.

(refer to cases: Bl,B4,BS,Dl,D5,El,E2,
.anti E3.)

( refer to cases: B1, B2, Dl, E3.)

e. elevator, exterior ga·llery access.

e. exterior access stacked units forming a
slab.

( refer to cases: C5 and D4.)
f.

( refer to cases: B3,B6,C5,D4,El, and E2.)

el evator, interior corri dar access.

f.

( refer to cases: B4, C 1, C3, D2, D3, and E1,
E2,E3 in rehabilitated units.)

(refer to cases: C1,C3,D2, and D3.)
g. elevator, interior core access.

g.

D6.)

IV

III
DWElLING

interior access stacked un its form ing a
tower.

(refer to cases: C2,C4,C6,Dl,D4,D5,
and D6.)

(refer to cases: C2,C4,C6,Dl,D4,D5,
and

interior access stacked un its form ing a slab.

ACCESS

ALTERNATIVES

GROUPED

DWELLING

ALTERNATIVES

e
CLASSIFICATION

e

e

~*1,;
1. ~
~~.
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e
DESCRIPTION
A linear organization of two-and three-story
direct access row houses;
private open space on grade and over parking
adiacent to dwell ing units;
common open space reduced to qccess with the
exception of common open space adjacent to
non-residential facility;
common parking on grade, adiacent to and
shared by groups of dwelling units.

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parkins spaces
parking ratio

120
30
136
1• 1

•

adapted from:
Halen Housing, Bern, Switze,rland
Atelier 5, Architects

•

•

e

DESCRIPTION
A linear organization of two-story direct access
row houses;
private open space on grade adiacent to dwelling units;
common open space integrated with parking
shared by groups of dwelling units;
common parking on grade, integrated with
common open space, adiacent to and shared
by groups of dwelling units.

total number of dwell ing units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parking*spaces
parking ratio

adapted from:
Unidad 4, Comunidad Puerto Ordaz
Santo Tome de Guayana, Venezuela
Corporacion Venezolana de Guayana

116
30
104

0.9
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e

•

e

DESCRIPTION
A centroidal organization of two-story, direct
access row houses;
private open space on grade, adjacent to dwelling units;
common open space, integrated with parking
shared by groups of dwelling units;
individual parking on grade adjacent to dwelIing units and common parking on grade integrated with common open space, ad;acent to
and shared by groups of dwell ing units.

total number of dwelli ng units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parking spaces
parking ratio

adapted from:
Elmwood Park Redevelopment Proiect
Detroit, Michigan
Crane and Gorwick, Architects.

92
22.5
116

1.3
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DESCRIPTION

A centroidal organization of two-story, direct
access row houses;
private open space on grade adjacent to dwelling units;
common open space reduced to access and service;
individual parking on grade adiacent to dwelIing units.

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parkM1g spaces
parking ratio

108

27.5
108
1.0

•

adapted from:
Eastwick Housing Study, Block 11
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
The Redevelopment Authority, City of Phila.

e
DESCRIPTION
A field organization of one-story, direct access court houses;
private open space on grade, adjacent to dwelling units;
common open space, reduced to access;
common parking on grade, near to and shared
by groups of dwelling units.

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
tota I number of parkh1g spaces
parking ratio

•

e

adapted from:
Harlow Development Corporation Housing
Clarkhill, Harlow, England
Bickerdike, Allen & Partners, Architects

91

22.5
81

0.9
~i~~~;~ Hli
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e

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parkin~ spaces
parking ratio

•

adapted from:
Hakalehdon Housing, Tapiola, Finland
Pentti Ahola, Architect

DESCRIPTION
A fie Id organization of one-story, direct access
'court houses;
private open space on grade, adjacent to dwelIing units;
common open space shared by groups of dwelIing units;
common parking on grade, near to and shared
by groups of dwelling units.

59
15

66
1• 1

r=·m·'''~liiiiiiftl_k:~.m=w.·''%~*-·:«<·:l

e
DESCRIPTION
A linear organization of four-story, stair core
access, terrace housing;
private open space in building structure adiacent to dwell ing units;
common open space shared by groups of dwelling uni ts;
common parking on grade (some below housing)
near to and shared by groups of dwelling units.

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parkiAg spaces
parking ratio

180

45

200
1• 1

•

•

adapted from:
St. Johnls College' Housing
Cambridge, England
Colin St. John Wilson, Architect.

e

e

DESCRIPTION
A linear organization of two-and three-story,
direct and gallery access terrace housing and
a central non-residential facilitYi
private open space in and on building structure
adiacent to dwelling units;
common open space reduced to access; central
common open space with non-residential feciIi ties shared by a II un itSi
common parking in building structure below
housing, shared by groups of dwelling units.

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parkillQ spaces
parking ratio

192

47.5
192

1 .0

adapted from:
Borough of Camden Housi ng
London, England
Neave Brown, Job Architect

•

e

e

DESCRIPTION
A court organization of three-story, direct and
sta ir, exterior go Ilery access, connected slab
buildings;
private open space on grade and in the building structure, adjacent to dwelling units;
common open space reduced to access;
common parking on grade adiacent/near to and
shared by groups of dwe Iling units.

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
toto I number of parkin~ spaces
parking ratio

e
adapted from:
Borough of Camberwell Housing
London, England
F.O. Hayes, Borough Architect

204
50
128

0.6

.-iWIE . . .

•

•

DESCRIPTION
A centroida I organization of three-story, stair
interior core access, slab buildings;
private open space on grade and in the bui Iding structure, adiacent to dwell ing units;
common open space on grade shared by groups
of dwelling units;
common parking on grade, near to and shared
by groups of dwelling units.

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parking spaces
parking ratio

adapted from:
St. Francis Square Housing
San Francisco, California
Marquis and Stoller, Architects

•

204

50
116

0.6
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DESCRIPTION
A field organization of four-story, direct and
stair, interior core access building clusters;
private open space on grade and in the bui Iding structure, adiacent to dwelling units;
common open space on grade shared by groups
of dwelling units;
common parking on grade, near to and shared
by groups of dwelling units.

total number of dwelling units
density in d .u ./acre
total number of parkins spaces
parking ratio

148

37.5
108

0.7

•

adapted from:
Borough of Southwark Housing, Bonamy Street
London, England
F .0. Hayes, Borough Architect

e
DESCRIPTION
A fie Id organizati'on of three;! fOUF- and fivestory, direct and stair gallery access, slab
buildings, including ground floor non-resident ia I fa c iii ties;
common open space on grade integrated with
parking, shared by groups of dwelling units;
common parking on grade (some below housing)
integrated with common open spacel'near to
and shared by groups of dwe Iii ng un its •

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parkin9t'spaces
parking ratio

248
60
170
0.7

•

•

adapted from:
Human Renewal. Corporation Proiect
Newark, New Jersey
RCUEP, H.Weberwith L.BrownandM.Pittas

e

e

DESCRIPTION
A linear organization of a twenty-story, elevator, interior corridor access slab;
common open space on grade shared by all
dwelling units;
common parking on grade, separate from and
shared by all dwelling uni ts.

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parkir1'g spaces
parking ratio

276

70
276

1 .0

e
adapted from:
Unite dlHabitation, Marseille, France
Le Corbusier, Architect

•

e
DESCRIPTION
A linear organization of three fifteen-story,
elevator interior core access towers over nonresidential facilities;
common open space on grade and over nonresidential structure, shared by all dwelling
units;
common parking in a two~story bui Iding structure, below housing shared by all dwelling
units and non-residential facilities.

total number of dwell ing units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parkin~ spaces
parking ratio

234

60
320

1.3

001

•

adapted from:
Ritstiftet Housing, Val ingby, Sweden
J. Bjurstom, Architect

e

e

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parkins spaces
parking ratio

•

adapted from:
Kips Bay Housing, New York, New York
I.M. Pei and Associates, Architects

DESCRIPTION
A centroidal organization of two thirteen~tory
elevator, interior corridor access, slabs and a
separate non-residential facilitYi
common open space on grade and over parking
struc ture, sha red by a II un i tSi
common parking in a two-story building structure below housing, shared by all units.

480
120
400

0.8

~I

c=LJ
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•

•

DESCRiPTION
A centroidal organization of three, twentysixstory, elevator interior core access, towers;
common open space on grade and over parking
structure shared by all dwelling units;
common parking in a four-story building structure, below housing, shared by all dwelling
units.

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parkiQg spaces
parking ratio

576
140
480

0.8

ITJ
ITJ

0

ITJ~
ITJ~
I

•

adapted from:
Society Hill Redevelopment Housing
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
I.M. Pei and Associates. Architects

•

DESCRIPTION
A field organization of six-, ·eight-and twelvestory, elevator exterior gallery, interconnected slabs and a central non-residential facility;
private oRen space in the building structure,
adiacent to dwelling units;
common open space on grade, shared by all
dwelling units;
common parking on grade and in bui Iding structure, separate from and shared by all dwelling
units.

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parking"'spaces
parking ratio

•

e

adapted from:
Golden Lane Proiect, London, England
Alison and Peter Smithson, Architects

400
100
400
1•0
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DESCRIPTION
A field organization of eight seven~story,
elevator interior core access, towers;
common open space on grade shared by a II
dwelling units;
common parking on grade, separate from and
shared by all dwelling units.

total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parking spaces
parking ratio

326

80
282

0.8

•

adapted from:
Les Buffetts, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France
Lagneau and Associates, Architects.

e

e
DESCRIPTION
A linear organization of:
three fourteen-story, elevator interior core
access towers over non-residential facilities;
common open space over non-residential facilifies shared by all dwelling units;
common parking in a two-story building structure, below housing shared by all tower dwelling units;

total number of tower dwelling units
total number of dwelling units
density in d .u ./acre
total number of tower parking spaces
total number of parkins spaces
parking ratio

312
384
95
320
428
1• 1

and:
four-story, interior stair core access, terrace
housing
private open space in bui Iding structure, adiacent to dwell ing units and common open space
on grade shared by groups of dwelling units;
common parking on grade, near to and shared
by groups of terrace dwelling unitsi

total number of terrace dwelling units

72

tote I number of terrace parking spaces

108

•

adapted from:
John Fitchway III Redevelopment Proiect
Trenton, New Jersey
Kramer I Hirsch and Carchidi I Architects

, ......

It
DESCRIPTION
A Ii near organ ization of:
a nine-story, elevator, interior corridor access
slab;
common open space over parking structure
shared by all dwelling units;
common parking in a one-story building structure below housing, shared by all slab dwelling
units.

total number of slab dwelling units
total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of slab parking spaces
tota I number of parki ng" spaces
parking ratio

224

•
and:
two.. and three-story direct access row houses;

278
0.9

".
adapted from:
'.~
Capitol Park Redevelopment Proiect
Washington, D.C.
Chloethiel Woodward Smith & Asso., Architect

....

private open space on grade and in building.
structure, adjacent to dwell ing units and common open space shared by all dwelling units;
common parking on grade, near to and shared
by groups of dwelling units.

total number of row house dwell ing units 90

314

80
200

•

.-~

toto I number of row house parking spaces 78

•

e
DESCRIPTION
A centroida I organization of:
four nine-story, elevator interior corridor access slabs;
common open space over parking structure
shared by groups of slab and row house dwelIing units;
common parking in a two-story building structure, below housing, shared by all units.

total number of slab dwelling units
total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
to.tal number of parkirl'g spaces
parking ratio

•

adapted from:
Tiber Island Redevelopment Project
Washington, D.C.
Keyes, Lethbridge & Condon, Architects

and:
two-story direct access row houses;
private open space on grade and over parking
structure, adiacent to dwelling units and com~
man open space shared by groups of units;
common parking in a two-story bui Iding structure, below housing, shared by all units.

256
316

total number of row house dwelling units

60

80
360
1 .2
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DESCRIPTION
A centroidal organization of:
three twenty--two-story, elevator interior core
access towers;
common open space on grade shared by all
dwelling units;
common parking in a separate four-story building structure, shared by all units;

total number of tower dwelling units
total number of dwelling units
density in d .u ./acre
total number of parking spaces
parking ratio
l'

66
340
85

and:
two, four-and eight-story, stair and elevator
exterior gallery access, slabs;
semi-private open space on grade, adjacent
to ground floor units only, and common open
space shared by all dwelling units;
common parking in a separate four story building structure, shared by all units;

tot.al number of slab dwelling units

320

0.9

I

274

adapted from:
Married Student Housing, Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Sert, Jackson and Gourley, Architects

e
DESCRIPTION
A field organization of:
three fourteen-story, elevator interior core access towersj
common open space on grade shared by all
dwelling units;
common parking on grade, separate from and
shared by all tower dwelling units.

total number of tower dwelling units
total number of dwe II ing units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of tower parking spaces
total number of parking spaces
parking ratio
l'

and:
two-and three-story, direct access, row houses;
private open space on grade, adiacent to dwel-·
Iing units and common open space shared by
groups of dwelling units;
common parking on grade, adiacent/near to
and shared by groups of dwelling units.

234

total number of row house dwelling units

86

320

80
80

toto I number of row house parking spaces 56

136

0.4
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adapted from:
Mi II Creek Redeve lopment Proiect
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Louis I. Kahn, Architect

•

e
DESCRIPTION
A field organization of:
two twentyone-story, e levator, interior core
access towers;
common open space on grade shared by all
dwelling units;
common parking on grade separate from and
shared by all dwelling units;

total number of tower dwelling units
total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parking spaces
parking ratio

240
348
87.5
118

e

and:
four-story, exterior stair core and gallery access, building clusters;
private open space on grade and in bui Iding
structure, adiacent to dwelling units and common open space shared by groups of units;
common parking on grade, near to and shared
by groups of dweLling units;

total number of cluster dwelling units

0.3

D

108

adapted from:
Canada Estate, London Docks,
London, England
Greater London Counci I, H. Benett et 01.

•

DESCRIPTION

Rehabilitation and infill of two hypothetical
blocks, maintaining non-residential land uses
and the existing Iinear organization imposed
by the dividing street right-of-way;
rehabilitation of existing five-story walk-up
buildings and infill with four-story, stair exterior gallery access slabs;
common open space on grade, integrated with
common parking on grade, near to and shared
by groups of dwelling units, established byagglomerating existing private rear yards;
additional on-street, curb parking.
140
total' rehabilitated dwell ing units
80
total number new dwelling units
220
total number of dwelling units
90
density in d .u ./acre~ II
145
total number of parking spaces
0.7
parking ratio
i

•

hypothetical example:
H. Weber and L. Brown

•

e
DESCRIPTION
Rehabil itation and infi II of two hypothetical
blocks, maintaining perimeter non-residential
land uses and the existing linear organization,
ctosing the street right-of-way to through traffic;
rehabilitation of existing five-story walk-up
bui1dings and infi II with four-story, stair exterior go Ilery access slabs;
existing rear yards used as private and common
open space on grade shared by groups of units;
common parking on grade in closed street rightof-way, and additional on-street curb parking.
total rehabilitated dwelling units
140
total number new dwell ing units
104
total number of dwelling units
242
density in d.u ./acre *
87 .5
tot~1 .number of parking spaces
102
parking ratio
0.4

e
hypothetical example:
H. Weber and L. Brown

•

e
DESCRIPTION
Selective rehabilitation and infill of two hypothetical blocks, maintaining limited perimeter
non-residential land uses and establishing a centroidal organization by closing the street rightof-way;
rehabilitation of existing five-story walk-up
buildings and infill with four-story, stair core
access terrace housing;
new terrace housing, private open space on
the bui Iding structure, adiacent to dwe II i ng
units;
common open space on grade shared by groups
of dwell ing units;
common parking on grade, adiacent/near to
and shared by groups of dwelling units.

•
total rehabilitated dwelling units
total number of new dwelling units
total number of dwelling units
density in d.u ./acre
total number of parking spaces
parking ratio

100
100
200
60
126
0.6

hypothetical example:
H .Weber and L. Brown
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The following pages were prepared to des~rif:>e what
components are included in the site niodel\ kit and to help
you calculate the numbers involved in an~lyz.in9 ~ertQin
housing policies. This section does not rE\ploce the detai I
site G:~tcilog diagrams. and information. · \
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The fi~st\page: Chart (A), Iists-,th~'cQlors o~ the ~~rkit:lg ,-.
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t he basic bul)ding ,blocks provi~ed.~ 190k like., ~as ~ell a$1
how many of e~ch cotor and size' are provided The next
pdges, Charts (~ 1) to (C) show hO:N the blo~ks ay: be
used to represent ~ orne typical b,uildings. The ~Je t side
shows t~e typical uilding shape,.' The cente.r'col mn tell'S
you how many squar feet are represented by the t pical
shQp~. These ~(JI'cula ,ions ca'n ~~Ip you fiIL,ouf. th
\
Propo~1 Analysis Fo~m\t. The. last c;olumh .shows-s me,
varldtions of the 'typical ~hape~not all variations ·or
shown. Th~Site .Cata.o9~\hows many moreo
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ACTIVI'TY~

oR' FACILiTY 'BE'IN'G o'RAvtN

STREETS AND ROADS:
EXISTING AND NEW

OR B~I~

Curbs around city 1l)loc~.:s, directions of traf(ic flow,
location of drive~aysl'outljnesof parking areas, notes
on traffi.c acc"'s~ and {Jarking.

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS: Shops, office'l markets l department stores, etc., notes
EXISTING AND NEW
.on commetcjal facilities
EXISTING HOUSING:

GJ~AY

RED

RED

All existi,t9 residential building types; single family,
walk-u~ high-ris.e,

etc;.---not rehabil itated structures.
Notes on existing residential building's.

LIGHT BROWN

LIGHT BROWN

~

I
t

NEW 'HO'USING:

All new residential buil~ings: row houses, court houses,
tertfaced I w~lk~up, I~ isH-rise, etc. ---rehabil ita ted
structures.· Notes Olfl n~w ~nd rehabilitated residential
bu if dings.

YELLOW

YELLOW

I

f

; II

INDUSTRY AND SERVICE:
EXISTING' AND NEW

All gas stations, factdries, power plants, truck terminals,
etc. ' Notes'on industr7Y and service.

INSTI.TUTIONS:
EX·JSTING AND NEW

Allrschools. cl.inics:jday care centers, hospitals,
lib.raries, communit· centers, etc.

OUTDOOR SPAC;ES:

All parks l playgrounds, sports fields, wooded areas, etc.

l

,

Notes on open spacie.

WATER:
EXISTING AND, NEW,
PED~STRIAN

CIRCULA-

:TlON:/.' EXISTtNG. AND

·NEW,.:

,

e

AI.' streams, riv,rs, lakes; pools, canals, etc.
Notes on watej
Walkways, irrri>ortant sidewalks, paths, plazas, or
important gathering spaces, crosswalks, etc •. Notes
, o,n pedestria" circulation.
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DARK BROWN

DARK BROWN

BLUE

BLUE

•
GREEN

GREEN

LIGHT BLUE
ORAN'GE
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The building DWELLING UNIT DESIGN method
described here can be used to do the following th ings:

•

e
SUMMARY of the steps described in the instructions
the following pages:

Ofl

a. Develop pol ides for the design of buildings and
dwell ing units in which you would I ike to live.

STEP 1

DETERMINE ISSUES
What problems db you want to work on?

b. Develop physical models of dwelling units in which
you would like to live.

STEP 2

DECIDE ON POLICIES
What actions do you want to take to solve
the problem?

STEP 3

SET PRIORITIES
How important is each of the actions you
want to take?

c. Help people who have had Iittle or no previous ex
perience to take action on planning and design decisions.
d. Provide planners, architects and other professionals
needed to help you build your housing proposals, with a
clear statement of the type, amount and location of ac
tivity areas and local ities that you want in the buildings
and dwellings in which you will live.
In your completed housing proposal, the planning and
design of a building and dwell ing units can never be
separate from the planning of the site. The planning
group using this method should know that there are two
parts in this Workbook used to arrive at a complete
housing proposal. The first is the SITE PLANNING
method and the second is the DWELLING UNIT DESIGN
method. These two parts and the rent calculation
must eventually fit "together to insure that

Option A. Policy check
How do the selected DWELLING UNIT
DESIGN POLICIES compare with the SITE
PLANNING POLICIES.
STEP 4

SELECT CATALOG TYPES
How have other groups tried to solve the
problem you are working on?
Option B. Catalog check
How do the selected Dwelling Unit Design
Catalog types compare with the selected
site catalog types.

STEP 5

PREPARE DWELLING UNIT DESIGN
PROPOSALS
How do you want to develop the physical
design of your dwelling units.

STEP 6

ANALYZE YOUR PROPOSALS
What will be accomplished by the type.of
dwelling units that you have developed.

STEP 7

you have developed a workable housing program. Three
options for insuring that the proposals for site and dwell
ings fit together are described below. These options may
be used if the site and dwellings are worked on at the
same time, or separately one after the other. Each is
described in detail in the Instructions for SITE PLAN
NINGAND DWELLING UNIT DESIGN.
Option A

Option B

Option C

Are there any other kinds of Dwelling
Unit proposals for your site which might
be better than the first one?

You can compare policy decisions for the
site and the dwelling units to make sure
they do not con(lict. Do this after STEP
3 in the Instructions.
You can compare selected catalog
types
for the site and dwelling units to make sure
they do not conflict. Do this after STEP
4 in the instructions.
You can compare final programs for the
site and the dwelling units to make sure
they do not conflict. If the two parts do
not fit together, then one part should be
re-done until all conflicts are removed.
This can be done by re-working as many
steps as are necessary in the instructions.
If either the site plan or dwelling unit
design is completed first, you can use the
result as information when working on the
other.

e

. PREPARE ALTERNATIVE
DWELLING UNIT PROPOSALS

STEP 8

EVALUATE THE ALTERNATIVE PROPOS·
ALS
How well does each one of the proposals
you developed accompl ish what you want
to do?

STEP 9

SELECT BUILDINGS AND DWELLING
UNITS
Which proposal does your group want to
adopt?

Option C. Final Program Check
How does the building Dwelling Unit
Design Program compare with the site
program?
STEP 10

•

PREPARE A DWELLING UNIT DESIGN
REPORT

e

•

•

STEP 1. DETERMINE ISSUES
What problems do you want to work on?

•

MATERIALS PROVIDED WITH THE DWELLING
UNIT PLANNING METHOD.

1.

WHAT IS AN ISSUE?

A sample I ist of issues for Dwelling Unit
Planning often considered important when planning
large areas.

An issue is a problem you consider important and could
take anyone of several different actions to solve.

The issues can be found in the section titled
DWELLING UNIT DESIGN: ISSUES.

2.

Building-Dwelling Unit Issues are questions about the
type and amount of different activities you want in your
home and building, such as sleeping areas, indoor com
munity areas, laundry focil ities, etc., and where those
activities are located.

A blank form for I isting new issues your planning
group decides to deal with, called New Issues
and Pol ides Form (A), found at the end of
this section.

HOW ARE ISSUES DETERMINED?
There are many different ways to decide on the issues
your group considers important. Three ways are descri
bed below:
1.

REVIEWING SAMPLE ISSUES: In another section
of this book you will find a list of Building-Dwell
ing Unit Issues which various planning groups have
considered important.
Your group may begin by reviewing the list and
checking ( t/ )only the issues they wish to deal
with.

2.

LISTENING TO DISCUSSIONS. Often, import
ant issues are the basis of discussions between
community members. Anyone in your planning
group listening to or participating in these dis
cussions should write down the underlying ques
tions being discussed when they concern
Dwelling Unit activities.

If you have more than one new issue I you will
want to make extra copies of this form.

~"'E~~

MATERIALS YOUR GROUP PROBABLY WANTS TO
REVIEW.
1.

Site plan program report I if it is done.

2.

User Standards and corresponding financing
program requirements (H.F.A., F.H.A., H.A.A).

3.

Any of the publ ications listed in the Bibl iography.

THE FINAL PRODUCT OF THIS STEP INCLUDES
1•

A I ist of issues sel ected from the sampl es.

2.

New Issues I isted on the NEW ISSUES AND
POLICIES FORM (A).

These two parts should be cI ipped together and
kept in a folder labeled:

LOOKING AT EXISTING PLANS AND PROGRAMS
Many issues develop when there is discussion of
existing or proposed plans for the building and
dwelling units to be built on a site that you are
planning.

DWELLING UNIT PROPOSALS

When deciding on issues your group should realize that
the more issues it wants to deal with, the more work
everyone will have to do in order to accomplish your
Dwelling Unit Proposals.

e

e

e

e
STEP 2. DECIDE ON POLICIES

•

MATERIALS PROVIDED

•

What actions do you want to take to solve your problems?

1.

A sample set of four or five pol icies for each
sample issue. The policies can be found in the
section titled: DWELLING UNIT DESIGN
ISSUES AND POLICIES.

2.

A blank form for listing new issues and policies.
The new ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM CA) can
be found at the end of th is section.

WHAT IS A POLICY?
A policy is an action which your planning group may
take to resolve a specific problem or issue. In this
method four or five different possible policies or actions
are always shown for each issue. This allows your group
to make a policy choice from a wide range of alterna
tives.

OTHER MATERIALS YOU WILL NEED
HOW ARE POLICIES DECIDED?
1.
There are many different ways to decide on the policies
your group would like to follow. Three ways are describ
ed below:
1.

REVIEWING SAMPLE ISSUES AND POLICIES
There is a set of four or five sample policies in
cluded with each sample issue shown in the sec
tion of this book titled DWELLING UNIT DESIGN
ISSUES, POLICIES AND RESULTS. In most cases
one of the policies described represents the policy
now in effect.
Existing policies are shown here because it is the
most convenient and useful way to supply data on
existing conditions.
.
A group will usually chose a policy if the members
believe that action will lead to a result that they
will like. Some estimates of possible results are
shown under many of the sample policies.

A record of the new issues selected by your group.

Your group may begin by using the sample issues you
have selected and comparing the possible results
listed for each policy. You may want to add to or
revise the list of possible results. You can draw a
circle around the policy you feel would have the
most advantages for your planning group and your
planning area.

2.

THE FINAL PRODUCT OF THIS STEP INCLUDES

DEVELOPING A CHOICE OF POLICIES FOR
YOUR NEW ISSUES
When your group wants to work on a new problem
or issue not shown in the list of samples, it can
begin by writing down four or five different actions
that may be taken to deal with the issue. Each of
these actions is a possible policy choice for your
group.
Record the new policy statements on the NEW
ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM (A).
The ideas for new pol icies may come from members
of the group who know of good ideas for action or
from technical assistants and consultants who know
what many other planning groups have done. Some
times a group may think of an idea for a policy that
has not been tried before.

Your selection from the sample Dwelling Unit
Design Issues and Policies sheets with your chosen
policies circled.

2.

The NEW ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM (A) sheets
with the new policies your group has decided upon
circled on each sheet.

These two parts should be clipped together and kept in a
folder labeled: DWELLING UNIT DESIGN POLICIES.
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It is not really possible to pick the one policy that
your group wants unless you can make some pre
dictions of the possible results. Most of the time,
the results of a policy can not be predicted with
certainty, but are based upon judgement and ex
perience. You may want to call in consultants to
help you decide upon the possible results of a new
policy.

e

1.

e

e

e
When your group is satisfied with the new policy
statements and predicted results, you may select
the policy you want by drawing d circle around
the statement on the NEW ISSUES AN D POLIC IES
FORM (A).
3.

LISTENING TO DISCUSSIONS AND LOOKING
AT EXISTING PLANS AND PROGRAMS. Often
specific policies are brought up by members of
your group or others when talking about the prob
lems at hand, or looking at other plans and pro
grams.
When policies are discovered in this way and the
issues or problem the policy is supposed to solve
has not been clearly stated, you should try to
identify the issue. Once the issue has been de
termined other policies may come to mind which
broaden the range of choice beyond the first
action or policy that came to your attention.
Policies added in this way should be recorded on
the NEW ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM (A) and
possible results predicted before your group makes
its policy decision.
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How important is each of the actions you want to take?
WHAT IS SETTING PRIORITIES?
Some of the policies your group has decided to follow
are more important to you than others. You need a way
to make it clear to everyone just how important each
policy is to your group. When you decide on a priority
rating for each policy, this will help you later when you
try to eva loote different pro po sa Is for accomplishing your
policies.

1.

Your selected policies from the folder labeled
Dwelling Unit Design Policies (see Step 2).

2.

A blank form for listing and scoring the selected
policies l priorities Listing Form (B), found at the
end of this section.

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
HOW ARE PRIORITIES SET?
A copy of the Priorities Listing Form (B) with the deci
sions of the group recorded. Keep this form in the folder
together with your selected policies.

Priorities are set for your selected policies by deciding
how important each policy is in relation to all other
policies and to the problems of your community.
A good way to score is with the numbers 5,4,3,2, 1.
The most important policies are scored 5 and the least
important policies are scored 1. You may pick any set
of numbers you want for scoring priorities. But for con
venience in later steps, you should always use the higher
numbers for the most important policies.
To keep track of your decisions on priorities you can use
the Priorities Listing Form (B). Write out the policies
you have selected in the spaces provided. Place a number
in the space next to each policy to represent your deci
sion on how important that policy is to you.
1.

Your group may find that most members generally
agree on the importance of each policy selected.
Priorities may be decided in an open discussion
(which can include consultants and technical

e
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assistants you invite} and recorded on the Priori
ties Listing Form {B} by one member of the group.
2.

Each voting member of your group may want to
use his own copy of the Priorities Listing Form
{B} to record his decisions about the importance
of each policy. When individual forms are filled
out these sheets may be used as a type of be Ilot
for deciding priorities.

•

•

Option A. Policy Check.

MATERIALS PROVIDED WITH THE DWELLING UNIT
DESIGN METHOD AND HOUSING SITE PLANNING
METHOD INCLUDE

M.ay be done only if policies have been selected for
both Site Planning and Dwelling Unit Design.
How do your building Dwelling Unit decisions compare
with decisions about your site?

1.

WHAT IS A POLICY CHECK?

2.

You can make a policy check by looking at your decisions
about dwelling unit design that have been made separate
ly to see if they conflict with your decisions about the
site. There are some policy choices for dwelling unit
design that will not be possible in combination with
some of the site planning policy choices.

3.

Any new issues and policies you may have recorded
on NEW ISSUES AND POLICIES FORM" (A) for
both site and dwelling unit design.
Selected SAMPLE ISSUES AND POLICIES for both
site and dwelling unit design from your folders
labeled ISSUES.
POLICY CHECK FORM (E). Blank for recording
confl icts.

HOW DO YOU CHECK POLICIES?
In your final proposal, the dwelling unit plans you have
chosen have to fit into the bui Idings you show on your
site plan. You can use this option to catch at an early
stage in planning any pol icies that simply can not fit
together.

MATERIALS YOUR GROUP MAY WANT TO REVIEW

A simple example would be the choice of a policy to
have buildings over eight stories high when you are
working on site planning~and a choice of a policy to
have no elevators when you are working on dwelling
uni t design.

END PRODUCT OF THIS OPTION

1.

1.

It should be clear that with these two policies you are
asking people to go up eight stories without an elevator.
This does not meet present day standards. Such confl icts
should become obvious when you compare the pol icies
you picked for your dwelling unit designs.

POLICY CHECK FORM (E) recording all conflicts
between Site and Dwelling Unit decisions.

Copies of this
form should ~ put in the folders
for each of the methods: SITE PLANNING ISSUES AND
POLICIES.
DWELLING UNIT DESIGN ISSUES AND POLICIES.

When this happens, you can list the two conflicting
policies on Pol icy Check Form (E). Your group can

e

The information collected about your existing
situation.

e

e

e
then decide to change its policy for either site
planning or dwelling unit design. Or, you may
want to pick a new policy in both site planning
and dwelling unit design so that the two can fit
together.
If you are not certain if two policies are in con
is probably best not to change either one
until you try to draw or make models of some
proposa Is. Sometimes you can find a way to get
policies to work together in an actual proposal
for physical change that seemed to be in confl ict
as written statements.
flic~ it

e
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STEP 4. SELECT CATALOG TYPES
How have other groups tried to solve the kinds of prob
lems you are working on?

MATERIALS PROVIDED
1.

WHAT IS A DWELLING UNIT TYPE CATALOG?
When your group begins to take action to decide on the
types of dwelling units and related buildings which will
best solve your problems, it is helpful to look over the
many different ways that such problems have been
solved by other groups.

A record of your selected issues, policies and
priorities in a folder labeled:
DWELLING UNIT DESIGN POLICIES

2. A catalog of 70 basic dwelling unit types and their
related building types in the section of this book
called: DWELLING UNIT CATALOG

:3.

The dwelling unit type catalog will help you find out
what some of the solutions to these problems are by
giving a representative selection of dwelling unit plans
that are being built at the present time. The dwelling
unit plans and accompanying diagrams show the size and
number of various activity areas in the dwelling, such
as sleeping, cooking, and living areas and how they can
be combined.

A set of user standards and -re lated code and
financing program requirements in the section of
this book called: USER STANDARDS.

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
The catalog types you have decided to include in your
final program or the types which you will make changes
on with the use of the dwelling unit tool.

If after going through the dwell ing unit type catalog, you
find that there is not a type that solves your problems or
satisfies your policies, or that you want to make changes
in one of the types shown, you can use the dwelling
unit tool which is described in STEP 5 to develop your
own type.

Put these pages in your folder titled:
DWELLING UNIT CATALOG TYPES

HOW TO USE THE CATALOG
It is much easier for a group to get started on the job of
deciding and developing specific proposals for the type
of dwelling unit that you want to live in, if you can see
and become familiar with as wide a range as possible of
dwelling unit types, such as those shown in the catalog.
You can decide on the types of dwelling units that you
v.ant in several ways:
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The dwell ing unit catalog represents a wide range of ways
in which various policies have been combined, to form
a dwelling unit plan. By looking at the catalog types
you can become familiar with how to combine your own
policies.
1.

Which catalog type or types wi II make it possible
for your group to accomplish the Dwelling Unit
Design policies you have selected?

2.

Which catalog type or types will make living
activities most convenient and enjoyable for mcs t
of the people who will live in the buildings and
dwelling units?

3.

Which catalog type or types will give you dwell
ing units similar to any that members of your group
have seen or Ii ked?

4.

Which catalog types or types work best with the
type or types of buildings that you want on your
site?
The introduction to the catalog should be read
when you begin this step since it explains in de
tail how to use the . catalog.
When you are choosing a catalog type you should
keep in mind the access type that will work with
the type or types of buildings that you want. The
access type or how you want to get into your
dwelling from outside is key to the way that the
building type and dwellingunits fit together.
The dwelling unit catalog index relates buildings
and dwell ing units by means of access type. When
you are developing your own dwelling unit pro
posals, you should often check on this fitting
together. This is not difficult, because there are
only a few dwelling unit types which do not work
together with most building types.

e
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Option B. Catalog Check~
How do your selected dwelling unit catalog types compare
.
with your sereCted'site 'ca~fog types?

1.

Selected pages from the DWE LUNG UNIT
CATALOG.

2.

Selected pages from the SITE CATALOG •.

3.

The CATALOG check Form (F). This form
may be found at the end of this section.

WHAT IS A CATALOG CHECK?'
A catalog check is a comparison of the drawings selected
from th~ Site Catalog with the drawings selected from the
Dwelling Unit Design Catalog to see if they represent
building types which are similar or very different. If
they are similar then they may be combined into one
composite housing proposaL If however, they are dif
ferent,' such as a Site type having all tall boildings and
a Dwelling Unit type good only for low' buildings, then
they will not fit together.

END PRODUCT OF THIS OPTION
A filled-in Catalog Check Form (f) with a list of
possible catalog sets by numbers.

You will probably want to discover at an early stage
whether or not youwill be able to combine your
decisions when you prepare a final proposal.

Put copies of this form in the folder titled:
CATALOG SELECTIONS

HOW DO YOU CHECK CATALOG TYPES?
The Site Catalog drawings and the Dwelling Unit Catalog
drawings have one thing in common: they both relate to
t~e same set of buildings types. Some dwellings units can
only be put in certain buildings types, and certain site
arrangerrtents can only be achieved using certain building
types •. Be'cause ,of this,building types are a good "common
denom inator. II "
,
First, lay' out on a table all the Site Catalog pages you
selected inStep 4 of the Site Instructions. Next, lay
out ona table all the Dwellingl)nit Design Catalog
types, with their respective building types, on the same
table. Then, looking over the two sets of drawings see
if you can line Up the drawings from the different catalog
so that the buildings suggested by each are the same. If
none of the drawings match then you should probably go
back to the catalogs and find more 'types you might like,
and which can fit together. You may find that by moving
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the catalog pages around you can make many different
matching sets using the same drawing more than once.
When you have assembled one or more sets of matching
diagrams/record the set of numbers which tell which
catalog pages should be used together. These will be
useful later on when using the planning tools, evaluating
proposals, and writing a final program. You can record
the sets on the POLICY CHECK FORM (E).
If you have not started any of the other steps in
the Instructions for either Site Planning or Dwelling Unit
Design you may still use this option as it will provide
useful information for the work you are going to do later.

•
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STEP 5. DEVELOP DWELLING UNJT PlANS

MATERIALS PROVIDED

How do you develop dwelling unit plans which satisfy
your needs or policies?
How do you better understand what it is like to live in
the dwelling unit types shown in the catalog?

I.

All your forms and records of Steps 1-4, now
completed, and including selected catalog
pages.

WHAT IS A DWELLING UNIT PLAN?

2.

Site Plan Program, if it is done.

Your group can prepare a model of a dwelling unit plan
to show the types of activities you want in your dwelling,
the amount of space you want to give to each activity
and how you want these activities combined or related to
each other. In short, a dwe iii ng unit plan is one way of
showing how your selected policies or decisions about
your environment can be combined ina dwelling design.

3.

The Dwelling Unit Type Catalog.

4.

The Dwelling Unit User Standards.

5.

The Dwelling Unit Tool:
a. plastic sheets to be used as floors with floor
separators
b. an opaque projector
c. 30-inch roll of transparent tracing paper
d. furniture
e. model stair pieces
f. foam core walls and wal I connections
g. kitchen equipment pieces
h. block marking pens
i. metal rulerand mat knife
j. colored vinyl plastic sheets
k. an

architect~

triangular scale

I. a bottle of fluid for cleaning the plastic floor
sheets

e

e
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m. a roll of masking tape
6.

A polaroid camera with firm.

7.

Propo~1 Analysis Forms (C).

•

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
I.

A dwelring unit proposal or proposals in model
form which have been recorded with a set of
photographs.

2.

A record of the types of areas in the proposal
and the i r dimensions.

HOW ARE DWELLING UNIT PLANS DEVELOPED?

MATERIALS YOU WILL NEED FOR THIS STEP

Before starting to develop and build your dwelling unit
plan type it is useful to review all the decisions you have
made about what you woul" like to accomplish.

I.

A piece of 30 inch"x 30 inch transparent tracing
paper.

2.

A marking pen or pencil.

3.

An opaque projector (which is supplied with
this tool).

4.

Your chosen catalog type.

5.

A ruler.

Outlined below is a set of detailed instructions for
making changes to a plan type shown in the catalog,
developing a new plan type or building a plan type that
is shown in the catalog.
THERE ARE 5 STEPS YOU CAN FOLLOW TO PREPARE
A DWELliNG UNIT PLAN PROPOSAL

I.

LAY OUT A PLAN FROM THE CATALOG
To layout one of the catalog plan types:
a. Take a piece of 30 inch x 30 inch piece of
transparent tracing paper and tape it to the
wall of a room which is sufficiently large so
that you can get approximately 10 feet away
from the wall with the opaque projector, and
which has curtains or shades on the windows
that it can be darkened.
b. Take the opaque projector and place the
drawing of the catalog plan type that you are
working with under the projector. Then focus
the projector on the piece of tracing paper,
moving it backward or forward, until you get
the projected image of each square of the grid
that the dwelling unit plan is printed on to
measure one inch by one inch.
c. Take a pencil or marking pen and go over every
line of the dwelling unit plan projected on the
tracing paper. Remember to also write in the
names of all areas and their dimensions, and
total square feet •

•
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d. You now have a drawing of this enlarged plan
type at a scale of 1/2 inch equals one foot.
Take the drawing and place it under one of the
plastic sheets, Iining up the lines of the
drawing with the grid inscribed on the plastic
sheet and taping it to the plastic sheet.
NOTE:

2.

This step should be repeated for each floor
of the dwelling unit. For example" if you are
working with a two-story unit you will have
two drawings which should be placed under two
separate clear plastic sheets.

LAY OUT A PLAN FROM THE CATALOG
There are two ways to make changes in a dwelling
unit plan type.
A. Follow Step 1, ,a. through d " making changes
in the plan type by drawing your changes on
top of the plastic sheet with a red marker pen.
B. If you want to make changes in a plan type
while you are redrawing it, you can take a
piece of tracing pciper and place it over the
plastic sheet so that you can see the grid on
the plasti c sheet thru the traci ng paper. Then
start transferring parts of the plan that you want
to keep by either counting squares (each square
of the grid in the catalog equals two squares
of the grid on the plastic sheet) or you may use
an architect's scale (the catalog plan type ' is
drawn at 1/16 inch equals one foot and the
model isat a scale of 1/2 inch equals one
foot). Then follow STEP HI-d.

NOTE:

Whenever you make changes in a plan type
always keep in mind the area and size
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requirements listed in
section under "Space".

3.

LAY OUT A NEW PLAN WHICH YOU
WANT TO DEVELOP
Before you start to layout your new plan type on the
model you should have the following items in front
of you:
A. Your list of chosen policies and results which is
in the folder marked DWELLING UNIT DESIGN
POLICIES.
8. An outline diagram of your proposal such as the
ones in the catalog showing the location of
window areas, solid waH areas and point where
dwelling unit is entered.
C. A general diagram of your proposal such as the
ones in the catalog, .showing how the main .
activity areas in your dwelling unit are to be
combined.
D. The set of "USER STANDARDS. II
E. List of activity areas that you want in your
dwelling unit proposal with their areas and
dimensions indicated.
There are two ways in which you can develop a
new plan type:
I. Take a plastic sheet and start drawing with a
marking pen the areas that you have listed to
the scale of 1/2 inch equals one foot on the
plastic sheet, combining them in the way that
is shown in your activity area diagram 8. You
will most likely want to make changes in area

e
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arrangements and room dimensions as you go
along; you can do this by using the cleaning
fluid for erasing the marking pen lines from the
sheet and
redrawing thedesired changes.
If you are developing a two-story unit, you
should first layout the first floor and then place
a second plastic sheet on top of the first.and
start laying out the second floor, always
making sure that stairways and outside walls
line up.
2. Take the various colored vinyl sheets, cutting
the appropriately colored sheet (as I isted in
color code) for each area that. you want in
your dwelling to the dimensions that you have
listed for that area. Once you have all the
vinyl sheets cut to sizel take a clear plastic
sheet and start to arrange the colored vinyl
sheets in the relationship that you have indi
cated in your Diagram B. Always keep in
mind the standards for sizes and areas listed in
the User Standard section under "Space".
The vinyl sheets will stick to the plastic sheet
so that you don't have to worry about them
moving out of place. The vinyl sheets allow you
to experiment with many different arrangements
of areas, by picking up the sheets and moving
them into new positions. You may find that
you want to change the dimensions of an area as
you go along; either making it larger or smaller
or longer or shorter. This can easily be done
by cutting away a piece of the vinyl sheet or
adding a piece.
NOTE: Again} if you are developing a two-story
unit, you should first layout the first floor and
then place a second piece on top of the first
and start laying out the second floor, always
making sure that stairways and outside walls

•
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COLOR CODE
Activity Area

Color of Vinyl

living Area

Yellow

Bedroom or Sleeping Area Dark Orange
Dining Area

Purple

Closets or Storage

Light Orange

Bathroom

White

Kitchen or Cooking Area

Blue

Private Outdoor Area

Green

line up.
4.

BUILDING WALLS AND PUTTING STAIRS,
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT ON YOUR PLAN
Once you have your plan laid out, you can st~rt
to build up the walls, add stairs, furniture, and
kitchen equipment.
Start by:
a. Taking the pieces of IIfoam core" which are
4 inches wide and represent 8 foot high walls
and cut them (with the cutting board or a metal
straight edge and a knife) to the length of·
each of the wa lis that are shown in the plan.
Remember that wherever there is a thick black
line there is a wall, and a piece of foam core
should be placed on it. Where two,three or
four walls meet .at right angles, a paper clip
pushed into each piece of foam core, can b~
used to connect them,las is shown in the dia
gram at the right. Again, in the case where
you are building a two-story unit, the first floor
walls should be built first and then, lining up the
plan of the second floor with the plan of the
first, build the walls for the second floor. The
floor separators are used for separating the
plastic sheets.

5.

A

'~
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RECORD THE PLAN TYPE
Although you can make a set of drawings of
the dwe II i ng unit plan type that you have de
veloped, it is easier to take a set of photo
graphs to record your proposa I. With the
Polaroid camera, take one photograph looking
straight down on the model, and two more
photographs, one each from opposite corners

e
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e
of the mode I •
The dimensions and square foot areas for each proposal
shou Id a Iso be copied and attached to the photographs.
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1.

What will be accomplished by the dwelling unit plans you
have chosen or developed?

Several copies of the Proposed Analysis Form
(C) which can be found at the end of this set
of instructions.

What will be accomplished by plans made by others?
WHY DO YOU ANALYZE PLANS?

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS

If you have worked through the previous steps of the
building -Dwelling Unit Design method described here,
you will have made many informar analyses when discuss
ing the ideas various members of your group have suggested.,
After you have made all of the decisions about your pro
posa Is you are going to make at this stage of the process,
it is extremely helpful to take some time to record a more
complete and formal analysis of what is shown in the pro
posals. To do this you can be guided by the kinds of in
formation you have to supply in order to fill in the
Proposal Analysis Form (C).

A copy of the Proposal Analysis Form (C) filled out for
each proposal developed by your group or by others for
your buildings and dwelling units.

HOW DO YOU ANALYZE PLANS?
When you have all the items of information about the pro
posals written down in order on the Form (C), you will
find it much easier to compare one proposal with another
and to decide how well your selected policies may be ac
complished by that prOposal.
Other plans for your buildings and dwelling units may be
brought to your group by consultants you have working
for you, by representa tives of public agencies which make
plans and proposals,or by any private interest groups which
want to propose some development for your site. You can
use the same Form (C) to analyze what will be accomplish··
ed by the proposals developed by others.

e

e

e
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If you fill out the Proposal Analysis Form (C) for each
proposal your group developsJas well as any proposal for
your buildings and dwelling units done by others1you will
have a brief summary of all proposals available for easy
comparison.
To make it easier to analyze and compare proposals by
others, you may want to build models of the proposals on
the dwelling unit tool before filling out the Proposal
Analysis Form (C) for proposals by others.
It will probably be most convenient if ohe or more members
of the group or technical assistants are asked to make the
rough measurements of what is drawn or what is written in
notes on a proposal. This can take a few hours of work
for each proposal and should be done between meetings
of the group.
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STEP 7. PREPARE ALTERNATIVE DWELLING UNIT
PROPOSALS

MATERIALS PROVIDED

Are there any other kinds of dwelling unit plans that may
be better than the first ones that you have considered.

Use the same materials listed in the instructions for
Steps 5 and 6.

WHY DEVELOP ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS?
OTHER MATERIALS YOU WILL NEED
If you have used a lot of time and effort to work out your
first proposals (STEP 5), you will most likely be pleased
with what you have accompl ished. It is most natura I for
anyone who has worked out a new idea on his own to
concentrate on all the good features of the idea and to
try to explain away some of the bad features.

Use the same materia Is listed in the instructions for
Steps 5 and 6.

It is difficult to begin working on new and different dwell
ing unit proposals after you have developed proposals you
like. However, many groups have found that it is well
worth the extra effort required to search for and draw addi
tional plans that are different from your first ones. Often
this has led to the discovery of a proposal that has many
more advantages and fewer and fewer disadvantages than
your first proposals.
HOW ARE ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS DEVELOPED?
The procedure$and materials used to wo'rk out
first proposals ~re (STEP 5).
;

alt~rnative

~o

not have to be made just for the
The changes you make
sake ofdrawirg something different than your first pro
posa Is. These a re some of the reasons you may have for
making
, . changes:
,

1. Some important policies you have selected may
not be clearly accomplished by your first proposal.
Draw your new proposa I so that there is greater
emphasis on ways to accomplish these policies.

e
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Your group may not have been too sure which
policy it thought was best to resolve some of your
selected issues. Or, there may have been con
siderable debate about which policy should be
followed by the group. You may base your addi
tional proposals on different sets of policies than
your first proposal to see what differences such
changes in pol icy could make in the plan.

3.

Your first plans may seem too timid and too much
Iike what has been done before. Your group may
feel that it should aim for a newer and more in
ventive type of building and dwelling unit. If
this is so, you can cast aside some of the limita
tions you accepted when doing the first proposal
when you are working out additional proposals.

4.

Or, your first plan may seem too ambitious to be
accomplished with the time and money your group
is likely to have available in the near future.
You may want to make proposals that are more
modest and that you feel more sure you can ac
complish. Additional proposals can be drawn on
this basis.

5.

You may read about, visit or be told by your
consultants about some new ideas on ways to
arrange building and dwelling unit activities.
You may want to see in detai I what such new
ideas may mean to your community. Additional
proposals can be developed based upon these
ideas.

6.

Your building and dwelling unit proposal does
not work with the site plan proposal. You may
not want to make any changes in the site pro
posal and therefore will have to make changes
in the building-dwelling unit proposal.

e
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THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
The same end product Iisted for SteF?s 5 and 6 for each
additional proposal you prepare.

STEP 8. EVALUATE THE ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS

MATERIALS PROVIDED

How well does each one of the proposals you have devel
oped accomplish what you want to do?

1.

Several copies of the Evaluation Form (D) which
will be found at the end of this set of Instructions.

WHY EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PLANS?

2.

Your filled out copies of the Priorities Listing
Form (B).

3.

Your filled out copies of the Proposal Analysis
Form (C) for each proposal you consider.

It is almost impossible to avoid making informal evalua
tions of the proposals your group is developing or gets
from others in your discussions as you go along. However,
each plan has so many different features that it is a great
help to collect all your evaluations of each plan and
record them in one place. This makes it possible to keep
track of the' many advantages and disadvantages of each
proposal. Recording a complete list of evaluations also
makes it possible to compare each proposal you consider
with all the other proposals you have.

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS YOU MAY WANT
1.

An adding machine (a machine which will also
multiply would be best for this step).

HOW ARE ALTERNATIVE PLANS,EVALUATED?
The policy statements your group selected in STEP 2 desc
ribe all of the things your group decided it wanted to
accomplish with your proposals. These same policy state
ments are the best check list you can have when the time
comes to evaluate all the proposals you have developed
or have been given to you by· others.
Go back to your list of selected policies and the priorities
you set for each policy (STEPS 2 and 3).· Examine each
proposal and Proposa/Analysis Form (C) again. This time
when you examine each proposal, decide how well it wi"
accomplish each one of the policies or actions you want.
You may record all of your separate decisions on the
Evaluation Form (D) which is provided.
You can use the same kind of number system you used in
STEP(3) when you set priorities in order to record how

e

e

e

•

well you think a proposal will accomplish each of your
policies. The better a proposal is, the higher number you
should give it. For example, if you use the numbers
5,4,3,2,1, you would score a proposal 5 if you thought
it did not accomplish a policy at all or you would score
the proposal 1 if you thought it could accomplish a policy
perfectly. Use a separate scoring sheet for each proposal
and record a score for every policy listed.
You will also find a column on the Evaluation Form (D)
to list the priorities you set for each selected policy in
STEP 3.
When you have written a score for accomplishment and a
priority next to each policy, you are ready to calculate
how well the proposal meets all the decisions the group
has made.
Multiply the accomplishment rating number by the priority
rating number for each policy. Write the product of the
multiplication in the third column provided on the Form
(D). Finally, add up the numbers in the third (product)
column. This will give you the group's total score for
the proposal you have been rating on this particular sheet.

•

•
THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS
An Evaluation Form (D) filled out for each proposal
with the total score for that proposal calculated and
checked.

STEP 9. SELECT ONE SET OF DWELLING UNIT
PROPOSALS

MATERIALS PROVIDED

What set of proposals does your group want to support?

1.

Filled-in copies of the Proposal Analysis Form (C)
for each proposal.

WHY DO YOU SELECT ONE SET OF PROPOSALS

2.

Filled-in copies of the Evaluation Report (D) for
each proposa I .

Your group knows very well that when you decide to take
an action and propose physical changes in your type of
housing, your proposals will not be automatically accepted
by all other public and private groups. Almost always
there will be some people who object to all or parts of
what you propose and wi /I try to stop or change your
proposal. Your group must decide how it wants to deal
with opposition from people whose help might be needed
to accomplish your proposal. :
However you may decide to act when your proposals are
opposed, your group will gain strength if you have all
agreed to support one clearly spelled out proposal for the
type of housing that you want. So it is valuable to have
a way to agree on one firm proposal that everyone in your
group wants to support.

r:1r4~
~~~

MATERIALS YOU MAY WANT TO GET
1.

Additional analysis and evaluation reports pre
pared by consul tants your group respects.

HOW DO YOU SELECT ON SET OF PROPOSALS
There are several ways your group may go about selecting
one set of proposals. The way you choose will probably
depend upon the amount of disagreement there has been
between members of your group during the planning
process. The way you choose will also depend on the
excellence of the proposals you have considered up to
this point in the planning process.
Some of the ways your group can choose a proposa I are
described below:
.

•

It

•
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•

a. The simplest way to select a proposal is to
pick the one which has the highest total score
in the evaluation step. This method does not
work well if members of the group hold very dif
ferent opinions of the alternatives. The scoring
system will average out big differences in opinion:
the highest score in such a situation will some
times go to a proposal that no member of the group
likes very much.
b. Hold an open or secret vote for the proposal
to be selected. Use the scores on the Evaluation
Form (D) only as a source of information on how
each member of the group stands on the different
proposals. Allow plenty of time for discussion
and electioneering.
c. You may decide you cannot get strong support
for anyone of the proposa Is you have considered
so far. When this happens, the group wirl prob
ably want to go back to STEPS 1 and 2 to review
and revise the issues and policies you want to
work on.

•

THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS

•

A resolution to support one of the set of proposals
considered by the group.

Option C:

Proposal Check

(Can be done after proposals have been selected for
both the site plan and the dwelling unit design).
Can your selected proposals for the site plan and
dwelling unit design fit together?
You may have used the two options (A and B) de
scribed in an earlier part of these instructions to be
certain that the dwelling units you want and the site
plan you want can fit together. If you have, there
is less chance that you will have any trouble fitting
your proposals together at this stage.
You now have photographs and analysis forms of both
the site plan and the dwelling unit designs you have
selected. The analysis forms will tell you the floor
areas that buildings on your site can contain. Add
up the floor areas of the number of dwelling units of
each type you want and then add a figure for circulation
and storage (10% for walk-up buildings or 20% for high
rise buildings). If there is more than a five percent dif
ference in the total floor area of the dwellings plus circu
lation, you will have to change something to make the two
match. You can change the site proposed, the dwelling
unit designs, the number of units,or all of these or any
combination of them.
You will
dwelling
together
your site

also want to look at the shapes and sizes of the
units you have chosen to see if they can be fit
in the sizes and shapes of the building blocks on
plan.

Another way that the dwelling unit design and the site
design have to fit together is in the way you get to dwel
ling units from outside . If you worked through Option (B),
you will remember that the catalogs for the site

e

e

•

e
and dwelling unit both show access types. Check to
see that one of the access types possible for the
buildings you have shown is also an access type
that goes with your dwelling units.

•

•

STEP 10. PREPARE DWELLING UNIT DESIGN REPORT

MATERIAL SUPPLIED

How do you tell the people who will help you to accom:
plish your proposal what you have decided to do?

1.

See the list shown in the left-hand column urder
II How to Prepare a Report. II

WHY PREPARE A REPORT?
Your group will need the help of many people to change
your proposal into a reality in your community. Your
proposal will need the support of the general public,
the people in your community and the many specialists
who are trained to convert different parts of your proposal
into the actual changes you want in the life of your com
munity. The best way to encourage the kind of support
you wi II need from these groups is to make the clearest
possible statement of the policies and proposals you want.

MATERIALS YOU MAY WAN T TO GET

1•

Typewriter

2.

Duplicating machine

Your group will probably want to retain some of the
following kinds of professional consultants to help you
carry out your proposal: attorneys, loan consultants,
city planners, architects, engineers, etc. You will also
have to work with people in most of these professions in
public agencies and private concerns. If you make a
clear and detailed report describing what you want to do
in your community, you will get more effective help
from such people.
HOW TO PREPARE A REPORT
If you have worked through the previous nine steps of
this method you will already have all the basic material
you need for a report.
a. The selected issues you selected and worked on.
b. The policies you have chosen to act upon.
c. The results you believe each policy chosen
will bring.

e
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d. TI-e importance you give to each policy.
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e. Photographs of each dwelling unit proposal
and a drawing of their corresponding building
type •

f. A list of activity areas and facilities in each
dwelling unit proposal with their corresponding
dimensions and total areas.
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THE END PRODUCT OF THIS STEP IS

.,

A printed report containing all the details of what
you want your buildings and dwelling units to be
like •

4
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All this material should be brought together and com
bined with the Site Planning Report. Neither report is
complete by itself. The combined Site and Dwelling
Unit Report should be printed so that it can be given to
anyone you may ask to help your group reach its goals.
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CATEGORY

•

•

ISSUE

•

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Possible Results

Possible Results

Possib Ie Resu Its

Possible Results

Possible Results

,

,,

•

e

e
PRIO~{TY

PRIORITY
LIST YOUR SELECTED POLICIES

ow
I

LIST YOUR SELECTED POLICIES

Category

Issue .

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

Category

Issue

!

Category

Issue

Category

Issue
!

I

Category

Issue

.ow
I

•

•

PROPOSAL ALTERNATJVE _ __
YOUR ISSUES.
List your issues from the sample issue and polic)
list and the new issues and pol icies FORM (A).

YOUR SE LECTED POLICY FOR EACH ISSUE.
List the policies you selected from the sample
issue and policy list and the new issues and
Dol icip-s FORM (A \

Issue

Issue

Issue

Issue

Issue

Issue

•
WHAT POLICY IS SHOWN IN THIS
PROPOSAL?

•

•
PHOTO OF MODEL
(TOP VIEW)

•
PHOTO OF MODEL
(SIDE VIEW)

DWELLING UNIT CALCULATIONS

PHOTO OF MODEL
(SIDE VIEW)

Total area and dimensions for each space:
Bedroom or sleeping area
S.F.
Kitchen or cooking area
S.F.
Li vi ng a rea
S • F•
Dining area
S.F.
Bathroom
S •F•
Storage area (S)
S. F.
Hallways
S.F.
Total area of dwelling unit:

S.F.

x

--X-

--X
X-

--X
--X-
X

•

•

PROPOSAL ALTERNATIVE _ __
YOUR SELECTED POLICIES
copy them from FORM (C)

PRIORITY
copy from
FORM (8)

WHAT POLICY IS SHOWN IN THIS
PROPOSAL?
copy them from FORM (C)

•
ACCOMPUSHMENl MULTIPLY
ACCOMPLISHMEN T
RATING
poor AND PRIORITY
good
RATING
543 2 I

TOTAL

•

•

•

List any conflicting policies below and record when and how th~ conflict was or will be resolved:

DWELLING UNIT DESIGN

SITE PLANNING
ISSUE

ISSUE

POLICY

--

POLlCY_ _

conflicts
with

ISSUE

POLICY

conflicts
with

ISSUE

POLICY

--

--

ISSUE

POLlCY_ _

confficts
with

ISSUE

POLICY

ISSUE

POLICY

conflicts
with

ISSUE

POLICY

ISSUE

POLlCY

confticts
with

ISSUE

POLICY

--

--

--

--

RESOLVED

-~

e

e

e

This form will help insure that your dwelling unit design will correspond to the site planning that your group may be doing at the same time.

list matching catalog types below:
SITE CATALOG CASES

DWELLING UNIT CATALOG CASES

match with

match with

match with

match with

match with

e

•

•

l.

How do you want to pay for the dwellings in your
building?

13.

How big do you want your windows in different
parts of your building?

2.

What income groups do you want to house in your
building?

14.

Should there be a window over the kitchen sink?

15.
3.

What mixture of household types do you want in
your bui Iding?

How should your dwelling be ventilated and
coo led in warm weather?

16.
4.

How will you mix household types within your
building?

What kind of outlook do you want from your
main living area?

17.
5.

How many flights of stairs are the most that
different households in your building should be
expected to cI imb?

What kind of private or semi-private outdoor area
should different households have?

18.

How large should private balconies be.?

6.

How high do you want your building?

19.

What provision should be made for laundry?

7.

How many dwellings should share the same
outside entrance?

20.

How should residents dispose of garbage and
trash?

8.

Would you rather share facilities with other
residents of the building or have more private
space and faci lities?

21.

How much area do you want .for storing bicycles,
carriages, etc. ?

22.
-9.

How much of your building should serve community
activities?
.

Where would you like to keep bicycles,
carriages, whee I toys, etc.?

23.

How much space do you want for dead storage?

10.

Where shou Id community activities be located
within your building?

24.

How much kitchen storage do you want?

25.

How much space do yo.u want for clothes closets?

26.

How much built-in furniture should your dwelling
have?

11.

Do yoo want sh()ps, offices, or light industry
within your building?

12.

What parts of your dwelling should get sunlight,
and ot what time of day?

27.

How should the family Hving area be separated
from sleeping areas?

28.

How should the children's sleeping area be
arranged in a large dw~lIing?

29.

What general family activities would you like
to combine into one space ?

30.

How much of your dwelling should be for general
family use as against small group or individual
activities?

31.

Should your dwellings be larger or smaller than
the minimum standards shown in the catalog?

32.

Should each household type have a choice of
different dwelling plans within your building?

--

e

•

;cw

•

e
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HOW DO YOU WANT TO PAY FOR THE DWELLINGS IN YOUR BUILDrNG?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Each resident should own
his own home and the land
on which it stands.

Plan for cooperative
ownership by all occu
pants, with each house
hold owning some share
in the entire project,
including land and shared
facilities.

Plan for condominium
ownership by all occu
pants, with each house
hold owning only the
dwelling it occupies,
and not the land or the
shared facilities.

Plan entirely for rental.

Create your own policy
by mixing different
types of financing, using
the chart (some govern
ment prograns do not
allow a mixture of
financing types on the
sane property).

Possibl e resu Its

Possible results

Possib Ie resu Its

Possible results

Owner's equity (money
value of his share in the
property) increases with
each mortgage payment

Each householder's equity
constantly increases, as
in house-and-Iot owner
ships

(Consequences. sim i Iar .to
those of cooperative
ownership, as suggested
under Policy B)

No initial payment, but
highest monthly payments

Owner takes risk, making
either a profit or a loss on
his investment if he sells

Risk (chance for profit or
loss on a sale) usually less
than in private house-and
lot ownership

Owner is responsible for
maintenance and repairs,
so best off if he is handy
with tools

Each householder has a
vote on management
questions

Largest initial payment

Smaller initial investment
required than in house
and-lot purchase; lower
monthly cost than in a
rental scheme

Most land required per
fan ily, so maximum cost
of Iand perfam iI y
Fewest residents

Least responsibil ity, but
no chance to develop an
equity, unless renting
with an option to buy;
least control over
management
CHART:
Type of financing
private house-and
land ownership
cooperative ownership
condominium ownership
straight rental
rental with option to buy
Total

Percentage
of your
dwellings

&I.: ,;:

WHAT INCOME GROUPS DO YOU WANT TO HOUSE IN YOUR BUILDING?

Policy A

Policy B

Plan only for people who
can afford standard
housing on one.-quClrter
.of their incomes, there
fore need no Hnanc ial
aid.

Plan half of the dwellings
for houSeholds that need
financial aid; plan the
other. hoff for house
holds needing no aid.

Possible
results
:19
•

Possible results

Easiest to finance

Some governnient programs
encourage this

.. Unless the sur:rounding area
is fairly attractive, people
with the money to choose
will not wish to live in
youI' build.ing
.
Fewest restrictions on
planriing .
.
.,

e

Difficult to attract uppel"
income residents if half
your dwellings are oc-.
cupied by extremely poor
people'

Policy C
. Pion only for people
who cannot afford
standar.d housing on
one~quarter .of the ir
. incomes, therefor.e
need financial aid.

Policy D

Policy E

Plan for the same mix
ture of households
with and without need
for financial aid as
now exists on the site
or in the community
(see chart be low) •

Make your own policy
on the mixture of
income groups you want
in your bui Iding,
using the chart below.

Possible results

If your building is very
large and your r~sidents
all from the lowest' incom e
group, your project will
be an~ther ghetto

CHART:

Households
by income

Most chance for friction
among residents of
different'.tastes and habits

needing aid

Lo'w-income residents
need not move away wh~
their financial 'situation
improves

Total

% now
in com
munity

% now
on the site

%
you
want

100%

100%

100%

needing no aid

e

e

e

•

e

WHAT MIXTURE OF HOUSEHOLD TYPES DO YOU WANT IN YOUR BUILDING?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Plan all dwellings
to be of the same type
(your se lection).

Plan 40% of your dwell
ings as efficiency apart
ments, 30% with one
bedroom, 30% with two
bedrooms.

Plan an equal mixture
of dwellings with two,
three, and four bed
rooms.

Plan anequa I mixture of
a II the dwe II ing types
listed in the chart below,
including non-housekeep
ing rooms.

Create your own policy
on the mixture of
dwelling types you want
in your building, using
the chart be low.

Possible results
Easiest to plan
Best opportunity to provide
the community facilities
most desi red by the par
ticular household type you
have chosen
Residents are most likely
to find neighbors with
similar problems and
interests; but if your
building is large, they
may find that their social
life is a bit monotonous

CHART:

Percentage
you want

Dwelling type
e ffi c ie nc ies
1-bedroom
2-bedroom
3-bedroom
4-bedroom
5-bedroom
over 5 bedrooms
efficiencies for the
elderly
1-bedroom for the
elderly
rooms (non-house
keeping)
Total

100%

HOW WILL YOU MIX HOUSEHOLD TYPES WITHIN YOUR BUILDING?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Mix different dwelling
types together as much
as possible.

locate larger families
where they have easiest
exit to outdoor play;
mix all other dwelling
sizes together as much
as possible.

Group together dwellings
of the same type.

Make your own policy on
grouping or separating
dwellings of different
types.

Possible results

Possib Ie resu Its

Most difficult to plan and
build

Easiest to plan and build

Single people can develop
a mutually beneficial give
and-take with neighboring
families, and older people
have a chance to become
active as baby-sitters

Best chance for people to
find friends with sim ilar
problems and interests

Noise may become a source
of conflict, whether it is
the daytime noise of
children or the evening
no ise of young adu Its

e

Least chance to broaden
experience and under
standing by making friends
with people of other ages
Best chance for people to
have convenient facilities
of the kind they want most

e

e

,e
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HOW MANY FLIGHTS OF STAIRS ARE THE MOST THAT DIFFERENT HOUSEHOLDS
IN YOUR BUILDING SHOULD BE EXPECTED TO CLIMB?*
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Plan so that no one need
climb stairs.

Make one flight the
maximum for large

Avoid stairs for elderly
singles and couples;
make two fl ights the
maximum for fami lies
with chi Idren, four
flights for childless

N\ake your own po Iicy
stair -climbing, using
the chart below.

families and for
elderly singles and
couples; make three
flights the maximum
for a II other househo Ids.

0

n

people.

Possible results

Possible results

You must plan an elevator
bui Iding or 'a sin'gte-story
structure (unless you have
a sloping site and build
into it in such a way as to
permit multi-level access
from the ground or from
easy ramps)

People who are able and
willing to walk up four
flights of stairs pay less
for their dwellings, yet
CHART:
have most light, best view,
and least street 'noise
Type of
.
household
An extra floor in a'walkup building- divides the
cost of the land among
more dwellings, therefore'
m'eans that each dwell ing
, costs a bit less

Maximum flights
of stairs *

elderly singles and
. couples
other singles and
couples

small families ,
.'large farn i lies
*except, possibly, from their main
floor to bedrooms above

HOW HIGH DO YOU WANT YOUR BUILDING?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Plan a high-rise building
of 8 or more stories.

Plan a medium-high
building of 5 to 7
stories.

Plan· a low walk-up
bui Iding of 1 to 4
stories.

Plan a 3-story bui Iding
with a 7-:-story tower ..

Possible results

Possible re'sults

Possible results

Make your own policy
by naming the exact
number of stories that
you want for your
bu i Idi n9. .

People on upper floors of"
the buildings must use
elevators, but have cleanest air, best view, most
light, <least trdffic noise;
if-lower floors are pldnned
as walk-ups with separate
entrances, they are well
suited to the needs of
fam'ilies with children

No need for elevators, big
entrance lobbies, long
corridors or galleries, and
the- few people who share
the use of a stai rease get
to know each other quickly

The roof of the lower part
of the building can be
used for outdoor recreation
by people w'ho live in the
el evator apartments in the
tower

Many people must share the
use of each elevator,
entrance lobby, corridor
or 9pllery, and subsidiary
staircase. Most of them
remain strang~rs

e

The closer they live to the
g-round, the easi er ·it is for
chi·ldren to get outside to
play and the better their
mothers can supervise them
from the windows of thei r
homes

.I
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e

e
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HOW MANY DWELLINGS SHOULD SHARE THE SAME OUTSIDE ENTRANCE?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Each outside entrance
should serve only one
dwelling.

Each outside entrance
should serve about
ten dwellings.

Each outside entrance
should serve about
fifty dwe II ings.

Each dwelling with three
or mo're bedrooms shou Id
have its own outside
entrance; sma Iler
dwellings shou'ld share
outsid~ entrances in
groups of about fifty.

Make your own policy on
the number of dwe II i ngs
that shou Id share an
outside entrance.

Possibl e resu I ts

Possible results

Possib Ie· resu I ts

Possi.ble results

The long trip from dwelling
to ground,. through public
plaGes, is particularly
difficult for young children

The people who most need
easy access from the ground
\
are· given It

Everyone can easi Iy and
quickly get outside,
a special advantage for
young ch·ildren going back
and forth between home
and outdoor play place
Most privacy and independence, but possible
only in row houses or in
garden apartments reached
by individual entrance
doors and pri vate stai rcases

Easy to ach ieve in a
walk-up building but
impractical in an elevator
building

Assumes an elevator building,
sinc.eit would be unnece ssary to group together so
many walk-up apartments
(unless they were tiny)
6

.

.

Assumes an elevator building
with bottom floors devoted
to large apartments, each
with i.ts own out.side
entrance

WOULD YOU RATHER SHARE FACILITIES WITH OTHER RESIDENTS OF TH.E BUILDING
OR HAVE MORE PRIVATE SPACE AND FACILITIES?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Plan each dwe II i n9 to have
as much space and as many
foci lities with in it as
possible; try t6 give private outdoor areas to a II
dwellings.

Plan for dwellings to
share a laundry room,
a standard-size recreation room, and all
outdoor areas except
possible small balconies.

Plan for dweLlings to
share a day-care center,
a place for quiet study,
and a great deal of recreation space, indoors and out.

Plan for residents to
share all facilities
with neighbors except
private sleeping and
dressing rooms (as in
a cooperative hote I or
boarding house).

Create your own policy
on shgring, using the
chart below.

Possible results

Possible results

Possib Ie resu Its

Extra space and equipment
inside the individual
dwelling are very costly;
when the i ruse is shared
with others, the cost per
household decreases sharply

Fancy, highly specialized ( Very extensive and elaboequipment is much cheaper rate shared facilities would
to shore than to own
mean either increased rents
privately
or sharply decreased space
and equipment within the
This policy represents
indi~idual dwelling
normal practice in government-assisted housing, so
The m~re shared facilities,
the less privacy and the
could be carried out without special effort
more chance for conflict
among users

Least likelihood of conflict
among neighbors
Most privacy and indep"endence

"

Pos~ible results

A failure unless residents
are closely bound together
by background and interests
Covered

by 'no

government

program I so difficult to
finance

CHART:
Both

All
Facilities

private

private
All
and shared shared

outdoor area
laundry
socia I space
playroom
library-study
hobby space
cooking-dining

showers-steam bath
all sanitary foci li-

e

e

tles
other

e

•

•
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HOW MUCH OF YOUR BUILDING SHOULD SERVE COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES?

•

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Provide no space for
community act ivities
within the building

Allow 10/0 of your total
floor area for a multipurpose community
room (in a 50-family
building, 0 room of
about 2Ox30 feet)

Allow 5% of your total
floor area for day-care
and recreation (in a
50-fami Iy bui Iding,
the space of 2 or 3
average -s ize dwe II i ngs) •

Allow 200/0 of your total
floor are"o for education,
recreation, health care
(in a 50-family building,
the space of 10 or 11
average-size dwellings).

Set your own percentage
(
0/0) of the total
floor area that shou Id be
devoted to community
use, and list the activities
and services that you hope
to develop.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Unless good facilities lie
close by, you are missing
an oppo~tuni ty

Standard practice in
goverl1m ent-assi sted
housi n9, therefore requ ires
no special effort to

Best opport,unity for shared
fac'ilities, whether for
education, recreation,
health-care, or other
activities and services

achieve

"

Maximum number "oJ
d~ellings in your ':building
because no space "ls taken
up by canmunity .
fac i Iiti es
Least time and effort
requi red for' p lannl~g

If properly ptanned, the
cost of this space might be
b)orne in large port by
outside agencies (such as
the Board of Education)
To the extent that the cost
must be allocated to the
individual dwellings within
the building, each dwelling
must be smaller, less well
equipped, or bring a higher
return

Fewest dwellings in your

building

.

.Most time and effort
required for planning

WHERE SHOULD COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES BE LOCATED WITHIN YOUR BUILDING?
Policy

A

locate all community
activities on the
ground floor.

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Group all community
activities together
on an upper floor of
the building.

Locate day care and
health care on the
ground floor, and plan
recreation space for
upper floors
and basement.

Make your own pol icy on
where your selected
community activities and
services should be, 10cated
within the buifding, using
the chart be low.

Possibl e resu Its

Possible results

Best location for facilities
that will also be used by
non-residents

The location discourages
use by non-residents

Best location for activities
that thrive on a combination of indoor and outdoor
space - such as day care,
Headstart, children·s
school programs, and adult

The location is favorable
for many community
activities, especially if
the space extends into
a large roof terrace

CHART:
I

socializing

List of your se lected
communitya'ctivities
and services

e

•

Desired
location

e

•

e

•

DO YOU WANT SHO,PS, OFFICES, OR LIGHT INDUSTRY WITHIN YOUR BUILDING?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Allow no co~merc ia I
or industrial activity
within the building.

Allow 2% of the building1s
tota I floor area for a
food store (in a 50-family.
building, the space of an
average-size dwelling).

Allow 20% of the buildingls
tota I floor area for a
quiet factory that would
prov·ide a large numper of
iobs (i n a 50-farn i Iy, the
space of 10 or 11 averagesize dwellings),

Set your own percentage
of the buildingls total
floor area that you want
used for the type or types
of activity that you list
(use the chart).

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Least noise and confusion

Little interference with
other activities

Government housing programs do not usually allow
this much industrial
activity within a building
Most chance for industrial
activities to conflict with
other activities

CHART:
Type of commercial or
industrial activity

Percentage
of total
f.loor area

WHAT

PA~fs

OF YOUR DWELLING SHOULD GET SUNLIGHT, AND AT WHAT TIME OF DAY?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

Face living area south
for winter sunlight;
other areas unimportant.

Face sleeping and dining
areas east for early
morning sunlight; face
living area west for
afternoon sunlight.

Plan for as little direct
sunlight within the dwelling as possible.

Make your own policy on
where and when you most
want sunlight in your
dwelling, using the chart
below.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Tenants enjoy a cheerful,
comfortable living area,
because sunlight penetrates deep into the room
in winter, when it is welcome, whereas summer's
much higher sun barely
enters the room

Sunny bedrooms and
breakfast table get
people off to a good
start on their day, but
anyone wishing to sleep
late must draw blinds or
curtains against glare

Tenants escape heat,
glare, faded upholstery J but give up sunshine

CHART:

The living area is bright
and cheerful in the late
afte,rnoon, when it is
most used for relaxation,
but the low western sun
makes th,e room uncomfortabe on hot summer
afternoons

Owelling areas

A.M.

P.M.

sun

sun

No
sun

outdoor living
Indoor living
dining
cooking

If an apartment building has interior corridors, not all of the
~partments can face
direct,ly south

e

To face both east and west,
a dwelling must run through
from one side of the bui Iding to the other, which is
impossible with some bui Iding types

To avoid direct sunlight,
any dwelling not facing
north needs windows with
overhangs or bui It-in
sunshades

e

sleeping

e

•

e

e

HOW BIG DO YOU WANT YOUR WINDOWS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF YOUR BUILDING?*
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

Policy E

Plan window area equal
to lOok of the floor area
(minimum standard set by
N. J. Multiple Dwelling
Regulations for all rooms
except kitchens and baths).

Plan window area equal to
25% of the floor area.

Plan for as much glass as
possible.

Make one wall of living
area entirely glass; ptan
other windows equal to
100/0 of floor area.

Create your own policy
on the window sizes
you want in different
parts of your dwelling,
us i ngchart below.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

These small windows give
little light on duJ r days
and I ittle view of the
outdoors (0 virtue in ugly
surroundings)

Rooms are full of light,
even on gray days, and
seem much larger because
they open Widely to the
outdoors

Most people like this
arrangement because it
concentrates the glass
where they most want it

Rooms are cosy, but some
people feel unpleasantly
closed in; others complain that the small windows are glary in the dark
walls

Residents who don1t like
liv'ing "in a \goldfish bowl tl
can adiust their blinds or
curtains for personal comfort

least outlay for curtains
or blinds, and least sunI ight to fade rugs and
upholstery

Big outlay for blinds .or
curtains to adiust for light
and privacy {unless glass
faces north and is located
where people can1t see in}

sleeping
kitchen (if a
separate room)

Most economical, but least
adaptable to individual
preferences

Most costly, but most
adaptable to individual

*except cooking area (see next issue)

preferences

and bathroom

CHART:
Dwelling
areas

Your desired
of
floor area

%

As much
glass as
possible

living

dining

SHOULD THERE BE A WINDOW OVER THE KITCHEN SINK?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Each dwelling must have
a window over the
kitchen sink.

Only dwellings with two
or more bedrooms need
have a window over the
kitchen sink.

No window is needed over
the kitc;:hen sink if other
direct light comes into the
cook ing area.

Natura.I,light is not
important in the cooking
area.

Make your own policy on
whi.ch sizes of dwellings
should have a window
over the kitchen sink,
using the chart.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Possibl.e results

Cooking and cleaning up
is a much pleasanter job
when there is a view outside

Women with the largest
families, therefore with
the most kitchen work,
rightly have the pleasantest working conditions

The cooking area can be
cheerful if it has top
light, or if it looks through
the dining or living area
to wi ndows beyond

Many housewives disagree
with this policy

Mothers may be able to
supervise outdoor play
areas or chat with neighbors whi Ie they do their
kitchen work

The women who are most
likely to have children
playing outside have a
chance to supervise
them while they do their
kitchen work

Housewives have no chance
to supervise outdoor play
or chat with neighbors
while they cook or clean
up

/

CHART:
Dwelling type
efficiency
l-bedroom
2-bedroom
3-bedroom
4 or more bedrooms

'The sma Iler the apartments,
the more difficult and expensive it is to provide
all of them with windows
over their kitchen sinks

e

Window
over sink

e

e

e

•

e

HOW SHOULD YOUR DWELLING BE VENTILATED AND COOLED IN WARM WEATHER?*
Policy D

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Venti late the dwelling
only through openings
in one outside wall.

Provide for cross circulation of air through the
dwelling by means of
openings in two different
outside walls.

Step up the natural circula- Provide a central airtion of air by providing
conditioning system to
bui It-in fans.
serve the entire bui Iding.

Poss ib Ie resu Its

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Very poor ventilation
unless the air is circulated
by fans

Good ventilation,
especially if the openings are in opposite walls
of the building

Good venti lation, but
likely to be noisy

Costly

Policy E
Make your own policy on
how your dwe II i n9 shou Id
be venti lated .

*N. J. H. F. A. Design Standards state that
at least half of the required glass surface
(10% of the floor area) should be openable
for ventilation, also that kitchens or
bathrooms without openable windows be
provided with bui It-in exhaust fans

WH·AT KJND OF OUTLOOK DO YOU WANT FROM YOUR MAIN LIVING AREA?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Look out at maximum activity, day and night.

look out at lively pedestrian activity and children at play, but see as
little auto traffic as
possible.

Look out at a maximum of
sky and greenery, but a
minimum of activity of
any kind.

Set your own policy on
what constitutes a desirable outlook from your
main living area.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Lively entertainment
and a possible feeling of
safety and companionship

Daytime entertainment
and involvement

Peacefu I awareness of
sky, clouds, stars,
changing weather,
changing seasons

Noisy if your dwelling
is c lose to the ground,
but even a busy highway
seems an exciting
spectacle rather than a
nuisance if seen from an
apartment way up in a
high-rise building

Human noise, very
different from the noise
of automobiles and
trucks

Little or no .noise
Most likely to be possible
in a high-rise bui Iding

/t

e

e

e

•

•

"

WHAT KIND OF PRIVATE OR SEMI-PRIVATE OUTDOOR AREA SHOULD DIFFERENT HOUSEHOLDS HAVE?

•

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

All outdoor areas, on or
above the ground, shou Id
be open to all residents.

All outdoor areas, on or
above the ground, should
be semi-private (designed
for the shared use of iust
a few neighboring dwellj n9s).

Give every dwelling its
own private yard or balcony, protected from
intruders; no shared outdoor recreation areas.

Give private balconies
to dwellings with two or
more bedrooms; no private or sem i-private
out.cJoor areas for sma Iler
dwellings.

Make your own policy
on outdoor areas for
different household
types, using the chart
below_

Possible result

Possible result

Possible result

Possible result

The management has
most responsibi lity for
maintenance and supervision

The question of who is
responsible for maintenance and supervision
of a sem i -private area
.is likely to be a source
of bitter conflict

The management has
least responsibi Ii ty
for maintenance and
sU,pervision

Least opportunity for
informal social. contracts

CHART:
Dwelling
~
efficiency
l-bedroom
2-bedroom
3-bedroom
4 or more
bedrooms
elderly

Private
yard

Private
balcony

Semiprivate
area
. None

HOW LARGE SHOULD PRIVATE BALCONIES BE?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Make all balconies 6
feet wide and 72 square
feet in area (N.J.H.F.A.
Minimum Stdndard)

Make all balconies 108
square feet in area (500/0
larger than minimum).

Provide balconies 108
square feet for dwellings
with 2 or more bedroomsj
all other balconies to be
72 square feet in area.

Make. your own po I icy on
balcony sizes.

'~

...

/

Your List of balconied
dwelling types from
last issue

DWELLING.

e

Desired size
o'f balcony

·e

•

•

•

WHAT PROVISION SHOULD BE MADE FOR LAUNDRY?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Provide laundry machines,
or space and connections
for laundry mach ines,
within each dwelling.

Provide coin machines
within building; no
private laundry facilities.

Provide coin machines in
another building; no
private laundry faci Iities.

Provide dwellings with
three or more bedrooms
with space and connections fqr laundry mach ines;
let other residents use
coin machines in another
bui Iding.

Make your own policy
on private laundry
foci Iities for different
types of househo Ids,
using the chart below.

Possible results

Possible resu.lts

Possible results

Possible results

Maximum convenience

Maintenance is easier
when machines are grouped
in a shared room regularly
inspected by a repair man

Least convenience

A compromise solution
that favors the convenience
of large families, who use
laundry machines most
often

laundry machines take
up expensive space that
small households could
better use for other purposes.

/

The householder finds that
repair of machines is
costly, and difficult to
arrange for
The mach ines themse Ives
are rarely prov'ided with
a rental dwelling because they too easily get
out of order

Dwelling
type
efficiencies
l-bedroom
. 2-bedroom
3-bedroom
4 bedrooms
or more

Provide
laundry
machines

Provide
space and
connections

No private
laundry
foci Iities

HOW SHOULD RESIDENTS DISPOSE OF GARBAGE AND TR.ASH?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Plan a garbage disposal
place by the entrance to
each dwell ing.

Plan a garbage disposal
place within 50 feet of
each dwe II i n91s entrance.

Provide place for garbage
cans at ground level" of
each· buitding •

Make your own pol icy on
waste disposal.

Possible results
Maximum convenience

Least Ifkel ihopd of dropping trash. and garbage
Garbage removal selVice
is most costly
Most chance for offensive odors

e

e

e

•

•

'"

HOW MUCH AREA DO YOU WANT FOR STORING BICYCLES, CARRIAGES, ETC.?

•

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Provide no storage place
for bicycles, carriages,
etc.

Provide 4-1/2 sq. ft. of
storage per dwelling for
bicycles and carriages if
your building is high-rise,
12 sq.ft. per dwelling if
developing garden apartments or row houses.
(N. J. H. F. A. Minimum Design Standards).

Provide 6 sq •ft. of storage
for bicycles, etc., for
each dwelling.

Provide 16 sq. ft. of
storage for bicycles, etc.
for each dwelling.

Create your own policy
on the amount of
bicycle-carriage storage
area that wi II be needed
for different types of
house'hold in your building, using the chart below.

Possible results

Poss ib Ie resu It

If left outside, bicyc-Ies,
carriages and whee I toys
wi II get wet and rusty,
may be tripped over, or
may be stolen

tv\ost costly

- If brought into the building lobby or into the
dwelling, they will be
tripped over and perhaps
obstruct fire exits

CHART:
Dwelling size
efficiency
1-2 bedroom
3 bedrooms or
more
elderly singles
and couples

Square feet

WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE TO KEEP BICYCLES, CARRIAGES, WHEEL tOYS, ETC. ?
Policy A

Pol icy B

Pol icy C

Pot icy D

Plan a shared bicyclecarriage storage place,
located below ground
level and reached by a
ramp.·

Give each dwelling its
own lockable storage
room or bin for bicycles
and carriages, located
below ground level and
reached by a ramp.

Plan a shared bicyclecarri age storage pi ace,
entered from ground level
and located near the
building's entrance.

Give each dwell ing its
own Iockabl e storage room
or bin for bicycles and carriages, entered from ground
level and located near the
building's entrance.

e

It

e

e
HOW MUCH SPACE DO YOU WANT FOR DEAD STORAGE?*

•

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Provide 3-1/2 sq. ft.

Provide 6 sq. ft. of
dead storage space for
dwell ings of 2 bedrooms
or less; 12 sq. ft. for
dwell ings of 3 or more
bedrooms.

Make your own pol icy
on amount of dead storage
space needed by different
household types in your
building, using the chart.

of dead storage space
per dwelling if your
building is high-rise;
30 sq. ft. per dwel t ing
if developing garden

"

•

apartments or row houses
(N.J.H.F.A. Minimum
Design Standard)

CHART:
Dwelling type

Square feet

efficiency

l-bedroom
12-bedroom
'3-bedrooms or more

* Such as outdoor furniture, snow tires, trunks,
out-of-season clothing, baby equipmentl etc.

HOW MUCH KITCHEN STORAGE DO YOU WANT?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy 0

Provide only the minimum

250/0 more kitchen cabi-

amount of kitchen storage

nets or open adjustable
she tves than standard

Efficiencies with 250/0
less than the standard
of kitchen storage amount;
large dwellings (3 or
more bedrooms) wifh 25%
more than the standard
amount.

Make your own policy on
the amount of kitchen
storoge, in cabinets or
on open adiustable
shelves, that different
household types in your
building will need.

required by N.J.H.F.A.
(see dwelling unit standards on storage), or provide the normal amount
per dwell-ing size as

amount.

shown in the catalog.

Standard
Dwelling size

amount

%more

0/0 less

than
standard

standard

than

efficiency
1-2 bedrooms
3 bedroom

4 bedrooms or
more

e

e

e

•

HOW MUCH SPACE DO YOU WANT FOR CLOTHES CLOSETS?

•

•
Pol icy D

Policy E

Provide a coat closet for

Make your own policy on
whether dwell ings should
have coat closets, and use
the chart to indicate the
number of running feet of
clothes closet you want per
person in bedrooms.

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Provide no built-in
closets for hanging
clothes. Instead, use
hooks, shelves, cabinets.

Provide each dwell ing
with coat closet by entrance door, pi us two
running feet of clothes
closet in the bedrooms
(N.J. H. F.A. Minimum
Standard) •

Provide a coat closet for
each dwelling, plus four
running feet of clothes
closet per person in, the
bedrooms.

Possible result

Possible result

Possible result

Possible result

Absence of clothes closets
means about 22 extra sq.
ft. in a 4-bedroom apartment

For a family with an interest in clothes and the
money to buy them, these
closets are too small

In 'a 4~bedroom dwelling,
the extra hanging space
would occupy almost 16
sq. ft. that might be used
for other purposes

A sensible allocation of
space if parents own more
clothes than their children

each dwelling, plus three

running feet of clothes
closet per p'erson in the
main bedroom and two
feet 'per person in other
bedrooms.

Clothes hung on hooks or
pegs get dusty and lose
their shape

CHART:
Standard
closet
length
per person
main bedroom
bedrooms

oth~r

2 ft.
2 ft.

Desired
closet
length
per person
ft.
ft.

-HOW MUCH BUILT-IN FURNITURE SHOULD YOUR DWELLING HAVE?
Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Bu i Id in on Iy a standard
kitchen counter with
cabinets or open adiustable
shelves.

Provide standard kitchen
built-ins plus bookshelves in living area
and dressers in sleeping
areas.

Provide so much builtin furniture that
residents need bring
only mattresses, pillows,
and a few chairs.

Make your own policy on
the amount of furniture
that should be built into
your dwe 11 ing I usi ng the
chart be low.

Possible results

Possible results

Unlikely that the furniture people bring with
them will fit neatly into
the new dwelling without
rnok ing awkward, use less
spaces

If the built-in furniture
is well designed, dwellings will have the maximum possible amount of
open, usefu I floor area
and will seem much larger
than they really are

Best opportunity for
individuality

Little chance for an individual interior, except in choice of wall
colors, fabrics, and
decorative ob iects

CHART:
Furniture

Easy to re-arrange
furniture for special or
changing needs

Impossible to re-arrange \,
furniture for special
functions or changing
needs

Expensive if people must
buy a lot of new fvrniture

Chea'per than buying
separate pieces of
furniture in a store
l

e

e

Build in

Do not
bui Id in

kitchen built-ins
bookshe Ives
TV shelf
dressers
meal counter
couches
desk
other

e

•

e

•

HOW SHOULD THE FAMILY LIVING AREA BE SEPARATED FROM SLEEPING AREAS?
Policy A

Pol icy B

Policy C

Pol icy D

Pol icy E

Do not separate: make
all one space.

Enter sleeping areas directly through doors from
I iving area.

Separate sleeping areas
from I iving area by corridors and doors.

Maximum separation:
separate sleeping areas
from family "living area
by stairs, cor~idor, and
doors (0 2-story house
or a duplex apartment).

Make your own pol icy on
the separation of I iv ing
and sleeping areas in dwellings of different sizes,
using the chart below.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible result

Possi'ble results

No privacy

Noise from the living
area both ers sl eepers

Reduces sound transmission
between living and sleeping areas

Many people consider
stairs a disadvantage

I iving and sleeping areas

Some childless couples

I ike their sleeping area
open to their I iving area,
particularly if it can be
curtained off when desired

Very awkward if the
dwell ing has .more than
two bedrooms

Little sound transmission
between I iving and sleep-

ing

ar~as

Not I iked by most famil ies
with children
Government housing programs do not permit th is
arrangement in fam·ily
dwellings

CHART:
Dwelling

~

1-6eCfroom

2-bedroom
3-bedroom
4 or more
bed'rooms

No separation

Door

~

Corri - Stairs
dor (dupl ex)

HOW SHOULD THE CHILDREN'S SLEEPING AREA BE ARRANGED 1N A LARGE DWELLING?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

Policy E

Give children the usual
mixture of single and
doub Ie bedrooms.

Give each child his own,
who Ily separate room.

Put the children into single
rooms separated from each
other only by movable
parti tio ns •

Give each child an
individual steeping
a lcove off a shared
playroom or study.

Make your own policy
on ch i Idren·s steepi ng

Possible results

Poss ib Ie resu Its

Possible results

Poss ib Ie resuits

Since double bedrooms can
also serve for single
occupancy, they are able
to aC,~ommodate changing
needs as fa'rn i Ii'es expand
and contract over the
years

A child usually likes
privacy

A very flexible arrangement that accommodates
a family·s changing needs,
from one hour to the next
as we II as ove r the years

Space taken off the bedrooms goes into the
playroom, making a
living area specially
for the children's use

Doub Ie bedrooms are
better play places than
sin'gle bedrooms

No single bedroom is
large enough for active
play

When the partitions are
move~ aside, the sleeping
area becomes one large
playroom
To assure privacy when
desired, each single unit
must have its own window
and its own e.ntrance
door

arrangements.

,I

The alcoves are difficult
to I.ight and' venti late,
and less private than
the average bedroom

Movable partitions are
costly and are not good
sound barriers

e

e

e

•

•

"

WHAT GENERAL FAMilY ACTIVIT1ES WOULD YOU LIK,E TO COMBINE INTO ONE SPACE? *

•

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy D

.Policy E

Combine living, dining,
and cooking areas as one
space.

Combine cooking and
dining areas, but plan
a separate living room.

Combine living and dining
areas, but plan a separate
kitchen.

Provide entirely separate
rooms for living, d~ning,
and cooking.

Make your own policy on
separating living, dining,
and cooking areas in
dwel'lings of different
sizes, vsing the chart
below.

Possible resu'lts

Poisible
results.
.'
.

Poss i b Ie resu I ts

Possible results

An unusually spacious

Two fair-sized rooms
permit noisy and,·quiel,
or m~ssy' and clean,
activities to go on at
the same time without
ciis'turbing each other

A spacious room, away
from possible kitchen mess
but with no othe~ way to
separate noisy and quiet,
or messy and clean actjvities {except by shifting
some to bedrooms}.

No room is large, but
their number gives best
chance to separate different activities so that
they won1t disturb each
other (such as use of
dining room as playroom
or study); entertainment is
,difficult

room, but with no way to
separate noisy and quiet
activities, or messy and
c lean ones, except by
shifting some of these
activities to bedrooms

A mother can supervise
small children white she
cooks without having
them underfoot .

Best space for informal
entertaining
Cooking area can be in
the middle of the building
(usually economical), yet
be pQrt of a room with
windows

\

Dining area is dn easi I.y
supervised play place,
keeping m'ess out of the
living room" but children
are uhderfoot and close
to dangerous stove
No room iarge enough
for many guests

CHART:
Dwelling

~
Excellent for e"ntertaining

Kitchen will probably be
windowless, and the cook
may be lonely (although
some women prefer to cook
in privacy)

Sep.

Sep.

living

dining

Sep.
cooking

l-bedroom
2-bedroom
3-bedroom
4-bedroom
5 or more
*Most financing plans permit either separate rooms
or combined areas, but separate dining rooms are
rare these days except in very large or very
expensive dwellings

HOW MUCH OF YOUR DWELLING SHOULD BE FOR GENERAL FAMILY USE AS AGAINST

SMALL~GROUP

OR I'NDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES?

Policy' A

Policy B

Policy C

Po.1 icy D

Pol icy E

Follow the usual proportions'for each dwelling
slze, os shown in th e
catalog.

Add 25 sq. ft. to Iivingdining area and subtract
25 sq. ft. from the more
private areas.

Add 25 sq. ft. to the children·s spec ial area and
subtract 25 sq,. ft. from
I iving-dining ared.

Add 25 sq. ft. 'to the
parents' special area and
subtract 25 sq. ft. from
living-dining area.

Make your own changes in
allotment of space between
family area and areas for
small~.group or individual
activities.

Possible results

Possible results

Possible results

Everyone has less privacy,
and activities such as playing', studying, hobbies,
tend to move into the general family Iiving area

The children have more
space where they can
play and work apart from
their parents, so use the
main living-dining area
(ess frequently

The parents· sleeping area
tends to become their
private living room, and
the living-dining area is
freed for more intensive
use by the children

Some families thrive on
their increased togetherness, but others complain
that there is too' little
chance to ,separate quiet
activities' from noisy activities (such as homework
from TV), or messy activities from clean and orderly
ones

e

,I

•

e

•

•

.........

SHOULD YOUR DWELLINGS BE LARGER OR SMALLER THAN THE MINIMUM

•

STANDARDS SHOWN IN THE CATALOG?

Policy A

Policy B

Policy C

Policy.tO

Policy E

Make all dwellings 10%
larger than the standards
for public housing that are
shown in the catalog.

Make all dwellings 100/0
sma.ller than standards
for public housing that
are shown in the eataloa.

Use cata log standards for

public housing. in designing half the dwellings;
make the other half 100/0

Follow catarog standards
for public .housi~g on size
of all dwelling types.

Make your own policy
on the sizes of your
dweliings in relation
to catalog standards
for public housing,
using the chart below.

smaller than catalog
standards.
Possible resu It

Possible result

Under some government
programs, financial aid
will not be given to lowincome people who wish
to occupy these dwellings

Dwellings can be somewhat cheape.r, or the saved
money can, be used for
expanded community
fae i I ities

CHART:

Size of dwellings as
compared with catalog
standards

Percentage of
a II dw~ lIings

0/0

0/0 larser
same as cata 10.g

0/0

0/0 smaller

0/0

Total

100%

SHOULD EACH HOUSEHOLD TYPE"HAVE A CHOICE OF DIFFERENT DWELLING PLANS

WITHIN YOUR BUILDING?
Policy A

Poi icy B

Pol icy C

Pol icy D

All dwell ings of the same
size should have the same
plan.

Each dwelling size should
have three different plans
to choose from,

Provide only one plan
for efficiencies and
l-bedroom dwell ingsi
provided two plans for
,each larger dwelling type.

Make your own .policy on
providing,choice of
dwelling plans, using the
chart.

Possible results

Possibl e resul ts

Pass ibl e resu Its

Farn iI ies of th e same
size but with different
needs and desires must
all fit themselves into
the same kind of space

Families with children,
therefore with particularl y varied needs, have
a fair chance to find a
dwell ing that su its them

CHART:

Peopl e have more sense
of individual ity if their
home is 'not just the same
as other people1s homes
Design and construction
may be somewhat faster
and cheaper

./

The dwelljngs will rent
or sell faster because
they appeal to a variety
of needs and tastes

Only Two
Three
different different
plan plans
plans

one

efficiencies
l-bedroom
2-bedroom
3-bedroom
4-bedroom
5-bedroom
6 or more
bedrooms
elderly
non-housekeeping

E,ach household size
might be offered a
choi.ce among dwellings
of slightly djfferent
sizes and rents

e

Dwelling
type

e

e

•
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INTRODUCTION
Certain features of every residential building
and dwelling unit are not matters of choice at
this time in this country. Almost everyone
agrees that 'these features must be provided
before residential facilities can be considered
to be up to the basic minimum standard expected in our society.
Many of these standards have been established
to be sure that the people using these facilities wil' not become ill or have unnecessary
accidents both during nonnal everyday use or
in case of an emergency such as a fire. Some
of the standards, for example, the minimum
window areas or ceil ing height, have been developed because most people become psychologically depressed if a room is too low or too
dark.
The following pages list the features of residential buildings and dwelling units which
have become basic minimum standards rather
than matters of choice on the part of the
sponsors, architect, builders and residents.
Such standards are enforced by building codes,
housing codes and by conditions set by the
State and Federal governments for approving
housing proposals for loan or grant programs.
Every proposal should meet these standards.

e

Th.e standards ~re arrang-ed on the following
pages in three columns-. The left-hand column
gives headings fisted in the Table of C~ntents
on the next page, and describes the effect the
standard should have on the people in the
dwel.ling·unit. The middle column refers to
some of the many commonly used regulation
manuals which describe the standard in technical and legal language. The third column
presents examples of specific regulations
quoted from these manuals, most often used to·
day. The numbers next to them are the section numbers used in the manuals.
The paragraphs quoted'here are only a small
sampling of the wr'itten standards which ~ay be
found in the publications listed in the bfbliography.

NJHFA:

Minimum Design Standards. April
1968.
For moderate-income housing developments to be cQnstructed under the
New Jersey Housing Finance Agency
Law.
Housing Finance Ageri,cy, State of
New Jersey.

FHA:

Minimum Property Standards for Multifarni Iy Housing. November 1963, reprinted May 1968 FHA No. 2600
511 pages.
Federal Housing Administ~at"ion, U.5.
Department of Housing and Urbqn
Development.

The manuals referred to are:
H-AA:

Low-Rent Housing 'Manual_ December

1968
Section 221. r Provision of Housing
for Low-Income Families by the Turnkey Method. Exhibit 6: Planning
and Design Criteria.
Housing ASSistance Administration,
U.5. Department of Housing and Urban
Development

II

e

•

•
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To meet current basic minimum standards, buildings and
dwelling units must be designed so that ail resroents.are
able to:

•

"

•

r--J

1. GENERAL STANDARDS
Have enough private space and equipment for typical
family activities and relaxation, for sleeping in standard
beds, for the preparation of mea,ls, for eating , fqr maintaining sanitary' conditions and for .$torage"4f
l

Have enough shared space aod equipment to "permit ~eas-y
access to private areas, to provide water, electricity
and other public utilities and the disposal of waste.
Have ways of getting o~t of their dwelJing units and buildings in case of fire with a minimum risk t.o life and I"imb.
Ha've rooms and areas large enough to fit in standard furniture such, as beds, living room furniture or dining table
and chairs.

2. SPACE
Have all activity sPaces large- enough and wide enough
to fit normal furniture and fixture arrangements and still
permit easy movement .throu.gh the space and access to
arl furniture ahd equipment in the space. t-lave spaces
that are high enough to avoid a feel.ing of being cramped.
~ve any private outdoor areas that may b~ connected
with the dwetling unit large enough to fit furniture for
tounging or dining table and chairs for at least four people.

See Table·s and information on the following six pages.

Housing Assistance Administration Low-Rent Ho-using Manual
DWELLING UNITS

a. Furnishability Requirements. A dwelling unit must contain space so planned as to accommodate the following furniture, facilities, and equipment a'nd permit free circulation wrth due
allowance for heating devices, dpor swings, accessibility to electric outlets, etc. Such furnishabDity shall be demonstrated on the dwelling pl-ans.

·{I} Living Space
Couch, 3 1 -0" x 6 1 -9 11
Large Chairs, 2 1 -6 11 x 31 -0 11
1 for 1 person unit--2 for all others
Desk, 2 1 -0" x 3-1-4: 11
None required for efficiency unit
TV, 11 -4 11 X 2 1 -8 11

(2) Dining Space
Table, 1 or 2 persons, 21 6 11 x 2 1 611
Table, 4 persons, 2 1 6 11 x 312'~
Table, 6 persons, 3 1 4 11 x 4 1 0"
Table, 8 persons, 3 1 4 11 'x 61 0" -or 4 1 0" x 4 1 0"
Table, 10 persons, 3 1 4 11 X·gIO Il or 4 1 0 11 x 6 1 0 11.
Table, 12 person~, 4 1 0 11 x 8 1 0 11
Chairs, 11 6 11 x 11 6 11

/

(3) Sleeping Spaces (per 2 persons)

"

Twin beds, 31 6 11 x'6 1 9 11 or'double bed, 4 1 611 x 6 1 9 11
(Single bed for effic-iency unit)
Dresser, 11 10" x 3 1 6 11 (one for efficiency unit)
Chc'i-r, '1 1 6" x 116 11
Crib, 2 1 4 11 x 4 15" {for first bedroom of family unit)
b. Dormitory Type

Bedrooms-~Space
I

and Room Count
\

(1) Extra-large (dormitory) bedroom space desi-gned to serve three or four persons

•

e

e

•

•

may be provided in dwelling units containing at least three separate sleeping areas,
provided fhat (a) the space is of proper area and design to accommodate beds resting
on the- floor (not bunks) and other required furniture, and ,has sufficient c·lbset space;
an.d (b) all other areas are properly designed for livabil-ity and required furnishability
to accommodate the total number of persons for which the dwelling is designed.
Space to accommodate three persons will count as 1-1/2 ropms and space for four
persons will count as two rooms. Not more than two dormitory bedrooms shall be included in any unit.
(2) The maximum area permissible for dwelling units with dormitory bedrooms should
be c'omputed on the basis of the number of rooms in the units, incJuding the higher
count for the dormitory bedroom. For a dormitory bedroom with 1-1/2 room count,
add one-half the difference between the maximum area permitted if the room were
given a count of one room and the maximum area permitted if the count were two
rooms.
c. Maximum Areas - Genera I Occupancy
(I) The total floor area of the unit, measured between the inner finish of enclosing
exterior walls and between partitions separating units, shall not exceed the following:
Occupancy (persons)
Description i /
Room Count _
Area sq" ft.

2
JBl(

4
2BR
4-1/2

3-1/2
550
720

6
3B'R
5-1/2

900

8

10

~

oBR

6-1/2
1120

7-1/2
1320

12

bB'R

1

8-1/2
1540

(2) These areas do not'include stairs and stair landings~ inside unit, circulation end
public facilities outside unit (stairs, elevators, etc.), or spaces for heatipg equipment·. All Tenant storage area, whether inside or outside the unit, shall be included
in the above maximum areas.
(3) Fora 3-bedroom unit in a row house, the maximum area may be 1,000 sq. ft.
when units are not of the interlocking type.
(4) For heating equipment, add 15 sq. ft'. for equipment operated by tenant; add 30
sq. ft. for heater room for gas equipment; add 45 sq. ft. ;for heater room for coal or
oil equipment.

YRoom count for living,

dining, and kitchen is 2-1/2. Each bedroom is 1 •

•

New Jersey Housing Finance Agency Minimum Design Standards
SPACE STANDARDS
3.9 In planniong dwelling units the essehtial test is livability and this ·will.be the basis for review.
Minimum furniture of sizes shown below, spaced so as to permit adequate movement, shall consist

of:
Bedrooms:
Principal bedr.oom -- twin beds or double bed, childls crib (except in units for the aged),

dresser and two chairs.
Secondary bedrooms fo'r two persons: Tw'in beds, dresser and two chairs.
Double bed ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 1 -9"
Twin or single bed••••••••••••••••••••• 31 -6 11
Chi Id's crib
.2 1 -4 11

X

6 1 -9 11

X

6 1 -9"

4 1 -5 11
Dresser••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1'·,10" X 4 1 -6 11
Chair •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• f '-6 II x 1 1 -6 11
0

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

X

3.10 No I iving room shall be less than 11 1 -0"
in minimum dimension for t iving rooms with
areas up to 200 square feet and 12 1 -0 11 for I iving rooms exceeding the area. No bedroom
shall be less than 10' -0" wide. Minimum
ceil ing height shall be 8 1 -0".

Living Room:

A couch or davenport •••••••••••••••••• 6'-9" X 3 1 -0"
Two easy chairs•••••••• '••••••••••••••• 2'-6 11 X 3'-0"
A desk 01'" table •• ,• •••••••••••••••••••• 2'-0" x 3 1-4"
Radio and TV •••••••••••••••••••••••• ; 3 1 :-0" x 2 1 -4 11
And other incidental furniture
Dining Spaces:

Seating and table space, for the maximum number of persons the unit will a~com
modate, must b~ prov.ided. The clearance around the dining table shalt not be
less thaJ:l 21_61~, ,or 3 ' -0" if s'eo t i n9 is coontemplated in'the passage. Dining
01
table shall be not less than 3 -0" in width and allowanc'e of 2 1 - 0" for each
person. Only'one person shall be ococommodated at each end.

e

e

e

•

•

New Jersey Housing Finance Agency Minimum Design Standards

"

MINIMUM ROOM AREAS ( in square feet)

3.13

DESIGN
A (d)

NORMAL
OCCUPANCY

2

B (d)

2

C

4

D

6

UNIT
TYPES (a)

L. R. (b)

Comb. L. R. & B.R. 200
Kitchen with dining
space
L.R. -Din. sp. -K. 220
I - 2 person B. R.

KITCHEN

2nd

85

2-1/2

60

150

250

60

150

130

L.R. -Din. sp. -K. 270

70

150

130

L.R. -Din. sp. -K.
2-2 person B.R.

3rd~Mn

RENTALROO1V\
B.R. B.R. B.R. B.R. CvOUNT (c)
1st

3-1/2
4-1/2

120

5-1/2

\

3-2 person B. R.

J

130

120

120

E

8

NOTES:

(a) Except in Design Type A, dining spaces shall be in living rooms and shall be located at or close
to a window adjacent'to the kitchen. In Type A apartments, djning sp ace shall be with-in the
kitchen.
(b)

L.R. -Din. sp. -K.
4-2 person B. R.

290

75

150

6-1/2

Except in Design Type A, areas listed include din-jog space.

(c) An additional half-room count will be permitted in the case of usable and clearly defined
spaces on bafconies and terraces, when approved by the Agency. These balconies or terra~es
shall be for the exclusive use of the apartment they serve, shall be a mint~um of 6 1 wide, and
shatl have a min imum~ of 72 square feet.
(d)

Desig" Typ.~s A and B apartments are inten·ded lirimarily for the aged.

•

APARTMENT DIST~JBUTION: In planning apartment distribution, the Agency shall be consulted.
The experience 'Of other proiects relating to demand will be made
, available to th~ applicant. At least one (I) type IIC" (two bedroom) apartment must be provided for the maintenance superintendent.

•

e

e
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Federal Housing Administration

M402.3

•

Minimum Property Standards

"

Minimum Room Sizes and Allowqble Room Count for Separate Rooms, Table

e

4 - I.

Minimum Area (Square Feet)

Name of Space (I)

LR
DR or DA (2)
K
Kitchenette (3)
BR (primary) (4)

BR (secondary)
Total .area, BRls

OHR (5)
Bathroom (p)
Half-Bathroom (6)
Foyer (7)
Balcony or Porch (8)
Terrace (8) (9)

.Room
Count

1
I
I

LUwith,

LU with

I-BR

2-BR

3-B-R

NA

160
100
60
40

160
100
60

170
110
70

120

80

12 1 -0 11
81-4 11
5 1-4"

NA

NA

NA

3 1-6"

120

120

120

120

NA

80

80

120
80

200

80
280
80

9 1 -4 11
8 1-0"

25
70

25
70

25

70

25
70

120

120

120

120

NA
NA

40

.1/2
I
I

NA
NA
NA
NA

-

1
1/2
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4

lU with
4-BR

LU with

o -BR

80

t

LU with

Least
Dimension

180

380

80

8 1-0 11

25

4 1 -0"
6 1 -0 11
8 1-0 11

NA

70
120

Notes:*
(I) Abbreviations:

LU

= Living

Unit
LR = Living Room
DR = Dining Room
DA = Dining Area

(4)

K = Kitchen
Klette = Kitchenette

OHR = Other

Habitable
Room
NA = Not Applicable
O-BR = LU with no
BR = Bedroom
separate
Bedroom
Primary Bedrooms shall have at least one uninterrupted wall space of at least 10 ft.-

o in.

* Footnotes (2) I (3) I and (5) through (9) wh ich
appear in the manuai have been omitted
from th is excerpt.

Federal Housing Adm·inistration M.inimum Property Standards
,;

M402.3 Minimum Room Sizes and Allowable Room Count for Combined Spaces, Table

Combined Space
(I) (2)

LR - DA (3)
LR - DA(DR size) (3) (4)
LR - DA - BR (3) (4) (5)
LR - DA - K (3) (5)
LR - B-R
K - DA (2)
K - DA (DR size) (2)
K1ette - DA

Comb.
Room
Count

4-2.

LU with
O-BR

Minimum Area (Square Feet)
LU with LU with LU with LU with
I-BR
2-BR
3-BR
4-BR

200
240

200
240

220

230

2

NA
NA

260

270

2

240

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 1;2
1-1/2

NA

260

270

290

310

190

NA

NA

NA

NA

1~1;2

100

110

110

140

2

NA

150

150

120
160

I

.80

80

NA'

NA

NA

1-1/2

180

~:*

(2)

'
For two adiacent spaces to be considered, a combined space, the clear horizo~tal
opening between spaces shall be at least 8 feet wide, except for a combined 'K-DA.
For 1- V2 room count of K-DA, the least dimension shall be 6 1 -0" and the cle.ar
opening at least 4 1 :"0 11 • For 2 room Gount of K-OA, the least dimension shall be
10 ' -0 11 and the clear opening at least 6 ' -0 11 • All requirements having to do with
light and ventilation shall be complied with.
"

(5)

For a combined LR-DA-K t.o be acceptable, comply with the following: (a) the
food preparation-cooking area shall be screened from the Iiving room sitting area;
(b) the Kitchen shall be at least 60 sq. ft.; (c) the clear opening between the Kitchen and the Dining Area shall be. at least 4 ft.-Din.; and (d) food service from
Kitchen to Dining Area shall not be through Living Room.

e

•

e

•

Federal Housing Administration Minimum Property Standards

M402-4.5

•

Other Habitable Room. (OHR)

In addition to meet.ing the floor area minima, and light and ventilation provisions .
for habitable rooms, an Other Habitable Room shall have a means of providing a
complete separation from other rooms. Also, the following provisions shall apply:
a. The room shall have a closet of the same size as required for a single bedroom.
b.

Where a fixed partition is not used' between the OHR and adiacent rooms, a
movable partition or cabinet ,at least 6 1 -8 11 high of durable opaque materials,
having a latch, shall be provided.

c.

In living units hav-ing only one bedroom, an OHR when included shall have
access to a bathroom or bedr,oom-bath-hall without ent.ering another habitable
room when it is apparent that its use may be that of a s~cond bedroom.

do

An OHR may not be counted as a room in living units having no separate bedroom.

M402-5.2

Minimum Heights
a.

All habitabl'e rooms shall have ceilings whose heights are not less than 8 feet.
The perimeter portion of a horizontal ceiling, but not exce.eding 20 percent of
the room area, may have that portion reduced to not less than 7 1 -4 11 in height.

b.

Rooms having sloped ceilings shall have an average height of not less than 8
feet, but no portion of a sloping ceiling shall be I~ss than 6 feet in height.
The bottom of ,beans spaced 4 feet or more apart (measured c. to c.) may average 7 1-6 11 above the floor. Where beams are less than 4 feet apart they
shall average at least 8 feet above the floor.

•

c.

Bathrooms, toilet compartments, utility rooms, etc. - at least 7 feet clear.

d.

Public Corridors or Hallways - at least 7 1 -8 11 clear.

e.

Halls within li'ving units - at least 7 feet clear.

f.

Suspended ceilings or panels - 7 1-4 11 clear.

9.

Ceiling heigKts for basement rooms, cont.aining no habitable rooms,
7.feet clear. H.abitabie rooms located in Basements shall comply with
requirements for ceiling heights of above-grade rooms.

\.,

e

•

e

•

SPECIAL STANDARDS FOR EFFICIENCY UNITS
Residents of efficiency, apartments should be able to:
Enter their living area from public access spaces through
an intermediate space such as a foyer; ,dress in an enclosed space which has provisions for storage of clothing.

•
FHA

'"

e

Miscellaneous Space Requirements
M402-4.1

Living Unit w.ith ,Ne;> Separate Bedroom (O-BR)
O-BR Units, in addition to area requirements
of M402-3, shall include the following:
a.

Entrance t~rough Foyer from public space
to living room.,

b.

Dressing Room having space for chest of
drawers qnd i,ts use, a closet or opening
off the Dressing Room equipped with a
clothes rod and shelf space of not less
than 6 lin~ar feet, and a linen closet or
shelf space.

c.

Access to the Bathroom' from ei ther the
Dressing Room or Foyer.

d.

Kitchenette opening. off Living Room or
Foyer. A maximum of 1/2 room count
shall be given for kitchen spac'e in O-BR
units regardl~ss of floor area provided.

e.

T~he foyer coat closet required for room
count under paragraph M402-4.4 is in
addition to the required storage space in
or opening off the Dressing Room under
(b) just above.

FHA
(cont)

M402-4.4

Foyer
a.

To be eligi.ble for room count, a foyer or
entrance space in a living unit shall comply with the following:
(I)

Contain at least 25 .sq. ft. of floor
area;
Have no dimension less than 4 feet;
Be separated from other rooms by at
least two floor:-to-ceiling partitions,
or closets at least 6 ft.-8 in. high,
in addition to the partition containing the entrance doorway, and where
no opening between the Foyer and
other space exceeds 8 feet in width;
Have a coat closet opening directly
on the Foyer, or opening nearby to
it·,
.
Provide at .Ieast partial visual privacy of Jiving room from entrance
"'>

(2)
(3)

.

(4)

(5)

doorway.

SPECIAL STANDARDS FOR UNITS FOR THE ELDERLY
.~

Elderly residents should be able to:
Have special features designed to lessen effort in house.keeping, minimize accidents, and accanodate special
equipment which may be required (such as wheelchairs),
and have maximum exposure to sun and convenience of
access to public facilities.

e

HAA

Dwelling Units
Maximum Areas, - Elderly Occ~pancy

(I) The total floor area of the unit, measured
between the inner finish of enclos·in,9 e~terior
walls and between partitions separating units,

•

e

•

•

' .....

FHA
(cont)

2/

( specia1
occupancy)
2
2or.more
TBR
·2BR
3 1/2 41/2
525
700

shall not exceed the following:
Occupancy (persons) I
Description
Eff.
Room ~Count 1/
3
Area sq. ft. 400

•

(2) These areas do not include circulation
and public facilities outside units (stairs,elevators, etc.), Qr spaces for heating equipment.
All tenant storage area, whether inside or
outside the 'unit, shall be included in the
above t11aximum areas.

(5) For heating equipment, add 15 sq. ft. for
equipment operated by tenant; add 30 sq. ft.
for heater room for gas equipment; add 45 sq.
ft. for heater room for coal or oil equipment.

17 ~Room count for liVing,- dimng, erlefkitchen is 2--1/2. Each bedroom is 1;0 sleeping
area for effi'ciency unit is 1/2.
2/ This covers such situations as -two single
related persons, two-person families whose
physical .condition requires separate sleeping
accommodations,and single persons requiring
sleep-in companions or care assistants.
NJHFA

3.14

Dwel.lings designed for the 'elderly shall provi"de non-slip tile flooring in bathrooms with
reinforced grab bars on two walls adiacent to
the tub and one on wall adiacent to the water

closet. All doors"except closet doors, shall
be a minimum of 2 1 -8 11 without saddles. Electric receptacles shQl1 be a minimum of 30 inches above. the floor ond three-way switches
shall ~ontrol elect~ic lightlng in halls and
passages; wall switches with· convenience
outlets shall be provided outside all interior
lavatories and· bathroom.s. The design temperature for- heating shoil be ·80 degrees.

3.15

A maior design consideration for these units
shall be a 11loximum- exposure to the sun, and
remote location fran, but with convenient
access toJcommunity , lobby, 'public and .
maintenance areas.

People using the building and dwelling unit should be able
to:

3.

CIRCULATION AND ACCESS

Have an entrance door or doors and public access areas
that will allow furniture and other items to be easily moved
in and out.
Have openings between activity areas within the dwelling
unit that wilt allow fumiture to be easily moved in and
out.

/

3.12

FHA

Doors and Access Openings
Exterior Doors

Have doors that swing open and shut without interfering
with other doors or with the space for activities within
the dwelling unit.

e

Entrance doors to dw~lling units shall be a
minimum width of 3 1 -0", passage doors within
dwelling units shall be a minimum of 2 1 -6",
and bathroom and -toilet doors shall be a minim.um of 2 1 -0".

NJHFA

M407-2.1

e

Minimum Sizes

e

•

Have public halls and spaces large enough for people who
regularly use them to pass easily withouf bumping into
each other whi·l·e walking with packages, shopping carts,
or other large obiects. (See: 17 Emergen'cy Exits).
When the building is high enough to require' elevators,
have enough elevators to provide service ,for· all building
users, of sizes large enough to accomo~ate people and
large pieces of furniture, of a speed which will not require long waiting peJiods, with indicators at eac'h floor
showing where the elevator is at all times, and with safety features tp minimize the possibility of crime.

•

tit

FHA
(cont)

TABLE 4-8: Public Entrance Doors
Width
Type
Main Entrance Doors(l)

Single

-

DOubre-

lieight

Buildings less than

3 1 -0 11

2 1 -6 11 ea. 6 1 -8 11

more stor'i es

3 1 -4 11

3 1-0 11 ea. 7 1 -0 11

Service Doors

2 1 -8 11

2 1 _6 1i ea. 6 1 -8 11

4 stori as
Build~n9s of

(I)

4 or

Secondary Entrance Doors for use of the publ ic shall
have the same minimum sizes as required for Main Entrance Doors.
'

TABLE 4-9: Private Entrance Doors

Type,
Main Entrance Doors
Secondary Entrance or 'Service
Doors
:

Width(l)

Heignt

3 1-0"

6 1 -8 11

2 1 -6 11

6 1 -8"

8 1 -0"

6 1 -O ll clear

10 1 -0"

7 1-O clear

Garage Doors
Individl)al' garage
"See next page for footnote (1).11

COt:Jlmon garage

ll

FHA
(cont)

(I) Where double doors are used for private entrances the
minimum width of each door shall be the same as required
for public en.trance doors.
Interior Doors

M407-3.1

Doors To and Within Living Units
Provide a door for each"entrance to a living
and within the unit for each opening
to a bedroom, bathroom or toilet compartmept. Required doors for these locations
shqfl have a lock.
~nit,

TABLE 4-10: Doors To and Within
Living Units
Type
e./
b.
c.
d.

Entrance to Living Unit
Service tp living Unit
Habit.pble Room
Bathrooms, Toilet
Compartments
e. C.losets, other than
Linen or Broan, or
Folding Doors for
Wardrobe Closets
f. Folding or Sliding
Doors (Within L. U.)

e

•

Width

Heigh't

3 1-0"
2 1 -8"
2 1 -6"

6 1 -8 11

2 1-0"

6 1-8"

2 1-4

6 1 -6 f1

11

6 1 -8"
6 1 -8 11

Unobstructed opening
not less than specified
in c, d, e 'above'" '

e

•

•

',-

•

TAB LE 4-11: Elevator Speeds

M410-4.5

Builcffrlg-Heighf ~ ---

~-

--~inimum -

Speed

--M-axrm-u-rn
Spe~d~. ___

150 ft. per min. ~200
200 ft. per min. 500 (I)
17 stories 250 ft •. per min. no limit (I)
21 ,stories 35,0 ft. per min.
ov~r 21 stories 500 ft. per min.

Up to and including 6 stories
I

I~ ~fQries

No limit is placed on elevator speeds in bufldin9~ thirteen or more stor~es in height. The requl:rements ate
that where . b uildings are over six stories high and lJn~er
thirteen, and use. ~'evator speeds in excess of 350 feet
per minufe/or where bui Idi ngs are over twal ve stories
high and use elev,ators with speeds in excess of 500 ft.
per min.ute, all eql:Jipment, struct~ral members, and
pit and overhead clearances shall ~be designed to fully
accommoQ~te the contract speed and offer safe depend-

(1)

I

able transportation; and these items with recognition
of the designed speed shall be fully covered in the
el evator manufacturer's and contractor's warranti es.

People using the building and dwelling unit should be able

'\

to:

4.

PRIVACY

Have all parts of the dwelling unit arranged so that they
may be completely closed off from the view of people

outside when desired.

NJHFA

3.1

The bathroom, except for one-room dwellings,
sholl be accessibl~ to all bedrooms without
entering any other room intended for sleeping
purposes~ It shall not open directly off the'
kitchen, living room, dining space or bedroom.

..".

";c

•.

,'1"

Have a sturdy entrance door or doors that can not be seen
through or easily broken through by people outside. Also
have a viewing device that makes it possible to identify
people outside before opening the entrance door.

FHA

Privacy

M404-1

Objective
To provide a degree of privacy commensurate
with desirable living conditions, by means of:
(a) the relationship of each living unit to
other living units or public areas; (b) the proper location of exterior openings to exterior
conditions, either existing or possible future
buildings; and (c) the arrangement of rooms
within the living unit, particularly with reference
to access between and visual screen:
ing of roqrn.s and other spaces.

Have bathrooms that can be completely closed off from
other activities when desired. Also have bathrooms that
can be entered without going through a kitchen or a bedroom. (Second bathrooms may be located so that they can
be entered from a bedroom.)
Have sleeping areas for parents ~nd for children of different sex over the age of 12 that can be completely closed
off from other activities when desired.

'

M404-2

Exterior Openings
Exterior.openings shall be located with proper
conside'ration of both adia~ent or nearby existing or future construction to provide privacy.
The planning shall avoid the p.lacing of win~
daws of separate living units in cl,ose vis~a'
proximity. to each other; for exanple, at interior bui.lding eng"les or directly opposite in
narrow courts. Proiecting walls or' other type
screens shall be used a,s privacy aids where
other plan arrangement is not possible.

M404-3

Balcony or Porch Privacy
The location of balconies or porches shall provide visual privacy for its users from other living units and from th'e ground. Likewise, the

e

•

It

•

••

•

privacy of other living units shall not be destroyed because of nearby balcony or porch

FHA
(cant)

locations. Adiacent balconies shall be visually screened from each other.

M404-4

Interior Open ings
Apartment entrance doors shall not be placed
directly opposite doors opening to public service rooms or elevators, except where a foyer
in the living unit will provide complete visual
privacy for atl other rooms.

M404-5.1

The arrangement of rooms shall provide privacy of access which will insure desirable
living conditions.

M404-5.2

The room arrangements shown in Table 4-5 are
not acceptable.

TABLE 4-5
Shall not
On Iy access from
a. Habitable room (I)
b. Habitable room
c. Habitable room (2)
d. Bedroom (3)
e. Bedroom

(1)

to
Bathroom
Habitable room
-Habitable room
Bathroom
Bathroom

be through
Bedroom
Bedroom
Bathroom
An-other Bedroom
Hab i tab1e room

In one-bedroom 1iving units only, access to
the bathro.om from the Iiving room may be
through the bedroom when acceptable to the

(2)
~

(3)

FHA field office and when future marketability is assured.
A required bathroom opening directly into a
kitchen is not acc~ptable.
An only bathroom shall not be located on a
separate floor (full story height) from all b~d
rooms of a living unit.

People using the building and dwelling unit should be able
to:

5. STORAGE
Have a storage area for guests· coats near the entrance door.

HAA

Have a storage area for clothing within every sleeping area
that is large enough to hang two I inear feet of clothing for
every occupant of the sleeping area.

Dwelling Unit
a. Furnishability Requirements: Closets and Storage

Have conveniently located storage areas i"n the dwelling
unit for a normal amount of frequently used personal
and household items.

/

NJHFA
Have secure storage areas somewhere in the building for a
normal amount of infrequently used personal and household
items.
Have storage areas for baby carriages, tricycl-es, bicycles,
and other whee-led vehicles conveniently accessible to
building entry/"and to outside.

3.4

Clothes, one per bedroom
Coats, one per unit
Linen, one per floor containing bedrooms
General storage~ part adjacent to kitchen
Every dwelling unit shall have at least one
coat c Joset; one linen closet; one b~oom c loset located in kitchen; one additional closet
per bedroom, clear d,epth 22 inche~, minimum
2 lineal feet per person, locate~ within or adjacent to the bedr.oom but in no event located
more than 5 feet from the bedroom door. Linen
closets sha II be at Ieast 18 II deep and sha II
have the following minimum widths:

Have enough easily reached shelf space in food preparation
areas to store a normal amount of utensi Is and food. AI so
have enough refrigerated storage space for keeping a normal amount of perishable food.

•

•

e

•

•
FHA

M403-2

•

Max. No. of Persons in D. U.

Linen Closet'
Width

I to 3 persons
4 to 5 person s

24 11
30"

Over 5 persons

36 11

Bedroom Closets
Each bedroom shall have at least one closet,
which meets or exceeds the following standards:
a. Depth - 2 feet, clear.
b. Length - (For Primary Bedroom) - 5 ] inear
feet clear.
Length - (For Secondary Bedroom) - 3 Iinear feet clear •

.I

M403-3

c. On~ shelf and rod with at least 12 inches
clear space above shelf.
Coat Closet
Provide a coat closet for each living unit
reasonably accessible to the front entrance of
the unit, having the same min imum size and
equipment as required for a secondary bedroom
closet.

M403-4

linen Closet
Each living unit shall have at least one linen

FHA
(cant)

closet located near bedrooms and have the following:
a.

Depth - 11 -4", clear

b. Length - 11 -6 11 , clear
c. Shelf Area 1 BR and 2 BR L.U. ~ 10 sq. ft.
3 BR and 4 BR L.U. - 15 sq. ft.
The volume of drawers m~y be substituted
for a maximum of one..half of the required
shelf volume.
General Storage

M403-6.1

Usable general storage space shall be provided
for the storage of items and equipment essential
to the use of the occupants. This storage shall
be in addition to required closets and kitchen
storage.

M403-6.2

The mi'nimum volume of general storage· for
each living unit shall conform to either
Schedule A or Schedule B.
Schedule A:

OB R and I BR = 100
2 BR
= 140
3 BR
= 180
4 BR
= 200

cu.
cu_.
cu.
cu.

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

This storage shall be located entirely within
the living unit.

•

e

e

•

•

"

Schedule B:

FHA

•

(cont)

OBR and I BR = 150
2 BR
= 200
3 BR
= 250
4 BR
= 300

cu.
cu.
cu.
cu.

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

At least one-third of the total general storage
space shall be located within the living unit.
M403-6.3

Each living unit hav,ing one or more bedrooms
shall have a separate closet for general storage purposes, and located ,in a conveniently
accessible place within the unit. This required closet shall be full room height and not
less than 4 sq. ft. in area. Excess general
storage may be located in bedroom and coat
closets provided this space is in addition to
the required closet space.

M403-6.6

Where exterior proiect maintenance is performed by occupants of living units-, provide an
additional 50 cubic feet per bedroom located
conven ient to the exterior.

NJHFA

2.1

Individual tenant storage must be provided in
each build"ing or in a central storage area "under management controi, or a combination of
bothtwith 3-1/2 sq. ft. per dwelltng unit the
recommended minimum in high-rise buildings,
and 30 sq. ft. per dwelling unit in garden type
and town house developments.

FHA

M403-6.4

Common storage rooms are acceptable only un-

FHA

der the following conditions:

{cant}

NJHFA

2.2

/

a.

The space used shal·J be clean and dry.

·b.

The st~rage space shall b'e appropriately
divided i.nto compartments, or clo~ts, for
each Iiving unit. Storage compartments
which are. less than 4 feet ·in height, or
portions of closets above 8 feet in height,
shall not be included in the required volume.

c.

These compar1ments must be capable of
being loc,ked.. A tenant padlock is acceptable.

Proiects shall have central storage spaces for
perambulators and wheeled toys in basements
or cellars accessible from grade by a romp with
4-1.;'2 sq. ft. per unit in high-rise buildings and
12 sq. ft. per unit in garden and town house
developments the recommended minimum.

2.5

Where perambulator 'and whee.1 toy storage',
laundry and toilet facilities, ore provided in
the basements (or cellars), access shall be
provided from inside the buildings (for highrise buildings only).

4.5

Shelving for wall and base units and work surface in kitchens shall be provided as follows:

(,)

e

e

e

•

•

e
Shelving

D.U. Size

NJHFA
(cont)

o bedroom
I bedroom
2 bedroom
3 bedroom
4 bedrQom

unit
unit
unit
unit
unit

30 Iineal
40 I'ineal
50 I ineal
55 I ineal
65 lineal

All work surfaces not to
FHA

M403-5

oe

Work Surface

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

2 I inear
13 linear
4 I inear
5 I inear
5 linear

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

less tran 2 1 wide.

Kitchen Storage
Each kitchen or kitchenette shall have: (I) accessible storage space for food and utensils;
(2) suff'icient space for the average kitchen accessories; (3) sufficient storage space for those
items of household equipment normally used
and for which storage is not elsewhere provided.

M403-5.1

Minimum Kitchen Storage Required
TABLE 4-3:40 to 60 sq. ft. area Kitchenette(2)

Item

(I)
O. BR Liv. Unit' BR Liv. Unit
(sq. ft.)
(sq. ft.)

Total Shelving in Wall
and Base Cabinets

24

30

Shelving in either Wei,)
or Base Cabinets

10

12

FHA
(cont)
Footnotes to Table 4-3:

(I)

Kitchen unit assemblies serving the kitchen function
and occupying less than 40 sq. ft. area in O-BR Living Units shall not be less than 5 feet in length and
shall provide at least 12 sq. ft. of total shelving in
wall and, base cabinets. Drawer and counter top space
shall also be provided. No room count is allowable
for thi s' type facil ity.
.
(2) Notes under Table 4-4 are also applicable for Kitchenettes.
TABLE 4-4: 60 sq". ft. area and Qver - Kitchen

-~

Item

•

•

--- - iBR-and TBR - 3 BR ana4 BR
Living Units
Living Units
(sq. ft.)
(sq. ft.)

Total Shelving in Wall
and Base Cabinets

.48

54

Shelving in either Wall
or Base Cabinets

18.

20

Drawer Area

8

10

Counter Top Area

10

12

e

~

T)"

I~
v......--...
.......
~f~·1 f~ ~·l

•

;

I

•

\.

People using the building and dwelling unit should be
able to:
6.

.,

•

LIGHT AND AIR

Have enough window area and openings to tne fresh oir
outside to prevent grow"th of harmful organisms and the
accumulation of unpleasant odors inside the dwelling unit.
Also to have enough window creg and openings to the
fresh air outside to prevent people . from feeling depressed
by darkness inside during daylight hours or by lack of air
motion inside.
.

NJHFA

4.1

Have exhaust fans or openings to fresh air outside large
enough to insure rapid removal of odors from food preparation and bathroom areas.
Have enough doors and wall enclosures arranged to prevent strong winds from penetrating dwelling units except
when desired by occupants for ventilation. ~

Each room shall have di rect outside exposure
from one or more windows, except as noted.
The window areas shall comply with State and
local bui'lding code requirements, but shall
not be less than 10 per cent of the floor area
in any case. At least half of the required
window area shall be available as clear ventilating area. If permitted by local low, bathrooms without natural light are acceptable in
multi-story buildings where adequate mechanical ventilation is provided. It is recommended that kitchens have direct outside. exposure
.

or pr,oximity to a window, but mechan!cal
ventilation will be allowed. It is desirable
to keep the heads of windows as close to the
ceiling as possible.

FHA

Have enough air motion through openings to fresh air
outside of by means of air conditioning eql:Jipment to prevent overheating during hot weather.
H.ave enough air circulation in public areas and rooms to
prevent noticeable accumulation of unpleasant odors.
Have all openings to the outside from within a dwelling
unit protected by insect screens.

Living Units
M406-3.1

General
a.

The arrangement in plan of living' units
shall make pos'sible an adequate circulation of air through all rooms. In build,ings less than four stories· in height or
those which do not provide summer airconditioning t~is should be accomplished
wherever possible by through venti 10 tion •
Thr ough ventilation is considered provided when two opposite outside walls of
living unit are pc"rallel, or approximatel~

FHA
(cont)

e

e

and each such wall contains part of the
required ventilation area of the unit.

b.

Units which have only cross v~ntilation
shall be arranged to provide comfortable
living conditions. Cross ventilation is
considered provided when two walls at
the corner of the living unit are at approximately right angles to each other and
each wall contains part of the required
ventilation for the living area. Corner
windows above are not considered as providing cross ventilation to a living unit.

c.

Two alternatives are permitted for living
units which do not provide "through ll or
cross ventilation as stated in a. or b. above.
Altemate (I) Summer air conditioning.
(Refer to Chapter IX for requirements).
(2) Mechanical ventilqtion. For mechan"
ical ventilation to assure at 1east a degree
of comfort comparable to that possible
with thOrough and corner or cross ventilation, care must be exercised in the location of air exhaust or supply grilles and
fans to assure that outside air moves from
the exterior walls toward the interior
walls, when an exhaust air system is used;
and from the interior walls to the exterior
wall, where a supply ai'r system is used.
With either arrangement air movement
shall be obtained by a combination of fan
capacity and the area of exterior wall
openings (doors, windows) and ·air move-

e

e

•

•

FHA
(cont)

ment shall be adequate to insure summer
comfort.
M406-3.2

Habitable Rooms
a.

Natural light shall be provided in each
habitable room, except for Kitchens and
alcoves, which may be inside space. An
alcove adioining a habitable room shall be
separately I~ghted and ventilated in the required amounts, otherwise it shall be considered a part of the room.

b.

Glass .area required for each room: Not
less than 10 percent of floor area.

c.

Natural ventilation shall be provided in
each habitable room.

d.

Natural ventilation area required for each
room shall be not Iess than 5 percent of
the floor area. See M809-3.6 for window
screens.

e.-g. Other regulations increasing the above
standards for certain situations.
h.

M406-3.3

The head, or top of \yindows,shall be at
least 6 1 -8 11 above the finished floor.

Kitchens
Ventilation shall be provided by:

FHA
(cent)

M406-3.4

a.

Natural m~ans in amount·s required for
Habitable Rooms, or

b.

Mechanical ventilation in accordance
wjth M902-2.

c.

Where -Kitchen or Kitchenette is combined
with the Dining Area~ and, the cooking
fixture is more than 12 feet from an exterior opening, mechanical ventil'atiOri
shall be provided.

d.

For any Kitchen or Kitchenette f19t having
a s~paration frorr the Living Room by partitions and door or screen, provide mechanic'al ventilation.

Bathroo.ms and Toilet Compartments

/

a.

Provide ventilation by:

(I)

Natural means as required for Habitable Rooms, but area of natural ventilating opening shall be not less than
2 sq. ft., or

(2) Mechanical ventilation in accordance with M902-2.
b.

e

e

Any compartment containing a single
plumbing fixture and opening into a bathroom may be ventilated as a part of that
bathroom.

e

•

•

•

FHA
(c'ont)

M406-2.2

Artificial light sholl be provided and in sufficient amount o'nd distributed so as to assure
healthful and usab.le conditions in all public
spaces such as entrances, corrido~s, stairways,
platforms and landings; and within living units
in all roOms and hallways.

NJHFA

3.7

Between all dwelling units1sound reduction of
at least 40 decibels at an average frequency
of 256 to 1024 cycles per second shall be obtained by the use of suitable construction methods and materials.

FHA

M405-2.1

Acoustic Control. Section M405 gives detailed
technical standards for sound privacy.

People using the building and dwelling unit should be able
to:

7.

SOUND

Have freedom from noises from outside the building or
nearby dwelling units that woul'd interfere with nOlTn91
conversations or sleep.

The application of sound transmission limitato floor and ceiling constructionsJand to suppression and violation of
mechanical noises and vibrations are mandatory. However, discreti'onary authority is expressly given the FHA field office to adapt the
requirements herein to specific situ.ations. The
use of construction assemblies which nearly
meet the established values may be permitted
when an analysis of the anbient noise level of
tion~ to partitions,

the neighborhood and the design of the building and living units in respect to acoustic control wouid indicate an acceptable degr~e of
audi tory pri vacy •
People using the building and dwelling unit should be able
to:

8. WATER
Have freely running hot and cold water in kitchen and
bathroom fixtures for 24 hours a day.

9.

NJHFA

4.2

All dwelling units shall have hot and cold running water.

ELECTRIC

Have enough current capacity in the electrical wiring to
allow the use of a normal number of electric lights and
appliances.

NJHFA

4.2

All rooms, including bathrooms and kitchens,
shall have wall switch controlled electric
lights.

Have enough outlets so that a normal number of lamps and
appliances may be connected without extension cords Qr
adding multiple soc~ets that would overload electric
lines.

4·1

Wiring on a separate circuit shall be installed
to an outlet in each dwell ing unit to accommodate an air conditioning unit of size adequate
to service the area.

Have a connection to a building master television antenna.

4.7

Provisions should be made for the installation
of a master television system in each building
of the proiect, with a master antenna, amplifier and distribution system to an outlet in each
apartment. No individual aerials are to be
erected on the exterior of the buildings.

4.6

A system of heating must be provided which is
adequate for the maintenance of a tempera-

10.

HEAT

Have enough heat during cold weather to keep all parts
of the dwelling unit at temperatures of at least 70 degrees

e

NJHFA

e

e

e

•

'...

NJHFA

(temperature may fall a few degrees below this during
short periods of extreme cold outside).

(cont)

•

ture of 70 degrees when the outside temperature' is 0 degrees Fahrenheit.
I

People using the building and dwelling unit should be able
to:

II.

DRAINAGE

Have ~nough drainage capacity in the piping system to
carry away water and waste from all sinks, bathtubs -and
water closets completely and rapidly to a public sewer
system. Also to have enough safety devices built into the
piping system to prevent clogging of the pipes in normal
use and prevent odors from the system fr,orn enteri.ng the
dwelling units.
.
12.

FOOD PREPARATION

Have food preparation areas equipped with an easily
operated range, oven, sink and refrigerator and broom
closet. Also have enough clear working surface at counter height to allow normal food preparation activities for
at least the number of occupants of the dwelling unit.

HAA

Kitchen Space
Combinati'on sink (except single sink may be
used in efficiency unit), counters, base' cabinets and shelves, refrigerator, sto",e, broom
closet,' and space for washing machine (except in apartme'nts wfth'iciundry facilities'provided elsewhere). If ~eparate·laundry trays
are provided within dwerling unit, single sink
may be provided instead of combiri\ltion sink.

FHA

Kitchens and Kitchenettes
M402-4.2

a.

Every Kitchen or Kitchenette shall contain
fixtur~s providing the basic faci~ities for

FHA
(cont)

food storage, preparation, serving and
sanitary cqre of dishes and utensils'" ncmeIy, a cooking unit, sink, refrigerator,
counter space and storage cabinets.

b.

Kitchenettes shall be provided with doors or
other suitabl~ closure from the living-Dining'Room, Foyer, o~ other '·iv·ing space
upon which it 6pens. The door opening
shal' be of suffi'cient size to pr~vide complete use Qf all equipment.

c.

Kitchenettes of less than 40 sq. ft. are
acceptable in O-BR and I-BR ·units but
shall not be less than 20 sq. ft.

d.

See M403-5 for storage requirements of
kitchens and kitchenettes.

People using the building and dwelling unit should be able
to:

13.

PERSONAL HYGIENE

Have bathrooms, equipped with easily operated sink, water
closet, bathtub, shower, medicjne c(!Jbinet, ~irror, and
.elec.tric light. Also have bathrooms finished with materials that will not be deteriorated or damaged by water or
moisture. (Also see privacy and ventilation.)

•

HAA

Baths
Water closet, lavatory, and tub {with or without shower}.
Elderly units may have shower enclosure in
lieu of tub or tub and shower.
Half bath (water clqset and lavatory) m.oy be
added in u!lits for over 6 persons.
Ful~' 'bcit~ may be added with tub ?r sho'yVer
stall for more thon 8 persons.
.

e

e

•

•

"

N JHFA

3.1

FHA

Bathrooms

M402-4.3

•

Every dwelling unit shall have at least one private bathroom equipped with a water closet,
lavatory and bathtub. Dwelling units consisting of 3 bedrooms or more shall have an addi tional compartment equipped with a water closet and lavatory; units with 2 bedrooms may have
such an additional compartment if the cost of
the development will permit it without loss of
other essential features. A medicine cabinet,
a clothes hamper, and accessori es shall be furni shed.

Bathrooms shall be of sufficient si·ze to accommodate the appropri.ate fixtures, namely a water
closet, lavatory and tub. Any bathroom in ex~ess of one may have a showe( stall instead of
the tub. Arrangement of fixtures shall provide
for a comfortable use of each fixture and permit at least a 90 degree door swing, or sliding
doors which open th,e full width of a nonnal
b.athroom door. See Figure 4.01.

People using the building and dwelling unit should be able .
to:

14.

GARBAGE

Have a place to stofe a normal amount of garbage in an
enclosed space for up to 24 hours within the dwelling unit.
Also have a pla.ce that is easily reached from the dwelling
u.nit to dispose of garbage for collection and/Dr incineration.

FHA

Garbage and Trash Disposal

M412-8.1

A means for the removal or disposal of trash and
garb'age shall .b~ provided. Such disposal may
be accomplished by' a combination of sink-gar-

FHA
Have enclosures for garbage disposal spaces both inside
and outside the dwelling unit enclosed with easily cleaned, non-Qbsorbing surfaces.

(cont)

boge disposal units plus c.ontract trash removal
or by other combinations of refuse disposal.

M412-8.2
Have enough container capacity in shared garbage storQge
areas to prevent overflow of containers in the periods between pick-up by municipal garbage disposal service and/
or incineration.

Where there is not evidence that satisfactory
contract trash removal wil] be available on a
long-term basis, an adequate size incinerator
will be reqliJired.
"'"~

...

sanit~ry storage for"trash
and garbage shall be provided by floors and by
proiect Lnless incinerator hoppers of adequate
size are install ed. Both trash rooms and hoppers
shall be easi Iy reached by the tenants. At
least one per floor is required in buildings .more
than 3 stories in height.

M412-8.3. A means for temporary

M412-8.4
.I

Incinerator hoppers opening directly intp corridors are not acceptable. Closets or rooms
containing hoppers shall not be less than 24
sq. ft. and they shall be provided with a selfclosing door. The design and location shall
prech.de blow-back from the incinerator into
I iving-unit corridors.

"

e

e

-

e
People using the building and dwell ing unit should be
able to:

•

",

•

15. DELIVERIES
Have an area for the installation and easy use of standard, U.S. government-approved mail boxes. Also have
any shared mail areas within a lockable enclosure available only to occupants who have door keys.

FHA

Service Areas: General

M412-1.1

Have at least one entrance to each building that can be
easily reached by delivery trucks, mail trucks, fire
engines, moving vans or ambulances.

Every proiect shall provide adequate parking,
off-street loading areas, laundry facilities,
the means for refuse disposal, proiect storage..
. and areas for housing mechanical equipment.

16. MAIN/TENANCE
Have all shared areas and all areas within dwelling units
enclosed with materials that are easily cleaned with
normal equipment and cleansing agents. Also have all
enclosures made of materials that will not deteriorate or
brea,k down due to cleaning., exposure to air, sunl ight,
accidentally spilled flu.ids or abras·jon due to normal
usage over a long period of time.
Have all windows arranged so that they may be easily
washed inside and out from ins·i.d~ the building without
the use of special equipment.
Have drainpipes that wit I carry away rain and mel ting
snow or ice from all roofs, prqiections, balconies, entries
or passages before flo~ding can take place.
Have passageways and or hatchways that will allow room
for easy removal and replacement of any large units of
equipment or services.

NJHFA

FHA

2.14

Ample space for management office with storage and toilet facil ities and for maintenance
and repair shops with showe v toilet, and locker
facilities must be provided.

M412-1.2

Service workshops and storage garages for
equipment shall be provided where the proiect
size and anticipated maintenance indicates
the necessity for their provision.

People using the build'ing and dwelling unit should be
able to:

17. EMERGENCY EXITS
Have passages, stairs .and exit doors arranged so that

NJHFA

3.8

peopl.e may quickl.y get out of and completely a.way from

their dwell ing unJt and building in case of.~fire in any
part of the building. Have all such emergency exits'
enclosed by fire retardant materials wh~,n the building is
so large that it would. take more than thirty seconds for
any occupant to get out of the building if there is a
fire.

Public Halts in multi-family buildings shall be
of the following minimum widths:

o-

50 ft. long

4 1 -6 11 wide
'-

...

51-100ft. long

51-011 wide for full length

100 - 150 ft. long

5 1-6 11 wide for full length

over 150 ft. long

6 1 -0 11 wide for full length

of hall
of hall

Have passages and stairways that are protected from rain
or snow.
Have passages and stairways that are wide enough to
prevent people from bumping into eac.h other if they are
running out of the building during a fire.

of hall
FHA

Doors to Publ ic Stairways

M407-3.2

a.

Provide a door to each exit stairway enclosure at each floor. See M505-6 for
additional door requirements.

b. Width. No single exit door to public
stairways shall be less than 3 1 -0 11 wide.
Minimum width for double doors shal') be
2 1 -6 11 each. Minimum doorway widths
shall be related to traffic density and the
width of the stairway it serves.

c. Doors shall be swung so that they do not
impair the use of the stair or landing.
See Fig,. 4.07.
Stairways, general
M408.2

e

e

Stairs shall be arranged so that they provide
continuity of egress from any floor to the outside of the building at grade level. Stairs
shall have risers and treads so proportioned and

e

•

•

"

•

landings so placed that they are a safe and
dependable means of access o£:,d egress.
Corridors, Hallways and Exits: Maximum length of Travel
to Stairway or Exterior Door via Publ ic Corridors.

M409-2.1

Corridors, Having Access to Stairways in Two
Directions
..

~

_.

..

a. The distance of travel trom the entrance
~oJ;>r of Qny I ivin,S ynit~ to to an ~ncLose~
sta-irway or to an exterior door shall not
exceed 100 feet for buildings of Type 1,
Fire 'Resistive' construction, and not (llore
than 50 feet for other types' of construction.
These dimensions- are taken from the center
Iine of the doorways. See Fig .. 4.08.
b. Where the stailWay is not separately enclosed and is open to the hall, the maximum distance of travel from the entrance
door of any living' unit to the stairway
sha II not ,exceed 20 feet.

M409-2.2 a.

Corridors serving living units and providing
access to required stairways in one direction only shall not exceed 30 feet in
length.

FHA
(cont)

M409-2.3

Length of travel from entrance door of any living unit to elevator shall not exceed 180 feet.

M409-2.4

Length of Trovel Within a Living Unit
The distance of travel within a living unit from
door of any room leading to the doorway to an
exit corridor shall not exceed 50 ft.

Width of Corridors and Hallways

M409-3.1

Hallways Which Serv·e Six ·or Less Living Units·
a.

Hallways providing access to stairways
shall b'e in no case of less width than the
stairWays which they ser'(e.

b.

Hallways pro~idjng access to stciirwqys
shall not be less than 3 1 -6 11 in width for
-halls up, to IO-feet long. The minimum
width shall be increased· 6 inches for each
. 10 feet additional length up to a maximum
width of'5 ·feet.

/

M409-3.2

•

•

Corridors Serving Mor,e Than Six Living Units

o.

The minimum width of a public corridor
shall be 5· feet.

b.

Width at Elevators. The width of corrido~s at elf;}vators shall be greater than the
width of the corridor at other locations,
except where the elevator is serving six

e

•

e

e
FHA

living U1its or less per floor. The increase

(cont)

In wid,th at -el-evators sholl be at Ieast 20
percent for corridors or hallways less than
5-feet wide, and at least 12 percent- for
corridors from 5-feet to 7-feet wide.
c.

Secondary dead-end corridors, not longer
than 15 feet and leading to 0- primary corridor, shall b-e at least 3 1 -6 11 wide. When
longer than 15 feet the-standards for pri-mary corridors shall apply.

Exterior Access Corridors and Stairways
M409-4.1

General Eligibility Criteria
The acceptance of exterior access corridors as
the sole means of access to and egress from living units, stairs, or elevators is dependent upon a favorable determination by the local field
office to this type -of construction. In making
this evaluation the field office shall consider
the following:
a.

Climatic Conditions
The effect of climatic factors of freezing
outdoor temperatu~es, heavy rain, wind,
sleet and snow shall be considered.

b.

Plan Arrangement
Each plan shall provide adequate means
for egress and for access to the living units

FHA
(cont)

and ·to. laund.ries v ptJblic stQrage and to
aJI service areas which are provided. Also
the exterior corridor arrangement shall
maintain an acceptable degree of visual
and audi tory pri vaey.
Co

Market Acceptance
Favorable market acceptance of this type
of construction shall be demonstrated considering:

(l) The occupants (both as to probable age
and family composition).

(2) The renta1 s to be charged.
(3) Local custom as it pertains .to general
acceptance of this type of construction.

M409-4.2

Design Requirements of Exterior Access Corridors
d.

The width of exterior access corridors shall
n,ot be less than·:5 feet clear of doors or
other pr(!)jections. No proiectirag owning
or casem.ent windo'vvs shqll be perm itted to
open on the c.orridor.

Exits: Kinds of Exits

M505-2.1

DWELUI UN IT: User Standards
"'-.

e

The kinds of exit which are acceptable as a
requi'red· exit providing a me9ns of :egress from
a floor or fi re area to another- floor or another

•

•

•

l-I

@

i

~

~

----- .....

...,
",

'¢

(~e&~')\l .
'. ',._
;.rr

\.

('J

0\
~

o

.~

fire area are a do.orway, enclosed stairway,
smokeproof tower, ,horizontal exit, protected
passageway andJunder limited conditions, a
ramp. Exits may be either interior or exterior.

FHA

(cont)

M505-2.2

In new construction, a fire escape is not considered an acceptable kind of exit.

M505-2.3

Elevators shall not be considered as required
exits.

M505-2.4

An exit from a room or living unit shall be by
or more doorways.

on~

M505-2.5

Required stairways shall be interior and' enclosed, except as permitted in M409-4.

M505-2.6

An exit from a building shall be by doorway
opening to the ex~erior.

People using the building and dwelling unit should be able
to:

18.

SAFETY

Have entrances and any changes in level at passageways
ramped for easy movement of shopping or laundry carts,
baby carriages, bicydes or wheel chairs.
Have sturdy railings around any change in level more than
one foot high to prevent accidental falls.
Have sturdy railings along side. of every stairway so that
people can hold on while climbing up or down.

e

•

•

e

•

e

Have complete and lockable enclosures around all shared
equipment and services that may be damaged or cause injury when touched, (examples: boilers, fans# steam pipes,
elevator motors).
Have complete enclosures around all. equipment and'services ·within the dwell ings unit that may be damaged or
cause iniury when touched, (examples: air conditioners,
fans, stean pipes).
People using the building and dwelling unit should be able
to:

19.

STRUCTURE

Have a building structure and enclosure that will not break
or vibrate excessively even under the maximum weight or
pressure that can be expected to be placed upon them.

20.

DURABILITY

Have an outside building enclosure that will not deteriorate or break down due to the effects of water, moisture,
ice, snow or heavy winds. Also have an enclosure that
will prevent any water, ice, rain, snow or winds from
penetrating inside the bui Iding.

21.

RECREATION
HAA

Social Obiectives of Design
Entries, lobbies, corridors and common balconies should not be designed merely as passageways. They should also be designed to serve

some"of the social needs of the people, including the need to neighbor. TheX should, therefore, be designed and dimensioned for these
extra uses. Common balcon1.es, in addition t9
serving as passageways, shou'ld be wide enough
for a baby -pen, a bridge table, or a group of
chairs. Lobbies need to be large enough so
that the people who are waiting for a paycheck
or for mail can sit in comfort; or where people
who are lonely can sit and watch others come
and go.

NJHFA

Community Activities
2.8

Indoor and outdoor space must be provided in
all proiects for community activities.

2.9

The indoor space should include at least one
large community room that can be adapted for
pre-school children or for other group activities,
with a small kitchen adioining this room, a small
room that may be used for an office or otner
special use, adequate storage space for these
rooms, and two toilet rooms, one for men, and
one for women.

/

'\

2.10

The following table of minimum sizes is reCommended for the community room:
Proiect Lp to 100 D. U.·s
100-300 D. U. ·s
300-500 D. U. ·s

2.11

•

•

600 - 800 sq. ft.
800-1200 sq. ft.
1200-1500 sq. ft.

In proiects of over 500 D. U. •s, study should be
given to providing ~ larger size community room

e

•

•

~

._,.-

'"T

.........

~

---

•

•
NJHFA
(cont)

FHA

and additional rooms for workshops, gamerooms,
and other special activities. Indoor sp_oce
should be above grade where used for pre-school
children or sim iter ac.tivities. The space should
be well-lighted, heated, and ventilated.

M412-1.3

Tenant hobby rooms, recreation areas and similar spaces shall be provided where market acceptance indicates the necessity for their inclusion.

•

DWELLING UNIT CATALOG: INTRODUCTrON
The dwell ing unit catalog contains a representative selection of some seventy different unit types that are b~in9
built in the United States today. These types range in
size from 'efficiency through six-bedroom dwell ings.
They are organized in the catalog according to the
number of bedrooms in each dwelling • For example, all
one-bedroom dwelling units are grouped together, all
two-bedroom dwell ings are grouped together and so on,
in order to make the comparison between different types
of the same size easier. You may use the catalog in
several ways. For example I you may first decide on the ",
sizes of the dwell ings that you want, take out those pages, and then
rearrange the types in other groupi ngs,
so that you can compare them to see how they satisfy
your pol icies.

HOW DO YOU USE THE DWELLING UNIT CATALOG
INDEX?

The index at the beginning of this catalog

tells you
the page numbers where you can find certain sizes and
kinds of dwelling units. It also will tell you how four
pieces of information fit together.

Page on which dwell ing
unit type is located

A. Access types, showing different ways of

Number of bedrooms

entering the building.

B. Building types, showing buildings of

o br

different sizes, shapes and heights:

c.

2/~

General dwelling unit access and orientation, showing where the dwelling unit can
be entered and where doors and windows can
be located.

'3 br

'/

D. Dwelling unit size (the number of bedrooms)
with one page numbers where you- can find
individual dwetling unit pl.ans.

•

"

•

2'

I

,

2'br

I br

4 br
*/~g

f7

One story units

14, 1&

Two story units

5/6 br

39

•

•

•

There are two ways in which you can use the index:

A.

If you have decided on the number of bedrooms
that you want for a certain dwell ing, you can go
to the index and fi~d the pages on which those
size types are shown and then go through the catalog I taking out those types. You can then narrow down your first selection by seeing how wefl
each type satisfies your pol icies.

B.

If you have a Iready prepared a site proposa I or decided in one of your pol icies: on the building and
access type that you want, you can go to the index and find the pages with the dwell ing units
that have your selected building and access types.

•

t.

The bViiding and access types that
dwelling units will work with. Some kinds
of plans cannot be used with some building
types or access typ~s. When you have
selected a plan you I ike, you should go
back to the index page and look up the
building and access types this D .. U • can
work with. These types are shown on the
catalog pt;lges by the small capital letters,
and on the index page by the large capital
Jetters .

F

The total area In square feet for the dwelling unit shown and the equivalent maximum
area required by The Housing Assistance
Administration for its Low... Rent .Housing.
l

HOW DO YOU USE THE DWELLING UNIT CATALOGUE?
Each page shows one or more dwell ing unit types, and it
gives six pieces of information which describe the main
characteristics of that dwell ing unit.
A.

A plan of the dwell ing showing the size,
type and location of the rooms.

B.

A diagram which shows how the main
activity areas of the dwelling unit are
combined or related. If you are not used
to reading plans i looking at this diagram
first may help you understand the plan,
which is more detailed.

c.

D.

A

~

The number of bedrooms.

~
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A dwell ing un it access and orientation
diagram, showing where the dwelling can
be entered and places where windows and
sol.id walls can be located.
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(E

ACCESS
TYPES

e

e

BUILDJ;NG

TYPES'·

r···LI

..).

Direct
Grade

Units
Forming a
Row

Court
Units

A

o br

I br
S

B

~>
~
Stai r Interior
Corridor

r···..1

lJ

r 2

o br

br

IIIIat
I 1 br

o br

I 2 br

I 1 br

III

4' br

3 br

32

o br

J

br

2 br
14,17

5/6 br

2%,2.',1.7

Stacked Units
Forming a
Slab

e

I'

'f,12

3 br

Stai'rExterior
Gallery

·

DWELLING UNI,T ACCESS. AND ORIENTATION TYPES

14,16

5/6 br I 3 br

4 br
3~

2 br

4 br

2%

34

2t,2~

34,~5

o br

2,'

I br

I

7

5/6 br

3'

I'?

2 br

'4,18

3 br

4 br

I 5/6 br

4 br

3 br

I 5/6 br

2h

2'

U,,27

c

Stacked Un its
Form ing a
Slab

o br

I br
8

",20

4br,

3 br
'%8,%'

o br

2 br
4

5/6 br I 3 br

~

8,'

4 br

*/~'

I~'

2br
20

5/6 br

30

~7
~8

Stacked Un its

Stair Interior

Forming a

Exterior Core

Cluster

a Terrace

a Row

D

o br

Stacked Units
Forming a
Slab

E

4 br

o br

J

o br

2 br
15

"
3 br

Elevator Exterior
Gallery

I br

br

1 br

,,,2 br

4 br

5/6 br

b

3 br

5/6 br

1.4

~s

2.5

I ?1~

o br

2 br

2/~

J

2 br

br
17

7

14,'6

3 br

4 br

15/6 br

3 br

4 br

5/6 br

2'
2~

26 J 27

Elevator Interior
Corridor

Stacked Units
Forming a
Slab

F

o br

1 br

~8/19

I br
8,9

2 br
20

5/6 br I 3 br

4 br

5/6 br

1','1.0

8

3 br

o br

2 br

4 br
37

4

~/~1)

3?

~o

~8

Elevator Interior
Core

Stacked Un its
Forming a
Tower

G

o br

3 br
2.8,'1.'

I br

o br

2 br

8

19,10

4 br
?,7

5/6 br I 3 br

4

I br

8,9

4 br

2 br
2.0

5/6 br

~

38
Staoir Rehab.

CiJ

Stacked Units
Forming a
Row

H

o br I

I br

2 br

o br

I br

21

10

3 br
31

4 br

2 br

I 5/6 br I 3 br

4 br

5/6 br
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B

bedroom or sleeping area

Room Plan
scale - 1/16 11

K

kitchen or cooking area

L

I iving -area

solid wall area

D

dining area

window area

= 11-011

~

bathroom

rE

m±Em

private outdoor area

)0)(12

measurements of area
in feet

1.110]

-total square foot area
for the space shown
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DIAGRAM - B
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acc~ss areal corridor,
path, gallery

DIAGRAM - A

Activity Area
Diagram

Access and
Orientation Diagram

storage area
closets
entry point

~

bedroo") or sleeping area

mmnn

storage area

~

kitchen or cooking area

A

entry point
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DIAGRAM - C

stair
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living area
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